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In Islamic history Madrasas have played a vital role in building and shaping the fate of Muslim ummah
from the very inception of the Islam. These Madrasas have a great contribution to religious education,
which helps Muslims to know deeply about Islam. Madrasas not only fulfill religious needs of Muslims
providing a great contribution to the field of knowledge and art ; but also try to make them complete
human beings from every angle. Madrasas were among the first institutions onto the path of
generalization of modern education. The service rendered by Madrasas is an established fact. In India
these Madrasas have played an important role in protecting human, Islamic and social values. These
institutions have also played an important role in the survival of Islamic practices, publication and
dissemination of Islamic literature, protection of Islamic faith and development of culture and civilization
besides contributing to the development of the country. These invaluable services rendered by Madrasas
can‟t be ignored and forgotten. In this brief research paper, efforts will be made to highlight the
contribution of Madrasas on the basis of historical stand point.
Concept of Madrasa Education: The
worthy of special mention. The impact of the
dictionary meaning of the word Madrasa is
descendents of Islam with their own language
school. The word is derived from Arabic word
and culture on India was also felt on the Indian
„darasa‟ which means to impart lessons. To this
language. Persian and Arabic forged their
word „darasa‟ the syllable ma is added as a
healthy influence on Hindi, Gujrati, Punjabi,
prefix; and as per the Arabic grammar with this
Bengali, Kashmiri and Marathi. Islam and
addition the word Madrasa implies the place at
Muslim also contributed a great deal to various
which the act (of imparting lessons) is
branches of modern civilization i.e. architecture,
performed. In other words, Madrasa means the
calligraphy, painting, mathematics, commerce,
place of imparting knowledge. In common
land and revenue management and natural
language, educational institutions like presciences.
primary and secondary schools and even part
The Madrasa education system itself
time centers of Quranic education attached to
was complete enough to serve the change in
mosques and fulltime residential institutions of
political and socio-economic needs of India for
Islamic education are all called Madrasas. But
centuries together. Its curriculum was
technically the term Madrasa is used for
sufficiently liberal in that it covered the fields of
institutions of Islamic education which are
traditional or religions sciences together with
generally full time residential schools which
rational and social science and language and
imparts education of Islamic theology & law.
literature. With this curriculum the Madrasa
The contribution of Islam and Muslims to
education system catered to the educational
the development of education and learning in
needs of the ruling
India both in theory and practice is indeed
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a Madrasa in Delhi which focused on religious
disciplines. Another centre of Muslim learning
at Delhi headed by Maulana Khairabadi, which
syllabus included secular subjects as well. Luck
now was yet another centre of higher education.
In the presidencies of Bengal, Bihar, Orissa
created by the East India Company; Arabic and
Persian schools continued to function as before.
With the gradual disintegration of Muslim rule
particularly the Mughal empire and its steady
replacement by British administration, the
Madrasa education had begun to receive its first
wave of shocks, as for it the transfer of power
did not mean a mere substitution of one political
power for another rather it meant the destruction
of a particular way of life a particular culture a
basic source of empowerment of the Muslim
community in social, economic, cultural and
emotional domains. The Madrasa education
system in vogue at that time was preparing the
people for the then prevailing way of life which
was now changing and taking a new direction.
Madrasas were one of the first few social
institutions which received the bitter taste of this
change at that time.
The Freedom of India in 1947
initially brought new problems for the Madrasa
education system. We know that prior to
Independence Madrasas were entirely depending
on the meager resources collected by them from
the common members of the already
economically weak community and so were not
placed on sound economic footing by any
reckoning. After Independence mass exodus of
Muslim to Pakistan including a large number of
those who were educationally and economically
better off, abolition of Zamindari system,
widespread unemployment among Muslims, etc.
further crippled the economy of the Madrasas,
particularly in the northern and western part of
India.
The rigorous campaign for free and
compulsory modern elementary education under
the constitutional directive, replacement of Urdu
as a medium of instruction in some states and
similar other developments brought new
challenges for Madrasa education system.
The persistent efforts of Ulema in the
post-Independence period to resuscitate Madrasa
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Class and upper strata of the society and at
the same time successfully cared for the
educational needs and aspirations of the Slaves
and weaker sections of the society in a large
portion. So it was through this well-built
Madrasa education system only that people were
empowered socially and economically and were
enabled to adjust themselves in all spheres of
human activity. If the Madrasa education system
and its methods were faulty, as was rightly
questioned by Maulana Abul Klam Azad, (the
first Education Minister of free India) how could
their products bring about such revolutions and
hold the positions of highest officials under the
King?
The history of Madrasa education in
India began in the 10th century C.E. with the
establishment of Maktabs and Madrasas in the
towns of Sind, Debal, Mansura and Multan
through Arab traders and settlers.
Madrasa education also flourished under
various provincial kingdoms which had cropped
up due to gradual disintegration of the Delhi
Sultanate from the reign of Muhmmad bin
Tughlaq and Firoz Shah Tughlaq and even
during the reign of Lodhis. The founder of
Mughal Empire Zahir Uddin Muhammad Babar
himself was a man of letters and an erudite poet
and writer. During the reign of Babar, the Public
Work Department was also entrusted with the
task of construction of Maktabs and Madrasas,
besides its other duties.
During the reign of Humayun; new
Madrasas were established in Delhi, Agra and
other places. The Humayun‟s Tomb itself was
once used as an important place of instruction.
His successor Akbar, though not considered a
man of letters, showed remarkable interest in
educational and literary activities during his
reign. Aurangzeb (1658-1707 C.E.) the last of
the great Mughals who himself was a learned
scholar, caused establishment of a large number
of Madrasas across the country and spread
handsome funds for this purpose.
After the fall of the Mughal Empire, it
was Shah Waliullah of Delhi who spearheaded
the first movement among Ulema and launched
a powerful campaign to recapture the glory of
Islam and regain political power. He established
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education system ultimately bore fruit to an
extent and brought it back on the track and ever
since, it is steadily progressive and refurnishing
through in a way which can be reckoned as
revival of the Madrasas education system which
was once in vogue in medieval India until the
th
18 Century and was serving all the socioeconomic needs of the society. On the one hand,
the number of Madrasas and Maktabs now
stands increasing considerably and on the other
some new experiments in their curriculum and
mode of instruction have been initiated.
It is difficult to provide any reliable
figure of the actual number of Madrasas that
now exist in India in spite of some surveys
having been conducted by the renowned
organizations
like,
Hamdard
Education
Foundation, Institute of Objective Sstudies,
National Council for Educational Research and
Training (N.C.E.R.T.) etc. still from the varying
estimates on the number of Madrasas provided
by these organizations. One can very easily
deduce that during the British period and for
some time after Independence the graph of
growth of Madrasas in India has been steadily
increased. For example,in the Directory of
Madrasas in India, published by the Centre for
Promotion of Science, established in 1985 at
Aligarh Muslim University, a comprehensive list
of 2890 Madrasas has been produced. Later in

1990; Manzoor Ahmed in his work „Islamic
Education, Redefinition of Aims and
Methodology‟ presented a rough estimate of
these Madrasas of around 30,000. But he has not
mentioned as to how he has arrived at this
figure. But it is clear that the number of
Madrasas increasing day by day.
Thus, it may be concluded by saying that
Madrasas can play much greater role in the
socio-economic and cultural empowerment of
the Muslim community than what a majority of
them is doing at present by adopting a more
flexible, broad based and dynamic approach
towards its curriculum and matters related with
the transaction of this curriculum and by
favourable considering the demand for a careful
synthesis between religious and secular
education system. In the opinion of Allama
Yusuf Qardhawi, Muslims are not backward in
modern education due to the reason that they are
dedicatedly engaged in religious education and
that they are shining in that area of learning. The
fact, according to him, is that even in religious
education they have faced decadence and ever
since they have ignored education in modem or
scientific disciplines they have declined in the
religious education also.
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Abstract

The history of Madrasa education in
India starts since the arrival of Muslims in
India and it began in the 10th century C.E.
with the establishment of Maktabs and
Madrasas in the towns of Sind, Dabel,
Mansura, Multan by the Arab traders and
settlers. After the passage of time, this
system was gradually developed and
hundreds of mosques during this period
were flourished. Oudh, Multan, Lahore,
Khairabad, Patna, Surat, Delhi, Agra, were
the main centers of Madrasa education and
Islamic studies.And the number of Madrasas
and Maktabs were multiplied during the
period of Muhammad Ghouri, Iltutmish,
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As per the present status of Muslim
education is concerned, undoubtedly, it is an
important dimension in the realm of Muslim
educational system in India; which requires
urgent attention. The new challenges of the
21st century (the century of Knowledge) can
not be encountered without considering the
problems of Muslim education in India,
because Muslims are the biggest minority
community of this nation comprising 13.4
Percent of it’s population. And Madrasa
education is a significant part of the History
of Muslim education and Islamic studies in
India.
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Madrasas in India, even after Independence of the country, have rendered invaluable services to
the development of the community and the country. They have played a silent but significant role
in educating millions of Muslim population of the country. The services of Madrasas are not
limited to spreading literacy; but also encompass social, political and academic fields. Infact
the educational development of Muslim community can’t be imagined without the Madrasas and
maktabs. Ulema produced by these Madrasas provide leadership not only in religious matters
but also in social & political sphers as well. Starting from Shah Waliullah to the great Ulema
like Moulan Abul A’la Maududi, Moulana Quasim Nanatwi, Moulana Abul Kalam Azad and
Moulan Syed Abul Hasan Ali al-Nadwi have been the most prominent personalities among
Muslim leaders. They were basically the products of Madrasas and they had a close affinity with
the Madrasa education. Even then the systemas it it prevelant in India not is not free from draw
backs and shortcomings. In this brief research paper efforts have been made to highlight the
status of Islamic studies and Madrasa education in India alongside pointing out it’s major
drawbacks and some remedial measures as well.
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Besides the figures, the contribution
of Madrasa education in India has been so
important that there can’t be imagined the
educational development of Muslim
community by neglecting the Madrasas and
Maktabs. Ulema produced by these
Madrasas provide leadership not only in
religious matters but also in social &
political spheres as well. Starting from Shah
Waliullah to the graet Ulema Like Moulana
Abul A’la Maududi, Moulana Quasim
Nanutawi, Moulana Abul Kalam Azad and
Moulana Syed Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi have
been the most prominent personalities
among Muslim leaders. They were basically
the products of Madrasas and they had a
close affinity with Madrasa. education.
It is because of this prominent role of
Madrasas, the common masses and
particularly the intellectual groups call the
Madrasas as the castle of Islam and pay
respect and honour to these institutions.
Even after accepting and appreciating
the hall mark achievements of madrasa
education in India; the system is till today
not completely free from some hindrances
and shortcomings. Some major and
important
shortcomings
of
madrasa
education system are stated as below:1. Absence of definite aims and objectives,
though they may be present in the mind
of authorities of madrasa education, but
they are never clearly spelt out.
2. Unscientific approaches of some of the
curricula of Madrasas.
3. Lack of basic facilities like proper
building, classroom and especially
furniture, black board and other TLM
and equipments in some of the
Madrasas.
4. Outdated traditional methods and
technique of teaching and learning.
5. Isolation from modern developments in
the area of natural sciences and social
sciences and over emphasis on the
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Allauddin Khilji, Tughloq and Sikandar
Lodhi. The Mughal period starting from
Babar to Aurangzeb and other emperors was
the glorious period of Madrasa education.
The structures of various mosques; forts and
Madrasas found even today remind us the
past of Madrasa education during the time of
Mughal period. Sir syeed Ahmed Khan in
his famous book Asar us-sanadid writes
“that there was a network of Madrasas and
Maktabs through out the country during the
Mughal period. He further writes, “The
downfall of Mughal Empire started during
the period of Aurangzeb but the
establishment of Madrasas and their
assistance continued till the last Mughal
King.”
The British period is generally
considered a period of strong set back to
Indian education system. But at the same
time; Madrasa education also continued,
flourished and saved Indian Muslims from
being affected by the western culture. It was
during this period the several well-known
seminaries were established. They include
Durul-Ul-Ulum Deobond (1866) NadwatUl-Ulema Lucknow (1894) and even Jamia
Arabia Islamia Nagpur (1938).
After independence; India became a
democratic and secular country. There are
many persons who believe that due to the
influence of secularism in India, the
religious educational institutions have lost
their relevance. But, in fact; the Madrasa
education system is still strong in their own
position and has been increasing and
progressing by leaps and bounds in the
country. Mr. Madhavrao Scindhia, the then
Minister of Human Resources Development
(HRD) while adrassing a muslim education
conference held in Delhi on May 7, 1995,
stated that there were 125000 Madrassas in
India during the time of Mughal reign in
India. The report of all India survey by
Hamdarad education society published in
the June 1996 confirmed the said figure.
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Having presented the shortcomings,
some remedial measure may be placed to
overcome the drawbacks and shortcomings:First of all, the aims and objectives
of Madrasa education in this country should
be specifically well-defined.
In the light of well-defined
objectives for Madrasa education there must
be a common curriculum for Madrasa
education. It will be however necessary to
specify the
objectives at various stages of
Madrasa education like Alim, Fazil and
Kamil i.e. intermediate, graduation, postgraduation and honours level. Differences
among various groups & sects of the
Muslim community may prove to be a
bottleneck in framing a common curriculum.
But the community has to come on a
common platform to perform this prominent
task as it has done in the case of its personal
law by forming All India Muslim Personal
Law Board, representing all sects and
schools of thoughts. There can be an “All
India Madrasa Education Board” to shoulder
the responsibilities of Madrasa education.
The curriculum must include some basics of
modern subjects so as to enable the learners
to play a dynamic role in the modern
society. But at the same time proper care
should be taken to see that.

1. The main zeal or character of
Madrasa education is not to be
affected at any circumstances.
2. The students should not be
overburdened.
There should be a provision of
teachers training programme for the teachers
who wish to associate with Madrasa
education. They should be either
accommodated in existing training institutes
affiliated with the universities, or there
should be a separate system of training for
them. A linkage may be established between
the Madrasa authorities and the Training
Institute of Maulana Azad National Urdu
University, Hyderabad. The advantage of
separate training institutes will be that the
teaching methodologies suitable to teach
various subjects of Madrasa education may
be taught with due emphasis. Almost 99
percent of teachers associated with Madrasa
education are professionally untrained. The
training on modern lines may equip them
with modern methods; techniques and
strategies of teaching learning and
evaluation.
Madrasa education seems to be
working on old traditional pattern as there is
no emphasis on any research. Therefore
research projects should be undertaken on
various aspects of madrasa education.
Scholars associated with Madrasas and
Jamias as well as with modern Universities
should be encouraged to work meaningfully
in the area of Madrasa education.
The proposed common platform may act
as a coordinating body for various Madrasas
and Maktabs spread throughout the country.
The above mentioned action plan
may not be effectively implemented without
raising required funds. The Muslim
community should continue patronizing
Madrasa education. At the same time it is
the responsibilities of the Union and state
Government to provide adequate grants for
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traditional subjects, with a negative out
look towards modern subjects.
6. Lack of coordination among various
Madrasas and Maktabs.
7. Defective system of examination &
evaluation.
8. Poor quality of planning and
administration.
9.
Poor financial condition and
management.
10. Low status of teacher in the society.
11. Lack of innovations, experimentation
and researches.
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these Madrasas and Maktabs without
interfering
in
their
academic
&
administrative mainstreams, as it has been
proposed by Gopal Singh high power panel

(1980) and Sachar Committee Report on the
Status of Indian Muslims. (2006)
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Abstract

Muhammad Wadeh Rashid Nadwi (b. 1935) is an eminent Arabic writer and journalist of
contemporary India. He has born in a very well-known and highly educated family of Rai-Bereli,
Uttar Pradesh. He got his early education from Ilahia School at Rai-Bereli and studied Islamic
sciences and Arabic language and literature at Darul Ulum Nadwatul Ulama, Lucknow. He
obtained his graduation in English honours from Aligarh Muslim University and started his
professional life as an Arabic translator and presenter in All India Radio, New Delhi and worked
there for twenty years; from 1953-1973 to be exact. In 1973, he joined Darul Ulum Nadwatul
Ulama as a teacher of Arabic Language and literature and was promoted to the post of Dean,
school of languages. He became the secretary for education of Darul Ulum Nadwatul Ulama in
2006 and till date he is doing this prestigious job actively and efficiently. Apart from this, he has
been a member of many academic organizations, and educational institutions in India and
Abroad. Wadeh Rashid Nadwi is an eminent scholar of Islamic sciences and Arabic language
and literature; he has a very good knowledge about English literature and western culture and
thus he has established himself as a prominent writer through his skilful writings. He has written
many books, articles, research papers on different literary, religious and social issues. He is a
famous Arabic journalist as well and presently working as Chief Editor of Al-Raid (a fortnightly
Arabic News paper) and Deputy Editor of Al-Basul Islami (a monthly Arabic Magazine), both
are published from Darul Ulum Nadwatul Uluma, Lucknow.

جسٙ ثالصؾٞٚٓ ر٠دٚٓ ثٌّعذ٠جدزر ثٌىضجح ثٌّفىشٙ ِٓ ؽٞٚ ثٌٕذٟٕذ ثٌقغ١ثػـ سشٚ خ ِقّذ١ ثٌشٛ٘
ز١ثٌضشدٚ ُ١ٍثٌضعٚ رٛثٌذعٚ  ِؾجي ثٌفىشٟثععز فٚ بذشثسٚ عؾ ٌٗ ٔرشثس عجلذزٌٛ ثِٟؼ ثإلعالٌّٕٙثٚ ّز١ٍثٌغ
٢ْح٤ْ َِٓكٝ ، ذحٌع٢صكحكٝ ،٢د أُٔؼ٣أوٝ ،ٍ٣جقى ًحضد هىٝ هصٝ ٢ كٞٛ .ِٖظجدسٚ ٟثألدح ثٌعشدٚ
.س٣ُ٤ِجإلٗؿٝ ،س٣جألٌوٝ ،س٤ جُؼٍذ:ٓطعِغ ٖٓ جُِـحش جُػالظٝ ،ُ٤ٍ ٓطك٤ٓإٌل ؿٝ ،ٍ٣ٓطٍؾْ هىٝ ،ٍ٤ًر
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فز دأعشر ثٌشجٖ عٍُ هللاٚمز ِٓ أعش ثٌغجدثس ثٌّعش٠ أعشر عشٟ فٟٕذ ثٌقغ١ثػـ سشٚ خ ِقّذ١ٌذ ثٌشٚ
 هللاٟ ؽجٌخ سػٟ دٓ أدٍٟ دٓ فغٓ دٓ عٕٝذ ثٌقغٓ ثٌّغ١ذ عذذ هللا ثٌّقغ دٓ ثٌغ١ ثٌغٌٝج إٌٙٛصضظً أط
)٘ـ٧٦٦ - ـٛ١٨٥( ٟٖٔ ٓكٔى جٌّذ٣ى هطد جُى٤ُٓم ج٤ جُشٞٛ  جألٍْزًٙٛ ٖٓ ٘ىُٜ ج٠ٍُ ٖٓ ؾحء ئٝأٝ .ُٕٙع
ٍٙٓأ٣ - ِْْٝ ٚ٤ِ هللا ػ٠ِ ص- ٍ هللاٌْٞ ٕ جُٔ٘حّ أ٢ كٟ ٌأٚٗ٘ى أُٜ ج٠ُ ئٚؿٍضٛ ًحٕ ْردٝ .٘ـ٧ٓ٦ ّػح
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ذحُطٞؾ ٚئُ ٠ث ٌٕٙذ ٌٍؾٙجد فضٛؽٗ إٌ ٝششق ثٌٕٙذ دطش٠ك غضٔز ِع ؽّجعز وذ١شر ِٓ ثٌّؾج٘ذٚ ٓ٠ف٘ ٟزٖ
ثٌّٕطمز وجٔش عذر إِجسثس ٕ٘ذٚع١ز فأغجس عٍٙ١ج ٚفضـ لٕٛػ عُ ِجٔىذٛس ٚوشث ٕ٘ٚغٚ ٖٛغ١ش٘ج ِٓ ثٌمالع
ثٌقظٕ١ز ٚثٌّضٕ١ز ٚأدبٍٙج ف ٟدٌٚز إعالِ١ز ٚصشغً ِذر ؽٍ٠ٛز ِٕظخ ش١خ ثإلعالَ ف ٟدٌ ٟٙف ٟأ٠جَ دٙشثَ
شجٖ ٚوجْ ِٛػع إوشثَ ٚفخ ٌذ ٜعجةش ثٌعٍّجء ٚثٌغالؽ ِٓٚ 1.ٓ١دٌ ٟٙثٔضمً ثٌغ١ذ لطخ ثٌذ ٓ٠ثٌّذٔ ٟإٌٝ
’ًٍج‘ ٝجِصٛؽٕٙج ٚصٛف ٟدٙج فٌٓ / ٖ ٟعحٕ ػحّ ٛ٧٦٦ـً .حٕ ُ ٚغالغس أذ٘حءٗ :ظحّ جُىٝ ،ٖ٣هٞجّ جُىٝ ٖ٣ضحؼ
جُىٗٝ .ٖ٣رؾ ٖٓ يٌ٣طٌ ٚؾحٍ جُؼِْ ٝجُٔؼٍكس جٌُػ ْٜ٘ٓٝ .ٍٕٝ٤جُٓ٤ى هطد جُىٓ ٖ٣كٔى جُػحٗ ٢ثٔضمً إٌٝ
’ؾحتّ‘ ذٍجب ذًٍٍ’ ٖٓ ٢ِ٣ج‘ .عُ ثٔضمً ثدٕٗ ثٌغ١ذ عالء ثٌذِ ٓ٠ع ثدٕٗ ِقّٛد ِٓ ’ؾحتّ‘ ئُٗ’ ٠صٍ٤آذحو‘
ٝجْطوٍ ٘ٛحًًُٝ ،ي أصركص ’ٗصٍ٤آذحو‘ ٓػَ ’ؾحتّ‘ ٓوٍ أٍْز ش٤م جإلْالّ جُٓ٤ى هطد جُى ٖ٣أقٔى
جُٔىٗٝ .٢كٗ’ ٢صٍ٤آذحو‘ جقطَ ػالء جُى ٖ٣ذٖ هطد جُىٓ ٖ٣كٔى جُػحٗ٘ٓ ٢صد جُوعحءٝ ،ذؼى ٙض ٠ُٞذًٜج
جُٔ٘صد ٌؾحٍ ًػ ٖٓ ٍٕٝ٤يٌ٣طٝ ٚجقىج ضِٝ ٞجقىٝ ،آبش ِٓ صِٕ ٌٝٛظخ ثٌمؼجء ٘ ٛثٌمجػ ٟثٌغ١ذ فؼً
ثٌشفّٓ ثٌقغٕٚ ٟدعذٖ ثٔضٔ ٝٙرجَ ثٌمؼجء فٗ’ ٟصٍ٤آذحو‘.
 ِٓٚرس٠ز عالء ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ لطخ ثٌذِ ٓ٠قّذ ثٌغجٔ ٟوجْ ثٌشجٖ عٍُ هللا دٓ ثٌغ١ذ ِقّذ فؼٌٚ ً١ذ فٟ
ٔظ١ش آدجد ف ِٓ ٕٔ ٟسد١ع ثألٚي عجَ ٖٖٓٔ٘ـٓ .حش أذ ٙٞك ٢جُٔى٘٣س ثٌّٕٛسر لذً شٙشٔٚ ٓ٠ظف ِٓ
ٚالدصٗ .كٌلِ ٚنحُ ٚجُٓ٤ى أذٓ ٞكٔى ٝأقٖٓ ضٍذ٤ط .ٚأنً جُؼِْ ٖٓ أنُ ٚ٤ؼٔ ٚجُٓ٤ى أقٔى .أونِ ٚنحُ ٚك٢
جُشٍغس ٌٍُ٘٣ ُْ ٚض ػٖ جُؼَٔ ك ٢جُشٍغس كطًٍٝ ٚنٍؼ ئُ ٠غِد جُؼِْ ٝجُؼٍكحٕ قط ٠الَّ جُٓ٤ى آوّ
جُر٘ ١ٌٞأوذش صالِ١ز ِٚغضششذِ ٞؾذد ثألٌف ثٌغجٔ ٟثٌش١خ أفّذ دٓ عذذ ثألفذ ثٌغشٕ٘ذٝ .ٞكٓ ٢ىز هِِ٤س
أصرف جُشح ٙػِْ هللا ٖٓ أهٍذحء جُش٤م جُر٘ ١ٌٞذٌٞػَٛٝ ٚىٝ ٙجضرحع ْ٘س ٗرٓ ٚ٤كٔى  -صِ ٠هللا ػِ- ِْْٝ ٚ٤
ٝجْطلحو ٓ٘ ٚجْطلحوز ضحٓسٝ .كٝ ٢هص جُطٞو٣غ هىّ جُشح ٙػِْ هللا ذ ٖ٤أْطحي ٙجُٓ٤ى جُر٘ ١ٌٞئٌجوز ٛؿٍض ٚئُ٠
إْ ٠طٍخ ِٕٗ أفذ ْ
ثٌّذٕ٠ز .كأؾحَ ٙجُر٘ ١ٌٞذشٍغ ْ ٛ٘ٚ
أْ ٠م ُ١ف ٟثٌٕٙذ فٍ١مُ .كهٍؼ جُشح ٙػِْ هللا ٓغ
أٍْض٣ٍ٣ ٚى جُ ٜؿٍز ئُ ٠جُٔى٘٣سُٔٝ ،ح ٝصَ ئٌُ ٠جب ذٍ ٠ِ٣أهحّ أ٣حٓح ك ٢ذ٤ص ذؼط أهٍذحتٝ .ٚيجش ُ ّٞ٣و٠
ٓغ جُش٤م ػرى جُشٌ ٌٞػحُْ َٝجٛى ًر ٍ٤جًُ ١جُطّٔ ْٓ٘ ٚ
إٔ ١ل ُ١ف ٟسثا دشٚ ٍٝ٠ر ّوشٖ ٚط١ز ش١خٗ
ثٌذٕٛس .ٞذ ّىٍ جُشح ٙػِْ هللا إسثدر ٘ؾشصٗ ٚعضَ ْ
أْ ٠غىٓ ف ٟسثا دشٚ ٍٟ٠ثبضجس ِٛػعج ف ٟشجؽب ٔٙش
’ْة‘ ٓوٍج ُٝ ٚألٍْض ٚجًُ ١جشط ٍٜذؼى ذحْْ َج٣ٝس جُشح ٙػِْ هللا ٓٝهطصٍج ذحُُج٣ٝس جٌُرٍ( ٟضٌ٤ح ًالٕ
ذحُِـس جُٔكِ٤س)ٝ .ػِ ٍٓ ٠جُؼصٔ ٌٞذغ ِٓ رس٠ز ثٌشجٖ عٍُ هللا عذد وذ١ش ِٓ ثٌعٍّجء ٚثٌذعجر ٚثٌّؾج٘ذٓ٠
ٚثٌّفىش ِٓ ٚ ٓ٠أشٙشُ٘ ثٌغ١ذ ِقّذ ٘ذٚ ٜثٌغ١ذ أد ٛعع١ذ ٚثٌغ١ذ ٔعّجْ ٚثٌغ١ذ أفّذ دٓ عشفجْ ثٌش١ٙذ
ٚثٌغ١ذ عذذ ثٌق ٟثٌقغٕٚ ٟثٌغ١ذ عذذ ثٌعٍٚ ٟثٌغ١ذ أد ٛثٌقغٓ عٍ ٝثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذٚ ٞٚغ١شُ٘ٝ .ك ٢ثٌعظش
ثٌشث٘ٓ شم١مجْ ِٓ ٘زٖ ثألعشر ٠غ١شثْ روش٠جس عجٌف ٟثألعشر ّ٘ٚج :جُٓ٤ى ٓكٔى جٍُجذغ جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ى١ٝ
ٝجُٓ٤ى ٓكٔى ٝجظف ٌش٤ى جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ى ١ٝقلظٜٔح هللا ضؼحُٝ .٠ك ٢جألٌٝجم جُطحُ٤س ٗركع ػٖ ق٤حز ٝأػٔحٍ
جُٓ٤ى ٓكٔى ٝجظف ٌش٤ى جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ىْ ١ٝ
ئٕ شحء هللا.

مىلده ونسبو
ٌٚذ ثٌش١خ ِقّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٟدٓ سش١ذ أفّذ ثٌقغٕ ٟف ٟدثةشر ثٌشجٖ عٍُ هللا دمش٠ز صى١ج
والْ دّذ٠ش٠ز سث ٞدش ٍٟ٠ف ٟثٌٛال٠ز ثٌشّجٌ١ز ) (Uttar Pradeshدجٌٕٙذ عجَ ٞٛٝ .َٔ٣ٖ١جذٖ أنص جُش٤٤م
أذ ٢جُكٖٓ ػِ ٢جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ى ،١ٝك٤صَ ٗٓر ٖٓ ٚجُطٍك ٖ٤ئُ ٠ثٌغ١ذ عذذ هللا ثٌّقغ دٓ ثٌغ١ذ ثٌقغٓ ثٌّغٕٝ
دٓ فغٓ دٓ عٍ ٟدٓ أد ٟؽجٌخ سػ ٟهللا عِِْٕٓٝ .ُٙس ٗٓر ٚجًُٛر٤س ًٔح ٞٛ :جُش٤م ٓكٔى ٝجظف ٌش٤ى
جُكٓ٘ ٢ذٖ جُٓ٤ى ٌش٤ى أقٔى ذٖ جُٓ٤ى نِ َ٤ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ سش١ذ ثٌذ 2ٓ٠دٓ ثٌغ١ذ عع١ذ ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ ثٌغ١ذ غالَ
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 )1روشٖ ثٌش١خ ِؾّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٝثٌٕذ ٞٚف ٟوضجدٗ " ثإلِجَ أفّذ دٓ عشفجْ ثٌش١ٙذ" ف ٟطفقز  ١١أبزث ِٓ ع١شر ثٌغجدثس (ِخطٛؽ)
ٌٍش١خ فخش ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ عذذ ثٌعٍ ٟثٌقغٕ.ٟ
 )2شم١ك ثٌغ١ذ ػ١جء ثٌٕذ ٟثٌقغٕ ٛ٘ٚ ٟؽذ أد ٟثٌقغٓ عٍ ٟثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ ٞٚألِٗ.
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ؽ١الٔ ٟدٓ ثٌغ١ذ ِقّذ ٚثػـ دٓ ثٌغ١ذ ِقّذ طجدش دٓ ثٌشجٖ آ٠ز هللا دٓ ثٌشجٖ عٍُ هللا دٓ ثٌش١خ فؼ ً١دٓ
ثٌش١خ ِقّذ ثٌّعرُ دٓ ثٌمجػ ٟأفّذ دٓ ثٌمجػِ ٟقّٛد دٓ ثٌمجػ ٟعالء ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ ثٌمجػ ٟلطخ ثٌذٓ٠
ِقّذ ثٌغجٔ ٟدٓ طذس ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ ص ٓ٠ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ أفّذ دٓ عٍ ٟدٓ ل١جَ ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ طذس ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ ثٌمجػ ٟسوٓ
ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ ثألِ١ش ٔرجَ ثٌذ ٓ٠دٓ ش١خ ثإلعالَ لطخ ثٌذِ ٓ٠قّذ ثٌّذٔ ٟدٓ سش١ذ ثٌذ ٓ٠أفّذ دٓ ٛ٠عف دٓ
ع١غ ٝدٓ فغٓ دٓ أد ٟثٌقغٓ عٍ ٟدٓ أد ٟؽعفش ِقّذ دٓ ثٌمجعُ دٓ أدِ ٟقّذ عذذ هللا دٓ ثٌقغٓ ثألعٛس
ثٌؾٛثد ٔم١خ ثٌىٛفز دٓ ِقّذ ثٌغجٔ ٟدٓ أدِ ٟقّذ عذذ هللا ثألشضش دٓ ِقّذ طجفخ ثٌٕفظ ثٌضو١ز دٓ ثٌغ١ذ
عذذ هللا ثٌّقغ دٓ ثٌغ١ذ ثٌقغٓ ثٌّغٕ ٝدٓ فغٓ دٓ عٍ ٟدٓ أد ٟؽجٌخ سػ ٟهللا عٕ.4ُٙ

نشأتو وتعليمو:
إْ ٌألعشر ٚثٌذ١تز أعشث وذ١شث ف ٟصشى ً١ثٌشخظ١ز ثإلٔغجٔ١ز .كايج ًحٗص ٗشأز ئٗٓحٕ ك ٢أٍْز ًٜٓذس،
ٝذ٤ثس و٤٘٣سًٝ ،حٕ ضػو٤ل ٚذػوحكس ػِٔ٤س أوذ٤س؛ ًٛ ٌٕٞ٣ج جإلٗٓحٕ ػحوز ٌؾال ٓطى٘٣ح يج ػِْ ٝأوخٝ ،كعَ ًٔٝحٍ.
ًٛٝج جُوحٗ ٕٞجُؼحّ جٗؼٌّ ك ٢ق٤حز جُش٤م ٓكٔى ٝجظف ٌش٤ى جُكٖٓ ٞفئٔٗ ٔشأ ف ٟأعشر د١ٕ٠ز عٍّ١ز ٚوجٔش
صشد١ضٗ صقش سعج٠ز بجٌٗ أد ٟثٌقغٓ عٍ ٟثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ ٞٚثٌز٘ٚ ٞخ هللا ع ّض ٚؽ ًّ لذسثس وغ١شر ِضٕٛعز
فىش٠ز ٚأدد١ز ٚدع٠ٛز فضأعش دٗ ٚأبز عٕٗ فض ٟصىٔٛش عمٍ١١ضٗ ثٌعٍّ١ز ٚثٌفىش٠ز ٚشخظ١ضٗ ثإلعالِ١ز ٚأطذـ
ِٓ ثٌعٍّجء ثٌذجسص ٓ٠ف ٟثٌٕٙذ ثٌّعجطشر.
صعٍُّ ِقّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغِٕ ٟذجدا ثٌمشثةز ٚثٌىضجدز ف ٟثٌّذسعز ثإلٌ ٗ١ٙدشثا دش ٍٟ٠عُ ثٌضقك
دذثس ثٌعٌٍٕ َٛذٚر ثٌعٍّجء ف١ظ دسط ثٌٍغز ثٌعشد١ز ٚآدثدٙج ٚثٌعٍ َٛثإلعالِ١ز عٍ ٝوذجس أعجصزر ثٌذثس ٚعٕ١ج
بجٌٗ  -أد ٟثٌقغٓ عٍ ٟثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ - ٞٚصشعجٖ؛ فٛعع عمجفضٗ ثألدد١ز ٚثإلعالِ١ز ٚفظً عٍ ٝشٙجدر ثٌعجٌّ١ز
ٚثٌضخظض ف ٟثألدح ثٌعشدٚ ٟصخشػ فٙ١ج عجَ ٔ .َٔ٣١أًَٔ وٌجْط ٚجُػحٗ٣ٞس جُؼصٍ٣س ك ٢جُٔىٌْس
جٍُْٔ٤س ػحّ  .ّ٥٥١١غْ جُطكن ذؿحٓؼس ػٌٍِ٤ز جإلْالٓ٤س ُُٔ٣ى ٖٓ جُىٌجْحش ٌُٖ ،وٌجْط٘ٛ ٚح ُٓ٤ص
ذصٌٞز ٓ٘طظٔس ذَ ًحٕ ٣ىٌِ جٗلٍجو١ث ٠ٚمعذ ف ٟثإلِضقٕجس فمؾ ٚوزٌه ٔجي شٙجدر ثٌٍ١غجٔظ ف ٟثٌٍغز
ثإلٔؾٍ١ض٠ز.

أساتذتو:
أبز ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚثٌعٍٚ َٛثٌفٕ ِٓ ْٛوذجس عٍّجء عظشٖ ٚصخظض ف ٟثألدح ثٌعشدٚ ٟثٌضجس٠خ
ٚثٌٕمذ ثألدح ثٌعشدٚ ٟثٌقؼجسر ثٌغشد١ز ٚلؼج٠ج ثٌفىش ثإلعالِٚ ٟثٌغض ٚثٌفىش ٖٓٝ .ٞأْحضًز ثٌىذجس ثٌش١خ
أد ٛثٌقغٓ عٍ ٟثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذٚ ٞٚثٌش١خ فٍ ُ١عطجء ثٌغٍٚ ٟٔٛثٌش١خ ِقّذ أعذجس ٚثٌش١خ عذذ ثٌقف١ع
ثٌذٍ١جٚ ٞٚثٌغ١ذ عذذ هللا عذجط ثٌٕذٚ ٞٚثٌش١خ ِقذٛح ثٌشفّٓ ثألص٘شٚ ٞثٌش١خ ِقّذ عّشثْ بجْ
ثٌٕذ ٞٚثألص٘شٝ .ٞوٌِ جإلٌِٗ٣ُ٤س ػِ ٠جألْطحي ػرى جُٓٔ٤غ جُصى٣نٚ ٞثٌش١خ ٔٛس ثٌقغٓ ٚثٌش١خ أفّذ
ثألعرّٚ ٟثٌش١خ ِقّذ ثعقجق ثٌغٕذٞٛٝ .ٍٞٛ٠الء جٍُؾحٍ هى جْطلحو جُش٤م جُ٘ى ْٜ٘ٓ ١ٝذصٌٞز ٗظحٓ٤س.
ٝهى ضأغٍ ٝجْطلحو أ٣عح ٖٓ ػىو ٖٓ جُؼِٔحء جٌُرحٌ ذصٌٞز ؿٗ ٍ٤ظحٓ٤س  ٖٓ ٝأش ٍْٜٛش٤م جإلْالّ جُش٤م
قٓ ٖ٤أقٔى جُٔىٗٝ ،٢جُؼحُْ جٍُذحٗ ٢جٌش١خ عذذ ثٌمجدس ثٌشثا فٛسٚ ٞثٌعالِز ثٌغ١ذ عٍّ١جْ ثٌٕذٚ ٞٚثٌعالِز
ثٌغ١ذ أد ٟثٌىالَ آصثد ٚغ١شُ٘.

األوضاع التي نشأ الشيخ الندوي في ظلها:
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 )3بجٔٛدٖ عٍُ ثٌٌٍّ ٝٙقّذ ثٌغجٔ ٟثٌقغٕ ٟص٣٤٣ :
 )4ثإلِجَ أفّذ دٓ عشفجْ ثٌش١ٙذ ٌٍش١خ ِؾّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٝثٌٕذ ٞٚص٨٨ :
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وجْ عٙذ ثٌطفٌٛز  ٚثٌشذجح ٌٍش١خ ِقّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ ٞٚعٙذ ثٌظشثع ثٌغ١جعٟ
ٌٍقظٛي عٍ ٝثالعضمالي ِٓ ثٌقىُ ثإلٔؾٍ١ضٚ ٞوجٔش ثٌقشوجس ثٌغ١جع١ز ٔجشطز ٌضقم١ك ٘زث ثٌفشع ٚفٟ
ِمذِضٙج ثٌّؤصّش ثٌٛؽٕٚ ٟثٌعظذز ثإلعالِ١ز ٚوجْ ثٌعٍّجء ٚفِ ٟمذِض ُٙثٌّٕضغذ ْٛإٌ ٝدثس ثٌعٍ َٛدٛ٠دٕذ
٠ؤ٠ذ ْٚثٌّؤصّش ثٌٛؽٕٚ ٟثٌّضخشؽ ِٓ ْٛثٌؾجِعجس ثٌعظش٠ز ثٌز ٓ٠وجٔٛث ٠طجٌذ ْٛدئٔشجء دٌٚز إعالِ١ز
٠ؤ٠ذ ْٚثٌقشوز ثٌض٠ ٝمٛد٘ج ِقّذ عٍ ٝؽٕجؿ ٌٚزٌه وجْ ثٌظشثع د ٓ١ثٌعٍّجء ثٌّقجفرٚ ٓ١بش٠ؾٟ
ثٌٍؾجِعجس ثٌعظش٠ز ٚوجْ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚإلٔضّجةٗ إٌ ٝؽّجعز ثٌعٍّجء ٚثٌّذثسط ثإلعالِ١ز ثشضشن فٟ
ثالؽضّجعجس ثٌض ٟصُعمذ ِٓ لذً ؽّع١ز عٍّجء ثٌٕٙذ ثٌض ٟوجْ ٠شأ٠غج ش١خ ثإلعالَ ثٌش١خ فغ ٓ١أفّذ ثٌّذٟٔ
ٚثالؽضّجعجس ٌٍّؤصّش ثٌٛؽٕ ٟوزثٌه ٚلذ وجْ بجٌٗ ثألوذش ثٌذوضٛس عذذ ثٌعٍ ٝثٌقغِٕ ِٓ ٟغضششذ ٞثٌش١خ
فغ ٓ١أفّذ ثٌّذٔٚ ٟبجٌٗ ثٌش١خ أد ٛثٌقغٓ عٍ ٝثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذِ ِٓ ٞٚقذِٚ ٗ١ؤ٠ذٌٚ ٗ٠زٌه وجْ ثٌش١خ
ثٌٕذٛ٠ ٞٚثؽٗ ف ٟدعغ ثٌّٕجعذجس فٍّز ثٌىشث٘١ز ٚثٌعذثء ِٓ لذً ثٌّٕضغذ ٓ١إٌ ٝثٌعظذز ثإلعالِ١زٝ .هى
ش ٌَّ جُش٤م جُ٘ىٝ ١ٝذؼط أصىهحت ٚؾٔؼ٤س ُِطِرس ٓوحذَ ؾٔؼ٤س جُطِرس ُِؼصرس جإلْالٓ٤سًٝ ،حٕ ٣ؼوى
جُكلالش ُِىكحع ػٖ جُوع٤س ٓٝؼحٌظس كٌٍز ئٗشحء ذحًٓطحٕٝ ،جُىكحع ػٖ جُؼِٔحء.
ٚفٔ ٟفظ ثٌعٙذ وجٔش ِعرُ ثٌذٍذثْ ثإلعالِ١ز ثألبش ٜصغٛس ٌٍضقشس ِٓ ثالعضعّجس ثٌغشدٚ ٟصٛثؽٗ
إؽشثءثس ثٌمّع ٚثٌىذش ٚثالعضذذثد ِٓ ٔرُ ثٌقىُ ثٌّقضٍز فٕشأ فٔ ٟفظ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚثالِضعجع ٚثالعضٕىجس
ِٓ ثالعضعّجس ثٌغشدٚ ٟصظجعذ إٌ ٝفذ ثٌىشث٘١ز ٌٍغشح عُ ثعضمٍش ِعرُ ثٌذٍذثْ ثٌض ٟوجٔش صشصؿ صقش ٔ١ش
ثالعضعّجس ثٌغشد ٟثٌذش٠طجٔ ٟإال ثٌؾضثةش ثٌض ٟدم١ش صقش ثالعضعّجس ثٌفشٔغٚ ٟثصخزس فشٔغج ألغٝ
ثإلؽشثءثس إلعىجس طٛس ثٌقش٠ز دجبض١جس ٚعجةً ثٌٛفش١ز ٚثٌذشدش٠ز ثٌض ٟأدس إٌ ٝثعضشٙجد ٍِ ْٛ١شخض
ٚوجْ فِ ٟمذِض ُٙثٌعٍّجء ٚأطقجح ثٌفىش ثإلعالِ ٟثٌغٍ.ُ١
ٚدعذ ثعضمالي دعغ ثٌذٍذثْ فذعش لؼ١ز ثعض١طجْ ثٌٛٙ١د ف ٟأسع ثٌعشح (كِٓط ٖٓ )ٖ٤هرَ
جالٗطىجخ جُرٍ٣طحٗ ،٢غْ ضٔ٤ٜى جُطٍ٣ن ُطكو٤ن ٝػى ذحُل ٌٞذاٗشحء وُٝس جُٜٞ٤و ك ٢كِٓط ٖ٤ك ٢أٌض جُؼٍخ،
ٝقىٝظ قٍخ ذ ٖ٤جُٜٞ٤و ٝجُى ٍٝجُؼٍذ٤س جُٔؿحٌٝز ُلِٓطٝ ،ٖ٤ن٤حٗس جُكٌحّ جُؼٍخ ك ٢يُي ثٌٛلش إصثء
ثٌضؼق١جس ثٌض ٟدزٌٙج ثٌّؾج٘ذ ْٚثٌّغٍّ ْٛثٌّٕضغذ ْٛإٌ ٝثإلبٛثْ ثٌّغٍّ.ٓ١
وجْ ٌٙزٖ ثألٚػجع أعش دجٌغ ف ٟصشى ً١ر٘ٓ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذٚ ٞٚأفىجسٖ ٚوجْ ٠غضششذ ف ٟرٌه دشأ ٞبجٌٗ
ثٌش١ؼ أد ٟثٌقغٓ عٍ ٟثٌٕذٚ ٞٚثألعجصزر ث٢بش.ٓ٠
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لذ دذأ ثٌش١خ ِقّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ ٞٚف١جصٗ ثٌعٍّ١ز فِ ٟقطز ثإلرثعز ٌعّ َٛثٌٕٙذ فٛ١ٔ ٟ
دٌ ٟٙف١ظ عًّ ف ٟثٌمغُ ثٌعشد ٟعشش ٓ٠عجِج ِٓ عٕز ٖ .َٔ٣١ئُٚ ..َٔ٣٦ٖ ٠بالي ٘زٖ ثٌّذر ثفضً
ثٌٕذ ٞٚعذر ِٕجطخ ِٕٙج ِٕظخ ِغجعذ سة١ظ ثٌمغُ عُ عٕ١ش فِٕ ٟظخ ِشثلخ ٌإلرثعز ثٌعشد١ز
ثٌخجسؽز عُ فِٕ ٟظخ ِز٠ع ِٚضشؽُٝ .هحّ جُ٘ى ١ٝك ٢ئهحٓط ٚك ٞ٤ٗ ٢وُ ٢ٜذ٘وَ ػىو ٖٓ جُٔوحالش ٝجُركٞظ
جُؼِٔ٤سٝ ،جألوذ٤سٝ ،جُٓ٤حْ٤سٝ ،جُطٔػ٤الش ٝجُوصص ئُ ٠جُؼٍذ٤س جُص ٞأر٠عش ِٓ دٌٚ ٟٙعذد ِٓ ِقطجس
ثإلرثعجس ثٌعشد١زٝ .ضؿىٌ جإلشحٌز ٘ٛح ئُ ٠إٔ جُوْٓ جُؼٍذ ٢ك ٢يُي جُؼٜى ًحٕ جْط ٠ُٞػِ ٚ٤جًُٔ٣ؼٕٞ
جُٔطٍؾٔ ٕٞجُؼٍخ جًًُ ٖ٣حٗٞج ٓ٘طٔ ٖ٤ئُ ٠ذِىجٕ ٓهطِلس ػٍذ٤س ػٍ٣وس ٓػَ جُؼٍجم٣ٌْٞٝ ،سٓٝ ،صٍ،
ٝكِٓطًٝ ،ٖ٤حٕ ٓ٘ ْٜأوذحءٝ ،هص٤صًٝ ،ٕٞحٕ ّٔ ُٙطقجفْٛ١؛ فجعضفجد ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ُِٕٙ ٞٚثعضفجدر صجِز
ٚصعضصس بذشصٗ ف ٟثٌظقجفز ٚثألدح ثٌعشد ٟفذ٠غج ٚلذّ٠جًًُٝ .ي ٖٓ نالٍ ئهحٓط ٚك ٞ٤ٗ ٢وُٝ ٢ٜػِٔ ٚك٢
جإليجػس ُؼٔ ّٞجُٜ٘ى وٌِ جُ٘ى ١ٝجُؼِ ّٞجُٓ٤حْ٤سٝ ،جالؾطٔحػ٤س ْٝٝغ غوحكط ٚجإلٗؿِ٣ُ٤س ٓٝؼٍكط ٚػٖ ْ٤حْس
جُـٍخ ٓٝؿص ِعجصٗ ِٚج فذط فٙ١ج ِٓ عٛسثس ٚثٔمالدجس فِ ٟؾجالس ثٌق١جر ثإلٔغجٔ١ز ًٙٛٝ .جُهرٍجش ض٘ؼٌّ
كً ٢طرٓٝ ْٜوحالض ْٜجُؤ٤س.
ف ٟعٕز ٖ .َٔ٣٦وػح نحُ ٚأذ ٞجُكٖٓ ػِ ٢جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ى ١ٝئُ ٠وجٌ جُؼُِ٘ ّٞىٝز جُؼِٔحء ،كطٍى ػِٔٚ
كٓ ٢كطس جإليجػس ُٝر ٠وػٞز نحٍُٓٝ ٚذٌٝ ٚ٤ؾغ ئُ ٠جُىجٌ دجٌغشٚر ثٌؼخّز ٚثٌضؾجسح ثٌّقىّز ف١ظ عٓ١
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أعضجر ثٌٍغز ثٌعشد١ز ٚآدثدٙج ع ُّ عِ ٓ١ذ٠ش ثٌّعٙذ ثٌعجٌٌٍ ٝفىش ثإلعالِٚ ٟثٌذعٛر ع ُّ ع ٓ١عٕز  .َ٠٢٢٢ػٔ٤ىج
ٌُِِ٤س جُِـس جُؼٍذ٤سٝ .كْ٘ ٢س  .َٕٓٓ٧ثٔضخخ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚسة١ظ ثٌشؤ ْٚثٌضعٍ١ّ١ز ٌٕذٚر ثٌعٍّجء ٚرٌه إعش
ٚفجر سة١غٙج ثٌغجدك ثٌذوضٛس عذذ هللا عذجط ثٌٕذ.ٞٚ
ٚثٌؾجٔخ ث٢بش ٌق١جصٗ ثٌعٍّ١ز ٘ ٛفِ ٟؾجي ثٌظقجفز ثٌعشد١ز ثٌٕٙذ٠ز ف١ظ ٠عًّ سة١ظ ثٌضقش٠ش
ٌؾش٠ذر ’جٍُجتى‘ ٌٝت ّ٤جُطكٍ ٍ٣جُٔٓحػى كٓ ٢ؿِس ’جُرؼع جإلْالٓ ‘٢جُـٍجء جُصحوٌضٗ ٖٓ ٖ٤ىٝز جُؼِٔحء.
ٚدجإلػجفز إٌ ٝرٌه أْ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ٠ ٞٚض ٌٝٛفجٌ١ج عذر ِٕجطخ إدثس٠ز ٚعٍّ١ز ِٕٙج :جألٓ ٖ٤جُؼحّ
جُٔٓحػى ُٔؿِّ جألٓ٘حء ٍُجذطس جألوخ جإلْالٓ ٢جُؼحُٔ٤سٌٍْٝ ،ض ٍ٤جُٔؿٔغ جإلْالٓ ٢جُؼِٔٗ ،٢ىٝز جُؼِٔحء
ٌُ٘حؤٝ ،جٍُت ّ٤جُؼحّ ُٔىٌْس كالـ جُِٔٓٔ ،ٖ٘٤أٓٗ ٖ٤ؿٌٍ ،جت ٢ذٍٝ ،٢ِ٣ػعٓ ٞؿٔغ أذ ٢جٌُالّ آَجو ٌُ٘حؤ،
ٚعؼ ٛثٌ١ٙتز ثالعضشجس٠ز ٌذثس ثٌعٍ َٛدغضٔٚ ٟجةخ سة١ظ دثس عشفجس سثة ٟدش.ٍٟ٠

تالميذه البارسون:
لذ عذك روشٖ أْ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚثٌضقك دذثس ثٌعٌٍٕ َٛذٚر ثٌعٍّجء أعضجرث ف ٟثٌٍغز ثٌعشد١ز عٕز
ِٖٕٚ .َٔ٣٦ز رٌه ثٌقٚ ٓ١إٌ ٝثٌ َٛ١إِٔ ٞز أسدع ٓ١عجِج ٠ىشط ف١جصٗ ٌّّٙز ثٌضذس٠ظ ٚثٌضعٍِ ُ١ع
ِشغ١ٌٛجصٗ ثألبش .ٜكِٜحيج ػىو ضالٓ ًٙ٤ال ٣كص ٖٓٝ .٠أش ٍْٜٛجألْطحي ِْٔحٕ جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ىٝ ،١ٝ
جُىًط ٌٞػِ ٢أقٔى جُ٘ىٝ ،١ٝجُىًط ٌٞأقٔى أٞ٣خٝ ،جُىًط ٌٞظ٤حء جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ىٝ ،١ٝجُىًط ٌٞشق٠ك
ثٌشفّٓ ثٌٕذٚ ٞٚغ١شُ٘.

رحالتو العلمية:
لذ ثشضشن ثٌش١خ ِقّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ ٞٚف ٟوغ١ش ِٓ ثٌٕذٚثس ٚثٌّؤصّشثس فٛي
ثٌّٕجعذجس ثٌعذ٠ذر ثٌض ٟألّ١ش ف ٟثٌٕٙذ ٚبجسؽٙج وّج فِ ٟىز ثٌّىشِز ٚثٌّذٕ٠ز ثٌّٕٛسر ٚثٌش٠جع
ٚإعضٕذٛي ٚثٌمج٘شر ٚعّجْ ٚال٘ٛس ٚصشجوجٔؼ ٚؽجِعز أٚوغفٛسد ٚلذَ ِمجالصٗ ثٌعٍّ١ز ٚثألدد١ز
ٚثٌفىش٠ز.
ٚوزٌه لجَ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚدشفالس عٍّ١ز ٚعجفش إٌ ٝؽّٛٙس٠ز ِظش ثٌعشد١ز ٚؽّٛٙس٠ز ثٌّٓ١
ثٌعشد ١ز ٚثٌى٠ٛش ٚثإلِجسثس ثٌعشد١ز ثٌّضقذر ٚدش٠طجٔ١ج ٚثٌٍّّىز ثٌعشد١ز ثٌغعٛد٠ز ٚثٌٍّّىز ثألسدٔ١ز
ثٌٙجشّ١ز ٚدجوغضجْ ٚدٕؾالد٠ش ١ٔٚذجي ٚصثس فٙ١ج ثٌؾجِعجس ٚثٌّذثسط ٚفؼش ثٌٕذٚثس ٚثٌٍمجءثس
ثألدد١ز ٚثٌعٍّ١زٝ .ضشٍف كٌ ٢قالض ٚذُ٣حٌز جُشهص٤حش جُؼحُٔ٤س جُرحٌَزٜ٘ٓ ،ح :جُىًط ٌٞضو ٢جُى ٖ٣جُٜالُٝ ،٢
جُش٤م نِ َ٤جُؼٍذٓٝ ،٢كٔى جُٔرحٌىٝ ،جُش٤م غالٍ جُلحْٝ ،٢جُش٤م ػرى جُؼُ ُ٣خْ دجص ٚثٌش١خ أفّذ
ثٌششدجطٚ ٟثٌذوضٛس ِعشٚف ثٌذٚثٌ١ذٚ ٟثألعضجر ِقّذ لطخ ٚثٌّفض ٟأِ ٓ١ثٌقغٚ ٟٕ١ثٌذوضٛس وجًِ
ثٌشش٠ف ٚثٌظقجف ٟثٌذجسص ِظطف ٝأِٚ ٓ١ثٌش١خ عٍ ٟؽٕطجٚ ٞٚدٙؾز ثٌذ١طجس ٚثٌش١خ عّش ثٌضٍّغجٟٔ
ٚش١خ ثألص٘ش عذذ ثٌقٍٚ ُ١ثٌش١خ ٛ٠عف ثٌمشػجٚ ٞٚأبز ِٓ ِؾجٌغض ُٙثٌعجؽفز ثإلعالِ١ز ٚثٌزٚق
ثإلعالِ ٟثٌعجٌٚ ٟعٍ١مز ثٌىضجدز ٌخذِز ثٌذعٛر ثإلعالِ١ز.

عاداتو وأخالقو:
إْ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚلذ ششفٗ هللا صعجٌ ٝدأٚطجف عذ٠ذر ِٓ أّ٘ٙج عجدثصٗ ٚأباللٗ ثٌىشّ٠ز .هحٍ ٌقٔس
هللا جُ٘ى٠ 5١ٝذ ٓ١عجدثصٗ ٚأباللٗ ثٌٕذٍ١ز "ُوى ٝؾىض ٚػِ ٠أنالم كحظِس ٗرِ٤س ٝػحوجش قٓ٘س ٍٓظ٤س ،كاٗٚ
وٓع جألنالم ّٖ٤ُ ،جُؿحٗد ُْٖ ٤ُ ،جٌُالّٝ ،كٞٓ ٚ٤جْحش ٞٓٝجنحشٝ ،شؼ ٌٞذحُؾ ذٔٓث٤ُٞط٣ ،ٚكلظ جألٍٓ جًُ١
كٞض ئُ ،ٚ٤أ ٝجُؼَٔ جًُ٣ ١طؼِن ذٝ ،ٚال ٓ٘٣حٝ ،ٙك ٚ٤جُ٘صف ٌَُ شهص .ال ٣هحٌؾ ثٌٕجط وغ١شث دً ٠ع١ش
ِٕعضال عٕ ُٙف ٟأوغش ثألف١جْ ٠ٚضىٍُ فّ١ج ٠عٕ ٗ١ال ٠ى ْٛف ٟوالِٗ فؼٛي ٚال صمظ١ش عجدصٗ وجٌغٍف
ال٠خجٌف عجدثصٗ ثٌ١ِٛ١ز ٚال ٠ضخٍف عٕٙج ٠م َٛدىً عًّ عٍ ٝثٌّ١عجد ٛ٠ٚثظخ عٍ ٝثٌٛلش ِٛثظذز وذ١شر.
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لجي أ٠ؼج سأ٠ضٗ ِضٛثػعج ؽذث ٠عرُ وذجسٖ ٠ٚقضشَ أعجصزصٗ وغ١شث ٠ٚقشَ ثٌظغجس ٚثٌؼعفجء ٛ٘ٚ
وّج لجي ثٌقغٓ ثٌذظش ٞف ٟأبالق ثٌّؤِٓ ٚطفجصٗ" :ه ُٚٞشلحءٝ ،صرٍ ٙضوٌْٞٝ ،٢ض ٚكٌٍزٓٝ ،ظٍ ٙػرٍز،
٣هحُػ جُؼِٔحء ُ٤ؼٌِْٓ٣ٝ ،ص ذ٣ٝ ،ِْٓ٤ُ ْٜ٘٤طٌِْ ُ٤ـْ٘" .ال٣إي ٟأقىج ذؤِٝ ٚال ذِٓحٗ ،ٚئيج جْطشحٌ ٙأقى ٣شٍ٤
6
ػِٖ٣ٝ ٚ٤طقٗ ٚف ٗ١بظجي ِقّٛدر ٚطفجس ِمذٌٛز ٞٛٝ .صحقد كعَ ًٔٝحٍ ٗٝرٞؽ ٝذٍجػس".

الجىائش التقديزية:
ٚلذ صششف ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚدجٌقظٛي عٍ ٝؽجةضر ثٌشة١ظ ثٌٕٙذ ٞثٌضمذ٠ش٠ز ٚرٌه صمذ٠شث ٌؾٛٙد
ثٌّخٍظز فِ ٟؾجي ثألدح ثٌعشد ٟثٌٕٙذٚ ٞثعضشثفج دشخظ١ضٗ ثٌذجسصر٘ٓٝ .ف أ٣عح ػحّ َٕٕٔٓ .ؽجةضر ثٌضعٍُ١
ٚثٌضشد١ز ألعجصزر دثس ثٌعٌٍٕ َٛذٚر ثٌعٍّجء ثأللذِ ٓ١ثٌّغٕ ٓ١ثعضشثفج دّىجٔضٗ ثٌضعٍ١ّ١ز ٚثٌضشد٠ٛز ف ٟثٌذثس.

أعمالو التاليفية:
إْ ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚطجفخ لٍُ عٍّ ٟعٍغجي لذ ٔشش ٌٗ إٌ ٝث ْ٢فٛثٌ ٟعشش ٓ٠وضجدج دجٌعشد١ز ٘ٚزث
دجإلػجفز إٌ ٝعذد ِٓ ثٌّمجالس ثٌّٕشٛسر فِ ٟؾٍز ’غوحكس جُٜ٘ى‘ ثٌظجدسر عٓ ثٌّؾٍظ ثٌٕٙذٌٍ ٞعالل١جس
ثٌغمجف١ز دذٌٚ ٟٙفِ ٟؾٍز ’جُرؼع جإلْالٓ ‘٢ضكص ػ٘ٞجٕ ’صٝ ٌٞأٝظحع‘ٓٝ ،وحالش ٝجكططِك٤حش ُؿٍ٣ىز
’ثٌشثةذ‘ِ ِٓٚ .ؤٌفجصٗ ثٌّشٛٙسر:
 -٨كعحشَ جُوٍإٓ جٌٍُ.ْ٣
 -٠كعحتَ جُصالز ػِ ٠جُ٘ر ٢صِ ٠هللا ػِٚ ٚ٤عٍُ.
(ًالٔٛح ُِش٤م ٓكٔى ًٍَ٣ح جٌُحٗىُ .١ٜٞضٍؾٜٔٔح جُش٤م جُ٘ى ٖٓ ١ٝجألٌو٣س ئُ ٠جُؼٍذ٤س)
 -٣جُىٝ ٖ٣جُؼِ ّٞجُؼوِ٤س.
( ٞٛٝضٍؾٔس ًطحخ ُِش٤م ػرى جُرحٌ ١جُ٘ى ١ٝك ٢جألٌو٣س ٗٝ .حُص  ًٙٛجُطٍؾٔس جُؼٍذ٤س شٍٜز ٝجْؼس
ذ ٖ٤جألْٝحغ جُى٤٘٣س قطٗ ٠شٍش ٍٓجٌج ٖٓ وجٌ جذٖ قُّ خد١شٚس).
 -٤أوخ جُصكٞز جإلْالٓ٤س.
 -٥جُىػٞز جإلْالٓ٤س ٘ٓٝحٛؿٜح ك ٢جُٜ٘ى.
 -٦قًٍس جُطؼِ ْ٤جإلْالٓ ٢ك ٢جُٜ٘ى ٝضط ٌٞجُٜٔ٘ؽ.
 -٧ضحٌ٣م جألوخ جُؼٍذ ،٢جُؼٍٓ جُؿح.٢ِٛ
 ٖٓ -٨ص٘حػس جُٔٞش ئُ ٠ص٘حػس جُوٍجٌجش.
 -٩ئُٗ ٠طحّ ػحُٔ ٢ؾى٣ى.
 -٨٢قًٍس ٌْحُس جإلٗٓحٗ٤س.
 -٨٨ثإلِجَ أفّذ دٓ عشفجْ ثٌش١ٙذ.
ٓ -٨٠صحوٌ جألوخ جُؼٍذ.٢
 -٨٣أوخ أ َٛجُوِٞخ.
 -٨٤جُٔٓكس جألوذ٤س كً ٢طحذحش جُش٤م أذ ٢جُكٖٓ ػِ ٠جُكٓ٘ ٢جُ٘ى.١ٝ
 -٨٥جُش٤م أذ ٞجُكٖٓ هحتىج قٌٔ٤ح.
ٓ -٨٦هطصٍ جُشٔحتَ جُ٘ر٣ٞس.
ُٔ -٨٧كحش ٖٓ جٍُٓ٤ز جُ٘ر٣ٞس ٝجألوخ جُ٘ر.١ٞ
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 -٨٨ضحٌ٣م جُػنثفز ثإلعالِ١ز.
 -٨٩أػالّ جألوخ جُؼٍذ ٢ك ٢جُؼصٍ جُكى٣ع.
 -٠٢شؼٍ جُـٍ٤ز جإلْالٓ٤س( .ه٤ى جُطرغ)
 -٠٨هعح٣ح جُلٌٍ جإلْالٓ( .٢ه٤ى جُطرغ)
 -٠٠ضحٌ٣م جُ٘وى جُؼٍذ( .٢ه٤ى جُطرغ)
 -٠٣ضحٌ٣م جألوخ جُؼٍذ :٢جُؼصٍ جُؼرحْ( .٢ه٤ى جُطرغ)

منشلتو في الصحافة العزبية الهندية:
٠عضذش ثٌش١ؼ ِقّذ ٚثػـ سش١ذ ثٌقغٕ ٟثٌٕذ ِٓ ٞٚسٚثد ثٌظقجفز ثٌعشد١ز ف ٟثٌٕٙذ ثٌّعجطشرٞٛٝ .
٣ؼَٔ قحُ٤ح ٌت ّ٤جُطكٍُ ٍ٣ؿٍ٣ىز ’جٍُجتى‘ ٌٝت ّ٤جُطكٍ ٍ٣جُٔٓحػى كٓ ٢ؿِس ’جُرؼع جإلْالٓ ‘٢جُـٍجء
جُصحوٌضٗ ٖٓ ٖ٤ىٝز جُؼِٔحء .هى جشطٝ ٍٜجٌضلغ ٌٓحٗ ٚك ٢جُصكحكس جُؼٍذ٤س جُٖٜد٠ز دّمجالصٗ ثٌّضغّز دعّك
ثٌّٛػٛعجس ٚعالعز ثألعٍٛح ٚعالِز ثٌضعذ١ش ثٌّٕشٛسر فِ ٟؾٍز ’جُرؼع جإلْالٓ ‘٢ضكص ػ٘ٞجٕ ’صٌٞ
ٝأٝظحع‘ٝ ،جكططحق٤حش ٛحضلس ُؿٍ٣ىز ’ثٌشثةذ‘ .إٔٗ ٠ذسط لؼج٠ج ثٌعجٌُ عجِز ٚلؼج٠ج ثٌعجٌُ ثإلعالِ ٟبجطز
دسثعز عّ١مز ٔٚمذ٠ز ٚصقٍ١ٍ١ز ٠ٚمذَ د ٓ١ثٌمشثء وظقجف ٟبذ١ش ٚغ١ش ِضق١ض أعذجدٙج عُ ٠ذ ٓ١فٌٍٙٛج فٟ
ػٛء ثٌمشآْ ٚثٌغٕز ثٌٕذ٠ٛز  -صِ ٠هللا ػِ .- ِْْٝ ٚ٤هى جػطٍف جُىًطْ ٌٞؼ٤ى جٍُقٖٔ جألػظِٔ 7٢ىجٔضٗ
ثٌشف١عز لجةال ُٚٝ " :ذٍجػس ًرٍ٤ز كٓ ٢ؿحٍ جُصكحكس جُؼٍذ٤س ٝضؿٍذس كٍ٣ىز كٜ٤ح ًٓ٘ ٓىز غِ٣ٞس ،ال٣ىجٗ ٚ٤ك٢
يٍن أفذ ف ٟثٌٕٙذ ثٌٚ 8".َٛ١لجي سفّز هللا ثٌٕذ٠ ٞٚذِٕ ٓ١ضٌز ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚف ٟثٌظقجفز ثٌعشد١ز ثٌٕٙذ٠ز" :إْ
ِٕضٌز ثٌش١خ ثٌٕذ ٞٚف ٟثٌظقجفز ثٌعشد١ز ثٌٕٙذ٠ز ٌشف١عز ٠ ٛ٘ٚقضً عٍ ٝلّز عجٌ١ز ِٕٙج ألْ ٌٗ رٚلج سثةعج
ٚشغفج صثةذث فٙ١ج  ٌٗٚثؽالع ٚثعع ٔٚرش عجلخ فج ّد ٚبذشر صجِز ٚدسثعز ِٛععز سثعخز ٌٍظٛس
9
ٚثألٚػجع ثٌعجٌ١ز أسثٖ ال ِغ ٌٗ ً١فٌ ٟه أ ٚلٍّّج ٛ٠ؽذ ٌٗ ٔط١ش ف٘ ٟزث ثٌظذد".
المصادر والمزاجع

 -٨أحود ،أشفبق .هسبهوة الهٌد فً الٌثر العربً خالل القرى العشرٌي .ويى دلهٍ:
مطبعة مكىف٠٢٢٣ ،م.
ٕ) جألػظْٔ ،٢ؼ٤ى الرحوي .الصحبفة العربٍة ًشئتهب وتطىرهبٌُ٘ .حؤٓ :إْٓس جُصفجفز ٚثٌٕشش .َ٠٢٢٩
 )٣الفبروقً ،جوبل الدٌي ،عبد الرحوبى الوٌغبدي ،عبد الحوٍد هحود األدرٌشٍري .أعالم
األدة العربً فً الهٌد .كاليكىت :مكتبة الهدي٠٢٢٨ ،م.
 )٤الىدوٌ ،محمد واضح رشيد الحسىٍ .اإلهبم أحود بي عرفبى الشهٍد .لكىؤ :المجمع
اإلسالمٍ العلمٍ ،الجبعة األولً٠٢٢٦ ،م.
 )٥قٓ٘ٞٓ ،٢الٗح ْ٤ى ٓكٔى غحٗ .٢خبًىدٍ علن اللهً .لكىؤ :وجٌ ػٍكحش٠٢٢٥ ،عـ.
ٔ )٦ذ ٜٚثد ٛثٌقغٓ عٍ ٝفغٕ .ٝحٍبت عبد الحى .مجمع اإلمام أحمد به عرفان٤٠٠٢ ،عـ-

 )7سة١ظ ثٌضقش٠ش ٌّؾٍز’ثٌذعظ ثإلعالِ.‘ٟ
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 )8ثٌظقجفز ثٌعشد١ز ٔشتضٙج ٚصطٛس٘ج ٌٍذوضٛس عع١ذ ثٌشفّٓ ثألعطّ ٟص٦٩:
ِ )9مجدٍز شخظ١ز ِع سفّز هللا ثٌٕذ ٞٚف ٟثٌغجعز ثٌضجععز ِغجءث ِٓ ثٌّؤسبز ٔ٣عذضّذش ٠٢٨٠م.
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Abstract

ংস্কৃতির িািাতেক তেরয় বাঙাতরক ঋদ্ধ ও দগৌরবাতিি
করররছি। এআ প্রতিভার পতরচয় এআ পতরবাররর
িারীরাও তেরয়রছি। স্বর্ণকুমারী িাাঁরের মরযে  ন্যিম।
তিতি তছরি ঋত-কতব রবীন্দ্রিাথ ঠাকুররর দজযিাভতগিী ও মতণ দেরবন্দ্রিাথ ঠাকুররর পঞ্চম কন্যা।
১২৬৩ ারর ১৪আ ভাদ্র (আং ১৮৫৬, ২৮দল অগষ্ট)
িাাঁর জন্ম য়। বাল্যকার স্বর্ণকুমারীর তলক্ষাাভ
তপতৃগৃরআ য় এবং বাংা ও ংস্কৃতি ভাায় তবরল
ব্যযৎপতি াভ কররি। এআ পতরবাররর ন্তঃপুররর
মাতারাও তবরল তলতক্ষিা তছরি। বস্তিঃ ঠাকুর
পতরবারটিরক একটি তবশ্বতবদ্যায় বর ত্যযতি য়
িা। এআ বৃৎ পতরবাররর দকউআ সূযণ তছরি িা। এরূপ
পতরবারর জন্ম ের্ করর স্বর্ণকুমারী তলক্ষায় পারেতলণ িী
রয় উঠরবি িারি অর তবতচত্র তক? স্বর্ণকুমারীর
স্বরতচি ‘াতিযররাি’ েরে িৎকাীি মারজর
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স্বর্ণকুমারী দেবীর ময়কা (১৮৫৬-১৯৩২)। ম্পূর্ণ
ভারিবণ িখি তিটিল-লািাধীি। আংররজরের কড়া
লারি ভারিবরণ র তলক্ষােীক্ষা মাজ ব্যবস্থায় একটি
োরুর্ প্রভাব তবস্তার করররছ। অমারের তলক্ষা-েীক্ষা,
াতিয-ংস্কৃতি িখি চুড়ান্তভারব তবপন্ন, ঠিক এমিআ
এক যুগতিক্ষরর্ ঊতিল লিরকর দলারধণ ককািার
িারীমারজর ন্যিম দিত্রীস্থািীয়া স্বর্ণকুমারীর
অতবভণাব। তিতি িারীমারজর রিক কল্যার্কর
তেরকরআ তছরি পুররাধা। ১৮৯০ খ্রীষ্টারে নুতিি
ককািা কংরেরর তিতিআ তছরি প্রথম মতা
প্রতিতিতধ। আংররতজরি দেওয়া িাাঁর ভার্ দরািারের
মুগ্ধ ও তবতমিতি কররতছ।
বস্তিঃ ঠাকুর পতরবার িব্যবাংার ভ্যযেরয়র
আতিার এক তবরাট োতয়ত্বপাি করররছি। এআ
পতরবাররর বহু প্রতিভালাী মিীী বাংার তলক্ষা ও
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The attempt of this paper is to show the contribution of Swarnakumari for the development and
expansion of women education in her time. Being born as fifth daughter in a progressive family
Maharshi Debendranath Tagore and elder sister of Rabindranath Tagore she herself knocked by
barriers of conservative societies superstations. Though she was a lady of an enlightened and
reputed family yet it was not an easy task for doing something for the society especially for
women hood. Despite all societal restrictions the first lady novelist in Bengali literature
remarkably contributes for women, which are reflected in her works. She contributed much in
almost all the branches of Bengali Literature like fiction, poems, novel, drama etc. In political
field also for the benefit of the society especially for women she established a women
organization called ‘Sakhisamiti’, which aimed to educate the poor women and to make them
self-dependent by teaching some practical courses like tailoring, painting, embroidery etc.
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উৎা ও াায্য দপরয়রছি। িরব বণ ারপক্ষা দবতল
াায্য ও বড় দপ্ররর্া তিতি দপরয়রছি িাাঁর স্বামী
জািকীিাথ দঘাারর কারছ। ১৮৬৮ খ্রীষ্টারে িেীয়া
দজার েলমীোরমর ম্ভ্রান্ত কুীি জতমোরবংলীয়
জািকী িারথর রে তিতি পতরর্য়সূরত্র অবদ্ধ ি।
দেলততিী কমীরূরপ তিতি তবরল খ্যাতি জণি
কররতছরি। িাাঁরআ উৎাও নুরপ্ররর্ায় স্বর্ণকুমারীর
াতিয রচিাও তবরলভারব তবকতলি য়।
েীরির প্রতিও িাাঁর তছ িযন্ত নুরাগ।
দললরবর এআ েীিানুরূপআ িাাঁরক পরবিীকার গাি
ও কতবিা রচিারি উদ্বুদ্ধ কররতছ।
স্বর্ণকুমারী দেবী অমারের দেরল বণ প্রথম
মতা ঔপন্যাতক – তযতি ঊিতবংল লিােীরি
দেলরজাড়া খ্যাতি াভ কররতছরি। উপন্যা-দতখকা
ও মাতক পতত্রকার ম্পাতেকা তররব তিতি বাংা
াতিয দয ামান্য বোি দররখ দগরছি িা তিযআ
দগৌররবর। িাাঁর রতচি প্রথম উপন্যা ‘েীপ তিবণ ার্’।
স্বর্ণকুমারী দেবী উপন্যা, দছাটগল্প, িাটক,
কতবিা, গাি, তবদ্যায়-পাঠযপুস্তক, প্রবি প্রভৃতি তরখ
বাংা াতিযরক িািাতেক তেরয় করররছি মৃদ্ধ।
উপন্যারর মরযে  ‘েীপ তিবণ ার্’, ‘দস্দিা’,
‘তছন্নমুকু’, পৄরর মাা, ‘আমামবাড়ী’, ‘তবরদ্রা’,
‘দমবাররাজ’, ‘কাারক’, ‘তবতচত্রা’, ‘স্বপ্নবার্ী’,
‘তমিরাতত্র’ প্রভৃতি তবখ্যাি। িাাঁর প্রথম উপন্যা
‘েীপতিবণ ার্’ িাাঁর অঠাররা বৎর বয়রর রচিা। িাাঁর
দছাটগরল্পর বআ ‘িবকাতিী’, ‘মািী’। িাটরকর বআ‘রাজকন্যা’, ‘তেব্যকম’, ‘করিবে’, ‘পাকচি’।
দকৌত্যকিাটয – ‘দেবরকৌত্যক’। কতবিাও গারির বআ
– ‘বন্ত উৎব’ ‘উৎব-গাথা’ আিযাতে। তবদ্যায়
পাঠযবআ – ‘বর্ণরবাধ’, ‘ব্যাকরর্’, ‘দবজ্ঞাতিক েে’,
‘পৃতথবী’, ‘গল্পল্প’, ‘কীতিণকাপ’, ‘াতিযররাি’,
‘বাল্যতবরিাে’। ‘পৄরর মাা’ ও ‘কাারক’ উপন্যা
দুআটির আংররজী নুবাে প্রকাতলি রয়রছ। ‘তেব্যকম’
িাটকটির ‘তপ্ররে কল্যার্ী’ িারম জামণ াি ভাায়
নূতেি রয়রছ। িাাঁর ‘াতিযররাি’ ১ম খণ্ড
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একটি সুস্পষ্ট তচত্র পৄরট উরঠরছ --- “অার-তবার
পূজা-চণ িার ন্যায় দকারও অমারের ন্তঃপুরর
(ঠাকুরবাড়ীর) দখাপড়া দমরয়রের মরযে  একটা
তিয়তমি তিয়ানুিাি তছ। প্রতিতেি প্রভারি গয়ািী
দযমি দুগ্ধ আয়া অতি, মাতিী পৄ দযাগাআি,
দেবঠাকুর পাাঁতজ পুাঁতথ রস্ত দেতিক শুভাশুভ বতরি
থাতকরিি, দিমতি স্দািতবশুদ্ধা শুভ্রবিা দগৌরী দবষ্ণবী
ঠাকুরার্ী তবদ্যারারক তবিরর্ারথণ ন্তঃপুরর অতবর্ভণিা
আরিি। আতি তিিান্ত ামান্য তবদ্যাব্যতদ্ধম্পন্না তছরি
িা। ংস্কৃতিতবদ্যায় ইঁার যরথষ্ট ব্যযৎপতি তছ। িএব
বাংাভাা জাতিরিি আা বা বাহুল্য। উপরন্ত ইঁার
চমৎকার বর্ণিালতি তছ। কথকিা ক্ষমিায় আতি
করক দমাতি কতররিি। যাাঁারের তবদ্যাারভর
আচ্ছা িাও থাতকি িাাঁারাও দবষ্ণবী ঠাকুরার্ীর দেবরেবী
বর্ণিা, প্রভািবর্ণিা শুতিরি দকৌত্যী আয়া পাঠগৃর
মাগি আরিি। দবষ্ণবী অতরিি ন্তঃপুররর
চত্যঃীমাবদ্ধ মতারের জন্য। বাতকা, িববধূ ও
তববাতিা বাতকা কন্যারা ইঁারা কারছআ তলক্ষাাভ
কতররিি। তকন্তু বাড়ীর তববাতিা কন্যাগর্
বাকতেরগর তি একত্র যে য়ি ও ও গুরুমালরয়র
পাঠলাায় গমি কতরি। আারি অর তকছুআ িা উক,
বাক-বাতকাতেরগর তলক্ষার তভতি মািভারবআ গঠিি
আি।”
“দবষ্ণবী ঠাকুরার্ীর তিকট প্রথম বাংা তলক্ষার
পর তকছুতেি একজি খ্রীষ্টাি তমলিারী মতা অতয়া
আংররজী পড়াআয়া যাআরিি। দমরয়র তলক্ষা অলানুরূপ
ফপ্রে বতয়া তপতৃরেরবর মরি আ িা। িারপর
একজি িাত্মীয় পুরু ন্তঃপুরর তলক্ষকিার কাজ
আয়া প্রথম প্ররবল করররি। দবৌাঁঠাকুরািী, তিিজি
মাত্যািী, তেতে ও অমরা দছাট তিি দবাি করআ
িাাঁার তিকট ন্তঃপুরর পতড়িাম। ঙ্ক, ংস্কৃি,
আতিা, র্ভরগা প্রভৃতি আংররজী স্কুপাঠযপুস্তকআ
অমারের পাঠয তছ।”
িরব বাড়ীর পুরু েস্যরা তবরল করর তপিা
মতণ দেরবন্দ্রিাথ ও ভাআরের তিকটও তিতি যরথষ্ট
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তধরবলরি, ১৮৯০দি কংরেরর কতকািা
তধরবলরি তিতি প্রতিতিতধত্ব কররতছরি।
িারীমেরর প্ররচষ্টায়ও স্বর্ণকুমারী ের্ী তছরি।
১২৯৩ ারর দবলাখ মার কতকািায় তিতি
‘তখতমতি’ িারম একটি মতাতমতি গঠি কররি
যার উরেশ্য তছ িারীমারজর বণ ােীি কল্যার্
াধিা।’ ভারিীয় মতারের মরযে  বন্ধুভারব
তমাতমলার উৎা প্রোি, িাাঁরের মরি দেরলর
কল্যার্তচন্তা ও ততির্ার উরদ্রক, েতরদ্র তন্দু
বাতকারের জন্য একটি তিরকিি স্থাপি করর
িারেররক তলতক্ষি করর অত্মতিভণরলী ও মাজরবায়
মথণ করা; উপযুি তলক্ষায় তলতক্ষি করর িারের
ন্তঃপুর তলক্ষতয়ত্রী তিযুি করর িারীতলক্ষার
তবস্তারাধরি এবং ভারিীয় কা ও পণ্যতলরল্পর
উন্নতিাধরি াায্য করা এআ তমতির উরেশ্য তছ।
এআ তমতির শুভপ্রভারব ও পৃিরপাকিায় অরগ
প্রতিবৎর মতা তলল্পরমার নুিাি রিা। এআ
দমা ম্পূর্ণভারব মতারা চাারিি। দকব
মতারেরআ এরি প্ররবরলর তধকার তছ। েীি ও
িাটযাতভিয় দ্বারা িারের মরিারঞ্জি করা রিা।
িারীতলক্ষাতবস্তাররও মাজগঠরি এবং মাজ
ংস্কারর এআ মীয়ী মতার ামান্য বোি
দকািওতেিআ ভ্যার িয়। ১৯৩২এর ৩রা জুাআ ৭৫
বৎর বয়র তিতি পররাকগমি কররি।
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কতকািা তবশ্বতবদ্যায় কতৃণক আন্টারতমতডরয়ট পরীক্ষার
পাঠযপুস্তক তররব মরিািীি য়। স্বর্ণকুমারীর মাতধক
খ্যাতি ঔপন্যাতক তররব।
‘ভারিী’ পতত্রকার ম্পােিা িাাঁর জীবরির
ন্যিম উরেখরযাগ্য ঘটিা। বস্তিঃ মাতক পতত্রকার
ম্পােিা ও প্রবিণক তররব দয কয়জি মুতষ্টরময়
প্রতিভালাী ব্যতি এরেরল তচরমিতরর্ীয় রয় অরছি,
স্বর্ণকুমারী দেবী িাাঁরের ন্যিম। অবার দয করয়কটি
মাতক পতত্রকা জগরি যল ও খ্যাতি জণি করররছ
‘ভারিী’ িাাঁরের ন্যিম। ‘ভারিী’ পতত্রকা দুআবারর
েীঘণ অঠাররা বৎর কা তিতি সুিাম ও েক্ষিার
রে পতরচািা কররতছরি। ‘ভারিী’ পতত্রকা দথরক
তবদ্যায় ের্কার তিতি দয কথাগুত তরখতছরি িা
তচরমিতরর্ীয় --“পুরািি তচরস্থায়ী ির থচ িাার মৃত্যযও
িাআ, দ বিণমারি নূিি। তপিামািা ন্তারি জীতবি,
পূবণ ররাি পরবিী দরারি প্রবাতি, িীি ভতবষ্যরি
তিতি। নূিি ীি আরি িা পাতররআ পুরািরির
প্রকৃি মৃত্যয, পুরািরির প্রধাি ধমণ নূিিরক নুগামী
করা থণ াৎ পথ দেখাি, ন্যকথায় নূিিরক গঠিি
কতরয়া দিাা, আারি দয ফিা াভ করর িাার
জীবি াথণ ক। অমার বহুতেিব্যাপী াতিযরবার যতে
এআ উরেশ্য কথতঞ্চৎ পতরমারর্ও াথণ ক আয়া থারক
িরবআ অতম ধন্য।”
স্বর্ণকুমারী জীবরির দলতেি পযণ ন্ত াতিযচচণ া
করর দগরছি। মৃত্যযর তকছুতেি পূরবণ তিতি
‘াতিযররাি’ পুস্তকটি প্রকাল কররি।
১৩৩৬ ার াতিয রিরির
ভারিত্রীরূরপ স্বর্ণকুমারী সুচারুরূরপ দআ তবরাট
রিরির
কাযণ
পতরচািা
কররতছরি।
বাংাাতরিয িাাঁর পূবণ প্রতিভার পুরস্কারস্বরূপ
কতকািা তবশ্বতবদ্যায় িাাঁরক ‘জগিাতরর্ী’
স্মৃতিপেরক িাতিি কররতছরি। তকছুকা তিতি
বেীয় তথরয়াতফরক দাাআটির মতা তবভারগর
ভারিত্রী তছরি। ১৮৮৯দি কংরেরর দবাম্বাআ
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Abstract

তযতিততয র্ঙ্গ রড়াআ ওর্য ফাাঁঘর্ত য়, চআ
নাযীর্ও তনষ্ঠুযা, বয়ঙ্কযী প্রভৃতত তফর্লর্ণ তফভূতলত
ওযা ওতঔাতন ভেতিঙ্গত? অভযা মতদ ওন্যা, ফদ এফং
ভাতারূর্ তায চীফর্নয তফতবন্ন ফে গুতর ভতভে তায
র্ঙ্গ মে র্ফেণ ওতয তার্র তায ম্পর্ওে অভার্দয
প্রঘতরত ধাযণা ার্ে চমর্ত ার্য।
দুবোগ্য-ীতড়ত নাযী ঘতযর্েয চাবামাো
যর্য়র্ঙ ‘ভনাভঙ্গর’ ওার্ব্য। এআ ওার্ব্যয প্রথভ নাযী
ঘতযে কঙ্গা দুবোকা। দুবোকা চফহুরা, নওা। এভন তও
এআ ওার্ব্যয নাভ ভূতভওায় তমতন চআ ভনাআ ফর্ঘর্য়
ফড় দুবোকা। চদফতার্দয চর্ন্য যান্না ওযর্ত তকর্য় তনতদে ষ্ট
ভর্য়য ভর্ধ্য তপযর্ত না াযায় কঙ্গায স্বাভী ান্তনু
তার্ও তফনা যার্ধ তযতযাক ওর্যন। তনর্চয স্ত্রীর্ও
তযাক ওযায ভয় ান্তনু এওফায চবর্ফ চদঔর্রন না
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বাযতীয় চীফনধাযায় নাযী ম্পর্ওে এওটা াধাযণ
ধাযণা অভার্দয ভর্ন চেঁর্থ চদয়া র্য়র্ঙ চম, নাযী
র্ফ ভাচ, তযফায ফা ব্যতিচীফর্নয চের্ে ভঙ্গরভয়ী
ওল্যাণী, চ র্ফ তযার্কয জ্বরন্ত প্রততভততে। নাযী
ম্বর্ে এআ ধাযণাটি অভযা প্রায় তফ তর্ওয ভধ্যবাক
মে ন্ত ঘর্র অর্ত চদর্ঔতঙ। চর্ের্ে নাযীয প্রতত
মত ন্যায়, তফঘাযআ চাও না চওন চ চওান
প্রততফাদ ওযর্ফ না, নতভস্তর্ও চভর্ন চনর্ফ ফতওছু।
এআ তঙর অভার্দয ভার্চয বাফনা। তওন্তু চওান নাযী
মতদ তফন্দুভাে এয ব্যততক্রভী য় থে াৎ নাযী ম্পর্ওে
অভার্দয প্রঘতরত বাফনার্ও অখাত ওর্য থার্ও
তার্র তার্ও অভযা ‘নাযী চাততয ওরঙ্ক’ এআ
তকভাটি তযর্য় তদআ। তওন্তু চম চভর্য়য চন্মরগ্নআ
েওাযাচ্ছন্ন এফং ফাতও চীফন মার্ও তফরুদ্ধ
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In Indian philosophy woman is perceived as a benevolent force, an all-embracing, all enduring
presence like the earth herself and is called the other name of sacrifice.Woman who choose to be
different from this and is rebellious by nature is consieded in the eyes of society, an outcast, a
disgrace to her kind.
Manasa in ‘Manasamangal Kabya’ is one such exception. Hence in the eyes of society, she is
cruel, conniving, a venomous being, completely inhuman. But if we go beyond the surface and
delve deep into her world, she emerges as the eternal woman before our eyes as we come to meet
in her a daughter, a wife, a mother ever so gracious. For she is not venomous by birth, she has
been made so by her surroundings and near and dear ones. Life-long strife, torture and
exploitation have made her vengeful and vicious. No one gave her space. She had to fight for
every inch of the ground beneath her feet.
Had she not been cheated by life, she would have been gracious and kind like many others; she
would have been a source of life
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দ্মফর্ন চন্ম য়ায় ভনায য নাভ দ্মা।
ভনা চদঔর্ত তঙর পূফে সুন্দযী, ফাসুতও নাক তার্ও
বগ্নীর্ের্ গ্রণ ওর্য। অয এও ভর্ত, চওয়াফর্ন চন্ম
য়ায় তায নাভ য় চওতওা। এঔন প্রশ্ন উের্ত
ার্য, এগুতরয ভর্ধ্য চওান্ ভতটি গ্রণর্মাগ্য?
চওতওাদা চেভানন্দ এফং তফচয়গুপ্ত ভনায
চন্মবৃত্তান্তর্ও াভাতচও তযর্তেত চথর্ও ব্যাখ্যা
ওর্যর্ঙন। অভার্দয ফাস্তফ তযর্তেত চথর্ও ব্যাখ্যা
ওর্য এ ম্পর্ওে তদ্ধার্ন্ত চৌঙর্ত র্ফ। তর্ফয ভন
চথর্ও ভনায চন্ম এ ব্যাখ্যা পুযার্ণয। ভনা ার্য
চদফী। া থার্ও চছার্-ছার্ড়। সুতযাং চওয়াফন ফা
দ্মফর্নআ ভনায চন্ম য়া স্বাবাতফও।
সুতযাং চদঔা মার্চ্ছ, চদফাতদর্দফ ভার্দর্ফয
ন্তান ’র ভনা। তওন্তু চদফতায ন্তান য়া র্ে
তায চদফর্রার্ও িান য় তন। এওটা তফশ্বাস্য তফওায
চথর্ও তায চন্ম। এয ভর্ধ্য চওান ভে চনআ। তফনা
যার্ধ চন্ম ভৄহূর্তেআ চ ততা ওতৃেও তযতযি
র্য়র্ঙ। এযয চ র্যয ফাতড়র্ত অশ্রয় চর্য়র্ঙ।
ভাতায চে চ চওানতদন ায় তন। উযন্তু তার্ও ফরা
য় চম, চ চমন দ্মফর্ন তকর্য় তায রূ চমৌফন তদর্য়
ততা তফর্ও ভৄগ্ধ ওর্য। তাআ ফাসুতও তার্ও নানা
অবযর্ণ পূফে ার্চ তিত ওর্য দ্মফর্ন াঠির্য়
চদয়--নানা অবযর্ণ মত পতনকর্ণ
াচাল্য তাায ওায়া।
(র্ওতওাদা, পৃ.৩৯৪)
তওন্তু এ তায র্ে অীফে াদ নয়, তবা। এযয
চদঔা মায়, চন্মদাতা ততা তার্ও তঘনর্ত ার্যন তন।
ভনার্ও চদর্ঔ তায রূর্ ভৄগ্ধ র্য় তফ তার্ও প্রণয়
ম্ভালণ ওর্যর্ঙন --তফ ফর্র চওফা ত্যতভ ও না ত্বর্য।
ওার্ভ র্ঘতন র্য় ধতযর্রও ওর্য।।
এতও এতও ফর্র চদফী লর এও া।
ত্যতভ ততা অতভ ওন্যা বার চাততনা।
ততা র্য় দুততার্য তযর্ফ চওভর্ন।
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চ চওাথায় মার্ফ। তফফার্য পূর্ফে আ ওাযর্ণ চফহুরায
উয ভনায তবা ফতলে ত র্য়র্ঙ। তফর্য়য যার্তআ
ফায খর্য ার্য ওাভর্ড় তায স্বাভী রঔীন্দর্যয ভত্যয
খর্টর্ঙ। ওরায চবরায় স্বাভীয ভতর্দ তনর্য় চবর্
তকর্য়র্ঙ চ তনতদে র্ষ্টয র্থ। ভরুভূতভর্ত তযণত
র্য়র্ঙ তায চীফন। নওা চওান া না ওর্যআ তায
াত পুের্ও াতযর্য়র্ঙ। পুোযা চননীয চঘার্ঔয
চর্রয র্ঙ্গ তভর্র্ঙ তফধফা পুেফদর্দয চঘার্ঔয চর।
এওভাে কঙ্গা ঙাড়া উর্যাি ওর্রযআ
দুবোর্গ্যয ওাযণ ’র ভনা। তাআ ‘ভনা’ নাভটি
উচ্চাযর্ণয র্ঙ্গ র্ঙ্গ অভার্দয চঘার্ঔয াভর্ন
চবর্ র্ে এওটি তযন্ত বয়ঙ্কয, তংস্র, ্রূরয, ুটটির,
তনষ্ঠুয, নীঘভনা, ভানতফও চভর্য়য ঙতফ। তওন্তু অভযা
তও ওঔন চবর্ফ চদর্ঔতঙ চম, ভনা ঘতযর্েয এআ
নীঘতা  ভানতফওতায চর্ন্য ওতঔাতন চ তনর্চ
দায়ী? চন্ম ভৄহূতে চথর্ওআ তও তায ঘতযে এযওভ, না
তও তায অত্মীয় তযচন এফং তযর্ফ-যতিততআ
ওর্য ত্যর্রর্ঙ তার্ও তনষ্ঠুয এফং বয়ঙ্কয? ভনায
চীফনর্ও তনঙও ফাআর্য চথর্ও চদর্ঔ তফঘায না ওর্য,
মতদ তায চীফর্নয এওটু কবীর্য নুপ্রর্ফ ওযা মায়;
তার্র য়র্তা ফা তায নাতকনী রূর্য ন্তযার্র এও
তঘযন্তন নাযীর্ও অভযা খাঁ র্চ চর্ত াতয।
ভনায চন্মবৃত্তান্ত ম্বর্ে নানাযওভ ভত
প্রঘতরত অর্ঙ। চওউ চওউ ফর্রন তর্ফয তৃতীয় নয়ন
চথর্ও থে াৎ তাাঁয জ্ঞানফতি ফা প্রজ্ঞাফতি চথর্ও ভনায
চন্ম। তর্ফয ভন চথর্ও চন্ম য় ফর্র তায নাভ
ভনা। ন্যভর্ত ওার্ভান্মত্ত তর্ফয যর্ তায চন্ম।
ওার্ভান্মত্ত তর্ফয ফীমে দ্মাতায উয র্ড় এফং
দ্মাতা চথর্ও তা র্ড় মায়াতার্র ফাসুতও নার্কয
ভাথায উয। চঔার্নআ তায চন্ম--ভার্দফ দ্ম ত্যর্র
দ্মফর্ন ফীমে টর্র
তাা চকর াতার স্মগতয।
াতার্র ফাসুতও লরয়া
তফধাতায িার্ন তকয়া
তনর্ম্োআর চয় তফলতয।।
(র্ওতওাদা)
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ভা (ৎভা) ওন্যার্ও তীন র্ন্দ ওর্য। এ
তায ওতঔাতন রিা! শুদৄ তাআ নয়, রূী ভেফতী
ভনায চঘাঔ জ্বরন্ত ঙ্গায তদর্য় ঘণ্ডী ওানা ওর্য
চদয়। তনদারুণ প্রার্যয মন্ত্রনায় ভনা ঙটপট ওযর্ত
থার্ও --যভ সুন্দযী ওন্যা ুটভাযী চফ।
ঘণ্ডীয প্রার্য তায তনু আর চল।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ.২৬)

ম্পূণে তনর্দে াল র্য় এআ ভস্ত রাঞ্ছনা চ নতভৄর্ঔ
য ওর্যর্ঙ। চওান প্রততফাদ মে ন্ত ওর্য তন। ফাযফায
ওাতর্য ঘণ্ডীয ওার্ঙ েভা প্রাথে না ওর্যর্ঙ --তফনা যার্ধ তাআ চওন ভায অভা।
প্রণতত ওতযয়া ফতর তবু নাত েভা।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ.২৭)
তওন্তু ভনায চওান অর্ফদর্নআ ঘণ্ডী াড়া চদয় নাআ। এ
চন ফিায় অত্মযোর্থে চ ফাধ্য র্য়আ ঘণ্ডীর্ও
দংন ওর্যর্ঙ। র্য তফ এর্ ত্নীয চার্ও ভৄযভান
র্য় ড়র্র ভনা ঘণ্ডীর্ও পুনচীফন দান ওর্যর্ঙ।
তওন্তু ভস্ত বৃত্তান্ত শুর্ন তফ চওান প্রততফাদ ওর্যন
তন, চদালী ঘণ্ডীর্ও চওান াতস্ত চদন তন।
তঃয এওটা চফাছাড়ায ভাধ্যর্ভ ভনা
ঘণ্ডীয গৃর্আ ফা ওযর্ত রাকর। ফাধ্য র্য় ভনার্ও
খর্য থাওর্ত তদর্র তবতর্য তবতর্য তায প্রতত ঘণ্ডীয
অর্ক্রা তওন্তু ফাড়র্তআ থার্ও। চ সুর্মার্কয র্োয়
থার্ও। আততভর্ধ্য ভনায র্ঙ্গ চযৎওারু ভৄতনয তফর্য়
য়ায় তায নাযী চীফর্ন ফর্ঘর্য় ফড় তবা চনর্ভ
অর্। চদফ ভার্চ ভনার্ও চওউ তফর্য় ওযর্ত যাতচ
না য়ায় তফ বৃদ্ধ চযৎওারু ভৄতনয র্ঙ্গ পূণে র্মৌফনা
ভনায তফর্য় চদন। তফকত চমৌফন এফং ব্রহ্মঘাযী ভৄতন
ভনায ওাভ-ফানার্ও তযতৃপ্ত চতা ওযর্রনআ না,
উযন্তু ফাযযাত না চাার্তআ তার্ও তযঘাতযওায
ভত অর্দ ওযর্ত থার্ওন --যাতে চল আয়া অর্ নাত য় ঊলা।
কঙ্গাতীয আর্ত চভার্য অতনয়া চদ ুটা।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ.৪১)
ফাযযার্ত কঙ্গাতীর্য ুটা অনর্ত মায়া এওটি
চভর্য়য র্ে চম ওতঔাতন রিাচনও, ভৄতন তা
এওফায চবর্ফ চদঔর্রন না। স্ববাফতআ ভনা তায
এআ অর্দ ভানর্ত স্বীকৃত য়। তওন্তু ভৄতন তঔন
তার্ও ফা ত্যর্র কাতর তদর্ত থাওর্র ভনা ক্রুদ্ধ র্য়
তার্ও অখাত ওর্য এফং চযৎওারু ভৄভর্ষে র্য় র্ড়ন।
তওন্তু স্বাভী মতআ তযাঘাযী চাও না চওন চওান স্ত্রী-আ
তায স্বাভীয ভত্যয ঘাআর্ত ার্য না। তাআ যার্কয ভাথায়
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ওরঙ্ক লফ ব চদফতা ভুফর্ন।।
(র্ওতওাদা, পৃ. ৩৯৫)
‘ফা র্য় ওন্যার্ও প্রণয় ম্ভালণ’- তও তনদারুণ তায
এআ রিা! তও তদর্য় ঢাওর্ফ চ এআ রিার্ও?
তযঘয় চদয়ায য তফ তার্ও ওন্যা ফর্র
স্বীওায ওর্যন এফং তার্ও খর্য তনর্য় চমর্ত যাতচ ন।
তওন্তু তাাঁয এআ স্বীকৃতত প্রওার্ে নয়, ওর্রয াভর্ন
তততন ভনার্ও ওন্যা তযঘর্য় খর্য তনর্য় মান তন।
লুতওর্য় পৄর্রয াতচর্ত ওর্য তততন তার্ও গৃর্ তনর্য়
মান--বাতফয়া তঘতন্তয়া তফ তিয ওর্য ভতত।
পুর্েয ওযণ্ডী ভর্ধ্য থুআর দ্মাফতী।।
চর্ট পুে, উর্য পুে তদয়া ঘাতযতবর্ত।
ভর্ধ্য লুওাআয়া দ্মা থুআর রতের্ত।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ. ১৫)
চওন এআ চকানীয়তা? তওন্তু এঔার্নআ ভনায
তফড়ম্ভনায চল নয়। ঘণ্ডী তার্ও চদর্ঔ তীন ভর্ন
ওর্য তফনার্দার্ল তায উয ওথ্য তযাঘায ওর্য --ঔর ঔর ার্ চদফী র্স্ত তদয়া তাতর।
পুেফর্ন তকয়া ওায নাযী ওযর চুতয।।
........................................
বুর্ও পৃর্ষ্ঠ ভার্য চদফী ফজ্র ঘাড়।
ভাযর্ণয খায় দ্মা ওর্য থযথয।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ. ২৫)
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ফ শুর্ন তফ ঘণ্ডীয দাতফ চভর্ন তনর্রন, চওান প্রততফাদ
মে ন্ত ওযর্রন না। ওাযণ ঘণ্ডী ভৄঔযা। তাআ াতস্ত
তদর্রন তনর্দে াল ফরা তবাকা ওন্যার্ও--ভনার্য ডাতওয়া ফর্রন ভর্শ্বয।
“ফনফার্ তদফ চতাভা, ঘর ত্বয।।”
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ.৫০)
ফার্য গৃর্ তায িান ’র না। তফ তার্ও তফচেন
তদর্য় এর্রন গৃ চথর্ও ফহু চমাচন দূর্য চঙ্গর্রয ভর্ধ্য
তনচেন তিঁজুয়া ফে র্ত। এভন তও তায অত্মযোয মে ন্ত
চওান ব্যফিা ওযর্রন না। এওফায চবর্ফ চদঔর্রন

না সুন্দযী ভেফতী ওন্যা এওাওী ঐ তনচেন ফে র্ত তও
ওর্য থাওর্ফ। তায ঔায়া যায চওান ব্যফিা তততন
ওযর্রন না। এভন তও তফনার্দার্ল রাতঞ্ছতা নতভৄঔী
ভনা মঔন খয চথর্ও চফতযর্য় অর্ তঔন ঘণ্ডী তার্ও
ঘযভ ভান ওর্য এওঔানা এওাত রম্বা কাভঙা চদয়
তযধান ওযায চর্ন্য। তার্ত ততা নীযফ দে ও র্য়
থার্ওন। কতযা ায় ভনা তিঁজুয়া ফে র্ত এওাআ
থাওর্ত যাতচ ’র। চ বাফর ন্তত স্বাধীনতাটুুট
তায থাওর এঔার্ন। তওন্তু তা তায বার্গ্য আর না।
ঘণ্ডীয বর্য় সূমে ার্স্তয পূর্ফে আ তফর্ও খর্য তপযর্ত র্ফ।
তাআ তততন দ্রুত থ াাঁটর্ত শুরু ওযর্রন। পর্র তাাঁয
চদ চথর্ও খাভ তনকেত ’র এফং চআ খাভ চথর্ও চন্ম
’র চনতয। চর্ন্ময য ‘ততা ততা’ ওর্য চ
তর্ফয তঙর্ন ছুটর্ত রাকর। তফ তঔন তায তযঘয়
তচজ্ঞাা ওযর্র চ তায চন্মবৃত্তান্ত ফরর। তঔন তফ
বাফর্রন, এও চভর্য়র্ও এআ তিঁজুয়া ফে র্ত চযর্ঔ
এর্রন, এঔন অয এও চভর্য়য চদৌযাত্ময! চভর্য়র্দয
ছার্ভরা চথর্ও তও তাাঁয ফাাঁঘায চওান উায় চনআ।
তঃয চনতর্ও তততন অফায তিঁজুয়া ফে র্ত ভনায
ওার্ঙ তনর্য় চকর্রন। ভনার্ও ফরর্রন, “ এ চতাভায
ঘযী রূর্ চতাভায ওার্ঙ থাওর্ফ। এয ওথা ত্যতভ
চভর্ন ঘরর্ফ।” থে াৎ চম ফাধ তফঘযর্ণয স্বাধীনতাটুুট
চ ার্ফ চবর্ফতঙর তা এঔন যণ ওযা ’র।
অভার্দয ভর্ন তও এঔন এআ প্রশ্ন চার্ক না চম,
সুুটভায বৃতত্ত নুীরন ওযায চওান সুর্মাকআ মায
চীফর্ন খর্ট নাআ, ভগ্র চীফনব্যাী চম তফড়তম্বত,
নযর্ওয ভর্ধ্য মায চন্ম এফং চফর্ড় ো; ওী ওর্য র্ফ
চ নভনীয়, চেীর? তনর্চয ফাযখয মায চবর্গ
চকর্ঙ, চ তও ওর্য চদর্ফ র্ন্যয ফাযখয াতচর্য়?
মায বাণ্ডার্য শুদৄ তফলআ যর্য়র্ঙ চ চতা তফলআ উদ্গীযণ
ওযর্ফ। তঘযওার তনর্চ চ তনমে াতীত র্য়র্ঙ ফর্রআ
যর্ও তনমে াতন ওর্যর্ঙ। ভগ্র চীফন ধর্য অক্রান্ত
র্ত র্ত চ র্য় উর্ের্ঙ বীলণ, বয়ঙ্কয। ওার্চআ
এঔন মতদ চ অক ফাতড়র্য় ওাউর্ও অক্রভণ ওর্য ফা
তায উয অচীফনব্যাী ন্যার্য়য প্রততর্াধ তনর্ত
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এওাচ ওযর্র র্য ভনা তায স্বাভীর্ও ফাাঁতঘর্য় চদয়
এফং চযৎওারু তঔন ভনার্ও ভাতা য়ায ফয তদর্য়
তার্ও তযাক ওর্য ঘর্র মান। ওন্যা তর্র্ফ তায চীফন
পূর্ফে আ ব্যথে র্য়তঙর, এঔন ফদ এফং ভাতা তর্র্ফ
ভনায চীফন ব্যথে র্য় মায়। ওাযণ তায ন্তার্নয
চন্ম স্বাবাতফওবার্ফ নয়।
সুর্মাক-োনী ঘণ্ডী এআ জুার্ত ভনার্ও
খয চথর্ও তাড়াফায চর্ন্য উর্ের্ড় চরর্ক চকর।
তফর্ও চ স্পষ্ট চাতনর্য় তদর চম, এআ স্বাভী তযতযিা
চভর্য়য র্ঙ্গ ফা ওযা তায র্ে ম্ভফ। তততন মতদ
ভনার্ও তযাক না ওর্যন তার্র চ-আ ওাততেওকর্ণর্ও তনর্য় ফার্য ফাতড় ঘর্র মার্ফ --তত চওার্ ওর্ চদফী তর্ফয চকাঘয।
ওন্যা রর্য় থাও ত্যতভ র্য় স্বতন্তয।।
..........................................
নাকচাতত ওন্যা তফ, চভায ওন্যা নাআ।
দুআ পুে রআয়া অতভ ফার্য ফাড়ী মাআ।।
চভায র্ঙ্গ চওভর্ন থাতওর্ফ দ্মাফতী।
অন প্রকৃতত-চদার্ল ঙাতড় চকর তত।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ.৪৮)
শুদৄ তাআ নয় --ম না কর্ণ দ্মা ধর্ভে নাত ঙ্ক।
চযৎওারু ভৄতন ভাতযয়া যাতঔর ওরঙ্ক।।
(তফচয়গুপ্ত, পৃ.৪৯)
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তায স্ববাফ র্য় উর্ের্ঙ অক্রভণাত্মও। তায প্রাকৃততও
তযর্ফ, তায চীফর্নয তযতিতত, তায অত্মীয়স্বচনআ তার্ও নাযী চথর্ও নাতকনী ওর্য ত্যর্রর্ঙ। চীফন
মতদ তায র্ঙ্গ তফশ্বাখাতওতা না ওযত তার্র চ
অয াাঁঘটা চভর্য়য ভতআ চেভয়ী নাযী র্ত াযত,
তফলভয়ী নাতকনীর্ত তযণত ত না। সুতযাং
অাতদৃতষ্টর্ত ভনার্ও ব্যতিকতবার্ফ তায বয়ঙ্কয
স্ববার্ফয চর্ন্য দায়ী ওযা চকর্র প্রকৃত ওাযণ
তফর্েলণ ওযর্র চদঔা মায় চম এচর্ন্য চ দায়ী নয়,
দায়ী তায তফড়তম্বত চীফন।
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ঘায় তর্ফ তা তায ঘতযর্েয উর্মাকীআ র্ফ। তাআ
চদঔা মায়, ভৄদ্র ভন্থর্নয তফলার্ন ভত তফর্ও
ফাাঁঘার্নায চর্ন্য কর্ণ মঔন তার্ও তনর্ত অর্ তঔন
ভনা তার্ও ফর্র চম ততা তার্ও ওন্যা ফর্র চওান
ভমে াদা চদয় তন, তার্ও গৃর্ িান চদয় তন, ততায চওান
ওতেব্য ওর্য তন, এভন তও ততা র্য় চম ওন্যার্ও চপ্রভ
তনর্ফদন ওর্য চআ ততায ভত্যযআ তায ওার্ঙ চশ্রয়।
তাাঁর্ও ফাাঁঘার্নায চওান প্রর্য়াচন তায চনআ। ফর্ঘর্য়
ফড় ওথা চম ৎভা ঘণ্ডী তায চীফর্নয এআ তযণততয
চর্ন্য দায়ী, তর্ফয ভত্যযর্ত চআ ঘণ্ডী অচ তফধফা র্ত
ঘর্রর্ঙ চবর্ফ তায তবভানী ভন ফর্র উর্ের্ঙ --তফলার্ন ভতযর ভর্ চভায ফা।
ঘতণ্ডওা যতণ্ডওা লর ঘুতঘর ন্তা।।
(র্ওতওাদা, পৃ.৩৫)
ফাফায ভত্যযর্ত ভনায এআ অঘযণ মতদ খফআ
স্বাবাতফও, তথাত ফাফা মত ন্যায়আ ওরুও না চওন
চওান চভর্য়আ ওঔর্না ফাফায ভত্যয ওাভনা ওযর্ত ার্য
না। তাআ তবভান ওর্য ভৄর্ঔ মাআ ফলুও না চওন, চল
মে ন্ত ভনা তফর্ও ঠিওআ ফাাঁতঘর্য় তদর্য়র্ঙ। শুদৄ ভনা
চওন, ভনায চায়কায় ন্য চম চওান চভর্য় র্র তও,
ফা শুদৄ চভর্য় চওন, চম চওান চঙর্র র্র তও এ চন
তযতিততর্ত ঐ এওআ যওভ উতি ওযত না?
তফনার্দার্ল ভনায তনর্চয ফাযখয চবর্গ
চকর্ঙ। তাআ চ তনর্দে াল চফহুরায ফাযখয চবর্গ
তদর্য়র্ঙ। নুনয়-তফনর্য়য ভাধ্যর্ভ চ ঘাাঁদদাকর্যয
পূচা ায় তন। তাআ চ ঘাাঁদ দাকর্যয উয তযাঘায
ওর্য তার্ও ফাধ্য ওর্যর্ঙ তায পূচা ওযর্ত। এওটি
তযাঘাযী, তনষ্ঠুয, বয়ঙ্কয যভণীর্ত তযণত র্য়র্ঙ
চ। ভনায এআ বীলণ, বয়ঙ্কয স্ববার্ফয চর্ন্য
ব্যতিকতবার্ফ তার্ও শুদৄ দায়ী ওযা মায় না। ওাযণ
চন্মসূর্ে চ বীলণ নয়, তনর্চয অত্মীয়যাআ তার্ও ওর্য
ত্যর্রর্ঙ বীলণ। চম তায চওউ নয় চআ ফাসুতওয ওাঙ
চথর্ও চম বগ্নীর্েটুুট চ চর্য়র্ঙ, তনর্চয ততায
ওাঙ চথর্ও চ তা ায় তন। তফনাভের্দ্ধ চওউ তার্ও এও
আতি চায়কা চঙর্ড় চদয় তন। পর্র ভেদ্ধ ওযর্ত ওযর্ত
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Abstract

াআচ্ছাভতীয দুাি বশ্বি লঝাশ্ব-লঝাশ্ব কত
ফন কুসুভ, কত ফুশ্বর বযা লেঁটুফন গাছারা,
গাঙাতরশ্বকয ফাা, বুজ তৃণাচ্ছাতদত ভাঠ।
গাাঁশ্বে গাাঁশ্বে গ্রাশ্বভয ঘাট, াঅকন্দ ফুর। গত
াাঁচত ফৎয ধশ্বয কত ফুর ঝশ্বয শ্বিশ্বছ
কত াতখ, কত ফনশ্বঝা াঅশ্বছ মাশ্বচ্ছ,
তিগ্ধ াটা – লরায গন্ধ ফায ে,
লজশ্বরযা জার লপশ্বর, ধাশ্বয ধাশ্বয কত
গৃশ্বেয ফািী। কত াত-কান্না লভরা। াঅজ
াাঁচত ফছয ধশ্বয কত গৃে এর, কত
ফৎশ্বযয শ্বয বৃদ্ধাফোে তায শ্মানমাত্রা
’র ঐ ঠাণ্ডা জশ্বরয তকনাযাশ্বতাআ, ঐ
ফাাঁফশ্বনয খাশ্বটয নীশ্বচাআ। --------------------এশ্বদয গল্প তরখশ্বফা, নাভ শ্বফ
াআছাভতী।”
ব্যাযাকপুয গ্রাশ্বভয া তদশ্বে প্রফাতত াআছাভতীয
দুাআতীশ্বয ফতত োন কযা ভানুশ্বলয সুখ-দুাঃখ,
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বৃৎ ফাাংরা কথাাততয তফশ্বে ‘শ্বথয াাঁচারী’ তদশ্বে
তফভূততভূলণ এয উন্যা লরখায মাত্রা শুরু। তাাঁয
াততয সৃতিয ভশ্বে ‘শ্বথয াাঁচারীয’ ভশ্বতা
‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাটি াঠক ভাশ্বজয কাশ্বছ তফশ্বল
ভাদৃত। উন্যাটিয তকছু াাং প্রথশ্বভ ‘াভ্যযদ্ভে’
নাশ্বভ একটি ভাতক তত্রকাে ধাযাফাতকবাশ্বফ প্রকাতত
ফায য ১৯৫০ াশ্বরয জানুোতযশ্বত গ্রন্থকাশ্বয
প্রকাতত ে। উন্যাটিয জন্য তফভূততভূলণ
‘যফীন্দ্রপুযস্কায’ লশ্বেতছশ্বরন। ‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাটি
তফভূততভূলশ্বণয লল জীফশ্বন লরখা। তফভূততভূলণ
দীঘঘ দীন ধশ্বযাআ ‘াআছাভতী’ লরখায তযকল্পনা তাাঁয ভশ্বন
লালণ কশ্বযতছশ্বরন। ‘স্মৃততয লযখা’ নাভক
তদনতরতশ্বত তরশ্বখশ্বছন,
“ঠাণ্ডা জশ্বর নাাআশ্বত-নাাআশ্বত বাফতছরাভ ঐ
াঅভাশ্বদয গ্রাশ্বভয াআছাভতী নদী। াঅতভ একটা
ছতফ লফ ভশ্বন কযশ্বত াতয – এাআযকভ দ দ
ফাতরোতি, াাি নে, ান্ত, লছাট তিগ্ধ
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Bibhutibhushan Bondopadhyay is a prominent writer of Bengali literature. When India as well
as Bengal was going through an uncony situation owing to the influence of World War-II
Bibhutibhushan appeared with new quiet, natural plot of nature. ‘Pather Panchali’ is the first
novel written by Bibhutibhushan. The novel ‘Ichamati’ is also widely appreciated by the readers
just like his first novel. Some part of this novel was published in the monthly magazine
‘Abbhyuday’ and in the month of January, year 1950 it is published in the book form. In
‘Ichhamati’ Bibhutibhushan Bondhopadhyay has described the quiet, natural landscape and also
reflected the socio-economic situation of the villages of Bengal very artistically.
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াঅশ্বগাআ নীরকয াশ্বফযা বাযতফলঘ লছশ্বি তাশ্বদয লদশ্ব
তপশ্বয মান। তততন লভাল্লাাটীয ধ্বাংাফশ্বল লদশ্বখন 
গ্রাশ্বভয বৃদ্ধ-বৃদ্ধাশ্বদয ভৄখ লথশ্বক নীরকয াশ্বফশ্বদয
কাততন শুশ্বনতছশ্বরন। তাাঁয উন্যাশ্ব ‘নীরদঘশ্বনয’
ভশ্বতা নীরকয াশ্বফশ্বদয কাতনী তফস্তৃতবাশ্বফ ফতণঘ ত
নে। নয-নাযীয লপ্রভ-প্রীতত, গ্রাশ্বভয তফতবন্ন উৎফ
ানুষ্ঠান, তীথঘ মাত্রায ফণঘ না, গৃশ্বেয সুখ-দুাঃখ তভতিত
জীফনশ্বরখ্য, গ্রাম্য-ডাকাশ্বতয কাততন, াঅোতিকতা 
তনগঘপ্রীতত প্রভৃতত দৃকাত ে ‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাশ্ব।
তফভূততভূলণ তদনতরতশ্বত ফশ্বরশ্বছন ----“জগশ্বত াাংখ্য াঅনশ্বন্দয বাণ্ডায উন্ুক্ত
াঅশ্বছ। গাছারা, ফুর, াতখ, উদায, ভাঠঘাঠ, ভে,
নিত্র, ন্ধযা, লজযাৎিাযাতত্র, াস্ত সূশ্বমঘয াঅশ্বরাে যাঙা
নদীতীয, াঅশ্বরাকভেী উদায শূন্য – এফ লথশ্বক
এভন ফ তফপুর, াব্যক্ত, াঅনন্দ, ানশ্বন্তয উদায
ভতভা প্রাশ্বণ াঅশ্বত াশ্বয --- স্র ফৎয ধশ্বয তুচ্ছ
জাগততক ফস্তু তনশ্বে ভত্ত থাকশ্বর ল তফযাট াীভ,
ান্ত উল্লাশ্বয াতস্তত্ব ম্বশ্বন্ধাআ লকাশ্বনা জ্ঞান ল ছাঁ ে
না। জগশ্বতয তকযা তনযানব্বাআ জন লরাক ঐ
াঅনশ্বন্দয াতস্তত্ব ম্বশ্বন্ধ ভতুযতদন মঘ ন্ত ানতবজ্ঞাআ
লথশ্বক মাে – তফলঘ জীফী শ্বর াে না।
াততযকাশ্বযয কাজ শ্বচ্ছ এাআ াঅনশ্বন্দয ফাতঘা
ফঘ াধাযশ্বণয প্রাশ্বণ লাাঁশ্বছ লদো।”
তফভূততভূলশ্বণয এ বাফনায াথঘ ক প্রকা
ঘশ্বটশ্বছ প্রথভ গল্প ‘উশ্বতিতা’ লথশ্বক াঅযম্ভ কশ্বয
ললশ্বফঘ লরখা ‘াআছাভতীশ্বত’। ‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যা
নদীাংতিি ভানফ জীফশ্বনয সুখ-দুাঃশ্বখয কাততনয শ্বে
প্রকৃততয ভশ্বনাগ্রাী দৃশ্যশ্বক উোন কশ্বযশ্বছন।
উন্যাটিয প্রাযশ্বম্ভাআ তফভূততভূলণ ফণঘ না তদশ্বেশ্বছন
াআছাভতীয তীতযফতী াঞ্চর গুতরশ্বত বগফাশ্বনয াপূফঘ
সৃতি প্রকৃততয ভশ্বনায প্রচ্ছদ। াআচ্ছাভতীয দুাআতীশ্বয
ফনফনানীশ্বত বুশ্বজয ভাশ্বযা, িী-কাকরীশ্বত ভৄখয।
“লন কা কশ্বয চশ্বর লম চাাঁদুতিোয ঘাট মঘ ন্ত
– লদখশ্বত াশ্বফ দুধাশ্বয রশ্বত ভাদায গাশ্বছয
রারফুর, জরজ ফশ্বন্যবুশ্বিায লঝা, ানায দাভ, বুশ্বনা
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ভাজজীফন এফাং নীরকুঠি  নীরচাল াংক্রান্ত নানা
ঘটনায তচত্র তরতফদ্ধ ‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাশ্ব।
‘াআচ্ছাভতী’ উন্যাশ্ব তফভূততভূলণ ভানুশ্বলয
ততযকাশ্বযয াআততা তরখশ্বত লচশ্বেশ্বছন। লম াআততা
যাজা-যাজিায জীফন কাততন নে। ভেগ-ভেগ ধশ্বয
াধাযণ ভানুশ্বলয সুখ-দুাঃশ্বখয লম াতরতখত াআততা
াআছাভতীয ভশ্বতা ফভান। তফভূততভূলণ তরখশ্বত
লচশ্বেশ্বছন ল ফ াআততা।
“লাআ ফ ফাণী, লাআ ফ াআততা াঅভাশ্বদয
াঅর জাতীে াআততা। ভক জনগশ্বণয
াআততা, যাজা-যাজিাশ্বদয তফজে কাততন
নে।”
‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাটি তফভূততভূলশ্বণয জন্ভূতভ 
ল্লী প্রকৃততয প্রতত াগাধ বাশ্বরাফাায তযচােক।
‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাশ্বয শ্বে দীনফন্ধু তভশ্বত্রয
‘নীরদঘন’ নাটশ্বকয তকছুটা াদৃশ্য রতিত ে।
সুাতততযক ান্নদাাংকয যাে ‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যা
প্রশ্বে “তফভূততভূলণশ্বক লমভন লদশ্বখতছ” তনফশ্বন্ধ
তরশ্বখশ্বছন ----- “তাাঁয লল উন্যা একপ্রকায
কাভনাপুয। ফহুকাশ্বরয কাভনা জীফশ্বন  তশ্বল্প তযপূণঘ
ে। বৃদ্ধ ফেশ্ব াংায প্রশ্বফ  পুত্ররাব। ল এক
যভ উরতি। াততয তাশ্বক তততন াকা পশ্বরয
ভশ্বতা লগারাে তুশ্বর লযশ্বখশ্বছন। তাছািা াআছাভতী
নদীশ্বক তনশ্বে এতক উন্যা লরখা তাাঁয তচযতদশ্বনয
স্বাদ। নদী এখাশ্বন জীফনপ্রফাশ্বয প্রতীক। কার
প্রফাশ্বয প্রতীক। --------- তাছািা াআছাভতী াঅয
একখানা নীরদঘন।”
‘াআচ্ছাভতী’  ‘নীরদঘণ’ উন্যা দুটিয
টভূতভ একাআ লভাল্লাাটি নীরকুটি। দীনফন্ধু তভত্র 
তফভূততভূলশ্বণয গ্রাশ্বভয কাশ্বছ এাআ লভাল্লাাটি। এাআ দুটি
উন্যাশ্ব ঘটনা ‘চালীশ্বদয য নীরকয াশ্বফশ্বদয
াতযাচায’। বাশ্বরা জতভশ্বত চাতলযা নীর চাল কযশ্বত
যাজী না শ্বর নীরকয াশ্বফশ্বদয াতযাচায প্রতযি
কশ্বযতছশ্বরন তাাআ তায উন্যাশ্ব াতযাচাশ্বযয তীব্রতা
চযভবাশ্বফ প্রকাতত ান্যতদশ্বক তফভূততভূলণ জশ্বন্য
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াভকূট, াাঁ, ততল্ল, তচর কুন এশ্ব ফাা ফাাঁশ্বধ।
উন্যাশ্ব বফানী মখন তাাঁয লখাকাশ্বক ভৄিতক
খাোশ্বনায জন্য তনশ্বে মাতচ্ছশ্বরন লন াঁকা কশ্বয, এখাশ্বন
তফভূততভূলণ ফলঘ ায াআছাভতীয তীশ্বযয প্রকৃততয লম ফণঘ না
তদশ্বেশ্বছন তা াতযন্ত ভশ্বনাগ্রাী।
যাভকানাাআ কতফযাশ্বজয গ্রশ্বয চাযাশ্ব
প্রকৃততয ারূ দৃশ্য লদখা মাে। গ্রীষ্মকাশ্বর ঘশ্বযয
লছশ্বন লাাঁদাতর গাশ্বছ ফুর লদারশ্বত থাশ্বক।
তফশ্বকরশ্বফরা গুরু যাভকানাাআ াঅয তষ্য তনভাাআ চক্রফতী
মখন ােেনযত তখন ফাাঁফশ্বন ততিাং ততিাং কশ্বয
তপশ্বঙ াতখ ডাকশ্বত থাশ্বক। এছািা াআছাভতীয জশ্বর
তনস্তাতযণীয াফগান দৃশ্বশ্য তফভূততভূলণ গ্রাভফাাংরায
ান্ত প্রকৃততয ভশ্বনাশ্বভান রূশ্বক এঁশ্বকশ্বছন, লমখাশ্বন
“কূশ্বর-কূশ্বর বযা বাশ্বেয নদী, ততৎল্লায ফি
ফি লুদ ফুর লঝাাঁশ্বয ভাথা াঅশ্বরা কশ্বযশ্বছ,
াশ্বযয চশ্বয াদা কাশ্বয গুচ্ছ দুরশ্বছ
লানারী াোে, নীর ফনকরভীয ফুশ্বর লছশ্বে
তগশ্বেশ্বছ াাআফাফরা াঅয লেঁশ্বে ঝাাঁকায জের,
জশ্বরয ধাশ্বয ফনকচয ফুশ্বরয তল ---------------”
প্রাকৃততক উাদাশ্বনয তনতফি তফন্যাশ্ব ভগ্র
‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাটি তফভূততভূলশ্বণয তনগঘপ্রীততয
মথাথঘ তযচে ফন কশ্বয। তযশ্বশ্বল নাযােণ
গশ্বোাোে এয বালাে ফরা মাে --- “াঅিাতত
প্রাতন্তশ্বত এক করুণায তিগ্ধতাে ফাাংরাাতশ্বতয
তফভূততভূলণ ব্যতক্তত্ব স্পি তচতিত ভৄশ্বেয ভাঝখাশ্বন
তাাঁয দ্বীটিশ্বক লদখশ্বত এফাং তচনশ্বত ভ্যর ে না। তাাঁয
াতস্তফাদী জগশ্বত প্রশ্বফ কযশ্বত াযশ্বর, তাাঁয াঅযণ্যক
োনশ্বরাশ্বক ভগ্ন শ্বত াযশ্বর এখশ্বনা এভন াতন্ত াঅয
ান্ত্বনা লভশ্বর মায ন্ধান ান্যত্র দুরঘব।”
‘াআছাভতী’ উন্যাশ্ব ঊনতফাং তাব্দীয লল
বাশ্বগয ল্লীফাাংরায ভাজজীফন  াঅথঘ াভাতজক
াফোয তনখাঁ ত তচত্র াো মাে। তৎকারীন ভাশ্বজ
পুরুলযা িাশুনা কযশ্বর লভশ্বেশ্বদয জীফন াতিায
ান্ধকাশ্বয াঅচ্ছন্ন তছর। লভশ্বেযা ল ফদৄ ফা কন্যা লমাআ
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ততৎল্লা রতায লশ্বদ ফুশ্বরয লাবা, লকাথা উচাঁ
াশ্বি প্রাচীন ফট-ােশ্বেয ছাোবযা উলুটি-ফাাঁচিা বৈঁতচ
লঝা, ফাাঁঝাি, গাঙাতরশ্বখয গতঘ, সুকুভায
রতাতফতান। গাশ্বঙয াশ্বি লরাশ্বকয ফতত কভ, শুদৄাআ
দূফঘ াঘাশ্বয বুজ চযভূতভ, শুদৄাআ লখা ফাতরয ঘাট, ফন
কুসুশ্বভ বততঘ লঝা, তফে-কাকরী-ভৄখয ফনান্তথরী।
গ্রাশ্বভয ঘাশ্বট লকাথা দু’দখানা তডতঙ লন কা ফাাঁধা
যশ্বেশ্বছ। কতচৎ উচাঁ তভর গাশ্বছয আঁকাফাাঁকা শুকশ্বনা
ডাশ্বর কুতন ফশ্ব াঅশ্বছ ভতধথ াফোে – ঠিক
লমন চীনা তচত্রকাশ্বযয াতিত ছতফ। -----------”
প্রকৃততয এভন ানুপুঙ্খ ফণঘ না ান্য লকাথা
াো ততযাআ দুরঘব। উন্যাশ্বয প্রথশ্বভ নালুার
ান-সুপুতযয লভাঠ ভাথাে কশ্বয াশ্বট চশ্বরশ্বছ।
তফশ্বকরশ্বফরা তপশ্বঙ াতখ ফাফরা গাশ্বছয ফুশ্বর
বততঘডাশ্বর ফশ্ব াঅশ্বছ নীলুার সুপুতযয লভাট নাতভশ্বে
তফিাভ লনে ফনতত তিগ্ধ ছাো তফার ফটগাশ্বছয নীশ্বচ।
এখাশ্বন প্রকৃততাআ শ্বে শ্বঠ তথক জশ্বনয তচযন্তন
তনযাদ াঅিেের। এছািা উন্যাশ্ব াআচ্ছাভতীয
তীশ্বয াাঁচশ্বাতায ফাাঁশ্বিয ধাশ্বয লরখক লকালোতদঘ
গ্রাণ্ট াশ্বশ্বফয ভ্রভশ্বণয দৃশ্বশ্যয লম ফণঘ না তদশ্বেশ্বছন
তাশ্বত গ্রাভ ফাাংরায নেন ভশ্বনায প্রকৃততয রূশ্বকাআ
উোন কশ্বযশ্বছন তফভূততভূলণ। গ্রাণ্ট াশ্বফ লদখশ্বত
ান----“ফন্ধনীন উদা ভাশ্বঠয ফুর বততঘ লাাঁদাতর
গাশ্বছয রূ, ফুর লপাটা ফন লঝাশ্ব াঅজান
ফন-িীয কাকরী।”
যৎকাশ্বরয াঅগভশ্বন াঅউধাশ্বনয লিত
পর কাটায জন্য শূণ্য শ্বি াঅশ্বছ। ততৎল্লায লুদ
ফুর ফশ্বন ফশ্বন ফুশ্বট াঅশ্বছ। উন্যাশ্বয নােক বফানী
ফাাঁড়ুয্যশ্বক প্রকৃততয এাআ ভৄক্ত প্রাযতা াঅকৃি কশ্বয।
ভত্রী, তনলু, তফলুয যতকতাে বফানীয ভন াপ্রন্ন শ্বর
ফা াঅোি াধনায জন্য ল ফ ভোআ াঅিে লনে
প্রকৃতত ভাশ্বেয লকাশ্বর। বফানী তনলু-তফলুশ্বদয যতকতায
য ফাতি লথশ্বক লফতিশ্বে লম তনভৃত ছাোবযা ফটতরাে
এশ্ব ফশ্ব ল গাশ্বছ দূয দূযান্ত লথশ্বক মামাফয াতখ
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জ্বাতরশ্বে তদশ্বত তদ্ধস্ত এছািা নীরকুঠিয াঅভীন প্রন্ন
চক্রফতীয ভশ্বতা তকছু ব্যতক্তশ্বদয লচাশ্বখ শ্বি মাাঁযা
তনশ্বজয িভতায াব্যফায কশ্বয। ান্যতদশ্বক
নালুাশ্বরয ভশ্বতা দতযে, কভঘ তনষ্ঠ ব্যতক্তশ্বদয লদখা
মাে। াঅফায লদখা মাে ততলুয ভশ্বতা তকছু ততবক্ত
যােণা নাযী  তনস্তাতযণীয ভশ্বতা কুরফদৄ, লম প্রচতরত
াংস্কায তথা প্রচতরত াতযাচাশ্বযয তফরুশ্বদ্ধ প্রততফাদ
কশ্বয।
গ্রাভফাাংরাে তফতবন্ন ানুষ্ঠান শ্বত লদখা মাে।
গ্রাশ্বভয লরাশ্বকযা এক াশ্বন্যয শ্বমাতগতাে উৎফগুতর
সুন্দযবাশ্বফ তযচাতরত কশ্বয। লকান উৎফ উরশ্বিয
ােভত গ্রাশ্বভয ভানুলশ্বদয তনভন্ত্রণ কশ্বয ভ্যতযশ্ববাজন
কযাশ্বনা ে। উন্যাশ্ব লদখা মাে বফানী ফাড়ুশ্বয্য তায
পুশ্বত্রয জন্তদশ্বন গ্রাশ্বভয লরাশ্বকশ্বদয ভ্যতযশ্ববাজন কযান।
এছািা বােভাশ্ব ‘লতশ্বযয ালুতন’, নাশ্বভ তাৎমঘ পূণঘ
নাযীশ্বদয উৎফ গ্রাভ ফাাংরাে শ্বে থাশ্বক। লতদন
ফহুপ্রাচীন তজউতর  কদভ গাশ্বছয নীশ্বচ ফনশ্ববাজশ্বন
তভতরত ে গ্রাশ্বভয নাযীযা। ফািী লথশ্বক লম মায
ােভত খাোয তজতনল তনশ্বে াঅশ্ব। াঅয লখাশ্বন
কশ্বর াঅদান-প্রদাশ্বনয ভােশ্বভ কশ্বর একশ্বে
খাে। উন্যাশ্ব লদখা মাে তনলুাশ্বরয স্ত্রী তুরী,
বফানী ফাড়ূশ্বয্যয স্ত্রী ততলু-তফলু এছািা তনস্তাতযণী  গ্রাভ
ান্যান্য নাযীযা একশ্বত্র ফনশ্ববাজন কশ্বয। তফভূততভূলণ
গ্রাভ ফাাংরায ভাজ জীফন ছািা তযফতঘভান
াথঘ ননততক জীফশ্বনয তনখাঁ ত তচত্র উোন কশ্বযশ্বছন
াঅশ্বরাচয উন্যাশ্ব। উন্যাটিশ্বত লদখা মাে নালুার
ভাভায ফািীশ্বত ভাভীশ্বদয াফশ্বরাে ফি শ্বেশ্বছ। ল
তাাঁয ভাীশ্বদয কাছ লথশ্বক ভাত্র শ্বতশ্বযা টাকা তনশ্বে
াঅযম্ভ কশ্বযতছর ান-সুপুতযয ব্যফা। এখাশ্বন ধীশ্বযধীশ্বয ব্যফা ভৄখীনতায াঅবা াো মাে।
নালুাশ্বরয লদাকাশ্বন একটি লভশ্বে দু’োয
লতর াঅয নুন তকনশ্বত াঅশ্ব। াঅশ্বযকটি লভশ্বে োয
ফদশ্বর ল কতি লনশ্বফ। ল ভে ো কতিয দুটিযাআ
প্রচরন তছর। লভশ্বেটি কতি তনশ্বত চাে কাযণ
ফাাআপুশ্বযয াশ্বট ল াক-তি তকনশ্বফ। তখন এক
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ন না লকন তাাঁয ঘয গৃোরীয কাজকশ্বভঘাআ তদনযাতত্র
াততফাতত ত। লভশ্বেশ্বদয িাশুনাশ্বক সুনজশ্বয লদখা
ত না তকন্তু তকছু-তকছু পুরুলশ্বদয ঐকাতন্তক প্রশ্বচিাে
নাযীযা তিাজঘন কযশ্বত াশ্বয। উন্যাশ্বয নােক
বফানী ফাাঁড়ুশ্বয্যয ভশ্বে লদখা মাে স্ত্রীতিাে প্রফর
াঅগ্র। িাশুনাে াঅগ্র লদখশ্বত লশ্বে বফানী ফাাঁড়ুশ্বয্য
স্ত্রী ততলুশ্বক তিা তদশ্বত শুরু কশ্বযন। িাশুনাে
উৎাতত কশ্বয তুরশ্বত ততলুশ্বক করকাতায লভশ্বেশ্বদয
িফায জন্য লফথুন াশ্বশ্বফয স্কুশ্বরয কথা ফশ্বরন। স্ত্রী
তফলু তনলুয িাশুনায প্রতত লকাশ্বনা াঅগ্র না থাকাে
তাশ্বদয উৎাতত কযশ্বত বফানী ফশ্বরন ---“লভশ্বেশ্বদয লরখািা লখায দযকায, শুদৄ কাাঁঠার
লখশ্বর ভানফ জীফন বৃথাে চশ্বর মাশ্বফ। না লদখশ্বর তকছু,
না বুঝশ্বর তকছু।”
ল ভে পুরুলযা গ্রাভ ফাাংরায ‘ভনাভের’,
‘চণ্ডীভের’, ‘তফােণ’, ‘যাভােণ’, ‘ভাবাযত’
িশ্বতন এছািা কখন এ কাব্যগুতর ারাকাশ্বয গাো
শ্বর শুনশ্বতন। তখন গ্রাভ ফাাংরাে লফদ-উতনলশ্বদয
চচঘ া ত না। তশ্বফ দু-একজন ব্যততক্রভী পুরুলশ্বদয
লদখশ্বত াো মাে যাভকানাাআ কতফযাশ্বজয ভশ্বতা।
তততন তাাঁয ছাত্রশ্বদয াস্ত্র ম্পশ্বকঘ তিা তদশ্বতন। তখন
মঘ ন্তাআ গ্রাভফাাংরায ভানুশ্বলয াাংস্কৃততক জীফন
লরাককাব্য ফা কাততনয ভশ্বে ীতভত তছর।
তৎকারীন গ্রাভফাাংরায াতধকাাং লরাকাআ
কৃতলজীফী তছর। তফভূততভূলণ ফশ্বরশ্বছন – “চন্দ্র
চাটুশ্বয্যঘ গ্রাশ্বভয াঅয একজন ভাতব্বয লরাক। ত্তযফাাত্তয তফশ্বঘ ব্রশ্বমাত্তয জতভয াঅে লথশ্বক বাশ্বরাবাশ্বফাআ
াংায চশ্বর মাে।” এছািা পণী চক্রফতী, নীরভতণ
ভাদ্দায, ভযাতর ভণ্ডর, প্রভৃততযা ম্পন্ন গৃে।
তাাঁশ্বদয ফাতিশ্বত লকউ চাকুযীজীফী নে। তদশ্বনয লফরা
তাযা চালাফাশ্বদয লদখাশুনা কশ্বযন এফাং ন্ধযাকাশ্বর
চণ্ডীভণ্ডশ্ব নানা তফলশ্বে াঅশ্বরাচনা  তা, দাফা লখশ্বর
ভে াততফাতত কশ্বযন। যাজযাশ্বভয ভশ্বতা তনষ্ঠুয
নীরকুটিয লদোনশ্বদয লদখা মাে মাযা প্রজাীিন, খন,
তনজস্বাথঘ ততদ্ধয জন্য তনতদ্ধঘধাে প্রজাশ্বদয ঘয-ফাতি
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কশ্বয লজশ্বর মাে। লখাশ্বনাআ বার থাশ্বক তাযা। লকননা
লখাশ্বন বাশ্বতয তচন্তাভৄক্ত। াধযভৄতচ ফশ্বরন ---“লগযাশ্বভ মা লদখতছ, চাশ্বরয কাঠা দু’াঅনা দ
ো। তাশ্বত াঅয তকছুতদন গাযশ্বদ থাকতর
শ্বতা বার। খাশ্বফা লকভন কশ্বয াত
াঅক্রাচাশ্বরয বাত? লছশ্বর-তশ্বরশ্বয ফা তক
খাোশ্বফা।”
কাশ্বরয তযফতঘশ্বনয শ্বে-শ্বে গ্রাভ ফাাংরায
াথঘ ননততক জীফশ্বন ভৄো ব্যফাশ্বযয তযফতঘন এর।
পূশ্বফঘয ভশ্বতা াশ্বট াঅয কতি চরশ্বছ না। ততলু স্বাভী
বফানী ফাাঁড়ুয্যশ্বক ফরশ্বছ--- “াঅজকার াঅফায কতি
চরশ্বচ না াশ্বট। ফশ্বর, তাভায ো দা।”
এবাশ্বফ ‘াআছাভতী’ উশ্বন্যাশ্ব তফভূততভূলণ
গ্রাভফাাংরায প্রশ্বতযক রূশ্বক তাাঁয তুতরকায কুরীটাশ্বন
এঁশ্বকশ্বছন।
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োয ফদশ্বর ২০টি কতি াো মাে। নালুাশ্বরয
লদাকাশ্বনয ম্মুশ্বখয যাস্তা তদশ্বে একটি লভশ্বে াক তনশ্বে
লমশ্বত লদশ্বখ নালুার ছ’কিা তদশ্বত চাাআশ্বর লভশ্বেটি
যাতজ েতন। তাযয দতফরুতদ্দ রাউ তনশ্বে লমশ্বত লদশ্বখ
রাউশ্বেয দাভ তজশ্বজ্ঞ কযাে জানশ্বত াশ্বয দু’ো
এক একটা। ললমঘ ন্ত দযাদতয কশ্বয এক ো াাঁচ
কিাে দুশ্বটা রাউ তকশ্বন লনে নালুার। বৃদ্ধ তযনাতত
রাউশ্বেয দাভ শুশ্বন ফশ্বর লভাল্লাাটিয াশ্বট এধযশ্বনয
রাউ ল জনন াশ্বশ্বফয াঅভশ্বর ছ’কিা তদশ্বে
তকশ্বনশ্বছ। এছািা তযনাতত জানাে ােঘনাথ লঘাশ্বলয
ফি লছশ্বরয ফউবাশ্বতয এক টাকা দাশ্বভ নানা ধযশ্বনয
একগাতি াকতি াঅশ্ব। একথায লপ্রতিশ্বত াকুয
লজশ্বর দীঘঘ তনাঃো লপশ্বর ফশ্বর --“না। ভানুশ্বলয খাফায তদন চশ্বর মাশ্বচ্ছ, াঅয
খাশ্বফ তক? এাআ ফাাআপুশ্বযয দুধ তছর টযাকাে
ফাাআ লয চতব্ব লয। এখন াঅঠাশ্বযা
লশ্বযয লফত লকউ তদশ্বত চাে না।”
াকুয ভাতঝয লছশ্বর ফি ভাছ ধশ্বযতছর, ল
ভাছটি তফতক্র কশ্বয াশ্বি ততন টাকাে। মাযা ভাছটি
তকশ্বনশ্বছ কশ্বরাআ াসুখী। লকননা াকুয ভাতঝশ্বক এযা
লফত ঠকাশ্বত াশ্বযতন। এাআ ভাশ্বছয দাভ াশ্বট মা তায
লথশ্বক কভ লশ্বেশ্বছ াঅনা াঅশ্বটক। উন্যাশ্ব এফ
ফণঘ নায ভেতদশ্বে তৎকারীন গ্রাভফাাংরায তনতয
প্রশ্বোজনীে তজতনল শ্বত্রয দাভ ম্পশ্বকঘ তকছুটা ধাযণা
কযা লমশ্বত াশ্বয।
গ্রাভফাাংরায কশ্বরাআ কৃতলতনবঘয। গ্রাশ্বভয দুএকজন চাকুযীজীফী যশ্বেশ্বছ। রূচাাঁদ ভৄখশ্বয্যয ফি
লছশ্বর মতীন। ল ভাাআশ্বন াে ৫.০০ (াাঁচ) টাকা।
াঅয যাজাযাশ্বভয দূয ম্পশ্বকঘ বাাআশ্বা ম্ভুযাে াঅভৄটি
লকাম্পানীশ্বত চাকুযী কশ্বয। মতদ তাাঁয ভাাআশ্বন কত
জানা মােতন। ল ভে গ্রাভ ফাাংরাে গৃে ছািা রা
লশ্বক ফা াধযভৄতচ নাশ্বভ তকছু দসুয ডাকাতশ্বদয লদখশ্বত
াো মাে মাযা গ্রাশ্বভয ধনীব্যতক্তশ্বদয ফাতি লুঠ কশ্বয
প্রাপ্ত াশ্বথঘয তফতনভশ্বে ান্ন লমাগাে। তাযা খন, ডাকাতত
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শ্বচতযত : প্রফভান ভয়য কাততন
( Amar Mitrer 'Aswacharita': Probohoman somoyer Kahini)
Rupdatta Roy
Asst. Professor, N.C College, Badarpur, Assam, India
Abstract
For last three decades in the last century modernist sensibility were changing rapidly as the
Indian life was opening up to the post modernist tendencies. As a result, Bengali novels were
undergoing metamorphic changes. Bengali novelists started to look beyond the established
example of novels. Amar Mitra, one of the tactful narrators of this tim্ reconstructed history and
tradition in his novels. He introduced the magic present inside the reality and the new dimension
of myth from the womb of historical part. In the novel ‘Aswacharita’ (1979) the rhythm of time
and space is entirely distorted when adherence of empty back horse and the charioteer after the
great departure of Siddartha, the prime of Kapilabastu, is connected with the nuclear bombing in
Pakistan on the day of Buddha Purnima and this creates a diverse implication of
multidimensional time.

বতফলৎ তীয়তয ন্দবব। ঘটনা য়ফ এভন
মায়ক ভয়য তচহ্নাক ফয়র অভযা নাায়
বুয়ঝ তনয়ত াযফ।”
২০০১ ায়রয ফতিভ পুযস্কাযজী ভয
তভয়েয ‘শ্বচতযত’ (১৯৯৯) নাভক উন্যাটি
ভায়রাচক কতথত এআ ফাকযগুতর মথাথব তনদব ন।
খণ্ডভয়য াভাতজক ফান শথয়ক উয়ঠ অা
তচহ্নাকগুতর শমভন অখ্যায়ন িান খুঁ য়জ শন, শতভতন
শম ভ তীত ফতবভান ছুঁ আয় বতফলৎ মব ন্ত তফস্তৃত
শআ ভাভয়য সুযটিও অখ্যানটি অত্ধি কয়য।
বুিপূতণব ভায যায়ত াতযয় মাওা এক শায়টরওারায
শঘাড়ায নুন্ধায়নয সূয়ে উয়ঠ অয় তফতবন্ন ভানুয়লয
জীফন কথা, অয় ফতবভান শথয়ক আততা য়
প্রাগগততাতক ভয়য কথা, ফাদ মা না বতফলৎও।
প্রত্দকথা, অতদকল্প, তকংফদন্তী, ধ্রুদী াততয, কল্পনা,
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উন্যায়য তফল ও শরী তনয় নানা ভয় নানা
যীক্ষা তনযীক্ষা য়য়ছ। তফয়লতঃ, তফ তয়কয শল
ততন দক শথয়ক এআ প্রফণতা বৃতি শয়য়ছ। কাযণ
ফরাফাহুল্য শম, ভ মখন চুড়ান্ত তিয তখন
স্বাবাতফকবায়ফআ শআ তিয ভয়ক অত্ধি কযয়ত
তগয় ঔন্যাতকয়দয গ্রণ কযয়ত য়য়ছ তবন্ন তবন্ন
থ ও ায়থ। তাআ পূফব -তনধব াতযত উন্যায়য ংজ্ঞা
অজ অয মথামথ থাকয়ছ না। তয়ফ একটি মথাথব
উন্যায়য শক্ষয়ে শম তফলটি তযফতবনী, তা
অজয়কয তফতষ্ট তাতিক তয়াধীয বট্টাচায়মব য বালা
ফরা মা --------“......এ ম্পয়কব ম্ভফত তিভত নাআ শম
প্রততাদ্য তফল ও প্রকযণ জুয়ড় থাকয়ফ
ভকারীন ভায়জয ফান। এআ ফায়ন অয়রা
ড়য়ফ চাযতদক শথয়ক। তবু ফতবভান তনছক
ফতবভান থাকয়ফ না উন্যায়, য় উঠয়ফ
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(শ্বচতযত/প্রচ্ছদট)

ততন তফাতি পৃষ্ঠায এআ তফারকায
উন্যাটিয ফীজ ১৯৮২ ায়র তরতখত অয়যকটি
উন্যায় যয় শগয়ছ। ‘তরাতদতয’ তেকা ‘তফভ্রভ’
নায়ভ একটি উন্যায় প্রকাতত য়তছর, মায
তফলফস্তু তছর মুদ্রতীয অয একটি তনরুতেষ্ট শঘাড়া।
একটি াক্ষাৎকায়য তততন জাতনয়য়ছন শম কভব সূয়ে দীঘব
প্রা একফছয ১৯৮০ ায়র তাুঁয়ক থাকয়ত । শআ
ভ শ শায়টয়র তততন তছয়রন শআ শায়টরওারায
শঘাড়া াতযয় মা। বানুদা নায়ভয একটি শরাক শআ
শঘাড়ায শখাুঁজ কয়য শফড়াতচ্ছর, শরখক তনয়জও ভায়ঝ

ভায়ঝ তায য়গ শফতযয় ড়য়তন। তকন্তু ‘তফভ্রভ’শক
তনয় অখ্যানকায়যয একটু তিধা তছর তাআ দীঘব তদন
উন্যাটি দুআ ভরায়টয তবতয প্রকায়য য়ক্ষা যয়
মা। য়তা এবায়ফআ যয় শমত। তকন্তু ১৯৯৮ ায়র
ঘয়ট মা একটা ফয়ড়া ঘটনা। ঘটনাটি তছর বুিপূতণব ভায
যায়ত শাখযায়ন যভাণু শফাভায পর যীক্ষা এফং
শআ ঘটনায়ক শকে কয়য দতক্ষণন্থী শগাুঁড়া
জাতীতাফাদ উসয়ক শদওায শচষ্টা, ক্ষভতাীন
যাজগনততক শগাষ্টীয ম্পূণব তনয়জয়দয স্বায়থব । শরখকয়ক
এ ঘটনা নাড়া তদয়তছর প্রচণ্ড। এআ ঘটনা ‘তফভ্রভ’শক
কীবায়ফ ‘শ্বচতযত’-এ তযণত কযর তা জাতনয়
শরখক এবায়ফ ----“তফভ্রভ’ তনয় অতভ তনয়জআ তফভ্রয়ভ তছরাভ তাআ
এটিয়ক দুআ ভরায়ট অনয়ত াতযতন। ...অতভ
ভায়ঝ ভয়ে ছাা ংটি শনয়ড়য়চয়ড় শদখতাভ।
কীবায়ফ শরখাটি ম্পূণব কয়য শতারা মা।
১৯৯৮-এ যভাণু তফয়ফাযণ । বাযত এফং
াতকস্তান দুআ শদয়য যাষ্ট্রনাকযা শখরনায
ভয়তা াুঁচটি অয াতটি যভাণু শফাভা পাটিয়
তনয়জয়দয জাতয কযয়রন। শমন এ াড়ায
ভাস্তান াুঁচটি শফাভা শপরর। ভাল্ শদখার, ও
াড়ায তা শদয়খ াতটি শফাভা পাটিয় ভাসর
শদখার। ‘শ্বচতযত’ শরখা শুরু কতয শআ শভভায়।”(পৃঃ ৩৩৫/মৃতয়রাক/ভাচব ২০০৩)
অঠায়যা ফছয অয়গয শআ রাতক শঘাড়ায
য়গ তভয় শগর ভাভতক ঘটনা, অয তায়ক
শরখক উিাতত কযয়রন ভাভয়য কাঠায়ভায়ত।
শআ ভ ‘ধ্রুফপুে’ শরখায জয়ন্য ংস্কৃত াতয়তযয
েন কয়যতছয়রন কথাকায। শ্ব শঘায়লয
‘বুিচতযত’ শথয়ক যাজকুভায শগৌতয়ভয শঘাড়া কন্থক
অয াযথী ছন্দক চয়র এর অখ্যায়ন। ফাস্তফ ও
যাফাস্তফ তভয় তগয় ভ ও তযয়যয ীভানা,
ভূয়গার ও আততায়য কাুঁটাতায়যয শফড়া শবয়ঙ তদর।
ফাস্তয়ফয তনতদব ষ্ট তযয শবয়ঙ তদর আেজার -----
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প্রতীক ফ গ্রতথত য় মা উন্যাটিয শকায়ল
শকায়ল। উন্যাটিয প্রচ্ছদয়ট অবা শদওা 
খণ্ডভ ও ভাভয়য এআ তিযারা ম্বয়ন্ধ ---“কতরাফস্তুয যাজপুয়েয ভাতনষ্ক্রভয়ণয য
শূন্যপৃষ্ঠ শঘাড়া কন্থক অয শূন্য হৃদ াযথী
ছন্দক াাাত শেঁয়চতছর এতকার।
বুিপূতণব ভায যায়ত শঘাড়াটি তনরুয়েয় শগর
াযথীয়ক শপয়র। াযথী শআ শঘাড়ায়ক খুঁ জয়ত
খুঁ জয়ত চয়র মা তকংফদন্তীয জাাজঘাটা শথয়ক
যয়কট উৎয়ক্ষন শকয়ে, শখান শথয়ক
সুফণব য়যখা অয ফয়গাাগয়যয তভরনিয়র
শজয়গ ওঠা চযভূতভয়ত, শমখায়ন রাতক
শঘাড়াযা মা স্বপ্নতাতড়ত য়। শূন্যপৃষ্ঠ শআ
শ্ব শমন শ্বয়ভয়ধয শঘাড়া, তায়ক নুযণ
কযয়ছ তনঃব্দ তযাকাযী, তনশ্চুয়। তনরুতেষ্ট
শআ শঘাড়া ততক্রভ কয়য বাযতফলব , শতজতি
ফাতায় ঢাকা ভরুপ্রান্তয, নদীতীয যণ্য,
াাড়। ‘শ্বচতযত’ শআ তফযর শগায়েয ধ্রুদী
উন্যা মায চারতচে ভকারীন এআ বাযতফলব ।
এআ উন্যা জীফন এফং মৃত্যযয। শপ্রয়ভয এফং
য়প্রয়ভয। ভয তভে তাুঁয উন্যায়
ভকায়রয কথা ফয়রন, তচযকায়রয কথা
ফয়রন। এআ উন্যায় তফন্ন এআ উভায়দ
তায ছাা শপয়রয়ছ দীঘব ।”
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কুভায তপয়য এয়য়ছন শবয়ফ ন নাযীযা জানারা তদয়
ফাআয়য তাতকয় শূন্যপৃষ্ঠ শঘাড়ায়ক তপয়য অয়ত শদয়খ
জানারা ফন্ধ কয়য তফরা কযয়ত রাগর। এআ থব
ম্বতরত শলাকটি ‘শ্বচতযত’ –এয প্রাযয়ম্ভ ব্যফহৃত
য়রও, তা অখ্যানবাগ শথয়ক অরাদাআ যয় শমত মতদ
না
বানুদায়য
ভােয়ভ
তা
তৎকারীন
ভয়ায়মাগীবায়ফ ব্যফহৃত ত। শরখক তফলটিয়ক
তফস্তৃত কয়য জানান ----“বানুচযণ তনয়জয তযচ শদ ছন্দক ফয়র।
ফয়র শফড়া াযায়না শঘাড়াটি কন্থক। ...
উন্যায় শ একটি ফন্ধ কাযখানায শ্রতভক। ...
অয়র বানুদায়য স্মৃতত এআ বযতায স্মৃতত।
তায ফ অড়াআ াজায ফছয। শ শমন বৃি
প্রততাভ। অযও পূফব পুরুয়লয শকউ। এ
উন্যায় প্রাচীন বাযত এয়য়ছ বানুদায়য
স্মৃততয়ত।”
তকন্তু এ অখ্যান শকফর স্মৃততয অখ্যান য়ও
থায়ক না, ভাভয়য শরায়ত খণ্ডভয়য
উরখণ্ডটিয়ক শধৌত কয়য। বুয়িয প্রগ তযন্ত
প্রাতগক য় য়ড় মখন যভাণু শফাভায যীক্ষামূরক
তফয়ফাযণ ঘটায়না  বুিপূতণব ভায যায়ত। অয
যাষ্ট্রপ্রভুযা যভাণু প্রকয়ল্পয াপল্যয়ক তচতহ্নত কয়য
Buddha Smiles ফয়র। শম ভাভানফ মৃত্যযয ন্ত
খুঁ জয়ত শচয়তছয়রন, তাুঁয জন্ ও তনফব াণ রায়বয তদন
এফং তাুঁয নাভ ব্যফহৃত  ভাযণ ময়জ্ঞয যীক্ষয়ণয
তদন ও নাভ তয়য়ফ। ক্ষীযাজ কন্থকও ারা
শতদন। বানু তায দীঘব ভান ও শবৌয়গাতরক মাোয
তবজ্ঞতা শথয়ক ফয়র মা ---“ফরয়ত ফরয়ত অচভকা থায়ভ, শথয়ভ শময়ত
তায কণ্ঠ য়ত শজয়গ ওয়ঠ ন্য এক স্বয।
অয়র কন্থক শতা জানয়তা মৃত্যযয়ক জ কযয়ত
শফতযয়য়ছন কুভায, যাজপুে মৃত্যযয়ক তনঃয়ল
কযয়ত তাুঁয শ্বটিয়ক শূন্যপৃষ্ঠ কয়য শযয়খ
তগয়তছয়রন, এখন ভযয়ণয ছাা শদয়খ শ তক
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(ছন্দক অয কন্থয়কয কথা/সুন্দয শফাখ ১৪০৭)
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“তছর তক্ষযাজ, য় শগর কন্থক। তছর
বানুচযণ, বানুদা য় শগর ছন্দক।” (পৃঃ
১/শ্বচতযত)
ঔনাতক শকফরভাে মথাপ্রাপ্ত ভয়য
তরতকায নন। তাুঁয কাজ শমবায়ফ াধাযণ ভানুয়লয
াভয়ন প্রতীভান য়চ্ছ তায়ক তরতফি কযাও ন।
ঔন্যাতক অভায়দয শদতখয় শদন ভ ও ভায়জয
এআ তদকটা, মা অভযা শদতখতন ফা শদখয়রও শআ
শদখা যয়য়ছ একয়দদতব তায ভুর। শময়ত্য, য়নক
শক্ষয়েআ প্রতা, তফশ্বপুুঁতজফাদ তনয়জয়দয সুতফধায়থব
ছদ্মতয শতযী কয়য, পয়র য়নকয়ক্ষয়েআ শআ
ছদ্মভাা ভুয়র থাকায ম্ভাফনাযয় মা। দ্রষ্টাচক্ষু
ম্পন্ন ৎ ঔন্যাতয়কয কাজ ভয়য ভয়ে থাকা
আতত ও শনতত াঠয়কয াভয়ন ত্যয়র ধযা। মুখ শথয়ক
তফজ্ঞায়নয মুয়খা খয়র শদওা। ভয তভে একজন
মথাথব ঔন্যাতক তয়য়ফ তাআ কয়যন। জীফন শম ফহু
তফপ্রতীয়য অশ্চমব ভাায তা জানান তততন তাুঁয
াঠকয়দয। শায়টরওারা শ্রীতত ভাআততয তনরুতেষ্ট
শঘাড়ায নুন্ধায়নয প্রায় অতফষ্কৃত য়ত থায়ক
জীফয়নয নানা তদক, উদঘাটিত য়ত থায়ক ভয়য
নানা তফবগ।
ফন্ধ য় মাওা াটকয়রয শ্রতভক শঘাড়াটিয
তিাফধাক বানুদা শঘাড়াটিয শখাুঁয়জ ঘুযয়ত থায়ক
নানা জাগা, শআ জাগায ভানুলগুয়রা উয়ঠ অয়
অখ্যায়ন এআ নুন্ধায়নয সূয়ে উয়ঠ অয় নানা তথ্য।
বানুদা শম তছর তনতান্তআ এক জুটতভয়রয শ্রতভক, শ
নানা ভানুয়লয জীফন শদখয়ত শদখয়ত অয শআ
তথ্যগুয়রায়ক জুড়য়ত জুড়য়ত শমন য় ওয়ঠ দাব তনক।
শ তনয়জয়ক ফয়র ছন্দক অয শ্রীতত ভাআততয
শঘাড়াটিয়ক ফয়র কন্থক। তায কল্পনায সূয়ে অখ্যায়ন
গ্রতথত  শআ ভাভানয়ফয কথা তমতন অড়াআ াজায
ফছয অয়গ ফব ভানয়ফয তচয াতন্ত, তচয অনয়ন্দয থ
ন্ধান কযায উয়েয়ে তযাগ কয়যতছয়রন তযফায
তযজন, তংান যাজয। ‘শ্বচতযত’ শুরু য়য়ছ
‘বুিচতযত’-এয ষ্টভয়গবয চত্যদব  শলাক তদয়।
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প্রতা শআ প্রচণ্ডতা, অয়ফগ অয ধভী উন্াদনায়ক
কায়জ রাগা ভানুয়লয শফাধয়ক দতভয় যাখায জয়ন্য।
তাআ কখয়না ীভায়ন্ত শফয়ধ মাওা মৄি, কখয়না যভাণু

“Men are not wise when they hear the
call of Nationalism.” (তয়দফ/পৃঃ ৭৬)

অয একথা শতা জানাআ শম দুফব রতভ জাগায়কআ
প্রততক্ষ তনয়জয সুতফধা নুমাী ব্যফায কয়য।
একতদয়ক জীফন মায়নয য়ত্যক কুকী অভায়দয
অয়াজন, ন্যতদয়ক শালণ শদয়খ তফতষ্ট পযাত
তাতিক জাুঁ ফতদ্ররায তাুঁয “Call Memories” – এ
তরয়খয়ছন ---“Anyway we are condemned to social
coma, political come, and historical
coma.
We are condemned to an
anaesthetized disappearance, to a fading
away under anaesthesia.” (Cool
Memories / Page – 6)

এআ উচ্চাযণ নব্বআ-এয দয়কয বাযতফলব ম্বয়ন্ধ
মথামথ। আততা : তফছানা মৃতপ্রা মুগ্ধা ন্তঃত্তায
ভতন’ (পৃঃ ৭৬৪ / অকা যাত / কাব্যংগ্র)। অয
শবাটফাক্স কায়ভ যাখায জয়ন্য চরয়ছ নানা যাজগনততক
শখরা। একতদয়ক শদী ংস্কৃততয িজা ফন কযায
নায়ভ য়চ্ছ স্বয়দত জাগযণ ভঞ্চ অয ন্যতদয়ক
যাষ্ট্রাত্ত শক্ষেগুতরয শফযকাতযকযণ অয তফয়দত
রতিকাযীয়দয শডয়ক এয়ন পুুঁতজফাদ ও না
উতনয়ফফায়দয জয়ন্য শক্ষে প্রস্তুত কযা চরয়ছ।
অফায পুুঁতজফাদ ও াভন্ততয়ন্ত্রয তফতচে াফিানয়ক
অয়ুধ তয়য়ফ ব্যফায কয়য ছতড়য় শদওা য়চ্ছ
ধভব ান্ধতা, শভৌরফায়দয তফল।
তাআ কখয়না কাযতগর, কখয়না ‘বুয়িয াত’
অড়ার কয়য তক্ষা, পুতষ্ট, দাতযদ্রয, শফকাযি।
ভস্যা অয়যা গীন য় মখন এ য়ফয উয
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“Vehemence, passion, fanaticism, these
are great magnitude forces which along
attract the great masses.”
(ত্যতর শথয়ক শফয়নট/পৃঃ ৪৭)

শফাভায যীক্ষা অফায কখয়না তবন্ন ধভব াফরম্বী দুআ
ক্ষয়ক াম্প্রদাতকতায সুড়সুতড় তদয় শক্ষতয় শতায়র
ভানুয়লয দৃতষ্ট জীফন ভস্যায শথয়ক ন্যতদয়ক তপতযয়
শদওা । জাতীতাফায়দয শলাগান শতায়র কী য়ত
ায়য তাও শতা অভায়দয ায়ত করয়ভ যীক্ষা কয়য
শদতখয় শগয়ছন তটরায-মুয়াতরনীয ভয়তা পযাতস্টযা।
তবু অভযা ভুতর, পাুঁয়দ া তদআ, কাযণ ---
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কুভায়যয ন্ধায়ন শগর, তা না য়র শকাথা, এ
ভযয়ণ তক কুভায়যযও তনস্তায শনআ?”
(পৃঃ ২০৯/শ্বচতযত)
ততযআ শতা কুভায়যযও তনস্তায শনআ, তাআ শতা
তাুঁয নাভ এবায়ফ ব্যফহৃত  দতক্ষণন্থী ক্ষভতাীন
প্রভুয়দয ায়ত। ছতড়য় ড়য়ত থায়ক মৄয়িয
ফাতাফযণ। ছতড়য় শদওা  াম্প্রদাতক তফল।
বাযতফয়লব গণতন্ত্র িাতত য়তছর এক
কল্যাণকাভী যাষ্ট্র তনভব ায়ণয রয়ক্ষয। স্বাধীনতা এফং
গণতন্ত্র প্রততষ্ঠায তকছতদয়নয ভয়েআ এক ক্রান্তদী কতফ
তরয়খতছয়রন--“তকন্তু শআ শুব যাষ্ট্র শঢয দূয়য অজ।
চাতযতদয়ক তফকরাগ ন্ধ তবড়---রীক প্রান।
ভন্বন্তয শল য়র পুনযা নফ ভন্বন্তয;
মৄি শল য় শগয়র নত্যন মৄয়িয নান্দীয়যার;
ভানুয়লয রারায শল শনআ;”
(এআ ফ তদনযাতে/জীফনানন্দ দায়য শশ্রষ্ঠ কতফতা / পৃঃ ১১০)
য়নক ফছয শতযয় তগয়ও এআ ফিায খফ
তযফতবন তন। দাতযদ্রয, শফকাযত্ব, তক্ষা, তশুমৃত্যয,
তশুশ্রভ শকায়নাটিআ এখন মব ন্ত শদ শথয়ক ম্পূণব
দূযীকযণ ম্ভফ তন। রিা শগয়র শমভন ফাআ
যাফণ য় মা, শতভতন শমন শমআ ক্ষভতা ফয়ছ শআ
তনয়জয অয়খয শগাছায়ত ব্যস্ত য় য়ড়য়ছ। শদয়য
অাভয জনাধাযয়ণয কথা বাফায ভ তায়দয
শকাথা। মখন াধাযণ ভানুল তনয়জয়দয ভস্যা তনয়
শাচ্চায য় প্রততফাদ কয়য তখনআ শকায়না না
শকায়নাবায়ফ শআ সুি অয়ন্দারনয়ক প্রততত কযায
শচষ্টা কযা । তটরায ফয়রতছয়রন,
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যাভচয়েয ভতভব তা। বানু ও যাভচয়েয য়গ তায
কয়থাকথন য় ওয়ঠ গবীয যাজগনততক শচতনা
তনষ্ণাত ---“শভায়দয ফ শগর, শভাযা শতা বাযয়তয রক।
তা শতা ফয়ট। বানু ভথব ন কয়য।
বাযয়তয রক, তবু শভায়দয ধান, ান, ফ
তরয় শভায়দয উয়চ্ছদ কতযতছরা।
বানু ফরর, আযকভ ।
কী ?
ভানুয়লয জতভ শন গযয়ভন।
শকয়ন শন? সুবদ্রা অচভকা তচৎকায কয়য
ওয়ঠ, শকয়ন শন ক শদতখ বানুফাবু, অকাপুড়ায়না শভায়দয কী রাব?
বানু অত্ধযক্ষা কযয়ত ায়য না। ততয শকন শন
যকায? কী  এয়ত তনয়জ শমন যকায়যয য়ক্ষ
কথা ফরতছর। য়ক্ষ শতা কথা অয়ছ। ওআ যয়কট কয়য
যকায শফাভা াঠায়ফ ত্রুয শদয়। ত্রুয শদ
শকানটা? াতকস্তান য়ফ। চীন য়ফ। বাযত ছাড়া ফআ
বাযয়তয ত্রু। তায ভায়ন বাযয়তয শরাক ছাড়া ফাআ
বাযয়তয শরায়কয ত্রু। তাআ ফা কী কয়য ?
বাযয়তয শরায়কয তবতয়যআ কত ত্রুতা, কত
তাতন! এআ শম ফয় অয়ছ সুবদ্রা, এয়ক নষ্ট কয়যয়ছ
শক? ধ্বং কয়যয়ছ শক? ঠিকাদায়যয শরাক। শ তক
ন্য শদয়য শরাক?” (পৃঃ ১১৯ / শ্বচতযত)
তযন্ত য়চতনবায়ফ কথাকায শআ াধাযণ
ভীকযণটিয়ক শমন বাঙয়ত চাআয়ছন শমখায়ন শদয়প্রভ
শথয়ক শৌুঁয়ছ মা াম্প্রদাতক তফয়যাতধতা ফা াভতযক
তিবৃতি ভায়ন শদ মৃি ওায জ ি কলা
। অয শম যাজগনততক চক্রান্ত এভন বাফয়ত াধাযণ
ভানুলয়ক প্রয়যাতচত কয়য তায তফরুয়ি তততন দাুঁড়ান,
তাুঁয াতণত শরখনী তনয়।
ত্তয-যফতী শরখয়কযা অখ্যায়ন কাততনয
ফাুঁধাধযা ছাুঁয়চ তনয়জয়দয রুি যায়খন না শমভন, শতভতন
একভাতেক অখ্যানও তাুঁয়দয তন্বষ্ট ন। ভয তভে
তায ব্যততক্রভ নন। ‘শ্বচতযত’ উন্যাটিয়ক শকফর
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চাায়না  াম্প্রদাতক যঙ। মখন শততয  জ
ভীকযণ যভাণু শফাভা যীক্ষা = প্রততয়ফত (মুতরভ)
শদয়য তফরুয়ি তি ঞ্চ = শদয়প্রভ = তন্দুয়ত্বয
পুনরুত্থান = মুরভান তফয়যাতধতা। এ য়ফয তফরুয়ি
য়চতন বুতিজীফী তয়য়ফ ভয তভয়েয াতততযক
প্রততফাদ ‘শ্বচতযত’। তততন জানান ----“শম দম্ভ প্রকা শয়তছর তখন, তায তফযীয়ত
শম দম্ভ শদতখয়য়ছ প্রততয়ফী শদয়য াককুর,
তায়ত দুআ শদয়য াধাযণ ভানুল তিত,
বীত। তাযয শতা দীঘব িাী এক দাগা এয়
তায শচাযা অয়যা বানক য় উঠর। দাগা
ন, এক ম্প্রদায়য প্রতত ংখ্যাগুরুয বীলণ
তংরতা প্রদব ন। পযাতফাদ ক্রভ শছয়
শপয়রয়ছ অভায এআ ফাভূতভয়ক। তায তফরুয়িআ
শতা কথা ফয়রয়ছ ‘শ্বচতযত’।” (পৃঃ ৪২১ /
মৃতয়রাক / তফয়ল ংখ্যা ২০০৩ (৯৭))
এবায়ফ অখ্যানটিয়ত ছাা শপয়র যাজগনততক
ভ। অয তাআ ভায়রাচক শুবভ ভণ্ডর মখন
‘ভয তভয়েয গদ্য ও গয়দ্যয দা’ প্রফয়ন্ধ ‘শ্বচতযত’
–শক যাজগনততক উন্যা তয়য়ফ অখ্যাতত কয়যন,
তখন অভযা তা স্বীকায কয়য তনআ। অভযা জাতন
প্রততটি য়নকাথব য়দ্যাতক উন্যায়আ যাজগনততক ভ
কভয়ফত তায ছা শপয়র। তকন্তু ‘শ্বচতযত’ –এ
যাজগনততক ভ শকফরভাে তায ছাা শপয়রয়ছ
ফরয়রআ শফাধ  ফরা ম্পূণব না। এ অখ্যায়নয
ভােয়ভ ভয তভে বযতায য়ক্ষ থাকা যাজনীততয
য় বযতায তফয়ক্ষ থাকা যাজনীততয তফরুয়ি
ংগ্রায়ভ শনয়ভ য়ড়ন।
কন্থয়কয শখাুঁয়জ চরয়ত চরয়ত বানু ওযয়প ছন্দক
শদয়খ াভতক প্রয়াজয়ন তধগ্রণ কয়যয়ছ যকায
ভাােপুয, শদার, কুভাড়–এয জতভ। তকছ ভানুল
ফাস্তুচুযত য়য়ছ, জতভ াতযয়য়ছ এভনতক প্রততফাদ
কযায পয়র আজ্জত াতযয়য়ছ। সুবদ্রা শতভতন একটি
ভানুল, শম তবটা, ংায আজ্জত াতযয় ক্ষতণয়কয
অশ্র শয়য়ছ শ্রীতত ভাআতত খাভায়য নায়ফ
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অয়গআ প্রতযক্ষ কয়যতছ রারগয়ড়। ‘শ্বচতযত’-এ
ওতড়ষ্যায ফাতরাার শক্ষণাস্ত্র উৎয়ক্ষণ শকে গয়ড়
শতারায জয়ন্য জতভ তধগ্রয়ণয এক নৃং তচে পৄটিয়
শতায়রয়ছন ভয তভে শদার গ্রায়ভয কাততনয
ভােয়ভ, সুবদ্রায কাততনয ভােয়ভ।
পঁতে ফছয অয়গ ভাােপুয, শদার,
কুভাড়-এয জতভ যকাতয প্রয়াজয়ন তধগ্রয়ণয
শনাটি শদওা । তকন্তু তখন শফ জতভয খাতনকটা
তনয় ফাতকটা বতফষ্যয়ত শনওায য়ক্ষা যয় মা।
দীঘব ভয়য ব্যফধায়ন শখানকায ফাীন্দাযা শবয়ফতছর
যকায শনয়ফ না জতভ, শকায়না কাযয়ণ পূয়ফব য তিান্ত
ফাততর য়য়ছ। তকন্তু পঁতে ফছয য়য অফায শনাটি
ড়র। মাযা জতভয ক্ষততপূযণ অয়গ শনতন, তাযা
তনয়ত ায়য তাও জাতনয় শদওা র। থচ পঁতে
ফছয অয়গ শম জতভ ফাতরাতড়, নাফাদী জতভ তছর, তা
কৃতলজতভয়ত তযণত য়য়ছ। এককায়রয শকাফন অয
ফন্যগুয়ে বততব জতভয়ত রাগায়না য়য়ছ ধান, ান,
তযমুজ, তচয়নফাদাভ, নাযয়কর গাছ। তাযা শফ
কয়কফায যকাতয শআ খা জতভ তরজ শনওায
জয়ন্যও অয়ফদন কয়য, তকন্তু তা নাভভঞ্জুয ।
শযতবতনউ তপায ফয়র, তায়দয উয়চ্ছদ মখন কযা
য়চ্ছ না তখন তরজ শনওায প্রয়াজন কী? তকন্তু মখন
উয়চ্ছয়দয শনাটি এর, তখন অয ভ তছর না।
শদায়রয শরাক তনয়জয়দয তযশ্রয়ভয পর, ভাথা
শগাুঁজায ঠাুঁআ ফাুঁচায়নায জন্য ায়ববায দরয়ক তায়দয
কায়জ ফাধা তদর।
“থানায পুতর শচাখ যাতঙয় নাযয়কয়রয কাতদ
শবয়ঙ তযমুয়জয শখত তছনছ কয়য,
তচয়নফাদাভ শক্ষত ভাতড়য় দখর তনয়ত রাগর।
জতভ মখন যকায়যয, তখন জতভয পয়র
শতা যকাযী শরায়কয তধকায। গ্রায়ভয ভানুল
রাঠি শাঠা তনয় তাড়া কযর ায়ববায দর
অয পুতরয়ক। পুতর াভতক ারায়রও,
যাতত্তয়য শয়জ গুয়জ এর গ্রায়ভ। ফন্দুক উঁতচয়
ঘয়য ঘয়য টচব ভাযয়ত রাগর। ছন্দ ভয়তা
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ভাে ‘যাজগনততক উন্যা’ তয়য়ফ শদখয়র
অখ্যানটিয ন্যান্য ভাো অভায়দয নজয এতড়য়
মাওায ম্ভাফনা যয় মা। শমবায়ফ নানা ভানুয়লয
জীফনচতযত ভয তভে এআ অখ্যায়ন এয়নয়ছন, তায়দয
য়গও শতা জতড়য় অয়ছ নানা জীফনভস্যা।
ভায়জয ফাস্তফ মুখ ও মুয়খা অয ফ তভতরয়
ভকারীন বাযতফলব । বানু তায মাো য়থ ছুঁ আয়
ছুঁ আয় শগয়ছ কত ংখ্য ভানুলয়ক, তায়দয শছাট ফয়ড়া
কাততন এয়য়ছ অখ্যায়ন, অফায তাযা াতযয় শগয়ছ।
শ্রীতত ভাআতত, বাযতী শচৌদৄযী, ভদৄতভতা ভাআতত, কুতন্ত,
নন্ত নুনভাযা, যস্বতী, ঞ্চভ ঠাকুয, শপ্রভ ভদনাতন,
শকাতকরা, শগৌযয়ভান, তফযাভ ঊলা, শেদতযক, যী,
শফগা, যাভচে, সুবদ্রা, াণ্ডফকুভায, নয়গন তগতয,
তী তগতয, সুয়যন কুণ্ডু, তফষ্ণুদ াতয --- কত
ভানুল অয তায়দয কাততন, অয এআ কাততনগুয়রায
ভােয়ভ প্রকা শয়য়ছ যাষ্ট্রী প্রতায়য শচাযা,
য়থব য ভ ফন্টয়নয কুপর, পুরুলতয়ন্ত্রয তফপ্রতীয়
প্রাতন্তকাতত নাযীয ফিান। অথব -যাজগনততক ও
াভাতজক ফাস্তফতা কীবায়ফ ব্যতি-তযযয়ক দুভয়ড়
মুচয়ড় শদ তা এআ জীফনগুতর েন কযয়র অভায়দয
কায়ছ খফ স্পষ্ট য় ওয়ঠ।
গণতয়ন্ত্রয াপয়ল্যয একটি তব র
তফচাযব্যফিা, ান তফবাগ অয প্রণনকাযী তযলদ
এয়ক য়যয কায়জ স্তয়ক্ষ না কয়য যস্পয়যয
য়মাতগতা স্ব স্ব কামব ম্পন্ন কযয়ফ। তকন্তু
বাযতফয়লব য জনগয়ণয দুববাগ্য র, এআ শদ পৃতথফীয
ফব বৃৎ গণতাতন্ত্রক যাষ্ট্র ওা য়ত্বও গণতয়ন্ত্রয
পরতায প্রাথতভক য়তবয য়নকগুতর এখায়ন
মথামথবায়ফ াতরত না। ক্ষভতাীন দয়রয ঙ্গুতর
তনয়দব য় পুতর কাজ কয়য, কখয়না ফা থব ফান
ব্যতিয়দয তনয়দব য়। অফায পুতরয়য কুকয়ভব য াজা
৯৯.৯৯ তাং শক্ষয়েআ না। পয়র াধাযণ
শরায়কয য়ক্ষ পুতর তফবীতলকা য় দাুঁড়া প্রা
শক্ষয়েআ। যকাতয জতভ তধগ্রয়ণয ভ পুতরত
তযাচায কী বানক য়ত ায়য তা অভযা তকছতদন
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যক্ষক বক্ষয়কয ভূতভকা ফতীণব । ভয তভে এআ
তফলটিয়ক অয়যা তফস্তৃত কয়যয়ছন ২০০১ ায়র
প্রকাতত ‘তনরুতেয়ষ্টয উাখ্যান’ উন্যায়। পুতরত
তযাচায়যয কায়রা ো ছাড়াও শদার, ফাতরমুণ্ডায
জতভ তধগ্রয়ণয কাততনয়ত অয়যা একটি উয়িখয়মাগ্য
তফল র, শম শদয়য য়ধব ক-এয শচয়ও শফত ভানুল
পুতষ্টয়ত শবায়গ, এক বৃৎ ংখ্যক শরাক দুয়ফরা শট
পুয়য শখয়ত া না শখায়ন জতভয পর দুায়
ভাতড়য় তছনছ কয়য শদওা  াভতযক স্ত্রস্ত্র
যীক্ষা তনযীক্ষায উয়েয়ে।
এআ অখ্যায়ন যাষ্ট্রী অতধতযফাদী প্রতায়য
তফরুয়ি এক শাচ্চায প্রততফাদ তনঃয়ন্দয়। উন্নয়নয
নায়ভ প্রাকৃততক তযয়ফয়য বাযাম্য নষ্ট কযা থফা
ভানুয়লয অতথব ক বাযাম্য নষ্ট কযায তফরুয়ি কথাতল্পী
ভয তভয়েয শাচ্চায প্রততফাদ ‘শ্বচতযত’। যভাণু
শফাভায ভয়তা তফধ্বংী স্ত্র তনয় শছয়রয়খরায তফয়ক্ষ
শমভন শতল্পক প্রততফাদ শতভতন যায়ষ্ট্রয পযাতফাদী
চতযয়েয তফরুয়ি কথা ফয়র এ অখ্যান। তী তগতযয
ভয়তা চতযয়েয ভােয়ভ ভয তভে যাজগনততক ভয়য
একটা তচে পৄটিয় শতায়রন, মখন ক্ষভতাীন দয়রয
উসকাতনয়ত দতক্ষণন্থী উগ্র জাতীতাফাদ মৄফভাজয়ক
গ্রা কযয়ছ। ছতড়য় ড়য়ছ াম্প্রদাতকতায তফল।
প্রাচীন আততায়ক স্বীকায কয়য শম ক্ষভতাীন দর
তনজস্ব তনতভব ত আততা ছতড়য় তদতচ্ছর ফায ভয়ে
তাযআ শমন প্রতততনতধ তী। তকন্নয যা ‘ফাতরঘতড়’
নাভক উন্যাটিয়ত শদতখয়য়ছন কীবায়ফ একটু একটু
কয়য ফদয়র শদওা য়চ্ছ তয আততা। কাী
ফাযাণী তন্দুয়দয তীথব িান। তায়ক গয়ড় শতারায
মুরভান নফাফয়দয ফদান শভৌরফাদীয়দয জভ না,
তাআ আততা ফদয়র শদওায প্রতক্রা শুরু  অয়রও
শতা তাআ তচ্ছর। স্কুয়রয আততায়য ফআ ফদয়র
মাতচ্ছর। তফয়ফকফান বুতিজীতফযা তক তা শদয়খ এফং
বুয়ঝও ন্ধ শয়জ ফয় থাকয়ত ায়যন! তাুঁযা শতা
জায়নন ন্ধ য়রও প্রর ফন্ধ  না। তাআ তাুঁযা
তাুঁয়দয াততযকৃততয ভােয়ভ শচষ্টা কয়যন
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শভয়ভানুল খুঁ জয়ত রাগর। - পুতর জানত,
পুরুলগুয়রা ব শয়ত ায়য তায়দয ঘয়যয
শভয়য়দয শফ-অব্রু কয়য তদর। তকন্তু শফাব্রু
ততযআ পুতর কয়যতছর তকনা শভয়য়দয, ধলব ণ
কয়যতছর তকনা পুতর এফং কাুঁটাতায ফায়নায
ঠিয়কদায়যয ভাস্তান ফাতনী শ কথা ফরায
ভয়তা শকউ তছর না। শকান শভয় তায
রাঞ্চনায কথা ফয়র? ফয়র না, ফরয়ত ায়য
না ফয়রআ ধলব ণ, রাঞ্চনাআ পুতরয়য ায়তয
ফয়চয় ফয়ড়া স্ত্র।” (পৃঃ ১০৪ /
শ্বচতযত)
শভয়য়দয শতা ফরাআ  ‘বুক পায়ট তবু মুখ
শপায়ট না’ অয তায উয ধতলব তা শভয়য়দয াভাতজক
গ্রণয়মাগ্যতা শনআ ফয়রআ শভয়যা রা্ছনা য কয়য
মা। তবু সুবদ্রায ভয়তা দু-একজন মুখ শখায়র। তকন্তু
শমখায়ন দুষ্কৃততকাযীযা স্বং পুতরয়য শরাক ফা তায়দয
ভদতপুষ্ট তখন তফচায শকাথা? ভানফাতধকায তভততয
প্রয়চষ্টায য়যও য়থব য ায়ত তফতকয় মাওা স্বাভীয
য়মাতগতা এফং লড়ময়ন্ত্র শদালী শতা াতস্ত শরআ
না, উযন্তু এফায দপা দপা চয়র তায উয ধলব ণ।
“-শলফায পুলুয়, থানা। - পুলু কততছরা,
মতদ শপয শাযয়গার ত্যয়র সুভদ্রা, অফায
উায়ক নষ্ট কতযয়ফ উাযা, তখন সুভদ্রা চু
কতয যতরা।” (পৃঃ ১১৬ / শ্বচতযত)
গণতাতন্ত্রক ান ব্যফিা শমখায়ন জনগয়ণয
িাযা, জনগয়ণয জন্য, জনগয়ণয যকায, শমখায়ন
যকাতয কায়জয জন্য গৃীন  কত ভানুল, ধতলব ত
 কত নাযী --- তায তয়ফ শক যায়খ? কখয়না
াভতযক প্রয়াজয়ন, কখয়না ফয়ড়া কাযখানা শখারায
জয়ন্য, শতা কখয়না নদী ফাুঁধ শততযয নায়ভ শদয়য
তফতবন্ন িায়ন যকায জতভ তধগ্রণ কয়য অয তায
শনয়থ্যয কাততন, স্বীকায কযায উা শনআ শম,
কভয়ফত এআ-আ। শম শকায়না প্রততফাদী কণ্ঠয়ক চু
কযায়নায জয়ন্য পুতরয়য াধাযণ উা র, নাযী
য়র ধলব ণ অয পুরুল য়র শফধড়ক ভায। প্রাভআ
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“... ারা শভাযা কী কাণ্ড কযতছ জানতন, শফাভা
পাটর তরা, অয়যা কত কী য়ফ, শদ চচব া
য়চ্ছ, ঘুড়ীটায়য ভাযা তরা, অয়গ য়মািযা
তকণ্ড তরা ...। ফরয়ত ফরয়ত শট শচয় ফয়
য়ড় তী তগতয। গ্যায়য ব্যথা, এক ঘটি াতন
তরয় এ বানুফাবু। দুটি শচাখ ফীত য়
শফতযয় য়ড়য়ছ প্রা। তজব শফতযয় য়ড়য়ছ
তীয়য।” (পৃঃ ২৯৫/ শ্বচতযত)
অয এও শতা তয, াুঁচজন দাগাফাজ য়র
াুঁচ জন থায়ক দাগাতফয়যাধী, শুব বুতিম্পন্ন
শরায়কয তফযীয়ত তচযকার শথয়ক মা তকছ শুব
বুতিম্পন্ন শরাক, তাআ শতা পৃতথফী অজও ফায়মাগ্য।
তাআ তীয়য ভয়তা মাযা যভাণূ শফাভায তফয়ফাযয়ণয
পয়র কন্থয়কয ডানা শফতযয় শ উয়ড় শগয়ছ-ধযয়ণয
সুতফধাফাদী গল্প শফায়ন, ভানুলয়ক ভুর য়থ চাতরত কয়য
তায়দয তফযীয়ত শকাতকরা জানায়ত চা অর
কাততনটা তায দৃতষ্টয ভােয়ভ। শকাতকরা তল্পী। শ
প্রথয়ভ শম শঘাড়ায ছতফ ভদযতিয়ত এঁয়কতছর তা শদয়খ
বানুয ভয়ন য়তছর এআ তায কন্থক। তকন্তু শটি তফতক্র
য় মা করকাতা। বানুয নুয়যায়ধ শ অফায
আঁকয়ত ফয়। তকন্তু শম শঘাড়ায ছতফ প্রথয়ভ শ
এঁয়কতছর য়জআ, তা এফায অয য়ত চা না। শ
শুয়ন শাখযায়নয কথা, তয়যাতভা নাগাাতকয কথা।
শ জানয়ত ায়য শাখযায়ন যভাণু শফাভা পাটিয়
চত্যতদব য়ক শম শতজতষ্ক্র তফলফাষ্প ছতড়য় শদওা র,
তা শদয় তি বৃতিয জন্য। তকন্তু শ বুঝয়ত ায়য না
শদ মতদ ভানুল তনয় , তায়র শয়ট বাত না
থাকয়র কী কয়য তি ফায়ড়। ফয়য়ল শ আঁয়ক।
এফায অয অতশ্বয়নয নীর অকায়য চারতচয়ে শকয
শপারায়না াদা শঘাড়া ন, এফায পৃতথফীয বুক শপয়ট
কায়রা শধাুঁআা উয়ঠ মায়চ্ছ অকা মব ন্ত অয শঘাড়া তা
শথয়ক ফাুঁচায শচষ্টা ারায়চ্ছ। শঘাড়াটায শচাখ
তফয়ফাতযত, নাাযন্ধ্র পৄয়র উয়ঠয়ছ, শকযপুি ঘায়ড়য
উয দাুঁতড়য় শগয়ছ। কথা তছর শ্রীতত এআ ভগযতিটি
তকয়ন শনয়ফ, তকন্তু শ শতা তনরআ না, উযন্তু শ
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জনাধাযয়ণয সুপ্ত শফাধ জাগ্রত কযয়ত। তিতধী নয়গন
তগতযয শছয়র য়ধব ান্াদ তী তগতয ংক্রাতভত 
াম্প্রদাতকযাত তফয়ল। শ তায ততায়ক তক্ষা
শদওায জয়ন্য তযা কয়য তনয়দব াল ঘুড়ীয়ক, শমটিয গয়বব
কন্থক জন্ তদয়তছর ন্তান। শ তফশ্বা কয়য, মৄি না
য়র উা শনআ, ভানুয়লয ভযা দযকায, ভযণ চাআ। শ
ফদয়র তদয়ত চা আততা। শ কন্থক অয নয়গন
তগতযয ঘুতড়য ন্তান শঘাটয়নয পূফব পুরুয়লয শদয় শকান
শদয়য শঘাড়ায যি শখাুঁয়জ না, শ ফয়র শকায়না
রূকথায ক্ষীযায়জয উত্তযপুরুল শঘাটন। শ কন্থয়কয
াতযয় মাওায ব্যাখ্যা শদ তায ভয়তা কয়য।
য়ধব ান্াদ তী ফয়র ----“... া বগফান, তআ ঘুড়ায়য ত্যতভ খুঁ তজ
শফড়াচ্ছ, ত্যতভ ধযতত াযতন, ত ঘুড়া কুথা
শগর, আয়তা াস্কায ঘটনা, ত্যভায য়শ্বয ডানা
পৄটি তগআয়ছ।” (পৃঃ ২৮৮ / শ্বচতযত)
শঘাড়ায তযা শম শকফর একটি প্রাণীয তনধন ন,
তা কথাকায ফাযফায আতগত কয়যয়ছন। তী তগতয
একফায ফয়রয়ছ ‘আটা প্রতীকী’। অয তায ততা নয়গন
তগতয শকফর ফতবভান ন, তীয়তয ছাা শদয়খন এফ
ঘটনায ভয়ে। তততন ফয়রন ---“... আততা মতদ জানয়ত ত্যতভ, শটয শয়ত কী
আতছরা একতদন এয়তা ঘুড়ী ভতযয়ছ, দাগা
ভানুল তক কভ ভতযয়ছ, অফায ভানুল ভাযায
আতগত তছরা ঘুড়ীটিয ভযণ, কতখাতন শযাল
কতখাতন তংা ভাথায তবতয ঢুতক তগআয়ছ কয়া
শদতখ, তদনাতদনা তা অয়যা ফাড়য়ফ বানুফাবু, মত
বাফ তত তংা, বাফী ভানুয়লয তবতয
তংা জাগায়নায শখরা চতরয়ছ।” (পৃঃ ২৯২)
তকন্তু নগয পুড়য়র শতা শদফার যক্ষা া না।
তংা, াম্প্রদাতকতায তফল মায ছতড়য় তদয়চ্ছ
চাতযতদয়ক, তাযা শম শআ তফল শথয়ক যক্ষা ায়ফ তাও
শতা । ভয তভে শমন এআ জ কথাটাআ অফায
অভায়দয ভয়ন কতযয় তদয়ত চান তীয়য সুিতায
ভােয়ভ -----
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তততন তাুঁয এ উন্যায় তফশ্বব্যাপ্ত উষ্ণান, মুয়দ্রয
শতর গাদ, যভাণুয শতজতষ্ক্রতায কথা ফয়রন, ফয়রন
াম্প্রদাতক দাগায কথাও, তকন্তু অায তকযণ যয়
মা।
অখ্যায়নয অাত উংায়য এয় ফ
ভানুলয়ক তযয় তদয় ভনুয়ষ্যতয শ্বআ য় উয়ঠয়ছ
প্রধান অকল্প। এফায কন্থয়কয কাততন শরাভ
কন্থয়কযআ জফাতনয়ত। শফায়খয প্রচণ্ড শযায়দয য
এক রা বৃতষ্ট অয পূতণব ভায শজযাৎস্না-স্নাত অকা
তায ভয়ন তফভ্রভ জাতগয়তছর। একআ তদয়ন দুআ ঋত্য
শতযয় মাওায তফভ্রভ তায়ক শঘাড়া তছর না। ভুর
বুঝয়ত শয়য শ শপয়য দীঘায য়থ। তকন্তু থ ভুর
র এফায। জনয়দ শৌুঁয়ছ শ তনতশ্চন্ত য়তছর, এফায
শকায়না না শকায়নাবায়ফ শৌুঁয়ছ মায়ফ গন্তয়ব্য। তকন্তু
তায শছয়ন জুটর তকছ মৄিফাজ ভানুল। মায়দয শচায়খ
শ শ্বয়ভয়ধয শঘাড়া থফা মফয়নয শঘাড়া। তয়ফ মাআ
শাক না ফে এফং মৄয়িয জুাত। তায়দয াত
শথয়ক ফাুঁচায জয়ন্য শ ছটয়ত থায়ক। ছটয়ত ছটয়ত শ
য়তা ফা শৌুঁয়ছ মা ভরুভূতভয়ত --- শাখযায়ন। শ
ন্ধ য় মা, তায গায়য শযাভ খয় ড়য়ত থায়ক,
শকয-পুচ্ছ ঝয়য শময়ত থায়ক। যি শফয়যায়ত থায়ক
নাক মুখ তদয়। ন্ধ দুয়চাখ তদয় ঝয়য ড়য়ত থায়ক
জর। অখ্যায়নয এআ ভাতপ্ত ংটুকু ম্বয়ন্ধ তাতিক
ভায়রাচক তয়াধীয বট্টাচামব শরয়খন --“উন্যায় ভাতপ্ত তফীন উংায়য ন্ধ
শঘাড়া শমন য় ওয়ঠ শকেী কুীরফ।
ভাভ ও খণ্ড-ভয়য ব্যফধান মুয়ছ মাওায়ত
বালা ছতড়য় য়ড় যাফাচয়নয দুযতত। শফতদক
মৄগ এফং তয়যাতভা-শাখযায়নয তিফর তভয়র
তভয় এককায য় মা। ফায়নয শল াুঁচটি
পৃষ্ঠা শমন উন্যা নাভক তল্প ভােয়ভয ম্পূণব
তফতনভব ায়ণয দৃষ্টান্ত। অভায়দয ঘুভন্ত তফয়ফকয়ক
মব ন্ত জাতগয় শদ শ্বচতযত-এয শকেী
অয়ধ, তাৎমব পূণব বায়ফ উন্যায়য ভানুয়লযা
য়য মা শছয়ন। শমন ফন তয়ল্পয তযয
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জানয়ত চাআর এভনটা শকন। অতধতযফায়দয
পৃষ্টয়ালক শ্রীততয ভয়ত এভনটা আঁকা ঠিক তন।
তকন্তু শকাতকরা জায়ন এটাআ তয, জায়ন সুবদ্রাও অয
শকফর জানা ন, এ শতা তায প্রতযক্ষ তবজ্ঞতা। রূঢ়
তয মখন তায নখদন্ত তনয় প্রকাতত র তখন
শ্রীতত ব শয় মা। ভাায চাদয শমন য়য শময়ত
থায়ক, শকাতকরায প্রতত শভা অয থায়ক না। সুবদ্রায়ক
শ শম ক্ষভতা যাভচয়েয য়গ শময়ত না তদয়
তনয়জয মুয়ঠা শযয়খতছর শআ ক্ষভতাও ঠাৎ কয়য শমন
শ খুঁ য়জ া না। শ যায়ষ্ট্রয তফরুিাচায কযায ক্ষভতা
যায়খ না, এ তয ফরায ফা জানায়নায া শ কয়য
না। তকন্তু শকাতকরা শ া যায়খ। শ ফয়র ----“...... এটি তরয় ত্যভায শগৌযদাদা ায়ট ায়ট
ঘুযয়ফ, না তফয়কাক, রক শকন রাআতছর
ংতখযাজ।” (পৃঃ ৩২৭-৩২৮ / শ্বচতযত)
অয সুবদ্রা া া ‘ভদযতিয উয আঁকা
শদয়খ’ থফা শকাতকয়রয শদয়খ। যাভচে ায়যতন
শ্রীততয তফরুিাচযণ কযায তকন্তু এফায সুবদ্রা কয়য।
শ চয়র মা যায়তয ন্ধকায়য শ্রীততয শায়টর
শছয়ড়। এবায়ফ শঘাতলত  অতধতযফায়দয তফরুয়ি
প্রততফাদ। শকাতকরা য়যাা কয়য না দতক্ষণন্থী উগ্র
জাতীতাফায়দয শনা উন্াদ ভানুলয়দয। শ শস্বচ্ছা
কাুঁয়ধ ত্যয়র শন তয কথয়নয দাতত্ব। সুবদ্রা পুরুলতন্ত্র
অয পুতরত তযাচায়যয মাুঁতাকয়র তনয়ষ্পতলত য়ত
য়তও ঘুয়য দাুঁড়ায়ত চা ফাযফায। শল মব ন্ত শ
বায়রাফাায ফন্ধন শথয়ক ছাড়া অয শকায়না ফাুঁধয়ন
ফাুঁধা থাকয়ত চাতন। তাআ শ শফতযয় মা জানায
উয়েয়ে।
ভযণ ছতড়য় ড়য়ছ চত্যতদব য়ক। ফাতা বায়ছ
ভযয়ণয গন্ধ। তাআ ফয়র জীফন তক শথয়ভ থাকয়ত
ায়য! তাআ কুতন্ত তফতক্র য় মাওায যও তায ফাফা
ভা অফায স্বপ্ন শদয়খ, অফায ন্তায়নয অগভন ংফায়দ
ততযত , ংায াজা। দুঃভয় ফয় ভয়য
মথাথব স্বরূ উদঘাটন কয়যও ভানুলয়ক তনযাায শঘায়য
তনভতজ্জত না কয়য কথাকায শদখান অায অয়রা।
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ভয়ঞ্চ রূান্ততযত এফং াদপ্রদীয়য ভস্ত অয়রা
শকেীভূত য়য়ছ ভূয়গার ও আততায়য তফতবন্ন
তযয়য উতিত কন্থয়কয উয। অত্ধতফস্মৃত
ভয়য দা তায গায়য চাভড়ায়ক ঝরয় শদ।
কায়রা বৃতষ্ট ঝয়য য়ড় শআ কায়রা শভঘ শথয়ক
মা “এখয়না ভাথায শবতয়য ফন কয়য চয়রয়ছ
ভানুল, তয়যাতভায ভানুল” (পৃঃ ৩৪১)। তায
ন্ধ শচায়খয জর ছাড়া ন্য শকাথাও জর তছর
না। অত্ধতফস্মৃততয ন্ধকায ভস্ত তকছয়ক
কায়রা কয়য তদয়রও ভয এআ অশ্চমব নফদ্য
মুি উংায়য শাুঁয়ছয়ছন শম ন্ধ শঘাড়া তবু
শজযাৎস্না, অতশ্বন ও কাপৄয়রয কথা বায়ফ।”

য়ন্যয জয়ন্য ভযণ পাুঁদ শতযী কযয়ত তগয় তনয়জয
জয়ন্যআ ফানা তফনাক স্ত্র। তফশ্বমৄি ও তয়যাতভানাগাাতকয তংরতা শদয়খ জীফনানন্দ দা তরয়খতছয়রন
---“দুশ্চয মুদ্র তঘয়য ফতধয ফিী – আতস্ততঃ –
তনস্পৃ ভূখণ্ড তনয়
এক-এক জন
অজ এআ পৃতথফীয
স্তূীকৃত-ন্ধ-তনফব ান্ধফ
শরাায কট বযা অতফষ্ট ভানফ।”

(পৃঃ ১৪১ / অখ্যায়নয স্বযান্তয)

এখন শচায়খয াভয়ন ঘয়ট চয়রয়ছ আযাকফতনা-শচয়চতনা-য়মাো-কাযতগর অয অভযা এ
ফ তকছ শদয়খও প্রয়তযয়ক ফা কযতছ শফাকা ফাক্স,
তফশ্বজার অয প্রমৄতি মৃি তনজস্ব তনস্পৃ ভূখয়ণ্ড।
তাআ শদতখ শ্রীতত তনয়জয ঘয়যয ন্ধকায শকাণা
সুযক্ষা শখাুঁয়জ, থফা শদয়খ-শুয়ন বুয়ঝও না শদখা, না
শানা অয না শফাঝায বান কয়য। তকন্তু ফাআ শতা
শ্রীততয ভয়তা ন্ধ য় প্রর ফন্ধ কযায শফাকাতভয়ত
তফশ্বাী ন। তকছ তকছ ভানুল শতা জায়ন ায়যন
শটতফয়র াতত শযাগীয ভয়তা ধীয়য ধীয়য ভাসুষুতপ্তয
শদাযয়গাড়া শাুঁছায়নায শচয় -----

তাআ শতা শদতখ ক্ষয় শল য় মাওায শচয়
ংগ্রাভয়কআ শফয়ছ তনয়য়ছ সুবদ্রা, শকাতকরা। তাআ শতা
মৃত্যযয ভায়ঝ দাুঁতড়য়ও স্বপ্ন শদয়খ অয়রায অয ভয়য
শময়ত শময়তও শচষ্টা কয়য উয়ঠ দাুঁড়ায়নায। অয তাআ
শতা কতফ ফয়রন, “ভানুয়লয মৃত্যয য়র তবুও ভানফ
শথয়ক মা” (পৃঃ ১২১ / জীফনানন্দ দায়য শশ্রষ্ঠ
কতফতা) থফা ----
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“…. better to feel ourselves dying,
even in the convulsions of terrorism,
than to disappear like ectoplasms
which no one, even desensitized, will
want to conjure up later to give
themselves a fright.”
(Coll
Memories / Page – 4)
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শ ন্ধ য় শগয়ছ তবু তায চরা ফন্ধ তন।
প্রাগগততাতক কার শথয়ক তায চরা শতজতষ্ক্র
তফলফায়ষ্প বযা এআ ভ য় বতফষ্যয়তয তদয়ক।
শজয়গ থায়ক উত্তযয়ণয অকাঙ্খা। অথব -যাজগনততক
শালণ, ানাতজক নানা ংকট, যায়ষ্ট্রয পযাতফাদী
চতযে তফতবন্নবায়ফ ভানুয়লয জীফয়ন শততয কযয়ছ
ংকট। মৃত্যয-তংা-শায়ক বযা এআ পৃতথফীয়ত শেঁয়চ
থাকাও এক ভস্যা। তকন্তু তা য়ত্বও কী ভাা এআ
পৃতথফীয়ত। জন্ জন্ান্তয়য ভানুল তপয়য অয়ত চা এআ
ধতযেীয বুয়কআ। অয শজয়ন্যআ শফাধ  ভস্ত
য়ন্দ, তফশ্বা, অত্ধনয়নয শতজতষ্ক্র শতযয়ও
ন্ধ শঘাড়ায নুবফ শথয়ক শজয়গ ওঠা অয়রা --“শুদৄ তায ভাথায তবতয়য বুিয়দয়ফয ভয়তা
শপ্রভভ চাুঁদ তছর। অয়রা তছর, চাুঁদ অয
অয়রায স্মৃতত তছর। মুদ্র তছর, ফাতা তছর,
বুজ তৃণভুতভ তছর। তছর শআ যাজপুে মায
ভাথা ভাথা চরত শানাতর যয়ঙয শভঘ, শশ্বত
কবুতয উড়ত শম শভয়ঘ, শআ শভয়ঘয তদনগুতর
স্মৃততয়ত অয়ছ।” (পৃঃ ৩৪২ / শ্বচতযত)
জীফয়নয নততক্রম্য বতফষ্যৎ মৃত্যয। জীফয়নয
তবতয়যও মৃত্যয, সুতযাং মৃত্যযয তবতয়যও মৃত্যযআ।
প্রকৃতত শমভন মৃত্যযয পাুঁদ শততয কয়য, ভানুল শতভতন

(পৃঃ ৫১৩/ কাব্য ংগ্র)
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“পৃতথফীয পুযয়না শ থ
মুয়ছ শপয়র শযখা তায --তকন্তু এআ স্বয়প্নয জগৎ
তচযতদন য !
ভয়য াত এয় মুয়ছ শপয়র অয ফ ---

নক্ষয়েযা অয়রা শল !”
(পৃঃ ৪১ / স্বয়প্নয াত / শশ্রষ্ঠ কতফতা)
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কন্রন্ছ তকন্তু মকাীিিার গণ্ডী াতিক্রম কন্র সখক
ন্ উন্েন্ছি বথ কান্র। িারালঙ্কর মন্ি করন্িি
– মানুন্র উপর তবশ্বা ারান্িা পাপ। এাআ সঘাণা
িার উপন্যা, সছাটগন্ল্প রি-মাাং-মজ্জা, িাাঁর মিপ্রাণ-াঅত্ধা, িাাঁর তলন্ল্পর েত। এককথা সুি
জীবন্ির সমৌরীপাট্টা। রাঢ় বাাংার চমাি জীবন্ির
তবশ্বস্ত রূপকার িারালঙ্কর িাাআ কাান্তন্রর কথাকার।
সযৌবন্ি িারালঙ্কর প্রভাতবি ন্ি তবন্বকািন্ন,
বতঙ্কমচন্ধ ও রবীন্ধিান্থর দ্বারা। িাাআ জতমোরী
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শ্রীকুমার বন্ন্নাপাধ্যা াঅন্াতজি িাটির াতিয
ভা াতু গুপ্ত সাআ ভার ভাপতি িারালঙ্কন্রর
উন্েন্ে বন্তছন্ি – ‘বঙ্গ রস্বিীর খা
িালুন্কর মণ্ড প্রজা’। এাআ উতি যথাথথ । সকিিা
লরৎচন্ধ পরবিী বাাংা কথাাতন্িয িারালঙ্কর
বন্ন্নাপাধ্যা এক ািন্য ব্যতিত্ব। তিতি াঅমান্ের
াতির, াংল-তবক্ষুব্ধ-াতবশ্বাী ভেন্গর প্রধাি
কথাতলল্পী। রবীন্ন্ধাত্তর পন্বথ িারালঙ্কর একজি যথাথথ
তলল্পী। াধথ লিাব্দী কাীমা কথাাতন্িযর মস্ত
িরঙ্গ তবন্ষাভ িারালঙ্কন্রর গল্প-উপন্যান্ক স্পলথ
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Abstract
‘Aranya Banhi’ a famous novel of Tara Sankar Bandopadhaya was published in the year 1966.
The novelist established his linguistic architect of art which is completely new and exceptional in
nature in the field of literature. The main objective of the novel is a psychological effect of the
lower class of people in the society who were being oppressed by the comparatively higher
Section of people and the British Administrator. At the same time it reflected the atmosphere of
opposion and helplessness of this class. In the context of novel Nayan Pal a spokesperson
sometimes interacted with the novelist, history and himself. But the members of the
revolutionary party of Sauntals. Interacted themselves in a different manner. Thus the novel
Aranya Banhi is became a polipheric novel (Bahuswar).Tarasanker Bandapadhyaya was always
against colonialism. The novel itself represented the opinion and ideas of the downtrodden
community. The main theame of Aranya Banhi is the activity of revolutionary association and
their necessary rules and regulations of Sauntals. If we go through the novel we came to know
the life style, Behavior and culture of the Sauntal community of that period. The novelist who
was aware of historical background of this people wanted to focus the motto of mutiny of the
Sauntalis. At the same time he tried to describe the exclaimatory environment associated with
Japanese people of 1645 and Sauntals of 1854. At the end we can conclude that the novel is the
mirror of the Sauntalis who are still fighting for their freedom.

প্রতিধ্বতি the Echo
ততখি উপাোি তন্ন্ব তিতিক সগন্জটির, যাণ্ডবুক,
ও াণ্টার ান্ন্বর বাআন্কও ব্যবার কন্রতছন্ি।
তলবরিি তমন্ের াংগ্রলাা াাঁওিা তবন্রান্র ছড়া
বা পাাঁচাী পন্ড়তছন্ি িারালঙ্কর। মাভৄেবাজার থািার
কুকুতড় গ্রান্মর কািন্তাি রাাআকৃষ্ণ োল সাআ পাাঁচাী
তন্খতছন্ি। ‘াংবাে প্রভাকর’ সথন্কও িারালঙ্কর
াংগ্র কন্রন্ছি তকছু তকছু িথ্য।
এাআ উপন্যান্র তিমথ াণন্কৌলটি াতভিব।
উপন্যান্র শুরুন্িাআ প্রা ১৪/১৫ পৃষ্ঠার একটি প্রস্তাবিা
াাংন্ল তিতি পােকন্ক জাতিন্ সেি – সকমিভান্ব
তিতি এাআ উপন্যা সখার ানুন্প্ররণা সপন্ি ও
সকমিভান্ব তিতি এাআ উপন্যান্র একটি চতরে িি
পান্র কান্ছ সপাাঁছান্ি। সমৌতখক াআতিা বা ওরা
ততির গন্বকরা সযভান্ব পান্ াাঁন্ট ঘুন্র ঘুন্র
াধারণ মানুন্র ভৄখ সথন্ক শুন্ি শুন্ি াআতিান্র
উপাোি াংগ্র কন্রি – িারালঙ্করও সাআভান্ব
ময়ুরাষীর উত্তর তেক সথন্ক শুরু ক’সর ওতেন্ক দুমকা,
এতেন্ক পাকুড়-ান্বগঞ্জ পযথ ন্ত ঘুন্র সবতড়ন্ন্ছি।
ঘুরন্ি ঘুরন্ি পঁচাতল বছন্রর বৃধা ধ্বজু মতলন্কর কাছ
সথন্ক তরণপুন্রর ঘান্টর কান্ছ রামচন্ধপুন্র তরল
ভট্টাচান্যথ র পতরবান্রর ন্ধাি পাি। তরল ভট্টাচাযথ র
তপিামন্র োো তছন্ি তেভ্যবি ভট্টাচাযথ । াাঁওিা
তবন্রান্র মন্ িাাঁন্ক তধু কানুর ে তিন্ তগন্তছ
দুগথাপূজা করাবার জন্য। ভট্টাচাযথ পতরবান্রর কান্ছ তিতি
চরণপুন্রর িি পান্র ন্ধাি পাি। িি পান্র
তপিামন্র ান্ি তিতমথ ি ন্তছ াাঁওিান্ের
দুগথাপূজার প্রতিমা।
প্রতিমান্কাআ পূজা কন্রতছন্ি
তেভ্যবি ভট্টাচাযথ । িি পান্র বাতড়ন্ি তছ ান্িক
পুরান্িা পট। ব পন্ট আঁকা তছ াাঁওিা
তবন্রান্র তববরণ। িি পান্র জযাোমলাাআ িফর পা
াাঁওিা তবন্রান্র াাংলগ্রণ ক’সর াি বছর সজ
সখন্টতছন্ি। সাআ প্রাচীি পটগুত সেতখন্ িি পা
াাঁওিা তবন্রান্র তববরণ তেন্ি থান্ক সগাটা উপন্যা
জুন্ড়। সগাটা উপন্যান্র বি ও বুিি াঅমান্ের
চচিন্ন্য স্পি ক’সর সিান্ তিটিল াম্রাজযবাে ও
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ািযাচার, জাতিগি, সভোন্ভে-এর প্রতি তিতি
সাচ্চার ন্ি।
িারালঙ্কন্রর াঅন্গ বাাংা াতন্িযর তিি
সজযাতিষ্ক –বতঙ্কমচন্ধ, রবীন্ধিাথ, লরৎচন্ধ। এাআ
তিি ব্যতিত্বাআ িারালঙ্কন্রর মন্ধ্য ওিন্প্রাি ন্
াঅন্ছি। িাাআ িারালঙ্কর পূবথ -াতন্িযর ও পূবথ সূতর
াততিযকন্ের সথন্ক তবতিন্ন ি। কন্লা পন্বথ র িরুণ
সখকন্ের রচিা প্রথম তবশ্বভেন্ধাত্তর াংল ও
াতিরিা, চাঞ্চল্য ও িাগতরক মন্িাভাব, সিতিবােী ও
িাতস্তক দৃতিভতঙ্গ প্রভৃতি সথন্ক এক তিতবড় জীবি
প্রিযন্ ন্র এন্তছন্ি িারালঙ্কর ও তবভূতিভূণ।
িারালঙ্কর িাাঁর জীবন্ি সেন্খন্ছি ন্ত্রাবােী
াঅন্ন্নাি, াতাং াঅন্ন্নাি, াম্যবােী াঅন্ন্নাি,
াঅাআি-ামান্য াঅন্ন্নাি, ৪২–এর াংগ্রাম,
ভারিবন্থ র স্বাধীিিা ও সেলতবভাগ, পূবথ পাতকস্তান্ির
ভাা াঅন্ন্নাি এবাং পাতকস্তাি সভন্ঙ বাাংান্েন্লর
াভ্যযে। সাআ ন্ঙ্গ প্রথম তবশ্বভেধ, তদ্বিী তবশ্বভেধ,
দুতভথষ, মামারী, মন্বন্তর, উদ্বাস্ত মস্যা, াথথ নিতিক
তবপযথ  এবাং িীতিন্বান্ধর পশ্চােপরণ। িারালঙ্কন্রর
মািতকিা এাআ পটভূতমন্ি গন্ড় উন্েতছ।
িারালঙ্কর বন্ন্নাপাধ্যান্র ‘ারণ্য-বতি’
উপন্যাটি প্রথম প্রকাতলি ন্তছ ১৯৬৬ ান্।
াথথ াৎ পতশ্চমবন্ঙ্গর প্রথম ভেিফ্রণ্ট রকার ষমিার
াঅার একবছর াঅন্গ। িকলা াঅন্ন্নাি সিা িারও
পন্রর ঘটিা। সুিরাাং ‘ারণ্য-বতি’ ান্ির েলন্কর
প্রব রাজনিতিক উত্থািপিন্ির প্রভান্ব সখা ন্তছ
– এমি কথা সকান্িা াবিান্িাআ বা চন্ িা। এাআ
উপন্যান্ িারালঙ্কর তলল্পরূন্পর সয িাপিয তিমথ াণ
কন্রি িা িার াঅন্গর উপন্যাগুতর তুিা ান্িক
স্বিন্ত্র ও াতভিব। িারালঙ্কন্রর বাল্যকান্ও বাাংাতবার-উতড়ষ্যা একাআ প্রন্েন্লর ান্তগথি তছ। াাঁওিা
পরগণা তছ বীরভূম সজার াাংল। তিতি াাঁওিা
তবন্রান্র কাততি শুন্িতছন্ি িাাঁর তবধবা তপতমার
কান্ছ। তপতমা শুন্িতছন্ি িাাঁর তেতেমার কান্ছ।
সমৌতখক াআতিা বা ওরা ততির পালাপাতল তিতি
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ওপন্রাআ তিভথর কন্রতছন্ি। িি পা পট সেতখন্
াআতিা বণথ িা করবার মন্, একাআ তচন্তা বারবার
স্মরণ করার সুতবধান্থথ , ছন্ন-সূে-প্যাটাণথ -তিভথর ন্
ওন্ে। ‘ারণ্য-বতি’সি তেকু/তন্দু/উচ্চবন্গথর ন্ঙ্গ
াম্রাজযবােী লতির সবাঝাপড়ার তেকটি তুন্ ধরার
ন্ঙ্গ ন্ঙ্গ াাঁওিা/তিম্নবন্গথর ন্ঙ্গ িান্ের
তবন্রাতধিার কারণ-সপ্রষাপটন্কও উন্ন্াতচি করা
ন্ন্ছ। লাকন্েণীর সচিিার তবপরীি তবন্দুন্ি
োাঁতড়ন্ তিম্নবন্গথর সচিিা কীভান্ব িার স্বাত্তন্ক
বাাঁতচন্ রান্খ িাও সেখান্িা ন্ন্ছ। এাআ স্বান্ত্তর
কারন্ণাআ সয তবরুধিার জন্  িার বাস্তব প্রকাল
াআতিান্ াআতিবাচক ভূতমকা পাি করন্ি পান্র।
াাঁওিা সাকমািন্ তকছু তকছু সেলজ উপাোি
াঅশ্চযথ রকন্মর লতি তিন্ সেঁন্চ থান্ক। ঔপতিন্বতলক
লতির িািা ধরন্ণর াঅক্রমণ এাআব সেলজ
উপাোিন্ক, তৃিী দুতিার প্রকৃতির মন্িাাআ, ধ্বাং
করন্ি পান্র িা। িান্ের সযৌথ চচিন্ন্যর গভীন্র এমি
এক স্বাভাতবক িীতিন্বাধ াকতিি থান্ক – যা
প্রতিষ্ঠাতিক ধমথ , ঔপতিন্বতলক ন্যালাস্ত্র, বা াঅাআন্ির
তুিা ািযন্ত জ ও র াথচ গভীর ও
েীঘথ িাী। ঔপতিন্বতলক লান্ির প্রভান্ব িান্ের
চেিতন্নি জীবিযাপন্ি িািা ধরন্ণর পতরবিথি ঘটন্ও
িান্ের এাআ স্বাভাতবক ন্যা-ান্যা সবাধ াক্ষুণ্ণ থান্ক।
এমি–তক ঔপতিন্বতলক পতরতিতিন্ি িািা ধরন্ণর
ান্যান্র তবরুন্ধ তবতভন্ন ধরন্ণর সৃজিলী ও াতভিব
প্রতিন্রাধ-পন্থার জন্  এাআ ন্যা-ান্যা সবান্ধর
সূন্োআ।
াঅপািদৃতিন্ি তধু-কানুর াাঁওিা তবন্রান্ক
াঅকতস্মক মন্ি ’সও, তকছু াবাস্তব সপৌরাতণক
কল্পিা দ্বারা চাতি ব’স মন্ি ’সও – প্রচতি
ান্থথ িা তকন্তু াঅন্েৌ স্বিাঃস্ফূিথ তছ িা। িার তপছন্ি
তছ প্রস্তুতি াাঁওিানচিন্ন্যর স্বািন্ন্ত্রয ও
াতভিবন্ত্ব। ‘ারণ্য-বতি’র প্রধাি াাংল জুন্ড় তববৃি
করা ন্ন্ছ াাঁওিা তবন্রান্র প্রস্তুতি ও াংগেি
তবক পেন্ষপগুত। াঅর এাআ বণথ িার মন্ধ্যাআ ধরা
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সেলী উচ্চবন্গথর মানুন্ের ািযাচার াঅক্রমণ ও
তাংস্রিার মিস্তত্ত্বন্ক। এবাং িার পালাপাতল তিম্নবন্গথর
মানুন্ের াািা ক্রন্নি ও প্রতিন্রান্ধর
পতরমণ্ডন্কও। উপন্যান্র কাোন্মান্ি কথক িি
পা কখিও কথা বন্ ঔপন্যাতন্কর ন্ঙ্গ, কথিও
াআতিান্র ন্ঙ্গ, াঅবার তিন্জর ন্ঙ্গও। পালাপাতল
ঔপন্যাতক িারালঙ্কর িাক-িাতকার যখি তিন্জন্ের
মন্ধ্য কথা বন্ি িখি াঅবার তভন্নির কণ্ঠস্বরন্ক
উপন্যান্র লরীর ধারণ কন্র। এাআভান্বাআ
িারালঙ্কন্রর ‘ারণ্য-বতি’ ন্ ওন্ে একটি
পতন্ফাতিক বা বহুস্বতরক উপন্যা। িারালঙ্কন্রর
তিমথ াণন্কৌলন্র াতভিবন্ত্বর কারন্ণাআ প্রতিটি
কণ্ঠস্বন্রর স্বািন্ত্রযন্ক স্পিভান্ব তচতিি করা যা।
এাআ উপন্যান্ িারালঙ্কর ঔপতিন্বতলকিান্ক
প্রিযাখ্যান্ির মিােলথ গি তবশ্বান্ তিি থান্কি।
তলন্ল্পর তিজস্ব তিমন্ক ানুরণ করন্ি করন্ি,
ামাতজক ন্নন্ভথর পালাপাতল একটি াততিযক ন্নভথ
তিমথ াণ করন্ি করন্ি, তলন্ল্পর স্বাত্তলাতি বাস্তন্ব
োাঁতড়ন্ িারালঙ্কর ১৯৬৬-সিও াঅবার একটি
প্রতিবােী পতরর তিমথ াণ ক’সর সিান্ি। াঅর িা
করন্ি তগন্ িাাঁন্ক উপন্যা িামক তলল্পমাধ্যমটির
াভযন্তন্র তিাতক িথ্য ও াতভজ্ঞিা, তিতেথ ি একটি
াঞ্চন্র সভৌন্গাতক চবতলিয, াঅঞ্চতক ভাা,
তিম্নবন্গথর মিস্তত্ত্ব, কথকিা-পাাঁচাী, তরন্পাটথ াজ,
মাজিাতত্ত্বক গন্বণার প্রাতপ্তভ াআিযাতে ান্িক
উপাোিন্ক মতন্বি ক’সর তুন্ি । এাআ উপন্যান্
িারালঙ্কন্রর ভাাগি বি ও বুিি – ামাতজক ও
তিাতক পতরন্প্রতষন্ির ন্ঙ্গ এবাং াংন্যান্গর
সমৌতক ভূতমকার ন্ঙ্গ াতবতিন্ন থান্ক। িার ফন্
তিম্নবন্গথর ভাা, াঅকাঙ্খা, ও মিস্তত্ত্ব এাআ উপন্যান্র
লরীন্র ভিথ ন্ থান্ক। তিম্নবন্গথর ামাতজক ও
মিােলথ গি কণ্ঠস্বন্রর প্রতিতিতধত্ব কন্র ‘ারণ্য-বতি’।
িারালঙ্কর ‘ারণ্য-বতি’ উপন্যা রচিার
মন্ াআতিান্র ততখি উপাোন্ির ওপর তিভথর
করন্ও প্রধািি সমৌতখক াআতিা বা ওরা ততির
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াঅতধপন্িযর ীমািার মন্ধ্য বন্নী ক’সর সফা ।
িান্ াআতিান্ তিম্নবন্গথর কীতিথর স্বাষর াতরন্
যা। িান্ের মাি তিাতক কীতিথ লাকন্েণীর
মিােলথ গি াঅতধপন্িযর পতরীমার মন্ধ্য াঅত্তীকৃি
ন্ যা।
িান্ের ীমাবধিার কথাও বন্ি তগন্
িারালঙ্কর চমৎকার বন্ি, “াআতিান্র াতধষ্ঠােী
সেবিা জ্ঞাি। পূজক িার রাজনিতিক সিতৃত্ব,
পুন্রাতি িার কূটবুতধ। সখান্ি াঅজও ন্যা সিাআ,
পাপ সিাআ, ান্যা সিাআ।” াম্রাজযবােী ভেন্ধর সকৌলন্
তবভ্রান্ত ন্ াাঁওিারা যখি পাাড় সথন্ক মিন্
সিন্ম াঅন্ ও বন্দুন্কর গুতন্ি াাভান্ব ভতুযবরণ
কন্র – িখি িারা াপার তবস্মন্ স্তব্ধ ন্
তগন্তছ। “সবাঙ্গারা মরন্ছ, গুত সেখা যান্ি িা,
প’সড় াি-পা তিঁন্চ ম’সর যান্ি, সেন্খ াাঁ সগ
কানু।” এরপন্রাআ িারালঙ্কন্রর মন্ি পন্ড় তন্রাতলমার
কথা। “সতেি াঅধুতিক তবজ্ঞান্ির ান্যিম সেষ্ঠ
াগ্রর জাপািী জাি এমতিভান্ব াবাক ন্
তগন্তছ।” িারালঙ্কর িার তিজস্ব াআতিান্বান্ধর
ওপর োাঁতড়ন্, ঔপতিন্বতলকিান্ক প্রিযাখ্যান্ির সূন্ে,
১৮৫৪-সি াাঁওিান্ের তবষ্মন্ াঅর ১৯৪৫-এ
জাপািীন্ের াবাক ওান্ক তলল্পম্মিভান্বাআ াতন্বি
ক’সর সিান্ি।
তদ্ববাচতিকিার মন্ধ্য তেন্ ঔপন্যাতন্কর
াততিযক-ভাা ও তিম্নবন্গথর কথ্যভাার তবন্রান্ধর
প্রাচীর সভন্ঙ যা-প্রকৃতি মাজ ও ব্যতিমানুন্র
পারস্পতরক িকথভন্র দ্বাতন্দক মগ্রিা এক
িান্নতিক তিমথ াণ-প্রতক্রার তভিন্র াতন্বি ন্ ওন্ে।
সাআন্ঙ্গ একথাও স্মিথব্য সয, এাআ ান্ব-প্রতক্রার
মন্ধ্য ামাতজক স্তরভ, ামাতজক সগাষ্ঠীভ, ও
সপলাগি জাগথািভন্র ন্ঙ্গ ঙ্গতি সরন্খাআ
উপন্যাটির িাপিয ও ভাাভন্র াভযন্তরীণ স্তর
তিতমথ ি ন্ ওন্ে। এাআভান্ব ‘ারণ্য-বতি’ একটি
তবন্রান্র ভেন্গর ভাার বহুরূপিান্ক ও সাআ ভেন্গর
তবতভন্ন িাৎপযথ পূণথ ামাতজক ও মিােলথ গি কণ্ঠস্বন্রর
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াঅন্ছ াাঁওিান্ের িখিকার াঅচার-াঅচরণ ও
ভাবােলথ । াাঁওিা তবন্রা ঔপতিন্বতলক াথথ িীতি ও
রাজিীতির ীমািান্ক াস্বীকার ক’সর, তিটিল
াম্রান্জযর ষমিা-তবন্যা িন্কথও সবল তকছু সমৌতক
প্রশ্ন উত্থাপি কন্রতছ। ঔপতিন্বতলক ষমিাতবন্যান্ক সকান্িাভান্বাআ াবম্বি িা ক’সর তিন্জন্ের
স্বাধীিিা ও ভৄতির কথা িারা সভন্বতছ। পল্টি
ান্বন্ক প্রিযাখ্যান্ির সূন্োআ এাআ ভাবিা স্পি ।
াঅবার তধু, তবশু ও কানুর তিম্নততখি কন্থাপকথন্ির
সূন্েও ঔপতিন্বতলক ষমিা-তবন্যান্র ম্পূণথ বাাআন্র
োাঁতড়ন্ ঔপতিন্বতলকিান্ক পুন্রাপুতর প্রিযাখ্যান্ির
াঅন্বন্গ কিমাি কণ্ঠস্বরাআ উচ্চতকি ন্ ওন্ে।
তিম্নবন্গথর তিজস্ব রাজনিতিক সচিিা তিতমথ ি
ন্ উন্েতছ াধীিিার াতভজ্ঞিা সথন্ক। চেিতন্নি
োত্ব সলাণ াঅর বঞ্চিার মন্ধ্যও স্বাতস্তত্বন্ক বাাঁতচন্
রাখার ড়াাআ-এর মাধ্যন্ম। তবন্রান্র াঅন্গ স্বাভাতবক
াবিা ান্ব ও তেকুরা তিম্নবন্গথর াাঁওিান্ের
ানুগি প্রজা তন্ন্বাআ ভাবন্ি াভযস্ত তছ। একমাে
তবন্রান্র ভৄসৄন্িথাআ াাঁওিা ও তিম্নবন্গথর সয তিজস্ব
সচিিা াঅন্ছ, তিজস্ব স্বাথথ াঅন্ছ, উন্েে াঅন্ছ,
কমথ পধতি াঅন্ছ, াংগেি াঅন্ছ – িা িান্ের কান্ছ
স্পি ন্ উন্েতছ।
তকন্তু িা সথন্ক াঅবার এাআ তধান্ন্তও
সপৌাঁছান্িা যান্ব িা সয, াাঁওিা তবন্রান্র সকান্িা
ীমাবধিা তছ িা। তধু ও কানু সবাঙ্গাবাবার তিন্েথ ন্ল
তবন্রান্র সিতৃত্ব ান্ি তুন্ তিন্তছ। াাঁওিা
মাজও একথা তবশ্বা ক’সর িান্ের সিতৃত্ব সমন্ি
তিন্তছ। তিম্নবন্গথর সচিিা উপতিি এাআ ধমথ তবশ্বা,
ান্ৌতককিা, তমথ, চেবলতিন্ি াঅিা, াীক কল্পিা
াআিযাতেন্ক ভেতিবােী ও েীপান্ির ামান্যিম প্রভাব
ছাড়াাআ সেঁন্চবন্িথ তছ, জীবিযাপি করতছ – িান্ের
সচিিার স্বািন্ত্রয ও চবতলিযন্ক িতন্নষ্ঠভান্ব বুঝন্ি
চাাআন্ ধমথ , তমথ, ান্ৌতককিা াআিযাতেন্ক বাে তেন্
সবাঝা ম্ভব ি। জবরেতস্ত স সচিা করন্ তিম্নবন্গথর
তিজস্ব রাজিীতিন্ক উচ্চবন্গথর ছন্ক সফন্ মিােলথ গি
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ভর ক’সর পােকও যখি মহুাগান্ছ সে তেন্ ভাবুক
স্বপ্নম তধুন্ক দ্যান্খ, উপন্যান্র ান্তবথ ি িান্ক
তিন্ যা পতরতধ সথন্ক সকন্ন্ধর তেন্ক, বতবৃথ ি সথন্ক
ান্তবৃথ ি াবিান্ির তেন্ক। বি ও বুিন্ির
বহুন্কৌতণকিা ও চবতচেয পােন্কর চচিন্ন্য াঅন্ি এক
ঘিন্ত্বর সবাধ, এক াবাাআম ানুভূতি। এাআ সবাধানুভূতিপুন্ঞ্জর সকান্িা তির াবব িা থাকন্ও িা
একান্তভান্ব মািতবক ব’সাআ তিমথ াণ ক’সর তুন্ি
পান্র এক প্রতিবােী পতরর।
ারন্ণ্যর তিম্ন সেণীর কুতলবন্ের তিন্ বাাংা
াতিয াঅজ ভরপূর। িার মন্ধ্য উন্লখন্যাগ্য কন্ক
জন্ির াতিয সৃতি তুন্ ধন্রতছ। িারমন্ধ্য ান্যিম
বীজি ভট্টাচান্যথ র িাটক ‘সেবীগজথি’ ১৯৬৬ সি
ততখি ন্ও গ্রন্থাকান্র িা প্রকাতলি  ১৯৬৯এ।
কাততির ভন্ রন্ন্ছ ‘কৃক াঅন্ন্নান্ির পটভূতম’।
গ্রান্মর কৃক তিযথ ািি ও সলান্ণর তবরুন্ধ প্রতিবাে
এাআ িাটন্ক াংঘটিি ন্ন্ছ। ঊর া মাটির সেল
বীরভূন্মর পটভূতমন্ি াঅতেবাী ও াাঁওিা চাীন্ের
কৃক াঅন্ন্নান্ির তভতত্তন্ি এাআ িাটকটির িামকরণ।
এাআ িাটন্ক প্রভঞ্জি সবিামীন্ি মস্ত জতম তিন্জর
েখন্ তিন্ এন্ পঞ্চান্তি ব্যবিার সুখন্ক তপছন্ি
সরন্খ ামন্তিাতন্ত্রক দৃতিভতঙ্গন্ি িান্ক াঅত্ত করার
সচিা কন্রন্ছ। সলাতি কৃন্করা বতঞ্চি ও সলাতি
ন্ি ন্ি শুধু ঘর সছন্ড় চন্ যা তি, িারা ঘন্র
তফন্র এন্ াঅবার তিজ তিজ াতধকার তছতিন্
তিন্ন্ছ। োতররয ও দুতেথ ন্ির সমাকাতবা গঠিি ন্ন্ছ
ধমথ ন্গাা। সল দৃন্ে িাাআ মাংার ান্ির উদ্যি
টাতঙ্গ তগন্ পন্ড় প্রভঞ্জন্ির মাথার উপর ও প্রভঞ্জন্ির
লাি-সলাণ সথন্ক ভৄতি পা াধারণ মানু। রত্দার
ভতুয ট্রাতজক রন্ক ঘিীভূি কন্রন্ছ। ারন্ণ্যর
াতধকার (১৯৭৭) উপন্যান্ মান্শ্বিা সেবী ১৮৯৭
এবাং ১৮৯৯-১৯০০ তিিাব্দ কাীি ভৄণ্ডাতবন্রান্র
প্রস্তুতি, পট, তবস্তার, ীমাবধিা, ভৄণ্ডান্ের স্বপ্ন সেখা
এবাং ব্যথথ িার কথা তুন্ ধরন্ি সচন্ন্ছি। সকন্ধী
চতরে তবরা। ১৮৯৭-সি িার ভৄতিন্ি ভৄণ্ডান্ের
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তক্রা-প্রতিতক্রান্ক ধারণ কন্র। সাআ কারন্ণাআ,
‘ারণ্য-বতি’ তবতভন্ন তবন্রাতধিার পূণথ কণ্ঠস্বরন্ক ও
িান্ের াঅলা-াঅকাঙ্খার াংঘািন্ক স্পি ক’সর
সিান্। চচিন্য-তবন্দুগুতর বহুত্ব ও কণ্ঠস্বন্রর বহুত্ব
এাআ উপন্যান্র বান্ি স্পি। াঅবার িার পালাপাতল
িাক তধুর চতরে ও কণ্ঠস্বর একজি ব্যতিমানুন্র
সচিিার পতরতধর মন্ধ্য াঅবধ থান্ক িা। এাআ
উপন্যান্র িাক সলপযথ ন্ত স্বাধীি, ান্ল ও
াতিধথ াতরি সথন্ক যাবার কারন্ণাআ উপন্যাটিও ন্
ওন্ে ওন্পি-এন্ণ্ডি। ‘ারণ্য-বতি’ াঅমান্ের জাতিন্
সে সয মস্ত াআউন্রান্কতন্ধক ভাবিা-জগন্ির বাাআন্র
সয াঅবমাি ভারিী ততভ সাাাআটি বা জিমাজ
ঔপতিন্বতলকিার মস্ত াঅক্রমণন্ক প্রিযাখ্যাি ক’সর
াঅপি জগন্ি তিি সথন্কন্ছ-সাআ জগৎও
ান্ধকারািন্ন ি, গ্লাতিকর ি, একমাতেক ি।
ঔপতিন্বতলকিার প্রভাবভৄি ভারিী জিমান্জর
মহুমাতেক ানুপুন্ঙ্খর ন্ঙ্গ িারালঙ্কন্রর তিতবড়
পতরচ তছ ব’স এ িার জ্ঞাি ও ানুভূতি
ািন্যিৃি ন্ থান্ক এাআ উপন্যান্। াঅবার মাজ
ও ব্যতির াতস্তত্ব িতকথি গভীর তজজ্ঞাার সূন্ে
জ্ঞািিাতত্ত্বক ন্ধাি াঅর তলল্পগি সটকতিক াতবতিন্ন
থান্ক।
উপন্যান্র এন্কবান্র সল পারাগ্রান্ফ িারালঙ্কর
সন্খি, “......তধু াঅজও ভৄতি পাতি, াআতিা
ওন্ক ভৄতি সেতি। াঅজও স বুন্ক াি তেন্ ছাা
তমন্ল সাআ ফাাঁত যাওা মহুা গাছটা সে তেন্
ভান্ব।” াআতিা সয এখিও তিম্নবগথন্ক ভৄতি সেতি
– ১৯৬৬ সিও িারালঙ্কন্রর এাআ ভাবিা ািীি
ভৄসৄন্িথর পান্র ছান্পর ন্ঙ্গ াতন্বি ক’সর সিান্
বিথমান্ির বন্নীত্ব াঅর াঅগামী ম্ভাবিার াআলারান্ক।
এভান্বও এাআ উপন্যান্র বন্ি এন্ যা তদ্ববাচতিক
াঅব। ািীন্ির াপরিার েপথন্ণ াঅমরা বুন্ঝ তিাআ
বিথমাি াতস্তত্ব াঅর ভতবৎ ম্ভাবিান্ক। এাআ
উপন্যান্ তধুর কণ্ঠস্বর এক সযৌথ াঅকাঙ্খা-চাতোর
কথা উচ্চারণ কন্র। িাাআ ঔপন্যাতন্কর কল্পিাদৃতিন্ি
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িার ন্ঙ্গ কান্র ওোপড়ান্ক তিতবড়ভান্ব জতড়ন্
তিন্ জীবন্ির একটা পতরব্যাপ্ত ামতগ্রক রূপ গন্ড়
তুন্ি সচন্ন্ছি উপন্যান্।
াতচন্তয কুমার সিগুপ্ত বন্ন্ছি, িাাঁর
াতন্িযর দুাআ প্রধাি উপজীব্য – মাটি াঅর মানু।
মাটির মমত্ব াঅর মানুন্র মতমা। একথা যথাথথ ।
িারালঙ্কর বন্ন্নযাপাধ্যা াঅমান্ের াতির াংল,
তবক্ষুব্ধ াতবশ্বাী ভেন্গর প্রধাি কথাতলল্পী। তিতি সয
মন্র তলল্পী স ম পুরান্িা তবশ্বা ও ভল্যন্বান্ধর
াবান্ির ম। এাআ াধথ লিাব্দীর মস্ত িরঙ্গ
তবক্ষুব্ধ াবাি ঘটতছ, উদ্ভব তি িতুি তবশ্বা ও
ভল্যন্বান্ধর। িাাঁর উপন্যান্াআ মািবচতরে ও প্রকৃতির
াঙ্গাঙ্গী সযাগ ঘন্টন্ছ। সভৌন্গাতক ত্তা এখান্ি
পটভূতম ি, স্বিন্ত্র ত্তা তিন্ সেখা তেন্ন্ছ।
চারপান্লর ভূ-প্রকৃতি, তবতচে জিজীবি এবাং িার
াাংস্কৃতিক পতরমণ্ড জীবন্ত প্রিযষরূন্প িাাঁর াতন্িয
এন্ উপতিি ন্ন্ছ। ফন্ তিতি ন্ন্ছি াঅঞ্চতক
জীবন্ির ান্তরঙ্গ রূপতিমথ ািা।
তিতি িাাঁর াতিয াধিা খাঁ ন্জন্ছি এক
মগ্র াখণ্ড মানুন্ক, মানু ও প্রকৃতিন্ক, মাটির
ন্ঙ্গ মানুন্র িকথন্ক। বিথমাি মান্জ তিয,
ভযিা ও াংস্কৃতি সথন্ক তছন্নভ জীবন্ির তবচ্যযি এক
সষন্ে িারালঙ্কন্রর তচন্তা ও ভাবিা িথা
াঅতস্তকযন্বাধ মানুন্ক সপৌাঁন্ছ তেন্ি পান্র িাাঁন্ের
কাতঙষি ন্ষয – একথা সভন্ব সেখবার াবকাল
সবাধ  এন্ন্ছ। বাবাহুল্য িারালঙ্কন্রর তলল্পীমাি
সেল-কা-মান্জর পটভূতমকা তবতচে িরিারীর সয
তচেলাা তিমথ াণ কন্রন্ছি িা সেলকা তিরন্পষ
রূপাভ কন্রন্ছ, াঅর এখান্িাআ কাান্তন্রর কথাকার
িারালঙ্কন্রর সেষ্ঠত্ব।
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াঅিন্ন উলা, ভৄণ্ডান্ের ওপর েীঘথ কাীি সলাণ, ভৄণ্ডা
েথ ার ন্ ভগবাি রূন্প াঅত্ধন্ঘাণা, িার সপ্রমজীবি,
িার কমথ ধারা, তবরার সগ্রপ্তার, তবন্রান্র ধূমাতি
বতি, তবরার সগ্রপ্তার তিন্ প্রলান্ির টািাটাতি,
তবরা ভিন্ের ভান্বান্দ্ব কমথ প্রা, রাাঁচী, তাংভূম,
সছাটিাগপুন্র াঅন্ন্নাি, তবরার পািক জীবি,
পীড়ন্ি দুেথ লাগ্রস্ত মান্জর কথা জািন্ি পারা, তবরার
ভতুয ও তবিালীি ড়াাআ – এ বতকছুাআ এাআ েীঘথ
উপন্যান্ বতণথ ি। তবরার াঅন্ন্নান্ির প্রথম পযথ া
ধমথ াতেি, যতেও তমলিাতরন্ের ধমথ াতেি তলষাাআ
তবরান্ক াআাংন্রজ তবন্রাধী াঅন্ন্নান্ি প্রবুধ কন্র।
াআাংন্রজ াম্রাজযবান্ের তবরুন্ধ িার ড়াাআ ১৮৯৫১৯০০ ান্। উপন্যান্র এক জাগা িার তচৎকার
– ‘ারন্ণ্যর াতধকার কৃষ্ণ ভারন্ির াঅতে াতধকার’
াঅর সতখকা বন্ি, ব কান্া মানু সযি িান্ক
তেন্ কথাটা বতন্ সি।
িারালঙ্কন্রর সেল-কা-সচিিাটি তছ
কাতন্তক – িাাঁর জীবিন্বাধ এবাং জীবিতবন্যান্ িাাআ
মাকান্ব্যর ব্যাতপ্ত এবাং ান্মাঘিা। বীরভূম সজার
িাহ্মণ জতমোর চাতি গ্রান্ম ষতষ্ণু জতমোর পতরবান্র
জন্ন্ গ্রামন্জাড়া, িথা পাতরপাশ্বথগি েতরর-াতলতষি
াঅতেবাী মানুন্র জীবন্ির ন্ঙ্গ খাঁ ন্জ সপন্তছন্ি
ান্তন্রর সযাগ। াঅর একতেন্ক প্রিযষ করতছন্ি,
জতমোতর াঅতভজান্িযর ামাতজক বতিাে সভন্ঙ তগন্
চারপান্ল গন্ড় উন্েতছ াথথ গৃধ্নু াঅত্ধবথ স্ব ধিিাতন্ত্রক
জীবি-ব্যবিা-মাজ সভন্ঙাআ যার জন্। সাআ ন্ঙ্গ
তলল্পী াঅকৃি ন্তছন্ি গান্ধীপন্থী াঅন্ন্নান্ি।
মান্জ াঅথথ -রাজনিতিক তবপতত্তর
তিাতক
িরঙ্গটির ন্ঙ্গও সযাগ িাাঁর তছ াঅন্ততরক। প্রধািি
গ্রাম্যজীবন্ির প্রিযষ াতভজ্ঞিার ান্ম পুাঁতজর
াংন্যান্গ গল্প-উপন্যান্র থীম গন্ড়ন্ছি িারালঙ্কর।
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১. ভারিী রাজনিতিক উপন্যাাঃ প্রাক-স্বাধীিিাপবথ , তলতলরকুমার োল, ানুিুপ, লারেী ১৯৮৬।
২. ন্রাজ বন্ন্নযাপাধ্যা, বাাংা রাজনিতিক উপন্যা, উত্তরপ্রঙ্গ (১৯৮৬)।
৩. ান্লাক রুর, বাাংা উপন্যান্ রাজিীতি, মান্জ িারী পুরু ও ান্যান্য প্রবন্ধ।
৪. কাতত্তথক াতড়ী, রাজিীতি উপন্যা িীিাথ ভাদুড়ী, বাস্তবিা ও বাাংা উপন্যা, ১৯৭৮।
৫. ন্রাজ বন্ন্নযাপাধ্যা, বাাংা উপন্যাাঃ দ্বাতন্দক েপথণ।
৬. ন্রাজ বন্ন্নযাপাধ্যা, তবপন্ন ীমান্তাঃ উতদ্বগ্ন চতিক, সেল।
৭. ি. সেন্বল কুমার াঅচাযথ , বাাংা াতন্িযর াআতিা, াআউিাাআন্টি বুক এন্জতন্প, ককািা – ৯।
৮. ি. িযবিী তগতর, ি. মন্রল মজুমোর, প্রবন্ধ ঞ্চি, রত্দাবী, ককািা -৯।
৯. সগৌিম সচৌধুতর, উবুেল, বথ ১৫ াংখ্যা ১-৩, জানুাতর-সন্ন্ফম্বর ২০০২।
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p¤¤e£m N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u : ¢LR¥ Lb¡ ¢LR¥ Øj«¢a
( Sunil Ganguly: Kichu katha Kichu Smriti)
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Abstract

L¢ha¡ Ae¤h¡c Ll-a ¢c-m ¢a¢e ¢e-SC L¢ha¡
mM¡l Lb¡ i¡haez j¡œ 10-11 hRl hu-p
h¢ˆj lQe¡hm£ no LlRe, LÓ¡p pie
"-n-ol L¢ha¡' f-s -g-m-Rez Aú¡l Ju¡C-ôl
"Picture of Dorian Gray' e¡jL
EfeÉ¡p¢VJ f-s -g-m-Rez
p¤¤e£-ml hup kMe h¡-l¡ aMe h¡wm¡l
h¤L iuwLl c¡‰¡ (1946) öl¦ qu¢Rmz
1947-H i¡la i¡N q-u -Nmz Hf¡l-Jf¡l
h¡wm¡l f¡l¡f¡l hå q-u -Nmz j¡e¤-ol h¡¢s ph
q¡¢l-u -Nmz ¢fa¡ L¡m£fch¡h¤l j¡b¡l Efl
Apñh -h¡T¡ -e-j Hmz f¢lh¡-l °SùÉ p¿¹¡e
¢qp¡-h p¤¤e£m h¡dÉ q-u ¢hcÉ¡mu -b-L -gl¡l
f-b ¢VEne Ll-a m¡N-mez Qlj AbÑ°e¢aL
c§l¡hÙÛ¡l j-dÉJ ¢a¢e fs¡öe¡ Q¡¢m-u -N-Rez
¢p¢V L-m-S AbÑe£¢a-a Ae¡pÑ ¢e-u i¢aÑ
q-u-Rez 1954 p¡-m Ae¡pÑ ¢e-u ¢h.H. f¡n
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Bd¤¢eL h‰-p¡¢q-aÉl B-m¡se S¡N¡-e¡ e¡j
p¤¤e£m N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u (1934 - 2012)z A¢hiš²
h¡wm¡l Ad¤e¡ g¢lcf¤l -Sm¡l BjNË¡-j (BjNy¡,
j¡ul j¡j¡l h¡¢s) p¤¤e£m N¡‰¥m£l SeÈ quz
-p¢ce ¢Rm 7 -p-ÃVðl, 1934 p¡m (h¡w 21
i¡â, 1341)z ¢fa¡l e¡j L¡m£fc N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u,
j¡a¡l e¡j j£l¡ -ch£z p¤¤e£m ¢R-me i¡C-h¡-e-cl °SùÉz p¤¤e£-ml AeÉ c¤C i¡C-ul e¡j
A¢em J A-n¡L Hhw -h¡-el e¡j L¢ZL¡z
S£h-el fËbj -b-LC p¤¤e£m ¢R-me hC
¢ff¡p¤¤, ¢h-no L-l p¡¢qaÉ Ae¤l¡N£z ay¡l hC
fs¡l -en¡ S¡-N j¡ j£l¡ -ch£l fs¡l AcjÉ
CµR¡ -c-Mz -R¡V-hm¡ -b-LC hÉ¡fL NÒf hC
fs¡l -en¡ ¢Rm p¤¤e£-mlz j¡ j£l¡ -ch£ f¡nÄÑhaÑ£
"h-uS Ae m¡C-hË¢l' -b-L c¤¢V L-l hC ¢e-u
Hm p¤¤e£m p…¢m j¡ul AS¡¿¹ LMe fs
-gm-aez -R¡V-hm¡-a ay¡l h¡h¡ -V¢ep-el

59

In the era of Bengali literature Sunil Ganguly (1934 – 2012) is an unforgettable name. His
sudden departure has emotionally moved both the Bengals. Irrespective of political and nonpolitical regions, people have attended his cremation. In reality behind Sunil, a litterateur, there
remained ever friendly and charitable heart. He could win the hearts with ease. His literary
sensibility took its shape from his intensity to express his inner self. He was not a born artist but
moulded himself as an artist through deep devotion to literature. He never wrote to earn his
bread but to quench the thirst of his heart. His contribution to Bengali literature is not a new
matter. Some undiscovered fields about the person Sunil behind a litterateur Sunil have been
tried to point out in the writing "Sunil Ganguly: Kichu katha Kichu Smriti".
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h-pz fË¡u fË¢a l¡-aC b¡La a¡l -L¡eJ e¡
-L¡eJ hå¥l h¡¢s-a f¡e-i¡S-el -ej¿¹æz'3
p¤¤e£-ml hå¥-h¡vp-mÉl Lb¡ hm-a ¢N-u Bj¡-cl
j-e f-s k¡u, q¡w¢l B-¾c¡m-el Lb¡z p¤¤e£m
HC B-¾c¡me-L öl¦ -b-LC pjbÑe L-le¢ez
¢L¿¹¥ Bc¡m-a j¡jm¡ Ns¡-m -p¢ce q¡w¢l
B-¾c¡meL¡l£-cl f¡-nC cy¡¢s-u¢R-me p¤¤e£mz
ay¡-cl q-u Bc¡m-a p¡r£ ¢c-u¢R-me ¢a¢ez
¢a¢e S¡¢e-u¢R-me, q¡w¢l -mML-cl -mM¡ ENË
¢L¿¹¥ AnÔ£m euz H-a p¡¢qaÉ c§o-Zl -L¡e
L¡lZ eCz n¢š² Q¡V¥‹É fËj¤Ml¡ R¡s¡
-f-u¢R-mez AL«fZ q©c-ul A¢dL¡l£ p¤¤e£m
-hL¡l -R-m-j-u-cl AL¡a-l S¡q¡Si¡s¡ J
HL q¡S¡l L-l V¡L¡ c¡e L-l¢R-me B¾c¡j¡-e
¢N-u Q¡L¢l -M¡yS¡l SeÉz Ny¡-ul Nl£h -j-u-cl
p¡q¡kÉ¡-bÑ heNy¡-a "f-bl fy¡Q¡m£' e¡jL HL¢V
pwÙÛ¡ M¤-m¢R-mez fËQ¡-ll B-m¡u e¡ H-p
Bs¡-m BhX¡-m hý j¡e¤o-L p¡q¡kÉ L-l¢R-me
p¤¤e£m N¡‰¥m£z
pc¡m¡f£ HC j¡e¤o¢V AeÉ¡ul p‰
LM-e¡ B-f¡o L-le¢ez -a¡o¡-j¡c L-l Qm-a
-n-Me¢ez -kM¡-e k¡ hm¡ fË-u¡Se j-e L-l-Re
a¡ h-m-Rez HLc¡ V¡V¡ -L¡Çf¡e£l -f¡NË¡-j ¢N-u
"Ml¡' NÒf¢V f¡W Ll¡a j’l p¡je Ef¢hø
-Lø-¢hø¥-cl j¤M bjb-j q-u ¢N-u¢Rmz -p¢c-el
pC A¢i‘a¡ hZÑe¡ Lla ¢Nu p¤¤hËa ¢eu¡N£
S¡¢e-u-Re "NÒf f¡-Wl -n-o HLV¡J q¡aa¡¢m fsm e¡
-L¡b¡Jz B¢j p¡j¡eÉ ¢hhËaz p¡l¡ cnÑL¡pe
Ù¹ìz H-Lh¡-l k¡-L h-m ¢feXÊf
¢eÙ¹ìa¡z.........H¢c-L f-ll ¢ce pL¡-m A¢gp
-k-aC Bj¡l X¡L fsm EÜÑae LaÑ¡l O-lz
-L¡Çf¡¢el
¢p.C.J
Bj¡-L
amh
L-l-Rez.........k¡-L a¡-L ¢e-u BpR Bj¡-cl
A¢gpz ¢he¡ A¢i‘a¡aC mML Hph
¢m-M-Rez'4
öL-e¡ q¡aa¡¢m f¡h¡l fËaÉ¡n¡u p¤¤e£m LM-e¡
-m-Me¢ez S£h-e hýh¡l pj¡-m¡¢Qa q-u-Re ah¤
-b-j b¡-Le¢ez H fËp‰ je fs k¡u p¤¤e£ml
fËu¡Z "cn' f¢œL¡l "p¤¤e£m N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u' ¢hno
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L-lez Q¡l hRl fl 1958 p¡-m fË¡C-iV -b-L
h¡wm¡u Hj.H. f¡n L-lez S£h-e ¢ÙÛla¡ f¡e¢ez
R¥-V -h¢s-u-Re HM¡-e JM¡-ez -L¡eM¡-e ¢e¢cÑø
Wy¡C -j-m¢ez ¢VEn¢e L-l-Re, LM-e¡ q¡hs¡u
Ll¢ZLl L¡S, LMe¡ "SephL' f¢œL¡u f¡VÑ
V¡C-jl L¡S L-l-Rez fup¡ H-p-R, -no q-u
-N-R, Bh¡l -hL¡l Bh¡l ¢VEn¢e Hi¡-hC
S£he Qm¢Rm p¤¤e£mlz NË ¢ØVÊVl HL¢V Q’m¡
¢L-n¡l£-L -c-M "HL¢V ¢Q¢W' L¢ha¡ -m-Me k¡
1952 p¡ml j¡QÑ j¡p "cn' f¢œL¡u fËL¡¢na
q-u¢Rmz Hlfl Bl -b-j b¡-Le¢e p¡¢q¢aÉL
p¤¤e£mz 1958 p¡-m fËL¡¢na qu "HL¡ Hhw
L-uSe' e¡jL L¡hÉNË¿Û¢Vz flhaÑ£L¡-m I e¡-j
¢a¢e HL¢V EfeÉ¡pJ lQe¡ L-l-Rez
pc¡ q¡pÉj¤-Ml HC j¡e¤o¢V ¢R-me -hn
pc¡m¡f£z kMe -kM¡-e -ki¡-h -f-l-Re j¡e¤o-L
i¡-m¡-h-p-Rez Bl a¡C j¡e¤o p¤¤e£-ml e¡e¡¢cL
pj¡ei¡h fœ-f¢œL¡u Bm¡¢sa quRz c¤
HL¢V Ec¡qlZ ¢c-mC a¡ p¤¤f¢lØg¥¢Va q-h :
L. "cç-l Y¥-LC -pC B-Nl j-a¡ ph¡C-L
L¥nm ¢S‘¡p¡ Llae, k¡Ju¡l pju k¡cl
-Qu¡-l -cM-a -f-ae a¡-clC h-m -k-aez
-Q¡-M fs¡l j-a¡ lP-hl-Pl S¡j¡ fl¡ ¢hl¡V
j¡e¤o¢Vl Ef¢ÙÛ¢aC cç-ll h¡a¡hlZ¢V-L -ke
hc-m ¢caz Jyl q¡¢pj¤M, Jyl d£l fc-rf, Jyl
Lb¡h¡aÑ¡ - ph ¢LR¥aC Hje HL hÉ¢š²aÆ Bl
BfeSe-L -R¡yu¡'z1
M. "p¤¤e£mc¡-L LMeJ Bj¡l -p¢m¢hË¢V j-e
qu¢ez -p¢m¢hË¢V a¡-LC h-m ¢k¢e ay¡l k-nl
SeÉ L-W¡l f¢lnËj L-l-Re fË¡u nË¢j-Ll j-a¡z
pgma¡ H-m -Q¡-M L¡-m¡ -l¡c Qnj¡ f-l -ee
p¡d¡lZ j¡e¤o-L H¢s-u Qm¡l SeÉz kMeC a¡l
p¡j-e cy¡¢s-u¢R q¡¢pj¤-M AiÉbÑe¡ L-l-Re
phpjuz'2
N. "p¤¤e£-ml hå¥-h¡vpmÉ ¢Rm ¢Lwhc¿¹£l
j-a¡z hå¥-cl Bhc¡l -gm-a f¡la e¡ h-m
¢e-Sl Sl¦l£ L¡S gm a¡cl p‰ ¢cuR,
a¡-cl -mM¡ R¡¢f-u -ch¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ L-l-R, kMe
CµR eC aMeJ p¤¤l¡ f¡e LlR a¡cl p‰
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lh£¾cÊe¡b pÇf¢LÑa A-eL Lb¡u E-W H-p-R
ay¡l -mM¢e-az p¤¤e£-ml S£h-e üaxØg¥aÑi¡-hC
H-p-Re ¢hnÄL¢hz ay¡-L pl¡p¢l Aü£L¡l L-l-Re
Bh¡l LM-e¡ f¤el¡¢h×L¡l L-l-Rez NËqZ J
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p¤¤e£-ml Aj¡¢uL üi¡-hl Lb¡ hm-a ¢N-u L¢h
n´M O¡ol p‰ ay¡l HL ¢Q¢Wl Lb¡ hmaC
quz "L«¢šh¡p' f¢œL¡l mM¡ k¡N¡s Lla ¢Nu
L¢h n´M -O¡o-L HL ¢Q¢W-a S¡e¡e - "-mM¡
Be-a Bfe¡l h¡¢s -k-a q-h z Hl j-dÉC
HL¢ce -ka¡jz ¢L¿¹¥ ¢h-ma O¤-l H-p B¢j
M¡¢eLV¡ p¡-qh q-u -N¢R - j-e qm, Bfe¡l
h¡¢s-a B¢j A-eLh¡l -N¢R, Hh¡l Bfe¡l
HLh¡l Bp¡ E¢Qa Bj¡-cl h¡¢s-a - ¢lV¡eÑ
¢i¢SV ¢qphz A¢L¢’vLl j¡e¤ol frJ
HlLj Bn¡ Ll¡ A°hd euz'6 L¢h n´M -O¡o
e¡ ¢N-u -p¢ce b¡L-a f¡-le¢ez ¢a¢e ¢e-SC
S¡¢e-u-Re, "e¡ ¢N-u ¢L b¡L-a f¡l¡ k¡u ?'7
hå¥l Hje B-hce ANË¡qÉ Ll¡l n¢š² L¡l¡l
-eCz HC -a¡ -p¢ce "p¤¤e£m ØjlZ' pi¡u H-p
ay¡l AaÉ¿¹ O¢eù hå¥ n£-oÑ¾c¥ j¤-M¡f¡dÉ¡u
p¤¤e£-ml Øj«¢aLbe Ll-a ¢N-u k¡ h-m -N-me
a¡-a Aj¡¢uL p¤¤e£-ml fË¢a Bj¡-cl nËÜ¡ h¡-s
hC L-j e¡z OVe¡¢V O-V¢Rm -L¡e HL

p-åÉ-hm¡uz HL S¡uN¡-a h-p B—¡ ¢c¢µR-me
p¤¤e£m J n£-oÑ¾c¥ j¤-M¡f¡dÉ¡uz -p pju p¤¤e£-ml
HL hå¥l BNje O-Vz ¢a¢e H-p¢R-me HL¢V
L¢ha¡ -cM¡-a, -p¢V R¡f¡l -k¡NÉ ¢Le¡ a¡ ¢hQ¡l
Ll¡-az -k hå¥¢V H-p¢Rm a¡l hå¥l -R-m
¢m-M¢Rm I L¢ha¡¢Vz p¤¤e£m kb¡l£¢a Lmj ¢e-u
L¡V¡L¥¢V Ll-a Ll-a Hje HL¢V S¡uN¡u
L¢ha¡¢V cy¡s Ll¡-me k I L¢hl j¡œ c¤'m¡Ce
l-u-Rz h¡¢LV¡ p¤¤e£-mlz pw-n¡d-el fl p¤¤e£m
iâ-m¡L-L -glv ¢c-u -cez aMe n£-oÑ¾c¥
S¡e¡e L¢hl e¡j¢VJ pw-n¡de L-l a¡l e¡-jl
p¡-b "p¤¤e£m' në¢V -k¡N L-l -ch¡l SeÉz
HLb¡ ö-e p¤¤e£m -q¡ -q¡ L-l a¡l -q-p J-Wez
Hi¡-h -he¡-j hý L¢ha¡ p¤¤e£m ¢m-M ¢c-u-Rez
-p pjÙ¹ EÜ¡l Ll-m p¤¤e£-ml lQe¡l pñ¡l
BlJ h¡s-hz
¢jöL p¤¤e£-ml Bl HLfËÙÛ f¢lQu Bjl¡ -f-u
b¡¢L j¡¢pL "hp¤¤ja£' f¢œL¡u fËL¡¢na HL¢V
¢eh-å :
“p¤¤e£mc¡l p‰ j¢ce£f¤l k¡¢µRz p‰ j¡,
nwLl B-l¡ -LE -LEz AÉ¡ð¡p¡Xl R¥V-R,
-f¡NË¡j B-Rz qW¡v p¤¤e£mc¡ hm-me - "C¾cÊ¡Z£
N¡e d-l¡'z B¢j Q¥fz j¤X e¡ b¡L-m B¢j
N¡C-a Q¡C e¡ hl¡hlCz J-a Bj¡l d¡lZ¡ N¡e
kb¡kb pÇj¡e f¡u e¡z ph¡C Q¡f¡Q¡¢f Ll-a
b¡-Lz B¢j -h¢n Lb¡ -L¡e¢ceC h¢me¡z ¢h-no
L-l h¡C-ll -m¡LS-el p¡j-ez ¢LR¥C hmm¡j
e¡z N¡eJ N¡Cm¡j e¡z qW¡v p¤¤e£mc¡ N¡e dl-me
- "SNal Be¾ck‘ Bj¡l ¢ej¿»Zz' p’¡l£a
-k-aC A¢ÙÛl q-u hmm¡j, "e¡x! p¤¤l qm e¡z'
Hhw B¢j f¤-l¡ N¡eV¡ N¡Cm¡jz N¡e -no q-m
p¤¤e£mc¡ hm-me - "-c-MR -Le i¥m p¤¤l
L-l¢Rm¡j ?' ph¡C -q-p EWmz”8 HjeC fË¡”m
hÉ¢š²aÆ ¢Rme p¤¤e£mz
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pwMÉ¡u pÇf¡cL ay¡l pÇf¡cL£u Lm¡-j
¢m-M-Re ".......h‰S
h¡jf¿Û£cl
Q¡M
p¤¤e£m
N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u aMe pËg ¢p BC H-l HLSe
c¡m¡m hC ¢LR¥ eez ay¡l ¢hl¦Ü Qlhª¢šl
fËaÉr h¡ f-l¡r fËj¡Z e¡ ¢jm-mJ ay¡-L
J ay¡l pª¢ø-L ¢eu¢ja N¡mj¾c L-l
¢NuRe h¡jf¿Û£l¡z a¡a AhnÉ ¢h¾c¥j¡œ
¢hQ¢ma qe¢e L¢hz......Bh¡l -O¡¢oai¡-hC
¢a¢e f¢lhaÑef¿Û£ ¢R-me e¡z hlw p¤¤e£m
¢m-M¢R-me, h¡j Sj¡e¡l f-l k¡l¡ Hl¡-SÉ
rja¡u Bp-a f¡-l, a¡-cl Lb¡ i¡h-a
-N-m ay¡l ¢hh¢jo¡ quz.....p¤¤e£-ml pj¡-m¡Qe¡u
N¡œc¡ql L¡lZ OV¢Rm hmC ay¡L ¢nö¢L-n¡l HL¡-c¢jl pqpi¡f¢al fc -b-L
p¢l-u ¢c-a -p±SeÉ-¢nø¡Q¡-l h¡-d¢e
f¢lhaÑef¿Û£ plL¡-llz'5
ah¤ p¤¤e£m ¢R-me ¢eÕQ¥fz L¡lZ ¢a¢e S¡e-ae
¢a¢e l¡Se£¢al L¡lh¡¢l ee, ¢a¢e Lm-jl
L¡lh¡¢lz
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hSÑ-el jdÉ ¢c-uC lh£¾cÊe¡b H-p¢R-me p¤¤e£m
N¡‰¥m£l S£hez lh£¾cÊe¡bL "…l¦ch' ¢qp¡h
p-ð¡de, n¡¢¿¹¢e-La-e ay¡l fË¢a¢ùa ¢hcÉ¡m-u
hZÑ¡nËj fËb¡l Ar-l Ar-l f¡me CaÉ¡¢c e¡e¡
OVe¡ pÇf-LÑ ay¡l üaxØg¥aÑ ¢h-l¡-dl Lb¡ ¢a¢e
fËL¡nÉ S¡¢euRez lh£¾cÊe¡bl "…l¦ch' qu
JW¡ pÇf-LÑ p¤¤e£m S¡¢e-u-Re "…l¦ch öemC djÑ£u …l¦cl Lb¡ je
f-s, ky¡l¡ BdÉ¡aÈp¡de¡l ¢eSÑe h¡p -R-s j¡-T
j¡-TC pj¡-S ¢hQlZ Ll-a B-pe Hhw Hje
¢LR¥ L-l -g-me k¡ Apwkj£ Hhw p¡d¡lZ
e£¢aq£e j¡e¤o-clJ R¡¢s-u k¡uz'9
Bh¡l n¡¢¿¹¢eLae ¢hcÉ¡mu Ns a¡m¡ fËp‰
h-m-Re "Cw-lS fËh¢aÑa -Ll¡¢e °a¢ll ¢nr¡
hÉhÙÛ¡l fË¢ah¡-c ¢a¢e HL¢V BcnÑ ¢hcÉ¡mu
ÙÛ¡fe Ll-aC f¡l-ae, ¢L¿¹¥ a¡ fË¡Q£e i¡l-al
Bc-nÑ hËþ ¢hcÉ¡mu q-a k¡-h -Le
?.......n¡¢¿¹¢e-La-el ¢hcÉ¡mu¢V-a hZÑ¡nËjfËb¡
Ar-l Ar-l f¡¢ma q-u-R, Hje ¢L hË¡þZL¡uÙÛ-°hnÉ R¡œcl f¡n¡Ll lw fkÑ¿¹ Bm¡c¡
Bm¡c¡......z'10
¢h-l¡¢da¡ Ll-he h-m Bp-l Aha£ZÑ qe
p¤¤e£mz j-e j-e lh£¾cÊe¡-bl fË¢a Ni£l nËÜ¡
-f¡oZ Ll-ae ¢a¢ez ¢k¢e hm-a f¡-le "¢ae-

-S¡s¡ m¡¢bl O¡-u lh£¾cÊ-lQe¡hm£ m¤-V¡u
f¡-f¡-n'z ¢a¢eC Bh¡l cl¡S L-ã h-m-Re "-L¡e eh£e -mML k¢c p§Qe¡f-hÑ lh£¾cÊe¡b-L
Aü£L¡l L-l ¢eSü i¡o¡ på¡-el -Qø¡ e¡ L-l
lh£¾cÊe¡-bC BfÔ¥a b¡-L -p A¢a j¤MÑz f¢lZa
hu-pJ k¢c -L¡e -mML lh£¾cÊe¡-bl -b-L c§-l
pl b¡L, ay¡L S£hek¡fel p‰£ Ll e¡ eu
a¡q-m -p BlJ hs j¤MÑ !'11
k¡C-q¡L ph-n-o hm¡ k¡u, i¡la£u p¡¢qaÉSN-a p¤¤e£-ml jªaÉ¥-a HL¢V ¢hl¡V AdÉ¡-ul
Ahp¡e qmz jq¡øj£l Ni£l l¡-a ¢a¢e Q-m
-N-me Bj¡-cl -R-sz LmL¡a¡l l¡Sf-b
pc¡m¡f£ HC j¡e¤oV¡l jl-cq¢V HLh¡l -Q¡-M
-cM¡l Bn¡u ASpË j¡e¤o i£s S¢j-u¢Rm,
¢hcn bLJ fËQ¥l j¡e¤o Hp¢Rmz A…¢¿¹ p¤¤e£m
iš² gph¤L a¡cl fË¡g¡Cm L¡m¡ Ll
¢c-u¢Rmz HLSe ¢m-M¢R-me "HLp¡-b A-eL BaÈ£-ul ¢hc¡u OVm, -ke
HLC f¢lh¡-ll A-eL -m¡L HLp¡-b Q-m
-N-mez L¡L¡h¡h¤, p¿¹¥, S¡S¡, e£mj¡e¤o, …V¥¢m,
e£l¡, Ap£j, p”u, q¢l, el¾cÊ i¡jÑ¡......Hhw
B-l¡ A-e-Lz'12
p¤¤e£m Ajlz p¤¤e£-ml j-a¡ j¡e¤o-cl jªaÉ¥ qu
e¡z p¡¢q¢aÉL C¾cÊe£m p¡eÉ¡m kb¡bÑC h-m-Re "p¤¤e£m N‰¡f¡dÉ¡u : Never born, never died,
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just visited our planet from 1934 to 2012'
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Introduction: A brick is a block of clay or
blocks. They are an ideal building material
other similar material, usually in the shape
because they are relatively cheap to make,
of a rectangle that is baked so that it
very durable, and require little maintenance.
becomes hard enough to be used for
Bricks are usually made of kiln-baked
building houses and other structures. Bricks
mixtures of clay. People who work with
are one of the oldest types of building
brick are called brick masons or bricklayers.
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Abstract
The article focuses on nature of accidents in brick industry. Safety and security lapses are
resulting in accidents and injuries in industries and hence they need to be prevented. Govt. of
India has been taking various measures in order to prevent accidents. Factories Act, 1948
provides some guidelines for the prevention of industrial accidents. The various provisions
relating to safety are mentioned from Sec.21 (fencing of machinery) to Sec.41 –H (Right of
workers to warn about imminent danger).For this write up, the author of this paper discusses
few of the sections of provisions regarding the safety of workers which are relevant for bricks
industry; such as section 34,35,36 38 40A, &40B. Workmen’s Compensation Act 1923(was
known as Employee’s Compensation Act 1923) makes it obligatory for the employers, brought
within the ambit of the Act, to furnish to the State Governments/Union Territory Administration
annual returns containing statistics relating to the average number of workers covered under the
Act, number of compensated accidents and the amount of compensation paid. In this paper, the
author has tried to highlight a picture of the accidents in bricks industry of Karimganj District.
The author mentions various statutory provisions of safety measures prescribed in the Factories
Act 1948. Some of which are relevant and applicable in bricks industry that are explained in
section-IV of this paper. Training and awareness are the proactive development of knowledge,
attitude, behaviour and skill of the workers. Safe attitude, behaviour and skill evolved by the
safety education contribute to the overall accident reduction programme in the brick industry.
The present paper aims to study the availability of provisions and the implementation of these
provisions in brick industry of Karimganj District.
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The
Columbia
Electronic
Encyclopaedia (2004): A brick is a block of
ceramic material used in masonry
construction, laid using mortar. Brick is
made by pressing clay into blocks and firing
them to the requisite hardness in a kiln.
Bricks in their most primitive form were not
fired but were hardened by being dried in
the sun.
Brick making is a traditional but
important industry in India and other
developing countries. Based on the limited
information available on the brick industry
in India, it is estimated that more than
100,000 kilns produce about 80 to100
billion bricks per year.The present demand
is estimated as 120 billion bricks per year.
This is due to increasing demand for
construction of houses, roads and bridges
and for which establishment of more and
more brick firms are coming up in future
and large number of brick- workers will be
employed. There are two categories of
issues in brick making industry:
environmental and social. The choice of
technology for firing of bricks depends

generally on factors such as scale of
production, soil and fuel availability,
availability of skilled manpower and
business considerations such as profitability
and availability of finance. The popular
brick making technologies are clamps,
movable chimney and more recently fixed
chimney kilns. The small scale brick
entrepreneurs
are
confronted
with
environmental regulation and face numerous
challenges for survival, considering the
situation that there are very limited options
for them to adopt for their brick business.
The workers in the brick industry are subject
to bad working conditions and poor
remuneration. The brick moulder families
are contracted through middlemen and
earlier most of them came from the different
districts of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Chattisgarh
and Orissa. Both male and female member
of the families are engaged in brick making.
Children are not employed as such, but
usually they accompany their parents to the
work place. There is an arrangement for
toilets and drinking water facilities. The
work force is paid on basis of quantum of
work and against completion of certain
tasks. Operations are mostly manual and
under present conditions the working
schedule for the workers is mainly for dry
season in between the months from
November to April.
The life of industrial workers is full
of risks and hazards. Every year lakhs of
employees are injured in factories, mines,
railways, ports and docks, leading to acute
ailments or permanent handicaps. World
Health Organization (1997) estimated that
10 to 30 percent of workers in developed
countries and up to 30 percent of the
workers in developing countries are exposed
to physical hazards and found that accidents
in industries can be reduced by 50 percent
with the adoption of safety system and
changes in behavioral and management
practices .It has been estimated that 250
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In ancient times, bricks were made of mud
and dried in the sun. Modern bricks are
made from concrete, sand and lime, and
glass. The physical and chemical
characteristics of the raw materials used to
make bricks, along with the temperature at
which they are baked, determine the colour
and hardness of the finished product. Burnt
bricks are the most popular building material
in India.
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Brown (1995) why accidents has
occurred? One has to be aware of the
theories of accident causation and theories
of human error. Accident investigation stops
at a premature level but should be required
to be firmly based on theories of accident
causation and human error.
Grimaldi et al. (1989) mentioned
that the economic effects of occupational
safety from a business perspective
occupational accidents interrupt the
production process, generating on the one
hand both financial and opportunity costs.
Kurzman (1987) investigated the
Bhopal gas leak accident due to the release
of methyl isocyanine gas and found that the
lack of safety was the reason for this
accident which killed around twenty five
hundred people and injured to two hundred
thousand people.
Cardillo et al. (1984) studied the
saves case which liberated dioxin into air
and found that safety problems had caused
this accident and subsequently contaminated
the air due to dioxin which killed birds,
animals and injured many people on its path.
Ashford (1976) found that work
accidents kill more than 12,000 persons
annually and permanently impaired more
than 80,000 workers and also estimated that
work place death occurs every42 minutes
and injury occurs every 4 seconds.
Sebastian Gilbert (2009) while
discussing various legislations on labour
welfare also mentioned the need for
reviewing the existing labour laws in the
organised
sector,
and
suggesting
comprehensive legislative measures to
ensure a basic level of protection to workers
in the unorganised sector.
Environment Systems Branch,
New Delhi (2005) studied on Environmental
&Social Report forVertical Shaft Brick Kiln
( VSBK) and found that use of internal fuel
increases efficiency and reduces emission
and also suggested that to ensure
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million occupational injuries and 330000
fatalities occur each year.
actrav.itcilo.org/actravenglish/telearn/osh/intro/... - Cached
Review of Literature: A good number of
studies has been conducted on industrial
accidents and the implementation of
different social security measures as
prescribed by Social Security Acts.;
Stout et al (1990) analysed the
accidents and found that despite differences
in data acquisition methods, the traumatic
work related fatalities are the same in United
States of America and Australia.
Ball (1975) studied the vapour cloud
explosion of cyclo hexane in Nypro (UK)
Limited works at Flixborough, England
and found that this accident had killed
twenty eight people and injured eighty one
due to lack of safety.
Kwon (2006) revealed that the
ultimate goal of process safety management
is to prevent process related catastrophic
accidents from occurrence. The reduction of
accident and fatality rates and asset damage
caused by accident were used as an
effectiveness measure of process safety
management regulation in Korea.
Knegtering et al (2009) highlighted that
accidents are low probability high
consequence incidents. The fact that process
safety management has evolved to a mature
level over the last decade, serious accidents
still happen.
Fullarton et al. (2007) indicated that
work place injury remains a significant job
related concern. While worker injury has
been increasingly addressed through safety
training and survey, worker injury continues
to present major expenses both emotionally
and financially.
Choi (2006) mentioned that direct
cost of workplace injuries include the
medical and legal expenses. The largest
associated costs are the indirect costs of
worker injury.
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Methodology of the study:
The study proposes to be carried on
with the help of both primary and secondary
data. The secondary data, proposed to be
used, may be in the form of different books,
journals, periodicals, Government and NonGovernment reports, statistical information,
data available in different handbooks
published by Government of Assam and
India etc. as well as by searching relevant
websites.
The primary data, on the other
hand, were collected in the form of the
opinions of the sample workers, and
employers/managers through schedule,
specially developed for these two categories
of the selected brick units of Karimganj
District.
According to District Industry and
Commerce Centre (DICC) of Karimganj
District, there are 12 registered brick units in
Karimganj District. Out of these 08 were
selected by using simple random sampling,
for the study purpose. It covered 75% of the
total registered brick units of Karimganj
District.
(Source:
DICC, Karimganj, Feb, 2012)
The perception and awareness of
the workers and employers/managers were
studied by collecting relevant information
by canvassing schedule among the sample
workers of the total workers and employers
and/or managers of the selected bricks units
of Karimganj District. Thus, it covered
approximately 100 respondents from both
the
employers/managers
and
workers/employees of the selected brick
units of Karimganj District for this study.
Moreover,
interview
was
conducted with the Officers of District
Industry and Commerce Centre and Labour
Officers of karimganj District to gather the
information regarding the industrial
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1. To discuss the nature of accidents in
Brick Industry of Karimganj District.
2. To identify the different categories of
workers of Brick Industry.
3. To find out the number of accidents
and payment of compensation to

workers of Brick Industry of Karimganj
District.
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improvement in the living conditions of
worker community, several measures will be
undertaken in this project.
Mazumder (2009) researched on a
study of Brick Industry in Barkhola
Development Block of Cachar District of
Assam and found that people are becoming
conscious of the evil effects of pollution.
Different environmental conscious NGOs,
committees constituted by Government and
other agencies have given much stress on
pollution free technology. In this situation
there is an urgent need for technological up
gradation of brick industry to make it
pollution free and more safety oriented for
the brick workers.
From the above review of literature,
it is clear that though there are a good
number available of studies on industrial
accidents, labour legislation and its
implementation and also the studies on brick
industry. Therefore, the author of this paper
feels that a study needs to be undertaken
with
reference
to
the
use
and
implementation of provisions regarding the
safety of workers in brick units of
Karimganj District. The present study is a
primary attempt to examine the above
mentioned objectives of brick industry of
Karimganj District. However, so far this
author after his review found that such study
has not been conducted in karimganj District
for which author aims to conduct a study on
brick industry of karimganj District on
workers safety provisions and their
implementation.
Objectives of the study:
The main objectives of the present paper
are:
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Section -I
The concept of different terms
related to industrial accidents may be
available from Factories Act, 1948 and
Workmen‟s Compensation Act, 1923 and
other documents.
Industrial Accidents:
According to the Factories Act of
1948, an industrial accident is defined as “an
occurrence in an industrial establishment
causing bodily injury to a person which
makes him unfit to resume his duties in the
next 48 hours.‟‟ In other words, it is an
unexpected event which is neither
anticipated nor designed to occur. It is
always sudden for a gradual process does
not constitute an accident.
Moreover, the event or occurrence
should be something to which a definite
time, date and place can be assigned. It must
arise in the course of employment in a
factory or an industrial establishment.
However, self inflicted injuries or injuries

Industrial Injury:
An industrial injury has been
defined in Workmen‟s Compensation Act,
1923 as, “a personal injury to an employee
which has been caused by an accident or an
occupational disease, and which arises out
of, or in the course of, employment, and
which would entitle such employee to
compensation under the Workmen‟s
Compensation Act, 1923.‟‟
The injuries of the accidents may be
fatal or non -fatal. Fatal injury means injury
resulting from industrial accident which
caused death of the worker. Non- fatal injury
means injury resulting from an industrial
accident, which prevented injured worker
from attending to the work for a period of 48
hours or more immediately following
Factories Act.
Nature and Types of Accidents (
Mamoria: 1996): The nature of an accident
may vary from industry to industry. An
employee may fall from a height while
engaged on a particular assignment or he
may be caught in a machine while working
on it, or he may fall against a machine, or
parts of a machine having a horizontal
protruding motion may strike against him or
explosives used carelessly may explode, and
injure an employee. Such accidents may
result in disablement or death.
Accidents may be of different types
depending upon the severity, durability and
degree of the injury. An accident causing
death or permanent or prolonged disability
to the injured employee is called „major‟
accident. A cut that does not render the
employee disabled is termed as „minor‟
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For the sake of simplicity of the
analysis, the paper is divided into four
sections: Section -I deals with the first
objective of the present study.
The
identification of the different categories of
workers of brick industry is included in
section-II. The number of accidents and
payment of compensation to workers of
brick industry are discussed in section-III.
The section-IV concentrates observation and
conclusion.

inflicted with the consent of a person cannot
be regarded as accidents.
Thus, an accident is an unplanned
and uncontrolled event in which an action or
reaction of an object, a substance, a person,
or a radiation results in personal injury.
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accidents and payment of compensation of
brick industry. Data and information were
also collected by arranging interviews with
the knowledgeable persons like employers,
dealers, technical experts and other related
persons of the selected brick units of
karimganj
District.
(Source: Field Survey, Feb, 2013)
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(Source: Field survey of
bricks units of Karimganj District, Feb,
2013)
In general, health and safety in the
workplace has improved in most
industrialized countries over the past 20 to
30 years, however, the situation in
developing countries is relatively unclear
largely because of inadequate accidents and
disease recognition, record-keeping and
reporting mechanisms.
Section-II

1. kiln-baked mixtures of clay;
2. Bricks making section;
3. Unfired bricks carrying section;
4. Unfired bricks loading &setting in
the kiln;
5. Fire section;
6. Coal section;
7. Fired bricks unloading section;
8. Stock-at storage piles and bins;
9. despatch -loading & unloading of
fired bricks;
10. Rubbish section;
11. Management section;
(Source:
Field
survey of bricks units of Karimganj District,
Feb, 2013)
According to the survey, it is clear
that
the
maximum
numbers
of
workers/labourers are required in the
making of bricks of the brick industry. In
other sections, less number of workers is
required. Workers are engaged on the basis
of their skill and the requirement of the
owner of the bricks unit. Of course, it is true
that the workers of fire section, loading of
unfired bricks in the kiln and unloading of
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There are different sections
of brick industry. All the sections of brick
industry are equally important for
production of bricks. It has been studied that
the following sections are very vital for
bricks unit for its manufacturing:
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accident. When an employee gets injury
with external signs of it, it is external injury.
Injury without showing external
signs such as a fractured bone is called an
internal one. When an injury renders an
injured employee disabled for a short period,
say, a day or a week, it is a temporary
accident. On the contrary, making injured
employee disabled forever is called
permanent accident. Disability caused by
accident may be partial or total, fatal or nonfatal. No accident occurs automatically.
Instead, certain factors cause accidents. It
has been noticed that an accident does not
have a single cause but a multiplicity of
causes, which are often closely related.
The manufacturing of brick
industry uses coal, fire, clay, kiln and
chimney to convert kucha soil (raw soil) into
hard dry fired bricks. As the bricks industry
using fire and coal through chimney kiln and
work is done by workers manually, so there
may be a possibility of causing
accident/injury to workers .Therefore, the
author intends to study the happening of
accidents, safety measures available and
implemented by the employers/managers for
safety and security at work place for the
workers in brick industry. An idea is also
mooted to know the compliance of the
employers‟ attitude towards the payment of
compensation
as
per
Workmen‟s
Compensation Act of 1923. It has been
observed from the field study that
accidents/injuries occurred in the brick
industry for which employer/manager
maintains provisions of first- aid treatment
within the campus of the brick firm. It is
also noted that the workers expressed their
views that there is an arrangement from the
part of the employer to provide medical
treatment to the workers, if necessary during
the working season. If the accidents /injuries
are more fatal they send the workers to govt.
hospital and the cost of the medical
treatment is provided by the employer.
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fired bricks from the kiln are always skilled
and efficient. They are aware about their
assignment and also supervised properly.

In this contest, workers are
identified as well as classified as per their
assignment and task. Workers are employed
in the bricks firm according to the scale of
production of the firm. The following table1 highlights the present position of the
various categories of workers of the selected
brick industry of karinmganj District.

Table-1
Workers strength of various categories of selected brick- units of karimganj district:

In India due to late reporting or
non-reporting of the accidents, the exact
number of persons affected by accidents are
not available. However, on the basis of the
report submitted by different State
Governments,
Ministry
of
Labour,
Government of India publishes some
statistical information regarding the number
of fatal and non-fatal accidents, incidence
and frequency rates of accidents in India.
The following table-II focuses that the
respondents are employer/ managers and
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Section -III
It is estimated that at least 250
million occupational accidents occur every
year worldwide. 335,000 of these accidents
are fatal (result in death). (Since many
countries do not have accurate recordkeeping and reporting mechanisms, it can be
assumed that the real figures are much
higher than this) .The number of fatal
accidents is much higher in developing
countries than in industrialized ones.
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Name of bricks Permanent
Temporary
Casual workers Total workers
unit
workers
workers
National bricks 50
10
nil
60
industry
Singh company
02
65
20
87
Roy &co.
04
60
07
71
New
Barak 30
10
10
50
bricks industry
Mammon bricks 01
30
05
36
industry
Happy
bricks 03
30
04
37
industry
Cachar
bricks 50
15
02
67
industry
Valley
bricks 45
10
05
60
industry
Total -8 industry 185
230
53
468
(Source: Field survey of the above selected bricks units of karimganj District, Feb, 2013)
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workers/employees of the selected brick
accidents/injuries and the payment of
units of Karimganj District regarding the
compensation to workers.
Table -II
Respondents of both employers and workers of selected brick units of karimganj District
regarding accidents and payment of compensation to workers:
S
l
.
n
o
.
1
.
2
.
3
.
4
.
5
.

Name of brick
units

No. of
respondents
employer/
managers

No.
of
respondents
workers/
employees

No.
Accidents
Occurred

National bricks
industry
Signh company

02

11

01

Roy &co.

6
.
7
.
8
.

of

Compen
Sation
payments

total
no.
respondeents

nil

nil

13

12

nil

nil

13

02

11

nil

nil

13

New
Barak
Bricks Industry
Mamon Bricks
Industry

01

10

nil

nil

11

02

09

02

10

Restructured
house of workers
twice.
nil

11

Happy Bricks
Industry
Cachar Bricks
Industry
Valley Bricks
Industry
Total
-08
industry

Twice
workers‟
house fired
nil

03

11

nil

nil

14

02

10

nil

nil

12

15

84

of

12

99

well as the amount of compensation paid to
workers in brick industry of karimganj
District.
Table-II shows the incidence rate of
injuries (injuries number of persons) and
compensation payment to workers of
selected brick firms. The
table also
highlights that the rate of accidents is very
few. But one incident has been occurred
that the workers‟ house in the campus of the
brick firm was fired twice. The employer of
that brick firm had restructured the workers‟
house and provided to the workers cloth
&other accessories for their survival.
Obviously, it seems that the employers/
management of brick industry are very much
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But the figures may not be strictly
comparable due to differences in area
covered, varying response or non-response
from employer/management and employees/
workers of brick industry. Table-II provides
some information relating to industrial
accidents and the amount of payment of
compensation to workers/ employees of
brick firms of karimganj District on the
basis of the report collected through the
schedule from the employers and/or
managers as well as employees/workers of
selected brick units of karimganj District.
This table reveals that there is a significant
response from both the employers and
workers regarding the accidents occurred as
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(Source: Field survey of the above mentioned bricks units of karimganj District)
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Prevention of Accidents in the
industry is the joint responsibility of all
concerned viz management, employees,
trade unions and government human
error of accidents can be minimized by
imparting safety education, training, etc.
Many
companies
have
circulated
Accident Prevention Programme (APP)
among all concerned. They inform to
workers regarding how and when to
report of injuries, where first- aid
facilities are available, how to report
unsafe conditions and practices, how to
do in an emergency; say fire emergency,
earth quake emergency, to include how to
work in an emergent situation, use and
care of required personal protective
equipment. They have constituted safety
committee and employees safety meeting
are held regularly.
From the above discussion, it is
clearly observed that there is no comparable
and reliable industrial accidents statistics in
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Government of India has taken
various measures for the prevention of
industrial accidents. Factories Act, 1948
provides some guidelines for the
prevention of industrial accidents. The
various provisions relating to safety are
mentioned in Sec.21 (fencing of
machinery) to Sec.41 –H (Right of
workers to warn about imminent danger).
Workmen’s Compensation Act 1923(was
known as Employee’s Compensation Act
1923) makes it obligatory for the employers,
brought within the ambit of the Act, to
furnish to the State Governments/Union
Territory Administration annual returns
containing statistics relating to the average
number of workers covered under the Act,
number of compensated accidents and the
amount of compensation paid.
As per Factories Act 1948,
Sec.34 deals with excessive weights which
are applicable in brick industry and Sec. 35
deals with protection of eyes that is related
to workers of bricks unit. Sec. 36 of the Act
has relevance for precautions against
dangerous fumes as brick industry using
coal & chimney kiln and it is dangerous to

workers. Sec.38 of the Act is very relevant
for bricks industry as it is related to
precaution in case of fire. Hence, bricks
industry uses sufficient coal and fire wood
for its production. So workers should be
protected from any fire that may act as a
danger to the life of workers.Sec.40A deals
with maintenance of building which is
necessary for health and welfare of the
workers of the brick industry and Sec.40B
deals with safety officers. It is mandatory
from the part of the Government that safety
officers must visit and inspect the safety
measures of brick industry. In this regard,
State Government has the rules to ensure the
safety and security of the workers of the
brick industry.
The brick industry is also within the
purview of Environment Protection Act
1986, and it is mandatory for this industry to
follow the rules enacted by the State
Pollution Control Board.
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cautious and aware regarding the
accidents/injuries of workers during the
working hours of the firm. Of course, it is
true that the opinions expressed from both
employers/management
and
employees/workers regarding the accidents
/injuries in the brick industry of karimganj
District are significantly similar. So, it is
focused from the respondents of the selected
brick units of Karimganj District that close
supervision,
awareness
and
proper
instructions are safety and security of the
workers and also reducing/eliminating the
injuries or accidents of the workers. This
leads to the workers to enrich their
knowledge, attitude, behavior, skill and
efficiency for their safety at work.
Section- IV
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regarding the accidents/injuries of workers
during the working hours of the industry.
The employer/manager provides medical
facility to their workers. In case of payment
of compensation to workers regarding
injury/accident of bricks unit is mandatory.
Therefore, accidents may not rise in the
firm. From the legal point of view, if any
accidents occurred, accident affected
families must be provided all types of help if
necessary in order to save themselves from
the exploitation of the employers.
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brick industry of karimganj District. Brick
industry is an unorganized sector which is
directly involved for production and
manufacturing of bricks in our country.
Workers are engaged in large scale in the
brick firms because of the manufacturing
process of this industry is basically based on
manual
and
seasonal.
Hence,
workers/labourers are aware and sincere for
their work. At the same time, they are also
supervised properly. Thus, it is found that
the employers/ management of brick
industry are very much cautious and aware
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Micro-Finance and its Inter-State Disparities in
North-East India
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Abstract
Microfinance refers to the provision of various financial services like savings, credit, money
transfers, insurance etc. in small doses for the poor to enable them to raise their income levels
and improve living standards. The North-East Region is one of the back-ward regions of India
characterized by low per-capita income, low capital formation, in-adequate infrastructure
facilities, geographical isolation and communication bottleneck, inadequate exploitation of
natural resources like mineral resources, hydro power potential, forests etc. Present paper
highlights the microfinance programme in North-East India and its inter-state variation
regarding various aspects like volume of savings, loan disbursement and loans outstanding. The
Microfinance programme in India started near about two decades back. But its progresses are
not uniform throughout various region and states. Assam is the leader state of North-Eastern
region shows relatively better performance compare to the other states of North-East. On the
other hand, Sikkim shows relatively poor performance. The differences in the progress of scheme
in the North-eastern states are mainly due to differences in communication facility, literacy,
geographical positions and moreover the differences between the activities and availability of
the banking agencies. In the light of the above observation the present paper would highlight the
issues & causes of inter-state variation of microfinance programme in N.E. India.
JEL Classification: G21
Keywords: Microfinance, Self-help Groups, North-East and Inter-state Disparities.

facilities, geographical isolation and
communication
bottleneck,
inadequate
exploitation of natural resources like mineral
resources, hydro power potential, forests etc.
Apart from these, there are inter-state
differences with respect to their resource
endowments, level of industrialisation as
well as infrastructural facilities. The
Microfinance programme started its bank
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Northeast India refers to the easternmost
region
of India consisting
of
the
contiguous eight Sister States. The region
accounts for 7.9 percent of the total land
space of the country. The North-East Region
is one of the back-ward regions of India
characterized by low per-capita income, low
capital formation, in-adequate infrastructure
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1. Introduction:
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1. Review of Literature:
The purpose of the literature review is to
summarize perspectives that might have a
direct or indirect bearing on the conceptual
design dealt with in this study and to prepare
to frame work through which one could
have a better understanding of the problem.
The components of the various frame works
covered by the review and their analysis are
subsequently used for supplementing the
findings of the study. The following
literature review presents a scenario of
microfinance activities in India. The
literature also reported Inter-Regional and
Inter-State Disparities among the various
regions and states.
Micro finance programs are important
institutional devices for providing small
credit to the rural poor in order to alleviate
poverty .Micro financing
programmes
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a small, economically homogeneous and
affinity groups of rural/urban poor,
voluntarily formed to save and contribute to
a common fund to be lent to the members as
per group decision and for working together
for social and economic uplift of their
families and community. This microfinance
approach permits members of SHGs to
translate 'small pay- ins' in to „large take
outs‟ when needed (Rutherford, 2002). The
programme of SHG formation has started in
North-East India in the year 1997-98.
Majority of the SHGs in North-East India
are concentrated in Assam. Assam alone
contributes a bulk of SHG savings, loan
disbursement and outstanding bank loan.
The present study is therefore, a modest
attempt to examine the inter-state disparities
of microfinance programme in North-East
India and identify the factors which
responsible for such disparities. The study
also tries to have a look on growth of
microfinance programme in Assam and
India.
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linkage programme in North-East India with
lots of hopes that it will improve the lives of
the poor because finance is one of the most
crucial inputs for economic wellbeing. In
India, there are strong inadequacies of rural
access to formal finance. As a result rural
poor depends on informal sector for
financing their emergent needs. Dependent
on informal financial services, the poor
often find themselves, at usurious rates of
interest, spiraling into a vicious cycle of
impoverishment and debt. Access to credit is
positively correlated with the decline in rural
poverty and an increase in secondary and
tertiary output (Burges and Pande, 2003).
Majority of rural population, however, still
does not appear to have access to finance
from a formal source and the poor face
particularly severe problems in getting
finance (Basu, 2008).The banks and other
formal financial institutions more or less
stay away from banking with the poor due to
the high risk involved in repayment of loan.
Microfinance here emerged as a noble
substitute for informal credit and an
effective and powerful instrument for
poverty reduction among people who are
economically
active
but
financially
constrained and vulnerable in various
countries (Morduch and Haley, 2002). Many
studies (Latif, 2001; Khandekar, 2000;
Mahendra Varman, P, 2005) have revealed
that increased availability of micro-credit to
the poor through micro financing SHGs will
enable rural households to develop banking
habits, to take up larger productive
activities. The need to improve financial
accesses of India's poor, the over whelming
majority of whom are concentrated in rural
areas, motivated the establishment time to
time to launch many innovative programmes
in the country. One such innovative
approach to serve the financial needs of
India's rural poor is the concept of the
formation of Self Help Groups (SHGs). It is
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Sriram and Kumar (2005) while identifying
the causes for regional variation in the
spread of SBLP pointed out three factors
that may have led to the growth of the
program in states with higher penetration
rates. These are incidence of poverty,
population density and number of outlets of
formal financial institutions. Other factors
that may affect outreach are higher density
of population, large number of formal
financial institution outlets, active state
government intervention and presence of
enterprising MFIs.
According to Dr. Abhijit Sharma (2006),
microfinance has become an important tool
or instrument to reduce poverty or promote
micro and small enterprise development.
However, despite the massive physical
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social intermediation, which helps in the
formation of SHGs.
Bansal (2004) have dealt with issue of
explanation of such differences in spread of
the SHG-linkage programme across regions.
She tried to probe whether the spread of the
programme across India has a systematic
pattern. To investigate this she calculated
the coefficient of correlation of the number
of SHGs linked with the population, Human
Development Index (HDI), incidence of
poverty and spread of NGOs across Indian
states. The results indicate that at the macro
level the SHGs have moved away from
poorer states and are mainly following the
presence of NGOs in various states. Swain
and Varghese (2009) further emphasizes the
importance of NGOs by finding out that
training by NGOs have positive effects on
SHG members in helping them to
productively use the loans. But they also
find that this effect is higher for states with
better infrastructural facilities. Thus
complementary facilities are required to
make such programmes more attractive for
the intended clientele.
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through SHGs , introduced the expanded
by non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
in several parts of India , have the potential
to minimize the problem of inadequate
access of banking services to the poor
(Rajasekhar 2000).
The role of SHGs in providing access to
savings and credit facilities, the study
revealed some of the potential strengths as
well as the constraints of SHGs. Despite
many economic disadvantages of the
members, SHGs have been able to inculcate
a regular savings habit among them, leading
to the mobilization of a fair amount of
savings, both individually and collectively.
(Shylendra et. al, 2010) A most notable
milestone in the SHG movement was
achieved when NABARD launched a pilot
phase of the SHG-Bank linkage program in
February, 1992.The study pointed out vast
credit variation among the states and
regions. Southern region is the best region
which shows 52,421.42 million rupees
distributed among SHGs compared to other
regions like Central region , Eastern region,
Western region and North-Eastern region,
where
the credit distributed are Rs5,014.56, 5,183.16, 2,950.77 and 4,53.58
million respectively.( Dr. P. Loganathan and
R. Asokan, 2006).
M.S Sriram (2005) pointed out that,
Around seven lakhs groups were linked to
the banks and around five lakhs groups
were refinanced by NABARD by 2003, the
cumulative disbursement of loans to these
SHGs stood at Rs- 2048 crore. However, the
linkage programme is skewed in favour of
the southern states, particularly Andhra
Pradesh. This state alone account for 39% of
the total linkage, while the Northern and
North-Eastern region together account for
only 5% of the total programme. The
success of SHG bank linkage programme in
state like Andhra Predesh is attributed to the
existence of strong institutions involved in
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4.1.Position of Micro-Finance in NorthEastern Region:
The North-eastern region is a back-ward
region of India in all respects. This is mainly
due to poor performance of Govt.
Institution, poor infrastructural facilities,
poor banking services and so on. In case of
Microfinance also we have seen very poor
performance in North-eastern India. In the
North-east India, the programme launched in
1997-98 but still the programme is in its
infant stage. The figure-1 shows the relative
performance of microfinance in North-east
India compare to all India average.
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3. Methodology:
The study is based on secondary data
collected from sources like NABARD,
Statistical Hand Book of Assam, govt
publications, official website of Assam,
various books and articles. The data has
been analysed using simple statistical tables
and graphs.
4. Analysis of the Study:
The Microfinance programme in India
started near about two decades back. But its
progresses are not uniform throughout
various region and states. The programme
has made a tremendous progress in southern
region compare to the other regions of the
country. This is mainly due to the wellfunctioning of the NGOs and sound
institutional facilities the programme is
successful in southern region. Despite of
many efforts, development of SHG
programme in the North Eastern region has
lagged behind the rest of the country.
Moreover, the progresses of SHG
programme among the North-Eastern states
are also not uniform. Assam has done quite
well whereas the performance of Sikkim is
relatively poor.
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expansion, the out reach to the people has
still not been commensurate. As on 2001,
only 35.5% households availed of banking
services. In the North-East region only
20.4% households availed of banking
service and in Manipur it was 8.7%. Reji
(2010) revealed that the effective
functioning of groups is influenced by a host
of factors involving: Quality of group
meeting, saving habit, adequacy and
accessibility to resources, repayment
behavior, group cohesion, group leadership,
group interaction , autonomy, sense of self ,
equity, accountability and transparency.
The crucial variables influencing the
economic performance of SHGs are
education and training received as social
capital variables and dairying as economic
capital variable. Thus, the SHGs can be
empowered and strengthened to offer
training
to
its
members,
provide
opportunities for education and facilitate
adoption of dairy, in order to enhance their
economic performance. (Nagaraj
et.al.
2009). Fouillet and Augsburg (2007) uses
district level data on SLBP to show that a
considerable disparity remains in the
outreach of the programme. They have also
identified the need to find out the factors
that have influenced the outreach of the
programme. As we can see there are a
variety of factors that the literature has
identified as having influence on the
microfinance outreach.
2. Objective:
 To examine the inter-state variations
among the North-eastern states in
case of savings, loan disbursements,
and loan outstanding to SHGs.
 To analyse the Agency-wise position
of Assam regarding savings, loan
disbursements, and loan outstanding
to SHGs, the leader state in Northeast India.
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Figure-1
Position of Microfinance in North-eastern India compare to All India as
on 31 March, 2010
North Eastern Region

All India Average
467304.6833

103311.8167
12167.09

240888.3333

28716.99

67347.79

Total Savings
Loan Disbursement
(Amount Rs. lakh)

Loan Outstanding

Source: STATEMENT 2-A, 2-B and 2-C, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD.

4.2.Agency-wise Performance of SHG
Savings, Loan Disbursement and
Loan Outstanding in North-Eastern
Region:
The following figures explain the agencywise performance of Microfinance in NorthEastern region regarding savings with banks,
loan disbursement and loan outstanding. The
percentage values of the respective figures
show relative position of Commercial
Banks, Regional Rural Banks and Cooperative Banks with each other.
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microfinance in the North-Eastern Region is
also due to the late start of SHG-Bank
linkage programme in the region.
The programme of Microfinance have a
great success in Southern region, the region
alone enjoys all most half of the
microfinance benefits. As a result, southern
region captures the top position in all
aspects of micro-financing facilities.
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The figure-1 highlights the relative position
of North-east India in case saving, loan
disbursement and loan outstanding compare
to all India average. In case of savings with
banks, the North-eastern region recorded
total saving Rs. 12167.09 lakh as on
31march, 2010. On the other hand, all India
average is much higher i.e. Rs. 103311.8
lakh. Again, in case of loan disbursement
and loan outstanding, the North-eastern
region recorded Rs. 28716.99 lakh and Rs.
67347.79 lakh which are much low compare
to the all India average (region-wise) of loan
disbursement Rs. 240888.33 lakh and loan
outstanding Rs. 467304.68.
This is mainly because of lack of
concentrated effects by banks, the inability
of banks to identify NGOs with savings and
credit groups, lack of motivation among
bankers, lack of large size NGOs with
previous background of working with SHGs
and the social configurations prevailing in
the region. Moreover, poor performance of
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Figure-2
Agency-wise Position of SHG Savings with Banks in North Eastern Region up to 31st
March, 2010
Co-operative Bank
12%
Commercial Banks
40%
Regional Rural Bank
48%
Source: STATEMENT 2-A, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD

The figure-2 explains the agency-wise
performance of savings with banks in NorthEastern region. Here, we have seen that
Regional Rural Banks has the largest share

of 48 percent SHG savings followed by
Commercial Banks 40 percent and Cooperative Banks with only 12 percent SHG
savings.

In the Figure-3, we highlight the relative share of Loan Disbursement among the Commercial
Banks, Regional Rural Banks and Co-operative Banks in the North-Eastern region.

Figure-3
Agency-wise Position of Bank Loans disbursement among the NorthEastern Region during 2009 – 2010
Co-operative Bank
17%

Commercial Banks
44%

Regional Rural Bank
39%

The outstanding bank loans against SHGs
are also one of the important aspects of
microfinance programme. Figure-4 explains
the agency-wise outstanding bank loans
against SHGs in North-Eastern Region.
Here, again we find the same picture like
loan disbursement; Commercial Banks has
the largest share of 58 percent compare to
the 34 percent of Regional Rural Banks and
8 percent of the Co-operative Banks.

Page

It is shown in the figures that, though the
Regional Rural Banks has the largest share
in case of SHG savings with banks, here
Commercial Banks has the largest share (i.e.
44 percent) in case of bank loan
disbursement compare to 39 percent in
Regional Rural Banks and 17 percent in Cooperative Banks in the North-Eastern region.
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Source: STATEMENT 2-B, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD
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Figure-4
Agency-wise position of outstanding bank loans against SHGs in the NorthEastern Region as on 31 March 2010.
Co-operative Bank
8%

Regional Rural Bank
34%

Commercial
Banks
58%

Source: STATEMENT 2-C, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD

The relative share of the Co-operative banks
in all aspects seems to very poor mainly
because of poor setup of Co-operative Banks
network in the North-Eastern Region of
India.

It is also very low in case of the central
region. The growth of the program has been
overwhelming in the south. The southern
region continues to lead in terms of share in
client outreach as well as loan disbursement
and outstanding. Calculation from the
absolute data in Table-1 shows that the share
of the southern region was 68.59 per cent in
1990-00 and still it has a larger share of
55.01 per cent in 2008-09 whereas for
North-Eastern region it was 0.17 and 2.84
percent
respectively

4.3. Region-wise progress/trend in the
SHG-Bank linkage programme:
There exists no uniformity with regard to the
progress of SHG-Bank Linkage Programme
across the regions. It has had good success
in southern regions where as in the northeast
and northern region, its progress is very low.
.
Table-1
Northern
Region

North
Eastern
Region

Eastern
Region

Central
Region

Western
Region

Southern
Region

All India

1999-00

3222
(2.81)

196
(0.17)

9398
(8.19)

15256
(13.29)

7983
(6.96)

78720
(68.59)

114775
(100)

2000-01

9012
(3.42)

447
(0.17)

22258
(8.45)

28581
(10.85)

15543
(5.9)

187690
(71.22)

263531
(100)

2001-02

19321
(4.19)

1490
(0.32)

45892
(9.94)

48181
(10.44)

29318
(6.35)

317262
(68.75)

461464
(100)

2002-03

34923
(4.87)

4069
(0.57)

90893
(12.67)

81583
(11.37)

42180
(5.88)

463712
(64.64)

717360
(100)

2003-04

52396
(4.48)

12278
(1.05)

158237
(13.54)

217009
(18.56)

54815
(4.69)

674356
(57.68)

1169091
(100)
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2004-05

86018
(5.33)

34238
(2.12)

265628
(16.45)

197365
(12.22)

92266
(5.71)

938941
(58.16)

1614456
(100)

2005-06

133097
(5.95)

62517
(2.79)

394351
(17.62)

267915
(11.97)

166254
(7.43)

1214431
(54.25)

2238565
(100)

2006-07

182018
(6.22)

91754
(3.14)

525881
(17.98)

332729
(11.38)

270447
(9.25)

1522144
(52.04)

2924973
(100)

2007-08

134783
(3.72)

103424
(2.85)

753048
(20.77)

326763
(9.01)

446550
(12.32)

1861373
(51.33)

3625941
(100)

2008-09

166087
(4.01)

117609
(2.84)

893126
(21.55)

326602
(7.88)

357775
(8.63)

2283992
(55.1)

4145191
(100)

Source: SHG-Bank Linkage, Status of Microfinance, Various years, NABARD.
Note: The figures in the parenthesis are the percentage value.

The top five states in terms of loans
outstanding accounted for 74 per cent of
total loans in the country. Andhra Pradesh
with 36 per cent share and Tamil Nadu with
14 per cent share of total loans indicate little
left for other states. In terms of average
loans outstanding, Karnataka occupied the
top position with Rs. 1,10,300 per group
which was 88 percent more than the
national average of Rs.58,370 per group . In
recent years, NABARD has initiated special
measures to stimulate the low growth states.

4.4. State-Wise performance of
Microfinance in North-East
India
In the North- east region of India, the SHGBank linkage programme started at around

1997-98. Since then the number of SHGs
linked to the banks have increased
considerably especially during the last few
years. The growth rate of SHGs linked to
banks has been nearly 200 percent from
2001-02 onwards compared to only 50
percent for all India. Similarly the amount of
loan has also registered a jump for the last
few years in the region to more than 200
percent compared to all India figure of only
90 percent or so (Sharma, A, 2006). In
north-east, the state Assam is the leader in
the area of the number of SHGs linked to
banks and amount of bank loan received. In
the initial years, the SHG-Bank-Linkage
Programme (SBLP) did not register much
headway in Assam and other North-Eastern
States.

a) State wise Position of Savings of SHGs with banks in North-East India:
Now the state wise position of SHG savings with banks in the North-Eastern Region is depicted
in the following Table-2.
Table-2

State wise Position of Savings of SHGs with banks among the North-Eastern states up to
31st March, 2010
Saving Amount

Assam
Meghalaya

218352
11787
5926

7359.94
360.25
334.37

Nagaland
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Tripura
Arunachal Pradesh
Mizoram
Manipur
Sikkim
TOTAL

31349
6418
5097
10831
2428
292188

0.10641
0.02569
0.04932
0.02018
0.05848
0.04164

3335.7
164.89
251.4
218.56
141.98
12167.09

Source: STATEMENT 2-A, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD

Table-2 depicts that compared to the other
North-Eastern States, Assam is much better
placed in respect of number of SHGs having
bank account and the total amount of group
savings. As on 31st March, 2010, a total of
292188 SHGs had their bank accounts in the
North-Eastern Region with the savings
amount of Rs. 12167.09 lakh. Out of these
292188 SHGs 218352 were existing in
Assam and thus Assam was having a lion
share of 74.7% SHGs with bank account in
the North-East. Besides this, Assam also had

the highest share of SHG savings (60.5%) in
the entire region.
Among the North-Eastern States, Sikkim
reported lowest number of SHGs having
bank account and the total amount of group
savings. Only 2428 SHGs having total
saving 141.98 lakh has reported by Sikkim
as on as on 31st March, 2010. Saving
amount per SHG among the North-Eastern
states was highest in Tripura (0.10641 lakh)
and lowest in Manipur (0.02018 lakh).
Table-3

Agency-wise Position of Savings with banks among the North-Eastern States up to 31st March, 2010

Regional Rural
Bank

Co-operative
Bank

Total

Saving Amount

Saving Amount

Saving Amount

Saving Amount

Assam

3662.24 (49.76)

2637.95 (35.84)

1059.75 (14.4)

7359.94 (100)

Meghalaya

193.06 (53.59)

132.51 (36.78)

34.68 (9.63)

360.25 (100)

Nagaland

151.37 (45.27)

NA

183 (54.73)

334.37 (100)

Tripura

574.34 (17.22)

2660.6 (79.76)

100.76 (3.02)

3335.7 (100)

Arunachal Pradesh

71.51 (43.37)

77.85 (47.21)

15.53 (9.42)

164.89 (100)

Mizoram

44.23 (17.59)

176.97 (70.39)

30.2 (12.02)

251.4 (100)

Manipur

118.44 (54.19)

80 (36.60)

20.12 (9.21)

218.56 (100)

Sikkim

96.74 (68.14)

NA

45.24 (31.86)

141.98 (100)

Overall

4911.93 (40.37)

5765.88 (47.39)

1489.28 (12.24)

12167.09 (100)

Source: STATEMENT 2-A, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD
Note: The figures in the parenthesis are the
almost half of the SHG savings are
percentage value. NA means not available and total
contributed by the Commercial Banks,
amount consists of the data available from other
whereas the performances of Regional Rural
agencies.

Table-3
indicates
the
agency-wise
performance of SHG savings with banks
among the North-Eastern states. In Assam

Banks and Co-operative are relatively poor.
The Commercial Banks contributes more
than half of the SHG savings in case of
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Meghalaya, Manipur and Sikkim. In case of
operative Banks contributes the SHG
Mizoram and Tripura the largest shares of
savings of 54.73 percent compare to
SHG saving are contributed by the Regional
Commercial Banks only 45.27 percent.
Rural Banks i.e. 70.39 percent and 79.76
percent respectively. In Nagaland, the Cob) State-wise position of Bank Loans disbursed to SHGs in North-Eastern Region:
The state wise position of bank loan disbursed to SHGs in the North-East during the year 200910 is shown in the following table.
Table-4
State-wise position of Bank Loans disbursement in North-Eastern Region during 2009 – 2010
(Amount Rs. Lakh)
Assam

No. of SHGs
39058

Loan Amount
19573.61

Loan per SHG
0.501142

Meghalaya
Nagaland
Tripura

1895
603
5424

884.18
637.83
6270.72

0.466586
1.057761
1.156106

919
318.13
Arunachal Pradesh
417
466.87
Mizoram
538
301.14
Manipur
453
264.51
Sikkim
Overall
49307
28716.99
Source: STATEMENT 2-B, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD

0.34617
1.119592
0.55974
0.583907
0.582412

Like the SHG savings with bank, the
Commercial Banks contributes larger share
of 46.36 percent loan disbursement in
Assam followed by 33.90 percent by
Regional Rural Banks and 19.74 percent by
Co-operative Banks. In the Nagaland as per
data available the entire bank loan disbursed
to SHGs are contributed by the Commercial
banks.
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negligible
(Mizoram-1.119592
and
Nagaland-1.057761).
The differences in the progress of SHGs
scheme in the North-eastern states are
mainly
due
to
lack
of
proper
communication,
literacy,
geographical
positions and moreover the differences
between the activities and availability of the
banking agencies.
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The total number of SHGs had bank loan
disbursed in North-east was 49307 having
total amount Rs. 28716.99 lakh during 200910. Assam accounts for more than 79
percent of the total SHGs and in case of loan
disbursed
Assam
alone
accounts
Rs.19573.61 lakh i.e. more than half of the
total loan disbursed in the N.E region during
2009-10. Among the other states, Mizoram
contributes less number SHGs linked to
bank loan disbursed i.e. 417 SHGs and
Sikkim contributes less amount of bank loan
disbursed i.e. Rs.264.51 lakh during the
2009-10. But the amount of loan per SHG
was highest for Tripura (1.156106 lakh) and
lowest for Arunachal Pradesh (0.34617
lakh). In case of Mizoram and Nagaland the
amount of loan per SHG was also not
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Table-5
Agency-wise position of Bank Loans disbursement among the North-Eastern States during 2009 – 2010
(Amount Rs. Lakh)
Commercial
Banks
Loan Amount

Regional Rural
Bank
Loan Amount

Co-operative
Bank
Loan Amount

Loan Amount

Assam

9075.23 (46.36)

6635.28 (33.90)

3863.1 (19.74)

19573.61 (100)

Meghalaya

672.32 (76.04)

145.05 (16.41)

66.81 (7.56)

884.18 (100)

Nagaland

637.83 (100)

NA

NA

637.83 (100)

Tripura

1368.67 (21.83)

3958.03 (63.12)

944.02 (15.05)

6270.72 (100)

Arunachal Pradesh

312.13 (98.11)

6 (1.89)

NA

318.13 (100)

Mizoram

98.52 (21.10)

363.95 (77.96)

4.4 (0.94)

466.87 (100)

Manipur

174.23 (57.86)

106.91 (35.50)

20 (6.64)

301.14 (100)

Sikkim

198.32 (74.98)

66.19 (25.02)

NA

264.51 (100)

Overall

12537.25 (43.66)

11215.22 (39.05)

4964.52 (17.29)

28716.99 (100)

States

Total

Source: STATEMENT 2-B, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD
Note: The figures in the parenthesis are the
c) The state
percentage value. NA means not available and total
outstanding
amount consists of the data available from other
SHGs in the
agencies.

The Commercial banks contributed 98.11
percent bank loan disbursement to SHGs in
Arunachal Pradesh, 74.98 percent to Sikkim,
76.04 percent to Meghalaya and 57.86
percent to Manipur. The Regional Rural
Banks has also good share of bank loan
disbursement to SHGs in case of Tripura
and Mizoram and less shares in Arunachal
Pradesh i.e. only 1.89 percent of bank loan
disbursed to the state. The positions of bank
loan disbursement by the Co-operative
Banks are very negligible compare to the
Commercial Banks and Regional Rural
Banks.

wise position of
bank loans against
North-Eastern Region:
The state wise position of outstanding bank
loans against SHGs in the Northeast is
depicted in the following table.
In the table-6, again it is shown that Assam
contributes maximum share of outstanding
bank loan against SHGs among the Northeastern states. Out of total outstanding bank
loan in the North-eastern states Rs.67347.79
Assam alone contributes Rs.49123.37.
whereas Sikkim again shows lowest no. of
SHGs as well as amount of loan outstanding
compare to the other North-eastern states.

Table-6

States

No. of SHGs

Loan Outstanding
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The state wise position of outstanding bank loans against SHGs in the North-Eastern Region as on 31
March 2010.
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Assam

100422

49123.37

0.489169

Meghalaya

3191

1339.83

0.419878

Nagaland

4236

1450.16

0.342342

Tripura

14580

9687.29

0.664423

Arunachal Pradesh

3203

1068.49

0.33359

Mizoram

2097

2325.9

1.109156

Manipur

4452

1878.58

0.421963

Sikkim

1604

474.17

0.295617

Overall
133785
67347.79
Source: STATEMENT 2-C, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD

As per loan outstanding per SHG among the
North-eastern states is concerned Mizoram
stand first with the value of 1.109156 lakh
and Sikkim stand last with 0.295617 lakh
per SHG. Except Mizoram and Tripura, loan
outstanding per SHG in all other North-

0.503403

Eastern states was lower than the average of
0.503403 lakh.
The Table-7 highlights the position of
outstanding bank loan against SHGs among
the North-Eastern States.
Table-7

Agency-wise position of outstanding bank loans against SHGs among the North-Eastern States as on 31
March 2010.
(Amount Rs. lakh)

Commercial Banks

Regional Rural Bank

Co-operative
Bank

Loan Outstanding

Loan Outstanding

Loan Outstanding

Assam

30216.34 (61.51)

14534.45 (29.59)

4372.58 (8.90)

Loan
Outstanding
49123.37 (100)

Meghalaya

845.98 (63.14)

347.12 (25.91)

146.73 (10.95)

1339.83 (100)

Nagaland

1450.16 (100)

NA

NA

1450.16 (100)

Tripura

2755.37 (28.44)

6008.5 (62.02)

923.42 (9.53)

9687.29 (100)

Arunachal Pradesh

797.99 (74.68)

91.5 (8.56)

179 (16.75)

1068.49 (100)

Mizoram

799.33 (34.37)

1522.17 (65.44)

4.4 (0.19)

2325.9 (100)

Manipur

1528.35 (81.36)

350.23 (18.64)

NA

1878.58 (100)

Sikkim

432.58 (91.23)

NA

41.59 (8.77)

474.17 (100)

States

Total

performance of Commercial Banks in case
of outstanding bank loan. The Regional
Rural Banks are done well in the states
Tripura and Mizoram.
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Here, like the earlier cases the relative
position of Commercial Banks are much
better for outstanding bank loans against
SHGs among the North-Eastern States. But
Tripura and Mizoram reports poor
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TOTAL
38826.1 (57.65)
22853.97 (33.93)
5667.72 (8.42)
67347.79 (100)
Source: STATEMENT 2-C, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD
Note: The figures in the parenthesis are the percentage value. NA means not available and total amount consists of
the data available from other agencies.
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Thus from the above tables and discussions,
disbursement and outstanding of loans.
it is understood that though SBL Programme
However it is evidenced from the above
started its journey very slowly in Assam, in
discussion that still Assam has to go a long
course of time it got its momentum. In the
way to make a significant progress in the
North-Eastern
Region,
Assam
has
SBL Programme in the all India level.
experienced the maximum share of SHGs
with bank accounts, group savings, loan
4.5.Agency-wise position of SHGs in Assam:
The agency wise position of savings of SHGs with banks in Assam from 2008-09 to 2009-2010
is shown in the Table-8.

Sl.
No.

Table-8
Agency wise position of savings of SHGs with banks in Assam from 2008-09 to 2009-2010.
(Amount Rs. Lakh)
Details of SHGs Saving Linkage
Commercial
Regional Rural
Co-operative
Total
Year
Banks
Banks
Banks
No. of
Savings
No. of
Savings
No. of
Savings
No. of
Savings
SHGs
Amount
SHGs
Amount
SHGs
Amount
SHGs
Amount

1

2008-09

64122

3634.35

101239

2363.94

15635

298.63

180996

6296.92

2

2009-2010

77036

3662.24

121298

2637.95

20018

1059.75

218352

7359.94

3

% Growth

20.14

0.77

19.81

11.59

28.03

254.87

20.64

16.88

Source: STATEMENT 11-A, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD
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other hand, in case of growth of saving
amount Co-operative Banks again shows
highest growth rate i.e. 254.87 percent and
Commercial Banks reported very poor
growth rate of saving amount from 2008-09
to 2009-10. This is mainly because of
expanding the network of Co-operative
Banks in rural Assam during the last a few
years.
The agency wise position regarding no. of
SHGs credit linked with banks with the total
amount of loan disbursement along with
their growth rate from 2008-09 to 2009-10
are given in the following Table-9.
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From the table-8 it is seen that RRBs have
the maximum share in case of no. of SHGs
having saving account both in the year
2008-09 and 2009-10. But in case of amount
of savings, Commercial Banks have major
share i.e. Rs.3634.35 lakh and Rs.3662.24
lakh out of total savings 6296.92 lakh and
7359.94 lakh respectively during the 200809 and 2009-10. Co-operative Banks here
again shows poor performance compare to
CBs and RRBs.
The overall growth of no. of SHGs having
saving account from 2008-09 to 2009-10 is
20.64 percent. The growth rate of SHGs for
saving accounts in CBs are 20.14 percent,
RRBs and Co-operative Banks has
respectively 19.81 and 28.03 percent from
2008-09 to 2009-10. So Co-operative Banks
reported highest growth rate of SHGs for
saving account during this period. On the
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Sl.
No.

Table-9
The agency wise position of SHGs credit linked with banks in Assam from 2008-09 to 2009-2010.
(Amount Rs. Lakh)
Details of Loans disbursed to SHGs
Commercial
Regional Rural
Co-operative
Total
Year
Banks
Banks
Banks
No. of
Loan
No. of
Loan
No. of
Loan
No. of
Loan
SHGs
Amount
SHGs
Amount
SHGs
Amount
SHGs
Amount

1

2008-09

11775

8300.78

13417

5647.83

1256

1747.59

26448

15696.20

2

2009-2010

11760

9075.23

17486

6635.28

9812

3863.10

39058

19573.61

3

% Growth

-0.13

9.33

30.33

17.48

681.21

121.05

47.68

24.70

Source: STATEMENT 11-B, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD

During the period 2008-09, the total amount
of bank loan disbursed to the SHGs in the
Assam was recorded at Rs.15696.20 lakh.
Out of this Commercial Bank alone
contributes Rs.8300.78 lakh and Cooperative Banks contribute lowest amount
i.e. Rs.1747.59. Again the scenario of loan
disbursement is almost same during the
2009-10. The total no. of SHGs had loan
disbursed and loan amount has increased
from 2008-09 to 2009-10.
Here again Co-operative Banks contributes
the highest growth rate in case of no. of

SHGs as well as amount of bank loan
disbursed. Commercial Banks shows
negative growth in case of no. of SHGs
having loan disbursement and very poor
growth in loan amount from the year 200809 to 2009-10. The overall picture highlights
growth of SHGs is much high compare to
the growth of loan amount from the year
2008-09 to 2009-10.the record simple mean
that growth of per SHGs has reduced during
the last two years.

The agency wise position of bank loans outstanding against SHGs in Assam from 2008-09 to
2009-2010 is depicted in table-10

1

2008-09

47557

18296.28

33844

11015.32

7477

3543.82

88878

32855.42

2

2009-2010

49925

30216.34

38656

14534.45

11841

4372.58

100422

49123.37

3

% Growth

4.98

65.15

14.22

31.95

58.37

23.39

12.99

49.51
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Source: STATEMENT 11-C, Status of Micro Finance in India, 2009-10, NABARD
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Table-10
The agency wise position of bank loans outstanding against SHGs in Assam from 2008-09 to 2009-2010.
(Amount Rs. Lakh)
Details of Loans Outstanding of SHGs with Banks
Regional Rural
Co-operative
Commercial Banks
Total
Year
Banks
Banks
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
Loan
Loan O/s
Loan O/s
Loan O/s
SHGs
SHGs
SHGs
SHGs
O/s
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From the table-10, it is observed that
Commercial Banks had the maximum share
of outstanding bank loans to the SHGs with
the amount of Rs. 18296.28 lakh followed
by RRBs with the amount of Rs. 11015.32
lakh and the Co-operative Banks with Rs.
3543.82 lakh during the 2008-09. Again
during the year 2009-10, Commercial Banks
contributes the amount of Rs. 30216.34 lakh
followed by RRBs with the amount of Rs.
14534.45lakh and the Co-operative Banks
with Rs. 4372.58 lakh.
On the other hand, the growth rate of SHGs
having outstanding bank loan is poor
compare to RRBs and Co-operative Banks.
But in case of growth amount of outstanding
bank loans to the SHGs, Commercial Banks
again shows highest growth rate compare to
the other agencies. This is mainly because of
vast network of the Commercial Banks in
Assam.
The Assam has witnessed a rapid growth of
SHGs and its linkage programme during the
last 10 years. Majority of them was
facilitated by Commercial Banks.

for self-employment. In India it has grown at
a tremendous pace in recent years, but the
major concentration is in the Southern
states. The performance of North-Eastern
Region was worst. Moreover, there are huge
inter-state variations among the NorthEastern states. Assam as a leader of the
North-Eastern states has done well in all
respect like amount of saving with bank,
loan disbursement, and outstanding bank
loans compare to other North-Eastern states.
On the other hand, Sikkim shows very poor
performance in all aspects of microfinancing programme. The differences in the
progress of SHGs scheme in the Northeastern states are mainly due to lack of
proper
communication,
literacy,
geographical positions and moreover the
differences between the activities and
availability of the banking agencies. A
greater concentration of micro finance is
possibly owing to the already welldeveloped banking infrastructure in the
states but it further reinforces the existing
inequality between states in the development
of banking infrastructure.

6). Conclusions:
The Microfinance programme becomes a
very popular concept of financing the poor
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has become a frequently cited goal of
development interventions. However, while
there is now a significant body of literature
discussing how women‟s empowerment has
been or might be evaluated, there are still
major difficulties in so doing. (Mosedale,
2005).Women empowerment is central to
human development. Human development
as a process of enlarging people‟s choices of
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1. Introduction:
What is Empowerment?
The term „women empowerment‟
has become popular in the development field
since 1980s. It is vividly recognized that
women empowerment is essential for
sustainable economic growth and Reduction
in poverty in developing countries.
(Chaudhary, 2009) .„Empowering‟ women
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Abstract
The discrimination and exploitation of women is seen all over the world. Empowerment is an aid
to help women to achieve equality with men or, at least, to reduce gender gap considerably.
Women play a very strategic role in the development of society in particular and development of
economy in general. Since empowerment is considered a multidimensional concept, it is
determined by many socio-economic factors and cultural norms. In this paper, an attempt is
made to explore the possible determinants of women empowerment using the data from
secondary sources. Empowering women is the urgent need of the time. Her potential hidden
power is to be utilized for which, her status in the society must be improved and economically
she should be strengthened True empowerment of the women is only when all this three factors
i.e. social, economic and political are simultaneously address and made compatible with each
other therefore for holistic development of women to happen the impact of all this three factors
should be covered effectively. Thus, the paper sheds lights on role of key indicators in the
empowerment of women by participating socially, economically and politically. It also argues
for programme that enhance autonomy of women.
Key words: empowerment, holistic development, compatible, potential presence

Women play an important role in all
the fields of development. Socially
economically if she is strengthened then she
will create wonders. Women contribute
directly and indirectly for the economic
development. Over the years women has
been treated as the soul property of husband,
father, brother not given any choice or
freedom of her own. The present scenario
were women are been subjected to violence,
and it includes even the increasing number
of rape cases in the country were the recent
example is the Delhi gang rap case of 2012,
this current situation raises the questions not
only on the empowerment but also on the
security of women , it seems that the dignity
of women which was there in the ancient
Indian society is lost in the fog of wild
human urges , and our ultra-modern Indian
society. Empowering women is the only
solution for all questions. Hence it is
essential to study the past and present
position of women and suggest measures for
their upliftment
3. Objective of the study:
 To study the current status of women
empowerment and transformation socially,
politically
and
economically.
 To study the reasons for the increase
insecurity of women in India.
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Gender subordination is a strategy of
a tradition-bound society , fact remains that
majority of the women even today live in a
mirage brainwashed by the custodians of the
traditions , customs and patriarchs,
sacrificing their owner , dignity and pride
and even their identity with no reference in
the
human
history
whatsoever.
Consequently
women‟s
multi-faced
personality are little or seldom known, they
still continue to live as an extensions of their
male counterparts (Arunachalam, 2005)
2. Need and Importance of the Study:
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half of the humanity is restricted. Targeted
actions aimed at empowering the women
and righting the gender inequalities in the
social and economic share, as well as in
terms of social and political rights, must be
taken alongside effort to en-gender the
development process. The extent of women
empowerment in the country is largely
determined by three factors economic, social
and political identity. (A.Sangamithra,
2008).
Women in India are divided in caste ,
class, rural , urban , educational ,
occupational, and linguistic groups ; but
marginalization is the common thread of
uniformity among them and it begins with
the non-recognition
of women‟s work
(kumar, 2005).One has to recognize the fact
that women works at two level , at the
private one and the public level. She forms
network with the family of her birth and the
one she is married into. Women also had a
focal importance in contributing the
livelihood of the family. Proverbially as the
weaker sex, women in reality has proved to
be the weaker sex women In reality have
proved to be tougher biologically and not
inferior psychologically and culturally.
Without the work done by the women
everyday life could not be managed.
(Chakrapani, 2005).
Empowering women is the only
solution for all questions. Her potential
hidden power is to be utilized for which, her
status in the society must be improved and
economically she should be strengthened.
The poverty is the main cause for her low
bargaining power hence poverty should be
removed. Empowering women and removal
of poverty go hand in hand. Woman if is
educated and empowered, her potential
power can be utilized for the economic
development. Mahatma Gandhi says, “You
educate a man, you educate an individual.
You educate a woman, you educate an entire
family”. (Kadam, 2012)

An adequate and reliable source of literature
is very important for the theoretical analysis.
In this study secondary data is used for the
preparation of the paper.
5. Women in Ancient India:
The status of women is changing
from time to time. The history of women in
India has been exciting. Over the past few
millennia, the status of women in India has
been subject to many changes. Women
enjoyed equal status with men in all fields of
life in ancient days of India. Works by
ancient Indian grammarians such as
Patanjali and Katyayana point out that,
women were educated in the early Vedic
period.
The Rigvedic verses tell that, the
women married at a mature age and were
free to select their life partner. Rig Veda and
Upanishads, the holy books mention that,
There were many women sages and seers,
like Gari and Maitreyi. Stri. Dharma
Paddhati, the text of Tryambakayajvan
reflects the role of women and tells that,
„women were enjoined to be of service to
their husbands‟. In some kingdoms of
ancient India, tradition like Nagar Vadhu i.e
bride of the city was practiced. Amrapali
was the famous Nagar Vadhu. Women were
competing to win the popular title of the
„Nagar Vadhu‟. (Kadam, 2012)
During the early Vedic Period
women enjoyed equal position and rights.
Later around 500 B.C the position of women
started to decline with the Manusmiti and
with the Mughal invasion of Babur and the
Mughal empire and later Christianity cut the

freedom and rights of women. Even though
penitentiary movements like Jainism
allowed women to be admitted to the
religious order by and large, the women in
India faced captivity and restrictions.
Around sixth century, the practice of child
marriages started. (Kadam, 2012)
5.1. Medieval Period
During the medieval period, the
position of Indian woman in the society
further
deteriorated.
Among
some
communities in India, practice of Sati, Child
Marriages and a ban on remarriages of
widows became part of social life. The
Muslim conquest brought the purdah
practice in the Indian society. The Jauhar
was practiced among the Rajputs of
Rajasthan. The practices of temple women
(Devadasi) was in practice and were
sexually exploited in some parts of India.
Among Hindu Kshatriya rulers polygamy
was widely practiced. Women were
restricted to Zenana areas in many Muslim
families. During and after British rule the
condition of women is not very good. The
women are not viewed with equal status. In
India, woman herself doesn‟t feel equal and
many times she ill-treats herself. (Kadam,
2012)
6. Women empowerment in India:
Women constitute about 46 percent
of total population of the country, As per the
2011census;
They
suffer
many
disadvantages as compared to men in terms
of literacy rates, labor participation rates and
earnings. In order to address issues relating
to social and economic advancement of
women, the Department of Women and
Child Development (DWCD) under the
Ministry of Human Resource Development
has been implementing various schemes.
The national policy of employment of
women was adopted in the country in 2001
with the ultimate objective of ensuring
women of their rights. (Prof.M.D.Pujari,
2012)
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To study the necessity of
empowerment of women.
 To access the basic problem for
women empowerment.
 To suggest the better policy for
women empowerment
4. Date and Methodology:
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of

Department

of

Education

586.47 million (48.5%) females and 623.72
million (51.5%) males.
Females have a
share of 48.1% in the urban population and
of 48.6% in the rural population. (S.
Jeyalakshmi, 2012) . The importance of
women as an important human resource was
recognized by the Constitution of India
which not only accorded equality to women
but also empowered the State to adopt
measures of positive discrimination in their
favor. (India, 2006)
The Constitution of India guarantees:
 The right to equality (Article 14, 16)
 To secure all citizens men and
women equally the right to means of
livelihood [Article 39(a)]
 Right to life (Article 21)
 Right to equality and equal
protection before the law (Article 15)
 Provides for discrimination in favor
of women [Article 15 (3)]
 To make provision for ensuring just
and humane conditions of work and
maternity relief
 (Article 42)
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6.1Importance of empowerment:
While empowerment literally means
„to invest with power', in the context of
women's empowerment the term has come
to denote women's increased control over
their own lives, bodies, and environment.
In discussions of women‟s empowerment,
emphasis is often placed on women's
decision-making roles, their economic selfreliance, and their legal rights to equal
treatment, inheritance and protection against
all forms of discrimination. (Sunita kishor,
2004).Women„s empowerment is a flow
rather than a stock variable manifesting into
various outcomes and well being is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for the
former, i.e. well-being going
through
various pathways like gaining resources,
autonomy and agency. These pathways
denote expansion in capabilities in a way
which brings changes in the lives of
individuals; people who are previously
denied power are now being empowered.
(Tripathi, 2005)
6.2 Constitutional provisions:
As per Census 2011, the population
of India is 1210.19 million comprising

efforts
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Social empowerment of women is
designed to create an enabling environment
by adopting various affirmative policies and
programs for development of women,
besides providing them easy and equal
access to all the basic minimum services to
enable them to realize their full potential.
Educations, being an important tool for
social
empowerment
of
women,
Specific schemes to provide incentive to
promote education, especially amongst girl
children and reduce the school dropout rates are
being implemented. In addition, the Department
Of Women and Child Development implements
the schemes of „condensed courses for educated
and vocational training and Distance Education
Programme for Women‟ supplementing the
(Prof.M.D.Pujari, 2012)



males respectively. (S. Jeyalakshmi,
2012).
Indian women are as capable
as any women in any part of the
world, but unlike women in any
western countries Indian women are
denied equal opportunities for
working with men, in many spheres
of life. Constitutionally Indian
women have been granted equal
rights with men but practically
speaking they are kept much behind
men in various activities of life. Coeducation should be permitted but
for the secondary education many
separate schools should be opened as
many parents does not like their girl
child to be in co-education, so
women should be trained in many
professional courses because India
requires a large number of
professional teachers for working at
secondary level (Sharma, 2004)
Health: Women and girls in India
face a crisis of growing, yet unaddressed, health needs. From the
moment of conception to the end of
life, the challenges to the female sex
are enormous, especially poor
women who have limited access to
health care. Despite the alarming
health crisis of women and girls, the
national policy focus prioritizes
family planning and reproductive
health without addressing underlying
issues such as women‟s low
participation in decision-making,
which adversely affects her health
status. Another important point to
note is that the leading killer of
women in India is tuberculosis. Yet
due to the focus on maternal and
reproductive health this fact is not
little known nor are there any gender
specific policies or programs in place
with regard to this disease. (India,
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To renounce practices derogatory to
the dignity of women [Article 51(A)
(e)]. (developement, 2007)
6.3 Levels of women empowerment:
6.3.1. Social empowerment: There are
different indicators of women empowerment
like health, education, violence against
women,
Nutrition,
drinking
water,
sanitation, housing, etc.
 Education: We need to accept the
fact that gender inequality and
discrimination has been the norm of
the society and in this regard it
touches all aspects of the life of
women. Education and training for
women is one of the major goals of
social empowerment of women
which need to be universally made
applicable to all parts of the world.
(kali, 2005). As per Census 2011,
74.0% of the population is literate
comprising 65.5% females and
82.1% males.
The incremental increase
over Census 2001 of 11.8% for
females is higher than 6.8% for
males. The main reasons of females
never
attending
school
are
„expensive cost of education‟, „not
interested in studies‟, „education is
not considered necessary‟ and
„required for household work‟. (S.
Jeyalakshmi,
2012)The
Gross
Enrolment Ratio (GER) for
females at the primary level stood at
115.39 compared with 115.55 for
males in 2009‐10 indicating parity in
GER. At the middle classes level, the
GER for females was 78.30 while
that for males was 84.53. The Drop‐
out Rates were observed to be 27.25
and 30.25 for females and males
respectively in the classes I‐V in
2009‐10. These were 44.39 and
40.59 in classes I‐VIII and 51.97 and
53.38 in classes I‐X for females and
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2008 were 195,856 (under IPC and
SLL)
compared
to
185,312
during2007, recording a marginal
increase of 5.7% in 2008. Andhra
Pradesh accounted for 12.3%of the
total incidents of crime against
women, and Uttar Pradesh accounted
for 12.0% of the total crimes against
women. About 95.3% of the crimes
were IPC crimes and 4.7% were
crimes under special and local laws
(SLL). Although women may be
victims of many crimes but rape is
one of the most heinous crimes.
Rape is defined under Section 375 of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) as the
unlawful and carnal knowledge by a
man of a woman (a) against her will,
(b) without her consent, (c) consent
obtained by putting her in fear of
hurt, (d) obtaining her consent by
making her believe that she is
lawfully married wife, and (e) with
or without her consent when she is
under 16 years of age. (Vasudevan,
2010)
One
of
the
positive
consequences of the public protests
in the aftermath of the 16 December
2012 gang-rape in Delhi has been the
intense public focus on rape and
sexual violence in India. For long
buried
by
the
patriarchal
establishment and its state, this issue
has now become impossible to
ignore anymore and even the most
reactionary parts of India‟s political
establishment
are
forced
to
demonstrate that they are going to
act on sexual violence. The report of
the committee headed by the retired
chief justice of India, J S Verma has
been a major achievement in putting
forth a framework for a progressive
law on this issue, a structure that
addresses the many different aspects
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2006). The female Infant Mortality
Rate (IMR) was 49 compared with
the male IMR of 46 and the overall
IMR of 47 in 2010. Among the
major States, the highest overall IMR
of 62 was observed in Madhya
Pradesh and the lowest of 13 in
Kerala in 2010 (S. Jeyalakshmi,
2012)
Ill treatment: In India violence
against women is common evil. Not
just in remote parts but in cities also
women bear the brunt. They are
subjected to physical and mental
violence. They are the one who work
most but are not given their due. The
woman is not safe anywhere neither
at home nor at workplace.
(Prof.M.D.Pujari, 2012). It seems to
be simply up to the men to perpetrate
violence and for women to safeguard
themselves as best as they can. These
crimes against women are part of a
wider change where reactionary
forces are becoming dominant.
(Krishnan, 2012).Cruelty by husband
and relatives continues to occupy the
highest share (43.4%) among the
crimes committed against women in
2011 followed by molestation
(18.8%). 15.6% cases are that of
kidnapping and abduction, 10.6% of
rape, 3.8% of dowry deaths and
3.7% of sexual harassment (S.
Jeyalakshmi, 2012). In 2011, of the
total Juvenile Delinquency, 5.8%
were girls. Also, the rate of incidence
of the crime per lakh population was
2.1. India ranks 134 in 2011 among
187 countries in terms of the UNDP
Human Development Index (HDI)
and Gender Inequality Index (GII).
(S. Jeyalakshmi, 2012)
Crimes against women have
been increasing over the years. The
reported crimes against women in
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6.3.2. Economic empowerment:
Women‟s economic empowerment is
a prerequisite for sustainable development
and pro-poor growth. Achieving women‟s
economic empowerment requires sound
public policies, a holistic approach and longterm commitment and gender-specific
perspectives must be integrated at the design
stage of policy and programming. Women
must have more equitable access to assets
and services; infrastructure programmes
should be designed to benefit the poor, both
men and women, and employment
opportunities must be improved while
increasing recognition of women‟s vast
unpaid work. (Gendernet, 2012).
The workforce participation rate of
females in rural sector was 26.1 in 2009‐ 10
(NSS 64th Round) while that for males was
54.7. In Urban sector, it was 13.8 for
females and 54.3 for males. Among the
States/UTs, workforce participation rate of
females in the rural sector was the highest in
Himachal Pradesh at 46.8% and in the urban
sector it was the highest in Mizoram at
28.8% (S. Jeyalakshmi, 2012) The
unemployment rate for women of all ages
was 2.4 compared with 2.0 for men in the
rural areas in 2009‐10. It was 7.0 for women
and 3.1 for men in urban areas during the
same period. Among the States/UTs, the
highest unemployment rate for women in
rural sector was observed in Chandigarh
(51.1%) and in the urban sector in Dadra
and Nagar Haveli (60.0%) in 2009‐10.
In the rural sector, 55.7% females
were self‐employed, 4.4% females had
regular wage/salaried employment and
39.9% females were casual labours
compared with 53.5%, 8.5% and 38.0%

males in the same categories respectively.
(S. Jeyalakshmi, 2012) In 2011‐12, the share
of women swarojgaris in the total
swarojgaris assisted under the Swarnjayanti
Gram Swarojgaar Yojna (SGSY) stood at
69.4%. (S. Jeyalakshmi, 2012)
6.3.3. Political empowerment:
Much of the country‟s governance
has been left to the hands of elected
representatives and the official machinery.
Notable Constitutional, legislative and
policy reforms within the last decade,
including the 73rd. and 74th amendments and
the
continued
administrative
decentralization through programs like
NRHM, have demonstrated the Government
of India‟s commitment to increasing the
political participation of marginalized
groups, especially poor women. (India,
2006).In 2012, women occupied only 8 out
of 74 Ministerial positions in the Central
Council of Ministers. There were 2 women
judges out of 26 judges in the Supreme
Court and there were only 54 women judges
out of 634 judges in different High Courts.
(S. Jeyalakshmi, 2012)
The present membership of the
women in loksabha from 1991 to 2011 has
increased comparatively from 7.17% to
11.02% respectively(see Table 1) , but in as
far as the membership of Rajyasabha is
concerned the membership of the women
has decreased considerably from 1991 to
2011 from 15.51 % to 10.78% (see Table
2).From the given statistics we can say that
as far as the political empowerment is
concerned it is only up to the level of
loksabha
and we can‟t find such an
satisfactorily picture in the case of
Rajyasabha because in loksabha the
membership of women have been increased
by 3.85% from 1991 to 2011,while in the
case of Rajyasabha the membership of
women have considerably decreased by
4.73% from 1991 to 2011.The bureaucratic
structure of India is very complex and messy
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of sexual violence and provides
sensible measures which will help
plug loopholes and provide justice to
victims of sexual violence. (Marriage
and Rape, 2013)

and because of that we find lot of
departmentalization in ministries and
various administrative posts.
Women here can play an very
effective role and in fact the women have
been doing so but the level of participation
has decreased . From the statistics (see Table

Year Total seats
1991
1996
1999
2004
2007
2009
2011

544
543
543
544
544
545
544

3) ,we find that since 2002 to 2007 the
participation of women have been
considerably decreased in the ministries and
at the higher administrative level from 2002
to 2007 the level of participation was from
10.95% to 10.52% so there is an decreased
of 0.43% .

Position of women in Loksabha
Seats held by women
% of female members in total
39
39
49
45
47
49
60

7.17
7.18
9.02
9
8.63
8.99
11.02
Source: Loksabha secretariat

Year
2002
1996
1999
2004
2007

38
19
19
28
25
21
26
Source: Rajyasabha secretariat

15.51
8.52
7.75
11.2
10
8.97
10.78

Position of Women in National Council of Ministers
Total number of
Number of women
% of female minister in total
ministers
ministers
73
8
10.95
68
7
10.29
87
6
6.89
78
7
8.87
76
8
10.52
Source: Parliament of India.

7. Conclusion:
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1991
1996
1999
2004
2007
2009
2011

Total
seats
245
233
245
250
250
234
241
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Year

Position of women in Rajyasabha
Seats held by women
% of female members in total
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Women empowerment is one of the
property laws, dowry system, sexual
momentous
issues
of
contemporary
harassment as well as discriminatory social
development
policies in developing
stigma and because of this double standards
countries. A woman is different by nature
of the society only there is less recognition
yet this difference does not mean inferiority.
and respect for women‟s work.
The empowerment of women has become
Education can play a vital role in
one of the most important concerned in the
bringing about the desirable behavioral
21st century not only at the national level but
changes among the women and make them
also at an international level. Society must
well equipped In terms of knowledge,
take initiative to create climate in which
competence and capacity to deal with
there is no gender discrimination and
different socio-economic problems. The
women have full opportunities of selfpopular UNESCO slogan should be
decision making and participating in social,
considered as an ideal for not only
political and economic life of the country
empowerment but also development of
with the sense of equality.
women:
The status of women in India is not
“Educate a man and you educate an
even in all the times. In ancient period they
individual; educate a
enjoyed equal status with men, in the
Woman and you educate a family.”
medieval period, the position of Indian
At the end, it is concluded that
women deteriorated. During British rule and
women empowerment which is declared as
after independence many efforts are being
Millennium Development Goal by UNDP,
made for improving the status of women in
could be achieved only when all concerned
India. The government of India, by passing
bodies will work in cooperation and
timely and essential Acts and implementing
understanding the factors analyzed in this
rules and regulations trying to empower and
paper. Empowering Women is an important
strengthen the women. As society maintains
end in itself not only as human right issue
double standards in the case of education,
but also as having the potential to enhance
marriage, spousal relationships, domestic
Human wellbeing.
violence, laws of patriarchal society,
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Abstract
In the 21st century also, agriculture continues to be a fundamental instrument for sustainable
development and poverty reduction in developing countries. Population of the developing world
overwhelmingly concentrated in rural areas. Assam is one of the states of North Eastern India
with a total geographical area of 78438 square km. About 86 percent of its total population lives
in the rural areas (2011 census) with 70 percent directly or indirectly dependent on agriculture
and 55 per cent of the workforce actually engaged in agricultural activities. Yet Assam’s
agriculture has made very little headway towards modernisation. Agriculture in Assam is still
characterised by small holdings, low crop intensity, low productivity, low level of technology,
meagre irrigation facilities. Central Brahmaputra Valley zone is situated in the centre of the
state Assam occupying 7.04 percent of its total geographical area. Food grain is the
predominant crop of the zone accounting for more than three fourths of the gross cropped area
since the early 1970’s. The decade-wise annual average growth rate of area, production and
yield of major foodgrain crops in Central Brahmaputra Valley and Assam has been calculated
for five periods, 1971-80, 1981-90, 1991-2000, 2001-10 and 1971-2010. The growth rate of
production of total foodgrains during all the sub periods till 2000 was higher for Central
Brahmaputra Valley than the state as a whole and the difference became more prominent during
1991-2000. It was only during 2001-10, Assam attained higher growth rate of production of total
food grains.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
also, agriculture continues to be a
Agricultural
development
is
an
fundamental instrument for sustainable
indispensable prerequisite for the general
development and poverty reduction in
economic development of a country. This is
developing countries. Moreover population
more so in case of developing or less
of the developing world overwhelmingly
developed countries. In the 21st century
concentrated in rural areas. Three out of
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3. METHODOLOGY:
3.1 Study area: The study is carried
out in the Central Brahmaputra
Valley zone of Assam, situated in
the center of the state Assam
covering an area of 5524 sq. km.
The valley occupied 7.04 percent
of geographical area of the state.
Administratively, the zone is
comprised of two districts, namely,
Nagaon and Morigaon. With a total
population of 3783859 (in 2011)
and a total land area of 5524
Sq.Km., the density stands at 685
persons per sq.km. The figure far
outstrips the corresponding state
figure of 397 and the national
figure of 382. The rural population
in the zone is 88.33 (2011 census)
percent of the total population.
About 62 percent of the total
workers of Central Brahmaputra
Valley are engaged in agricultural
sector.
3.2 Study design: The present study is
based on data collected from
secondary sources, collected from
the publications of government
agencies like, the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of
Economics and Statistics, the
Government of Assam, Assam
Agricultural University (Jorhat),
District
Agricultural
Offices
(Nagaon, Morigaon), Regional
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2. OBJECTIVE:
The objective of the present study is to
analyse the growth pattern of area,
production and productivity of major
foodgrain crops of Central Brahmaputra
valley vis a vis Assam.

Page

every four poor people in developing
countries live in rural areas (Yila and Thapa,
2008). Assam is one of the states of North
Eastern India with a total geographical area
of 78438 square km. About 86 percent of its
total population live in the rural areas (2011
census) with 70 percent directly or indirectly
dependent on agriculture and 55 per cent of
the workforce actually engaged in
agricultural activities. Even though the state
is richly endowed in natural resources, such
as abundant rainfall, alluvial soil, rich and
diverse plant and animal genetic base,
development of agriculture in Assam has not
been satisfactory over the decades. In
Assam, area allocation among various crops
has shown a measure of structural rigidity
that reflects the traditional character of
Indian agriculture wherein foodgrains have
remained the predominant crop accounting
for more than three fourths of the gross
cropped area since the early 1970’s.
Keeping in mind the importance of
agriculture mainly of the foodgrain sector in
rural based economy of Assam, the present
study is made to find out the performance of
major foodgrain crops in Central
Brahmaputra Valley zone of Assam.
The purpose of the literature review is to
summarize perspectives that might have a
direct or indirect bearing on the conceptual
design dealt with in this study. Here, we will
consider some of standard literature which
are related with the present study rather
closely. Das (1984), quoted that Assam has
been suffering from the lack of
technological innovation. Whatever yield of
crops it has achieved, is solely contributed
by the natural fertility of the soil and hard
labour of the peasants.
Agarwala and Hazarika (2004) found that
out of six agroclimatic zones, only two
zones namely “Central Brahmaputra valley”
and “Lower Brahmaputra valley” can be
classified as developed relatively or
moderately. Roy and Bezbaruah (2002)
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stated that in comparison to all India
standards, the Barak valley region as well as
the state Assam continues to lag far behind.
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Agricultural
Research Station
(Shillongani, Nagaon). Besides,
different articles, journals and
websites are also referred for the
purpose. For data analysis, simple
statistical tables and graphs are
used. The growth rate of
agricultural production and yield
are calculated using the formula:
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covering an area of 5524 sq. km. The valley
occupied 7.04 percent of geographical area
of the state. The mighty Brahmaputra flows
along the northern periphery of the zone.
Southern part of the zone is surrounded by
hill district of Karbi Anglong and the
western and eastern side by Kamrup and
Golaghat district, respectively. (Refer Fig1) Administratively, the zone is comprised
of two districts, namely, Nagaon and
Morigaon.

The
Due to the absence of regular data on gross
cropped area, total area under crops in the
zone has been estimated by adding up the
area under different field crops and excluded
area under plantation and tree crops.
Analysis of area shifts across different crop
groups suggested that during the 10 years
from 1970-71 to 1980-81, the process of
cropping pattern changes was slow and
halting for total foodgrains. Foodgrains,
which accounted for 77.11 per cent of the
gross cropped area in 1970-71, still claimed
77.84 per cent of area during 1980-81.
Where the share of area under wheat
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2011 Census report reveals that the rural
population in Central Brahmaputra valley is
88.33 percent of the total population, for
Assam it is 85.92 percent. About 62 percent
of the total workers of Central Brahmaputra
Valley are engaged in agricultural sector
whereas for Assam as a whole about 52
percent of total workers depends on
agriculture.
4.1 Shift in cropping pattern:
Table 1 reveals the change in cropping
pattern (share of different crops in total
cropped area) of major foodgrain crops in
Central Brahmaputra Valley since 1970-71.
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4. RESEARCH FINDINGS:
The Central Brahmaputra valley zone is
situated in the center of the state Assam
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increased from 0.52 per cent in 1970-71 to
3.27 per cent in 1980-81, the share of area
under rice to total cropped area in the valley
decreased from 72.1 per cent to 69.14 per
cent. On the other hand, the share of area
under total cereals and total pulses remained
almost same during this period as shown in
Table 1.
The proportion of area under foodgrains
which had remained almost stagnant during
1970-71 to 1980-81, registered a sharp
increase from 77.84 per cent of total area in
1980-81 to 82.63 per cent of total cropped
area during 1990-91, and to 83.39 percent in
2000-01. This was mainly due to increase in
share of area under total cereals (78.22) in
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1990-91, and (80.38) in 2000-01. However,
the share of area under total pulses declined
to 4.39 percent and 3.01 percent in 1990-91
and 200-01 respectively.
During 2000-01 to 2009-10, share of area
under foodgrains in Central Brahmaputra
Valley zone has decreased from 83.39
percent (2000-01) to 81.78 percent (200910) due to decrease in area under total
cereals from 80.38 percent to 78.35 percent.
The proportion of area under wheat
production increased from 0.52 percent in
1970-71 to 4.13 percent in 1990-91,
thereafter declined to 3.38 percent in 200910.

Table- 1
Shift in Cropping Pattern of Major
Brahmaputra Valley Zone
(percentage of total cropped area)
Crop
1970-71 1980-81
Autumn Rice
16.22
14.56
Winter Rice
55.16
51.45
Summer Rice
0.72
3.13
Total Rice
72.1
69.14
Wheat
0.52
3.27
Maize
0.08
0.22
Total Cereals
72.74
72.87
Gram
0.06
0.12
Tur
0.08
0.32
Total Pulses
4.37
4.97
Total Foodgrain
77.11
77.84

Foodgrain Crops in Central

1990-91
17.84
42.75
13.27
73.86
4.13
0.17
78.22
0.09
0.62
4.39
82.6

2000-01
14.03
41.72
22.11
77.85
2.29
0.13
80.38
0.06
0.42
3.01
83.39

2009-10
6.67
41.69
26.04
74.41
3.38
0.13
78.35
0.05
0.3
3.42
81.78

occupies 74.41percent of total cropped area
in 2009-10, which was 72.1 percent in 197071. However there was a gradual declining
trend in area under autumn rice, which has
switched over to the summer rice due to its
higher productivity. The area under summer
rice has increased from 0.72 percent in
1970-71 to 26.04 percent in 2009-10,
whereas area under autumn rice has declined
from 16.22 percent in 1970-71 to 6.67
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Thus, the analysis of the statistical data
relating to area under different crops
separately in Central Brahmaputra Valley
Zone (Table-1) reveals that among the food
crops, cereals constituted the dominant
position and among the cereals, paddy is
dominant. The soil, topography, rainfall and
climate of the zone are congenial for
agricultural activities mainly for the
cultivation of paddy crops. Paddy cultivation
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Sources: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Assam & Directorate of
Agriculture, Government of Assam.
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1971-80

1981-90

1991-2000

2001-10

1971-2010

Autumn Rice

1.45 (0.77)

4.56 (1.46)

-2.08 (-1.16)

-8.8 (-4.75)

-1.28 (-0.96)

Winter Rice

1.96 (1.37)

0.39 (1.00)

0.71 (0.27)

-1.94 (0.01)

0.24 (0.65)

Summer Rice

24.1 (4.97)

11.32 (8.02)

16.63 (15.53)

-0.13 (3.1)

12.69 (7.98)
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4.2 Decade-wise annual average growth
rate:
The decade-wise annual average growth rate
of area and production of major foodgrains
in Central Brahmaputra Valley and Assam
over the period of 40 years since 1970 is
shown in Table 2 and Table 3 below. The
growth rate has been calculated for five
periods, 1971-80, 1981-90, 1991-2000,
2001-10 and 1971-2010.
The estimates of decadal growth rate of area
and production reveals that the growth of
production of total foodgrains in Central
Brahmaputra Valley during the entire period
1971-2010 had increased by 3.65 percent,
whereas the growth in terms of area had
increased only by 0.74 percent. This might
be because during the period, the average
growth rate of productivity had shown an
increase by 2.55 percent (Table 4). For
Assam during this period the growth rate of
area, production and productivity was 0.72,
2.54 and 1.7 percent respectively which was
less than Central Brahmaputra Valley. The
Central Brahmaputra Valley zone as well as
the state as a whole achieved highest area
growth rate of total foodgrain in the period
1971-80 (at the rate of 2.36 percent and 1.65
percent respectively). The growth rate of
production in Central Brahmaputra Valley
and the state as a whole during the same
period was 3.94 and 0.76 percent
respectively. It can be observed from Table
Table-2
Annual Average Growth Rate of Area (in percentage)
Central Brahmaputra Valley and Assam
Crops
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percent in 2009-10 (Table-1). The area
under winter rice, the principal kharif crop
also declined from 55.16 percent in 1970-71
to 41.69 percent in 2009-10.

ISSN 2278-5264
2 that area constituted to be the major
component to increase production of total
foodgrains during this period. The very low
rate of production growth (0.76 percent) in
Assam might be due to persistence of
traditional form of agricultural technology,
inadequate electrification and irrigation
facility etc. After that the area growth rate of
total foodgrains of the Central Brahmaputra
Valley gradually declined in the period
1981-90 and 1991-2000 and showed
shrinkage in area with trend rate of growth
at (-) 2.86 percent during the period 200110. Growth rate of production of total
foodgrains on opposite showed an
increasing trend and became more
impressive (8.09 percent) during 1991-2000.
This was largely on account of high yield
growth rate of 2.19 and 6.34 percent
respectively. Albeit in case of area for the
state as a whole also the same trend is found,
the rate of growth and shrinkage was lower
than Central Brahmaputra Valley. During
1991-2000, the growth rate of production for
Assam (3.43 percent) was much lower than
Central Brahmaputra Valley (8.09), which
might be caused by much lower productivity
growth rate (2.73 percent) than Central
Brahmaputra Valley (6.34 percent). While,
the growth rate of production of total
foodgrains during all the sub periods till
2000 was higher for Central Brahmaputra
Valley than the state as a whole, the
difference became more prominent during
1991-2000. It was only during 2001-10,
Assam attained higher growth rate of
production of total foodgrains.
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Total Rice

2.08 (1.24)

1.88 (1.22)

1.98 (0.73)

-2.94 (-0.47)

0.72 (0.67)

Maize

34.9 (7.85)

-0.01 (-1.27)

-0.09 (0.12)

-2.3 (-0.06)

5.82 (1.50)

Wheat

35.81 (27.88)

14.22 (4.78)

-4.98 (-1.7)

20.08 (-0.45)

15.78 (7.11)

94.66 (31.85)

2.58 (-3.39)

1.01 (1.04)

2.41 (-4.69)

23.38 (5.55)

2.35 (1.63)
19.05 (16.14)

2.25 (1.15)
6.19 (0.54)

1.60 (0.63)
-3.48 (-3.1)

-2.84 (-0.53)
-2.87 (-2.75)

0.8 (0.7)
4.36 (2.36)

Tur

21.33 (5.85)

15.72 (2.38)

-0.91 (0.41)

-0.22 (-1.35)

8.67 (1.72)

Other Rabi Pulses

3.34 (1.86)

1.48 (1.2)

-0.4 (0.55)

-1.6 (0.6)

0.64 (1.03)

Total Pulses
3.86 (2.22)
1.86 (1.18)
-0.66 (0.43)
-2.26 (0.4)
Total Foodgrain
2.36 (1.65)
2.14 (1.14)
1.47 (0.61)
-2.86(-0.5)
Sources: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Assam.
Note: Figures in the parentheses represent respective growth rate for the state as a whole.

0.62 (1.03)
0.74 (0.72)

In case of total cereals also the area growth
percent. It is important to note that the
rate for Central Brahmaputra Valley and
growth rate in area, production and
Assam was highest during 1971-80 (2.35
productivity for total rice, total cereals and
and 1.63 percent respectively). Interestingly,
total foodgrains have shown almost similar
difference in growth rate of production of
pattern due to the fact that rice is the most
total cereals between Central Brahmaputra
important cereal crops which occupies more
Valley and Assam during this period was
than 90 percent of the cropped area under
more than the difference in growth rate of
total foodgrains.
area, which might be the result of
Analysis of the trend rates of growth
productivity difference (Table 4). Area
separately for the three types of rice
expansion of total cereals in Central
suggests that although winter paddy was
Brahmaputra Valley slackened gradually in
dominant in terms of area and production,
the period 1981-90 and 1991-2000 with
rate of growth in production was more for
trend rate of growth 2.25 percent and 1.60
autumn and summer paddy. Yield level also
percent per annum. Higher rate of growth of
was relatively high for summer paddy. Area
productivity of total cereals in Assam (2.77)
was the major component of increase in
than Central Brahmaputra Valley (2.05)
production of three types of paddy during
during 1981-90 reduced the difference in
1971-80, since productivity growth rate was
growth rate of production. But the difference
very low except for summer paddy in
in the growth rate of production and
Assam. While the growth rate of area and
productivity of total cereals between Central
production of autumn rice in Central
Brahmaputra Valley and Assam became
Brahmaputra Valley as well as in the state
impressive during 1991-2000, might be due
picked up substantially during 1981-91 than
to the difference in the adoption of new
the preceding sub period, the winter rice on
technology. It showed shrinkage in area and
the other hand showed opposite trend except
production of total cereals in Central
for production in Assam during the same
Brahmaputra Valley at (-) 2.84 and (-) 1.65
period. This increase in production of winter
percent per annum respectively during 2001rice in Assam was largely on account of
10. For Assam too the growth in terms of
impressive growth rate of productivity
area had declined but at a lower rate than
(3.05) than Central Brahmaputra Valley
Central Brahmaputra Valley, whereas
(2.75), might be caused by higher growth
production had increased at the rate of 1.79
rate of area under HYV winter paddy in
Volume-I, Issue-IV, April 2013
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and
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Other Cereals
Small Millets
Total Cereals
Gram
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Table-3
Annual Average Growth Rate of Production (in percentage)
Central Brahmaputra Valley and Assam
Crops
1971-80
1981-90
1991-2000

2001-10

1971-2010

Autumn Rice

4.49(-0.22)

9.44 (5.26)

6.9 (2.15)

-6.4 (-2.56)

3.58 (1.19)

Winter Rice

3.77 (0.32)

3.3 (4.25)

5.92 (2.16)

-0.35 (2.74)

3.14 (2.42)

27.5 (11.3)

20.8 (13.1)

20.9 (21.7)

0.32 (3.12)

17.1 (12.34)

Total Rice

3.71 (0.2)

4.6 (4.42)

8.68 (3.54)

-1.66 (1.93)

3.84 (2.58)

Maize

25.8 (8.89)

-0.2 (-0.5)

3.41 (1.42)

-1.93 (0.04)

6.3 (2.3)

Wheat

75.2 (53.59)

12.9 (2.4)

0.58 (2.64)

39.69 (8.81)

31 (15.92)

Other Cereals
and Small Millets

92.8 (30.47)

3.19 (-2.4)

1.1 (0.96)

2.34 (-4.92)

23.1 (5.41)

Total Cereals

3.97 (0.72)

4.34 (4.09)

8.25 (3.46)

-1.65 (1.79)

3.72 (2.56)

Gram

15.6 (13.38)

6.08 (0.35)

-5.6 (-1.9)

-2.31 (0.67)

3.12 (2.85)

Tur

21.2 (6.91)

15.6 (2.19)

-1.2 (0.57)

-0.15 (-1.19)

8.54 (1.99)
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Assam during this period. Although area
under autumn rice declined in both Central
Brahmaputra Valley zone and Assam during
1991-2000, production showed a trend
growth rate of 6.9 and 2.15 percent
respectively due to considerable growth rate
of productivity. Production of winter rice
too during this period showed an increase
though area remained more or less stagnant.
It is interesting to note that the higher
productivity growth rate of autumn and
winter paddy during this period failed to
increase area under the same. Decline in
area and production of autumn rice became
more prominent and sharp during 2001-10.
Productivity growth rate of autumn rice in
Central Brahmaputra Valley during this
period declined more sharply than Assam,
might be due to remarkable decline in area
under HYV autumn rice (-13.63) in this
zone. During the same period area under
winter rice in Central Brahmaputra Valley
declined but production remained stagnant
whereas, area under winter rice in Assam
remained stagnant but production increased.

ISSN 2278-5264
Interestingly, summer paddy had shown
marked improvement in growth rate of area
under cultivation and production compared
to other two paddy varieties. The first subperiod (1971-80) witnessed significant area
expansion growing annually at 24.1 percent
per annum in Central Brahmaputra Valley,
which had declined to 11.32 percent during
the second sub period (1981-90). But Assam
showed opposite trend of increase in the
area growth rate during the second sub
period over the first sub period (Table 2).
The period 1991-2000 recovered in the
declining trend for summer rice in both
Central Brahmaputra Valley and Assam.
However, 2001-10 Central Brahmaputra
Valley experienced stagnant situation with
trend rate of growth although declining but
low at (-) 0.13 percent. Production growth
rate of it was impressive till 1991-2000, and
became low during 2001-10.
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Other Rabi
Pulses

4.57 (3.63)

1.17 (2.73)

1.74 (3.17)

-0.18 (0.69)

1.75 (2.53)

Total Pulses

5.34 (3.79)

2.23 (2.44)

0.64 (2.76)

-1.29 (0.47)

1.64 (2.33)

Total Foodgrain

3.94 (0.76)

4.27 (4.05)

8.09 (3.43)

-1.67 (1.75)

3.65 (2.54)

Sources: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Assam.
Note: Figures in the parentheses represent respective growth rate for the state as a whole.

Gains of area expansion for wheat in Central
Brahmaputra Valley (35.81 % per annum)
and in Assam (27.88 % per annum) during
1971-80 were much higher as compared to
paddy. During this period production growth
rate for wheat was also remarkable.
Succeeding periods however disappointingly
recorded a declining trend in the growth rate
of area and production for both Central

Brahmaputra Valley and Assam till 2000.
Surprisingly, during 2001-10, when most of
the foodgrain crops showed declining trend,
wheat showed increasing trend.
Growth rate of area and production of total
pulses of both Central Brahmaputra Valley
and Assam showed declining trend
consistently.

Table-4
Annual Average Growth Rate of Productivity (in percentage)
1971-80

1981-90

1991-2000

2001-10

1971-2010

Autumn Rice

1.85 (-1.26)

4.16 (3.16)

8.78 (3.44)

2.27 (2.65)

4.32 (2.08)

Winter Rice

1.11 (-1.05)

2.75 (3.05)

4.94 (1.82)

1.39 (2.34)

2.58 (1.61)

Summer Rice

1.3 (6.2)

7.76 (3.67)

4.53 (4.91)

0.05 (0.14)

3.46 (3.67)

Total Rice

1 (-1.08)

2.53 (2.95)

6.34 (2.7)

1.19 (2.13)

2.81 (1.74)

Total Cereals

1.03 (-0.97)

2.05 (2.77)

6.34 (2.73)

1.03 (2.07)

2.65 (1.71)

Total Pulses

1.09 (1.48)

0.88 (1.3)

1.15 (2.25)

1.12 (0.04)

1.06 (1.26)

Total Foodgrain
0.91 (-0.95)
2.19 (2.73)
6.34 (2.73)
1.03 (2.01)
Sources: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Assam.
Note: Figures in the parentheses represent respective growth rate for the state as a whole.

2.55 (1.7)

Comparison of production growth rate of
Central Brahmaputra Valley with that of the
State average growth rate (Table 3) reveals
that during 1971-80 the state lagged far
behind in case of almost all the major
foodgrain crops, which continued during
1981-90 with the exception of winter rice
and pulses. However, albeit this difference
Central Brahmaputra Valley and Assam
experienced almost equal production growth
rate of total foodgrains (4.27 and 4.05)
during 1981-90. This was because winter
rice which covers approximately 70 percent
of total foodgrains production in Assam

achieved higher area as well as productivity
growth rate than Central Brahmaputra
Valley zone during this period. During the
period 1991-2000 however, among the
foodgrain crops Assam recorded higher
production growth rate than Central
Brahmaputra Valley only in case of summer
rice (marginally), wheat and pulses. But
during this period, Assam experienced very
low production growth rate of total
foodgrains (3.43) than Central Brahmaputra
Valley (8.09), might be due to very low
productivity growth rate of autumn and
winter paddy. The subsequent period,
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however, witnessed a reverse situation
where Assam recorded higher production
growth rate in case of major foodgrain crops
except wheat, tur, other cereals and small
millets. During this period Assam
experienced higher area and productivity
growth rate in case of three types of paddy
than Central Brahmaputra Valley zone.
5. CONCLUSION:

In Central Brahmaputra valley zone of
Assam, area allocation among various crops
has shown a measure of structural rigidity
that reflects the traditional character of
Indian agriculture wherein foodgrains have
remained the predominant crop accounting
for more than three fourths of the gross
cropped area since the early 1970’s. While,
the growth rate of production of total
foodgrains during all the sub periods till
2000 was higher for Central Brahmaputra
Valley than the state as a whole, the
difference became more prominent during

ISSN 2278-5264
1991-2000. It was only during 2001-10,
Assam attained higher growth rate of
production of total foodgrains. the growth
rate in area, production and productivity for
total rice, total cereals and total foodgrains
have shown almost similar pattern due to the
fact that rice is the most important cereal
crops which occupies more than 90 percent
of the cropped area under total foodgrains.
Analysis of the trend rates of growth
separately for the three types of rice
suggests that although winter paddy was
dominant in terms of area and production,
rate of growth in production was more for
autumn and summer paddy. Yield level also
was relatively high for summer paddy.
Growth rate of area and production of total
pulses of both Central Brahmaputra Valley
and Assam showed declining trend
consistently.
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Socio Economic Status of Women Vendors in Towns
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without any skill or access 2. The rise of
female participation in the informal sector is
more due to economic compulsion than any
change in work ethos. In a labor surplus
economy like India‟s with low employment
avenues and increasing cost of living
females have been increasingly pushed into
labor market.
In the informal sector in urban areas
where women are not generally engaged in
agriculture, they are engaged as weavers,
vendors, constructional laborers, domestic
servants etc.
As defined by ILO in 1991, the term
„informal sector‟ refers to very small scale
units producing and distributing goods and
services consisting largely of independent
self-employed producers in urban areas of
developing countries some whom also
employ family labour or a few hired workers
or apprentices, which operate with very little
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED
STUDIES: Women are almost half the
adult population. They contribute two third
of the world‟s working hours and yet earn
only 1% of the world‟s property 1. In
developing countries the reality of most
women is that they are compelled by
poverty to seek and income, either as the
sole earner of the family or to supplement
income of the family.
Globalization is causing shrinking of
the organized sector accompanied by the
expansion of informal sector. Economic
opportunities created by the liberalization
are highly unequal. Those who are skilled,
have access to market, have better links,
have been able to benefit, for women of
upper class, the quality as well as
opportunities
for
employment
have
improved. But for most women workers
however, the quality of employment is poor
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Abstract
The study aims to examine the personal profile, family profile, migratory status, living, working
and economic conditions of the women vendors of the towns of Kokrajhar district. It also aims to
access their health condition. To study the socio-economic status of the women vendors, data
was collected from the sampled women vendors with the help of a questionnaire. Data collected
from the sample was entered in SPSS (V.13) and analysis was done. The finding of the study will
help the people especially the policy makers to know the socio-economic condition of the women
vendors. It will help in planning for the welfare of such workers
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METHODOLOGY:
The following methods were used in the
study:
a. Preparation of a questionnaire to
collect data.
b. Sampling: 41 women vendors were
selected as samples from the towns
of Kokrajhar district. There are three
towns in the district namely
Kokrajhar, Gossaigaon and Salakati.
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legislation rules. People migrate from rural
subsistence sector to the urban commercial
sectors. The holding sector is in actual
practice the urban traditional or unorganized
sector, which absorbs the rural migrants
initially in what are called the informal
economic activities such as hawking,
pedaling, retailing of consumer goods,
working in household repair shops, carrying
head loads, pushing carts, plying manual
rickshaw and so on. However, by its very
nature this sector offers insecure jobs and
low wages or returns‟ 4. According to
Harold Lubell the informal sector constitute
the residual labor market of the last resort,
characterized by self-employment and low
income producers of marginal goods for lack
of any other means of earning a livelihood.
It is also identified as a reservoir of
traditional and modern skills, which can be
made productive, if effective demand is
created for them 5.
Based on the nature of their
activity, vendors, so called petty traders can
be categorized as „street vendors‟, „small
petty vendors‟ and „petty vendors‟. Petty
vendors have fixed space with proper shelter
for conducting their trade which in turn
allows them to invest more. Small petty
vendors conduct the trade at a fixed space
but without proper shelter. Street vendors
carry their activity moving around the streets
either carrying head loads or by using a push
cart 6. In the towns of Kokrajhar district
only small petty vendors are seen.
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capital or none at all, which utilizes low
level of technique and skill, which therefore
operate at a low level of productivity which
generally provide very low irregular income
and highly unstable employment to those
who work in it.
It is informal in the sense that they
are for the most part unregulated and
unrecorded in official statistics. They tend to
have little or no access to labour markets, to
credit institution, to formal education and
training institution or to many public
services and amenities. They are not
recognized, supported and regulated by the
government, they are often compelled by
circumstances to operate outside the law and
even when they are registered and respect
aspects of laws they are almost invariably
beyond the pale of second protection, labour
legislation and protective measures at work
place. Informal sector producers and
workers are generally unorganized and in
most cases beyond the scope of action of
trade union and employers organization and
they generally live in appalling, often
dangerous and unhealthy condition even
without basic sanitary facilities in the shanty
towns of urban areas 3.
The workers of the informal sector
work as piece workers, self-employed
workers, paid workers in the informal
enterprises, unpaid workers in family
business, casual workers without fixed
employer and sub-contract workers linked to
the formal enterprises. Vendors are selfemployed workers.
According to Mukhopadhyay, „the
boundary of the informal sector is obtained
by the standard exclusion principle, i.e.,
what does the sphere of formal sector not
covered is informal sector. The sector
includes petty self-employed small units, of
factory production employing 7-10 persons,
shops and other establishments. Thus entire
sector is a heterogeneous mix in which
workers are not protected by labor
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION: Personal
profile, family profile, migratory status,
living conditions, working condition,
economic conditions and health of the
sampled women vendors is discussed below
with the help of tables derived with the help
of SPSS.
Regarding the personal profile of the
respondents‟, the study reveals that majority
of the women vendors were Hindus and the
rest were Christians (Table 1.a). Muslim
women vendors were not seen. Castes wise
distribution shows that majority of them
were scheduled tribes (Table 1.a). Table 1b, c, d shows that all the women vendors
were married, majority of them belong to
age 31-50 years and more than 50% of them
had their marriage before being 21 years.
About 76% of them were educated but they
did not have high level of education (Table
1- e, f). 66% of them had only primary
education and the rest have education only
up to middle level. Majority of them
reported that they could only write their
names and do simple calculation.
Table 2- a, b, c, d, e, f shows the
family profile of the respondents. The study
reveals that about 93% of them came from
big nuclear families comprising of 4-8
members. The rest have very small families
having less than 4 members or very big
families having greater than 12 members.
About 22% of the respondents were either

widow or divorced and 78% respondents‟
husbands were alive. Out of that 78%, about
49% did not have educated husbands and
only 29% had educated husbands. Though
they were educated, majority had only
primary education. Respondents having
husbands reported that because of no
education or low level of education their
husbands work in the informal sector as
laborers, vendors, farmers, rickshaw pullers,
drivers, entrepreneurs other than vendors,
private employees. 7.30% of the respondents
reported having one child, 22% of two
children, 41.5% of three children, 26.80% of
four children and 2.40% of six children.
Total numbers of children of the respondents
were 122 and all were educated and 100 of
them were unmarried. Majority of the
unmarried children were found to be nonworking and majority of the married
children were found working. It was
observed in the study that most of the
children were young and school going and
so they were unmarried and non-working.
Table 3 shows the migratory status,
type and cause of migration of the
respondents. Majorities (73.20%) of the
respondents have migrated and out of that
many have migrated daily. Poverty has
compelled 66.00% of the respondents to
migrate to work.
Table 4 – a, b, c, d, e shows the
living condition of the women vendors.
80.50% reported of having own house and
the rest reported of staying in rent. Many
have migrated in the towns daily preferring
to stay in their own homes in rural areas.
Only a small percentage of the vendors have
pucca houses, while a huge percentage of
the vendors have kutcha and semi pucca
(others) houses. Majority reported of having
2-4 rooms as because many have big
families. More than 50.00% of them
reported of having no ventilation in their
houses and about 27.00% had improper
ventilation. Though it was found that
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30 of them were from from
Kokrajhar town, 4 from Gossaigaon
town and 7 from Salakati town.
c. Collection of data: Data was
collected
through
personal
interviews with the help of
questionnaire from the samples. Data
was collected in October and
November, 2012.
d. The data collected was then entered
in SPSS (V.13) and analysis was
done.
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the respondents were compelled by poverty
to work. Regarding the condition of work
place it was found that all of them did not
have shelter for work. They were found
selling in the road side where they have to
bear heat, cold, dust, noise and crowd. Only
25.00% of the respondents have separate
toilet (for ladies) and drinking water.
Another 50.00% of the respondents have no
toilet but only drinking water facility. The
rest 25.00% did not have toilet as well as
drinking water facility.
Table 6- a, b, c, d shows the
economic condition of the women vendors.
The table shows that 41.50% had income
Rs.4001.00-Rs.8000.00,
19.50%
had
Rs.8001.00-Rs.12000.00,
7.30%
had
Rs.12001.00-Rs.16000.00, 26.80% had
Rs.16001.00-Rs.20000.00 and 4.90% had
Rs.20001.00-Rs.25000.00 per month. About
17.00% of the respondents reported of
having one earning member, 61.00% have
two, 12.20% have three and 9.80% have
four earning members in the family.
Regarding the family income, 22.00%
reported of having Rs.5001.00 – Rs.
10000.00 family income per month, 24.00%
of Rs. 10001.00 – Rs. 15000.00, 17.10% of
Rs.15001.00- Rs.20000.00, 29.30% of
Rs.20001.00-Rs.25000.00, 4.90% of Rs.
25001.00 – Rs.30000.00 and 2.40% had
greater than Rs.30000.00 per month. As
seen from the table, the average spending by
the women vendors on various items were:
50.49% on food, 2.71% on cloth, 1.83% on
house, 6.63% on fuel, 5.95% on health,
7.37%
on
education,
6.07%
on
entertainment and recreation, 12.44% on
travel and 6.49% on miscellaneous items. It
was observed that majority of the women
vendors were compelled by poverty to work
and so they spend major portion of their
income on fooding. Regarding indebtedness
only a small percentage (7.30%) of the
respondents were found in debt and they had
borrowed from unorganized sources such as
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majority had separate kitchen facilities
(61.00%) yet most of their kitchens were not
in good condition – without proper light, no
ventilation and windows, ordinary doors, no
water facility etc. All the respondents
reported of having private water facility
inside their premise because of the
inadequate water supply by the government.
Majority of the vendors living in their
houses had tube well as the water source as
because it is comparatively cheaper than
digging wells or installing tap water
connection. Most of the vendors that were
staying in rented houses reported of
preferring staying in houses with tube well
water facility because of the cheaper rent.
Almost of all of them (97.60%) did not have
bath- room facility though a huge percentage
of them had latrine facility inside their
premises. More than 50.00% of the
respondents did not have drainage facility
around their houses which made their living
area dirty. 92.70% of them availed
electricity facility. Majority of those living
in rural areas and migrating daily for work
also availed electric facility because of the
Rajib Gandhi Rural Electrification Program.
Respondents reported of frequent power cuts
and low voltage. Only a small percentage
(12.00%) of the women was found throwing
their waste in the collection points while the
rest were found throwing in road side,
around house or in drains. About 76.00% of
the women vendors did not have TV,
80.50% did not have fan, 80.50% did not
have good furniture and 73.00% did not
have LPG connection for cooking in their
houses.
Table 5 – a, b shows the working
condition of the sampled women vendors.
They were found selling meat, vegetables,
fish and fruits. 80.50% of them reported of
working for 9-12 hours a day. About
56.00% of them were in vending profession
for 6-10 years, 36.60% for 11-15 years and
4.90% for greater than 15 years. 88.00% of
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relatives and money lenders. Even though
many were poor they did not go for credit
facilities given by organized sources. The
reasons observed for no borrowing from the
organized sources were low level of
education and ignorance. Less borrowing
from unorganized sources was also observed
and the main reason found was the high rate
of interest that prevails both in the rural and
urban areas of the district.
Health status of the sampled women
vendors are shown in table 7- a, b, c. As far
as the illness is concerned, about 29.00%
were weak, 75.60% had ache, 12.20% had
sinusitis and headache, 17.10% had blood
pressure and eye problem, 24.40% had
gastritis, 2.40% had piles and 9.80% had
menstrual problems. Due to poverty,
majority of the respondents reported of
visiting Govt. health centers and others

Personal Profile of the respondents’:

a. Religion and Caste:
Religion
No. of
samples
Hindu
Christian
41
87.80
12.20

26-30

c. Marital Status:
No. of samples
41
d. Age at marriage:
No. of
No. of
married
samples
respondent
41
41

Caste
SC
ST
2.40
78.00

General
2.40

OBC
17.10

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51-55

9.80

26.80

12.20

41.50

9.80

Unmarried

Married
78.00

Widow
17.10

Divorced
4.90

Age at marriage
16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

56.10

41.50

--

2.40

--

--
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b. Age in years:
No. of
21-25
samples
41

Muslim
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Tables:1.

(homoeopathic
centres,
pharmacy,
indigeneous medicines) as because visiting
them cost comparatively lower than visiting
private health centers. Regarding their child
birth, all of them reported of getting
antenatal care and giving normal delivery.
More than 50.00% of women had their child
delivery with the help of midwives. The
reason observed for most of the women
preferring normal delivery and midwives
was the lower cost involved in it.22.00% of
the respondents reported having abortion
and out of that 12.2% had spontaneous
abortion and the rest had induced abortion.
More than 50% of the vendors
reported
of
having
non-cooperative
husbands, domestic violence and noninvolvement in decision making. 80% of
them reported of not getting help in
household work.
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e. Educational status:
No. of samples
41

Educated
75.60

f. Level of education:
No. of
No. of
educated
samples
respondent
41
31
2.

Uneducated
24.40

Primary

Middle

High
School

Higher
Secondary

Uneducated

61.90

9.8

--

--

24.40

9-12
7.3

>12
--

Family Profile:
a. Family type and size:
No. of
samples
41

Type
Nuclear
92.7

Size
Joint
7.3

<4
9.8

4-8
82.9

b. Educational status and level of education of husband:
Educational status
Level of education of husband
No. of
No. of
No
High
samples husband Educated Uneducated
Primary Middle
HS
husband
school
41
32
29.3
48.8
22.0
22.0
7.3
c. Occupation of husband:
No. of
AgriculLabor Vendor
husband
ture
32

7.3

d. No. of children:
No. of
Total
samples Children
41
122

22.0

22.0

0

RicksEntrep- Private Govt.
haw Driver
Misc
reneur
job
job
puller
12.2
9.8
2.4
2.4

1

2

3

4

7.3

22.0

41.5

26.8

6
2.4

Marital status
Married
Unmarried
22
100
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e. Educational and marital status of children:
Educational status
Total no. of
Children
Educated
Uneducated
122
122
0

5
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f. Married working and non-working and unmarried working and non-working children:
Total no. of
children
122
3.

Married
Non-working
2

Unmarried
Working
Non-working
2
98

Migratory status, type of migration and cause of migration:

No. of
sampl
es
41
4.

Working
20

Migratory status
Not
Migrate
Dail
migrate
d
y
d
73.2
26.8
53.7

Type
Season
al

Cause

Tempora
ry

Permane
nt

19.5

Povert Employme
y
nt
65.9

7.3

other
s
2.4

Living conditions: housing, water supply, sanitation:

a. Status of house, type of house and no. of rooms:
No. of House status
Type of house
No. of rooms
samples Own
Rented Others Pucca Kutcha Others <2
2-4
41
80.5
19.5
17.1
39.0
43.9
4.9
78.0

>4
7.1

b. Ventilation and kitchen status:
Ventilation status
Kitchen status
No. of
No
Properly Improper
Multipurpose
In
samples
Separate
outside
ventilation ventilated ventilated
room
veranda
41
53.7
19.5
26.8
61.0
39.0

Tube
well
87.8

Well
9.8

Tape
water
2.4

d. Bathroom, latrine, drainage and electric facility:
Bathroom facility Latrine facility Drainage of water
No. of
Does
samples
Yes
No
Inside Outside
Exist
not
exist
41
2.4
97.6
80.5
19.5
43.9
56.1
e. Waste disposal and other facility:
No.
Disposal of house hold waste
Volume-I, Issue-IV, April 2013

Outside source
Tube
Well
well
---

Electric facility
Yes

No

92.7

7.3

Other facilities
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Inside source
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c. Water sources:
Water source
No. of
In
Outside
samples
premise premise
41
100
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of
sam
ples

Road
-side

41

22.0

Aroun
d
house
61.0

In
Neighb
drain -oring
s
plot
4.9

--

Colle
TV
ction
point Yes No
24. 75.
12.2
4
6

Fan
Yes
19.
5

No
80.
5

Furn
iture
Yes

LPG
No
80.
5

19.5

Yes
26.
8

No
73.
2

5. Working conditions: working hour per day, service period in years, compulsion to work:
a. Working hour per day and service period in years:
Working hour per day
Service period in years
No. of
samples
<4
4-8
9-12
>12
1-5
6-10
11-15
>15
41
-19.5
80.5
-2.4
56.1
36.6
4.9
b. Compulsion to work:

6.

No. of
samples

Poverty

41

87.8

Compulsion to work
To
Husband
Husband
supplement
expired
unemployed
income
9.8
---

Others
--

Economic conditions:
a. Respondents‟ income per month:
Respondents‟ income per month
No. of
400180011200116001Sample
<4000
8000
12000
16000
20000
41
-41.5
19.5
7.3
26.8

2000125000
4.9

b. Family income per month, number of earning members:
No. of earning members in the
Family income per month
family
5001- 10001- 15001- 20001- 250011
2
3
4 5 6 7
>30000
10000 15000 20000 25000 30000
17.1 61.0 12.2 9.8 -- -- -22.0
24.4
17.1
29.3
4.9
2.4

Amount of debt
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Source of debt

6.49
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d. Indebtedness, amount, source:
No. of
Indebtedness
samples
status

Misc

Page

c. Expenditure pattern:
Average spending by women vendors in different items
No. of
Entertainment
samples Food
Cloth House Fuel Health Education
Travel
& recreation
41
50.49
2.71
1.83
6.63
5.95
7.37
6.07
12.44
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41

Yes

No

<1000

7.3

92.7

--

1001- 5001- 10001Money
Relative
Bank
5000 10000 15000
lender
7.3
--2.4
4.9
--

Purpose of debt:
Marriage

Education

--

4.9

Purpose of debt
Daily
Illness
Business
needs
--2.4

To repair
house
--

Not
applicable
92.7

1. Health:
a. Illness and health service facility availed:

95.1

Sinusitis
12.2

Private

Menstrual
problem
9.8

2.4

Piles
2.4

Government

Gas
problem
24.4

63.4

Eye problem

No

Spontaneous

Induced

Abortion type

Yes

--

17.1

Jaundice
2.4
Not applicable

--

Abortion

Relatives

Headache
12.2
Caesarian

100

4.9

Malaria
2.4
Normal

--

Delivery
conducted by
Midwives

Skin disease
9.8

--

Hypertensio
n
Diabetes

Fever
2.4

100

17.1

Ache
75.6

Not Applicable

41

No

No. of
samples

Yes

b. Antenatal care and delivery type:
Antenatal
Delivery type
care

43.9 56.1

--

22.0

78.0

12.2

9.8

Doctor

Weak

41

No. of
sample
s

29.3

Common illness

others

Health
facility
availed

problems were: their dual responsibility both
at home and at work place, sharing of
earnings, cultural constrains, non-cooperative husbands, domestic violence and
non-involvement in decision making.
Besides that they also did not have good
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The foregoing discussion throws light
on the various problems of the women
vendors that they face at home, at work
place and health problems. The problems
faced by the women vendors at the home
front were many. Some of the important
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Source of the tables: Based on field survey (October and November‟ 2012)
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So based on the findings, the following
suggestions have been made:
 The finding related to the
educational status of the women
vendors (Table 1) shows that about
76.00% of them were educated but
though educated they had low level
of education. Majority of them had
only primary education. Due to this
low level of education they were not
able to participate actively in
decision making process. There is
direct correlation between level of
education and employment and
naturally this is the basis for
employment. Therefore equal access
to education for women and girls
should be ensured. Special measures
should be taken to eliminate
discrimination, create a gender
sensitive educational system and
improve the quality and level of







education to facilitate lifelong
learning as well as development of
occupational or vocational or
technical skills for women.
The finding regarding the place of
work revealed that all of the women
vendors had no proper shelter for
work. As there was no proper shelter
they have to carry their things up and
down every day from home to work
place and work place to home. Road
side was their work place and
majority of them did not have the
basic amenities such as drinking
water, toilet and light facilities. The
government should look in to give
the basic facilities at work place i.e.,
shelter, toilet, drinking water and
light facilities.
The findings regarding the income of
the sampled women vendors on an
average were Rs.12,207.32. Looking
at their family size and number of
earning members in the family that
amount of earning was not good. In
fact they were compelled by poverty
to work. Being poor, in times of
financial crisis they borrow at an
exorbitant rate of interest from
neighbours, relatives and money
lenders but hardly approach banks
due to their low level of education
and ignorance. These leads to heavy
indebtedness. Now micro credit
mechanism and micro finance
institutions of adequate financial,
human and market resources to
implement the policies should be
managed by concerned departments,
financial credit institutions and banks
and connected institutions.
The finding regarding health
problems revealed that informal
sector
women
vendors
were
suffering from common illnesses.
The question of health and safety
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living condition. They also faced several
problems at work place like long hours of
work, lack of provision of basic facilities,
welfare programs and social security. They
also reported of suffering from common
illness. Since most of them belonged to the
low social economic strata they were
extremely vulnerable to ailments and
diseases. They reported of having weakness,
ache, gastritis etc. Above all these problems
the women vendors have lacked behind in
education. They either were uneducated or
have very low level of education for which
they could not enter in formal sector job
market.
The world cannot afford to
do without women‟s full contribution at
every level of social, economic and political
activity. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said „in
order to awaken the people it is the women
who have to be awakened, once she is on
move, the family moves, the village moves,
the nation moves‟.
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should be considered in a broad
context and possible areas should be
identified where protective measures
need to be increased.
The entry of women vendors into the
labor market has not yet had the
effect of relieving them of a share of
house work. Women vendors work
longer hours in order to fit all their
work. Still women vendors do not
get due respect. They have to face
domestic violence and no help from
husbands. A suitable educational
program to give dignity to the work
they do need to be carried out with
family members of the workers.
Proper awareness should be created
among
the
women
vendor‟s
husbands. Also counseling programs
are needed to change the behavior of



the husbands and make them realize
the importance of better environment
in their family.
Voluntary organizations can work
towards making improvement in
their health status, educational
attainment and general welfare.
Following areas particularly can be
intervened by these groups:
i.
To
organize
awareness
programs regarding their
legal rights, health nutrition
and sanitation.
ii.
To make arrangement for
doctors to organize health
camps or free medical
checkups.
iii.
To make provision for adult
education.
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in Assam enabled the East India Company
to develop a trade, which China had hitherto
monopolized.
Bruce
was
appointed
superintendent of the government tea forest,
who in 1837 sent 46 boxes of Assam tea to
the tea committee. When, in 1824, Dr. N.
Wallich of Botanical Garden identified these
specimens it was the beginning of the
scientific study of tea in India. Dr. Wallich
visited Assam in 1834 and submitted his
report in 1835. The Assam Company was
accordingly formed in England in 1839 with
a capital of Rs. 5 lakh. The Assam Company
with its headquarters in Nazira is the oldest
commercial tea company of Assam which is
still functioning. The second company was
formed in 1859 as the Jorhat Tea Company
and even today its central office is at Jorhat.
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Introduction: Assam is the biggest
producer of quality tea in India, contributing
about 55 per cent to country‘s total tea
production. It is generally believed that the
people of Bodo tribe brought tea into Assam
(Indialine, 2008). But they produced for
themselves and hardly took it outside
Assam. As pointed out by Bhuyan (1974)
the tea plant was discovered in 1823 by
Robert Bruce, merchant and soldier of
fortune, during his visit to Rongpur, where
he was imprisoned by the Burmese. A
Singpho chief furnished Bruce with some
plants. In 1824 Robert Bruce gave some
plants to his brother C. A. Bruce who
handed them over to David Scott. Scott in
turn gave a few specimens to the Botanical
Garden, Calcutta. The discovery of tea plant
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Abstract
Tea is one of the most popular beverages in the world. Tea in India is so popular that liking for it
has reached the point of adoration. The best quality tea in India pours chiefly from Assam. It was
way back in 1823 that Robert Bruce . a merchant and soldier, first spotted tea plant in Assam
and this eventually led to East-India company developing a trade in it. A visit from Dr. Wallich
to Assam in 1834 saw the formation of the Assam Company in England. Among the Indians, it
was, however, Maniram Dewan, an Assamese noble man, who initiated planting tea leading
many others, mostly Assamese, to follow in his footsteps. After independence, as the scenario
change, Indian Companies like-Birla Tata entered the fray to become biggest producers of the
coveted “Assam Tea”. The picture, however, is not completely rosy as the tea plantation, teaestate have been severely affected in recent years by the militancy in the state. Dwindling
economic condition, stiff competition in international market and recurrent slumps have not
helped the cause either. This paper is an earnest effort to highlight the historical background of
the development of tea industry of Assam.
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The first consignment of 12 boxes of tea
manufactured by the Singpho chiefs were
shipped from Calcutta to London in 1835.
The first auction of tea took place in London
on May 26, 1841, which was conducted by
Ms McKenzie Lyll & Company. 35 chests
of tea made by the Singphos and 95 chests
from the government plantation of Assam
were offered (North East Enquirer, 2002).
The biggest research centre of tea in the
world, now situated in Jorhat, was started in
Calcutta in 1900 by the India Tea
Association. In 1904, a laboratory was
started at Heelea-kah Tea Estate near
Mariani. In 1912, the laboratory was shifted
to Tocklai (Jorhat) and was renamed as
Tocklai Experimental Station. In 1964, the
experimental station became Tea Research
Association (TRA).
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The first Indian to start planting of tea was
an Assamese nobleman Maniram Dutta
Barma, popularly known as Maniram

Dewan. He was a Dewan of Assam
Company until he resigned in 1841 to start
his own tea estate. He had two gardens at
Jorhat and near Sonari. But the British
hanged him in 1858 for taking part in
mutiny in 1857. After Maniram Dewan‘s
pioneering efforts, many others, mostly
Assamese, came forward to plant tea.
Someswar Sharma became the first Indian
superintendent of the tea industry of the
Manband
Tea
Company.
After
independence things started changing. The
British dominated industry changed hands.
Although the Jalans, Saharias, Ahmeds,
Kanois, Darshan Lalls and few others were
already there, the reputed industrialists of
India like the Birla, Poddar, Paul, Shetia,
Rhuia and Tata amongst other became the
biggest producers of Assam tea. From 1823,
the tea industry in Assam valley came a long
way. Today there are about six lakh tea
garden workers engaged in 850 tea gardens
(North East Enquirer, 2002).
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Cinnamora tea Estate: First Tea Garden of Assam Established by Maniram Dewan in 1850.
According to a report (North East Enquirer,
which in turn would help produce quality
2002), in the year 2000, the total area of
tea. Recently a group of tea makers of small
Assam under tea production was 26739
tea growers from Assam visited Kangra
hectares and total production of tea was
valley of Himachal Pradesh to learn about
451236 thousand kilograms, thus showing a
mechanized plucking and new methods of
yield (kg/hectare) of 1688. However, in
pruning tea bushes. Kangra valley is known
2001, the production of tea dipped to
for producing orthodox tea of a high quality.
450132 thousand kilograms, thus falling by
The group that was sponsored by the Tea
1104 thousand kgs from the previous year‘s
Board returned with a wealth of information.
production. The 2001 figures of Indian tea
The Tea Board will also introduce an export
export (in million kgs) show a total figure of
rating system soon to control the quality of
164.19. The main countries to which the tea
Assam tea. The tea research association is
is going are CIS countries (including Russia
also taking measures in Tocklai (Jorhat) for
and Khazakhistan) — 77.46 million kgs; UK
producing quality tea.
— 15.41 million kgs; UAE — 19.65 million
kgs; Iraq — 14.14 million kgs; Polland —
The Tea History Timeline
7.59 million kgs and the USA — 5.35
million kgs.
2727 BC
CHINA - The Emperor Shen
Nung discovers tea one day while drinking
According to the Directorate of Tea, Govt.
hot water in his garden.
of Assam, there are about 28,000 small tea
600's Chinese character c'ha, meaning tea,
gardens in the State producing about 70
comes into use
million kgs tea annually (cf. 451 million kgs
780
CHINA - The first tax on tea in
mentioned above). According to another
China, due to its popularity. The first book
report, Assam has over 800 tea plantations
on tea, the Ch'a Ching (The Classic of Tea),
that are of medium to large size. There are
written by the poet Lu Yu is published.
also over 200,000 small-scale cooperative
Tea drinking becomes very popular
and individual tea farms. On an average,
at court, inspiring the custom of "Tribute
Assam produces over 480 million kilogram
tea", whereby tea growers "donate" their
of tea per year, making it the largest tea
very best tea to the Emperor and the
growing region in the world (North East
Imperial court.
Enquirer, 2002).
Due to its popularity, tea is taxed for
the first tax in China.
The State Government is thinking of
794
Japanese monks plant tea bushes in
registering the small tea gardens with the
Kyoto's Imperial gardens.
labour department. The Tea Board has
900
Japan is again influenced by Chinese
opened a cell at the Assam Agricultural
culture, when Japanese scholars return from
University to train small tea growers with
a visit to China bearing tea.
the aim of improving the quality of Assam
1191 JAPAN - The Buddhist abbot Yeisei
tea. A similar training session for small
re-introduces tea to Japan after travels in
growers would also be started at Tocklai
China. He brings tea seeds and knowledge
Research Station. According to the Tea
of Buddhist rituals involving a bowl of
Board, a cooperative of small growers was
shared tea. He also writes the first Japanese
floated in Assam and the Tea Board would
book about tea
help it to purchase a factory of its own
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1708 EUROPE - England imports an
annual average 240,000 pounds of tea.
People of all levels of society now drink tea
in England.
1716 Tea is brought to Canada by the
Hudson Bay Company.
1750 Black tea exceeds green tea in
popularity in Europe.
1767 England imposes high taxes on tea
and other items sent to the American
colonists. The colonists, resenting the
monopoly that England has over them,
begins to smuggle tea in from Holland.
1773 EUROPE - The John Company and
the East India Company merge, forming the
New East India Company. This new
company had a complete monopoly on all
trade and commerce in India and China.
Trade with China is expensive however, and
England's solution to its financial problem is
opium. They begin to trade opium, (which
they could grow cheaply in India) with the
Chinese for tea. The Chinese would become
addicted to the supply of opium, ensuring a
constant supply of cheap tea to the English.

1784 The grandson of Thomas Twinning
persuades the Prime Minister William Pitt to
drop the high taxes on tea, not only
eliminating smuggling, but making tea an
affordable luxury to Brits of all walks of
life.
The Comte de la Rochefoucauld
writes"Throughout the whole of England the
drinking of tea is general. You have it twice
a day and though the expense is
considerable, the humblest peasant has his
tea just like the rich man."
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The famous Boston Tea Party occurs
when American patriots dressed as Mohawk
Indians push 342 chests of tea overboard.
This act would eventually lead to the
American Declaration of Independence of
1776.
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1261 JAPAN - Buddhist monks travel
across Japan, spreading the art of tea and the
Zen doctrine
1400's Tea drinking becomes prevalent
among the masses in Japan
1521-1591
JAPAN - Sen Rikyu, known
as the "father of tea" in Japan, codifies the
tea ceremony.
1618 RUSSIA - Tea is introduced to
Russia, when the Chinese embassy visits
Moscow, bringing a chest of tea as a gift for
the Czar Alexis.
1635 EUROPE - The "tea heretics"
(doctors and university authorities) of
Holland argue over the positive and negative
effects of tea, while the Dutch continue to
enjoy their newfound beverage.
1650/1660
NORTH AMERICA - A
Dutch trader introduces tea to the Dutch
settlers in New Amsterdam (a small
settlement in North America). Later, when
the English acquired this colony, they found
that the inhabitants of New Amsterdam (or
New York as they chose to re-name it)
consumed more tea than all of England.
1652 EUROPE - Tea is introduced to
England by the Dutch East India Company.
1660 England's first tax on tea, levied at 8
pence for every gallon of tea sold at the
coffeehouses.
1664 Tea
drinking
becomes
very
fashionable among the aristocracy of
England, although the debate continues as to
its medicinal value or harm.
1670 The English begin to make and use
silver teapots.
1675 EUROPE - In Holland, tea is widely
available for purchase in common food
shops.
1685 England begins to trade directly with
China. Tea and the Chinese word t'e (Amoy
dialect) is brought to England directly from
the Amoy region.
1699 EUROPE - England imports an
average of 40,000 pounds of tea.
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The proprietor of the Aerated Bread
Company begins to serve tea in the back of
her shop to her favorite customers. Her back
room becomes such a popular place to take
afternoon tea that the company decides to
open an actual teashop, the first of a chain of
shops that would come to be known as the
ABC teashop.
1903 Tea is planted in Kenya at Limuru.
1904 NORTH AMERICA - The first "iced
tea" was served at the St. Louis World's
Fair. A certain tea merchant had planned to
give away samples of his tea to the fairgoers, and when unable to think of anything
else to do when a heat wave threatened his
plans, he dumped ice into his hot tea.
1906 The Book of Tea is written by
Okakura Kakuzo, thus introducing the west
to the Japanese Tea Ceremony and its
history.
1914 British workers are given tea breaks
throughout the day as this is thought to
improve their productivity.
British soldiers are given tea as part of their
rations.
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1867 Scotsman James Taylor, manager of
a coffee plantation in Ceylon, experiments
with growing tea, planting both the China
and India seed. The Assam seed flourishes
and becomes the first commercial tea from
Ceylon.
1898 Tea is introduced to Iran.
1900 RUSSIA - The Trans-Siberian
Railroad is completed, ending camel caravan
trade between Russia and China. In Russia,
tea has become the national beverage
(besides Vodka).
Tea is planted in the Botanical gardens at
Entebbe, Uganda.
In England, teashops become the popular
place for the working class to take their
afternoon tea. By this time Lyon's has over
250 teashops, and taking tea, as meal away
from home becomes a pert of daily life.
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1800 Tea gardens become popular haunts
for fashionable Londoners.
1818 The Temperance Movement is
founded as a result of rampant alcoholism
brought on by the Industrial Revolution.
Members seek salvation for the drunken
men with "tea and god on their side". This
movement eventually inspired the word
"teetotaling".
1823 The first Indian tea bushes are
"discovered" growing wild in the Assam
region of India by British Army Major
Robert Bruce.
1826 The first packaged tea is made
available for purchase in England by the
Horniman Tea Company.
1834 The "Tea Committee", appointed by
the Governor-General Lord William
Cavendish Bentinck, reports that tea can be
successfully grown in India.
Experiments with tea planting are conducted
in the Darjeeling region of India.
1838 The British seriously set about
planting and cultivating tea in the Assam
region of India.
1839 The first chests of Assam tea arrive
at the London Tea auctions. The British are
ecstatic as this means that they are now able
to successfully grow their own tea.
1842 CHINA - The Opium Wars end with
England winning "the right" to trade opium
for tea.
1850's EUROPE - The world's nations
competed with one another in global clipper
races to lay claim to the fastest ships. The
fast sailing ships would race all the way
from China to England, and up the Thames
river to the Tea Exchange in London, where
they would present the year's first crop of
tea to be auctioned. Steamships would
replace these tall ships by 1871.
1851 Full of "tea pride" the British exhibit
their own Assam-grown tea at the Great
Exhibition.
1854 The British introduce tea to
Morocco.
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1953 The paper teabag is developed by the
Tetley tea Company, thus transforming teadrinking habits around the world.
II. The Tea Garden Labourers in Assam:
Assam's tea industry is dependent on about
two million labourers almost all of whom
are the descendents of those who were
brought to Assam as slaves first by the East
India Company and later by the British
rulers and entrepreneurs from 1830‘s
through 1920‘s, mostly from the Santhal
Parganas district of Bihar (now in Jharkhand
state). The descendents of these slaves, are
now called tea tribes (Chatterjee and Das
Gupta, 1981; Verghese, 1996). The tea
tribes form the backbone of the Assamese
tea industry. The tea-tribes are found mainly
in the districts of Darrang, Sonitpur,
Nagaon, Jorhat, Golaghat, Dibrugarh,
Cachar, Hailakandi, Karimganj, Tinsukia
and almost all the districts of Assam
(Wikipedia). It may be mentioned here that
Santhali speaker tea tribes are also found in
parts of Kokrajhar and Bongaigaon districts.
The population of Santhali speakers is about
135,900. People from the Singpho, Boro,
Moran and Kachari tribes are also involved
in growing, and harvesting of tea.

As described by the Wikipedia, the Teatribes of Assam are among the backward
and most exploited tribes in India, though
their newer generation is comparatively
educated and now it has intellectuals and
professionals in various fields. The Tea
tribes, being basically labourers, live in
villages, inside tea-estates (established by
tea-planters). These estates are located in
interior places and this contributes to the
backwardness and exploitation of them by
the tea-planters. The workers, in a way, have
to live with the basic facilities provided by
the tea-planters. The tea-planters, usually
exploit the teatribes in every possible way.
Violence and agitation of labours against the
management is common, where the state
machinery normally protects the teaplanters. Noneducation, poverty, addiction
of males to country-beer, poor standard of
living and health facilities are the problems
in their life. There are instances when teaplanters do not even supply the life-saving
drugs when workers are dying out of
epidemics. The 'welfare officer' appointed in
every tea-estate due to compulsion from
Govt. of India, are mostly show-pieces than
of any good.
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According to Behal (2006) the tea industry,
from the 1840‘s onwards the earliest
commercial enterprise established by private
British capital in the Assam Valley, had
been the major employer of wage labour
there during colonial rule. It grew
spectacularly during the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, when tea production
increased from 6,000,000 lb in 1872 to
75,000,000 lb in 1900 and the area under tea
cultivation expanded from 27,000 acres to

204,000 acres. Employment of labour in the
Assam Valley tea plantations increased from
107,847 in 1885 to 247,760 in 1900, and the
industry continued to grow during the first
half of the twentieth century. At the end of
colonial rule the Assam Valley tea
plantations employed nearly half a million
labourers out of a labour population of more
than three-quarters of a million, and more
than 300,000 acres were under tea
cultivation out of a total area of a million
acres controlled by the tea companies.
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Laborers working in a tea garden.

An ethnic clash between Bodo tribe (one of
the largest tribes in Assam and in North East
India) and Santhals (who are the
descendents of indentured tea labors in
Assam that migrated from the Santhal
Parganas district of the erstwhile Bihar)
erupted in early 1996. As Narzary (2006)
points out, the hidden truth of the ethnic
clash is the banning of entry into the forest,
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Tea plantation, tea estates and the tea
industry as a whole has been seriously hit by
the explosive environment in Assam.
Militancy is telling heavily on the industry.
Many tea gardens are abandoned by their
owners and many others are somehow
functional. The dwindling economic
condition has further been made worse by
the tough competition in the international
market, falling prices and recurrent slumps
(Orange, 2008). These factors have led to
deterioration of the economic conditions of
tea labourers in Assam. Secondly, the tea
garden laboures who were brought as slaves
or bounded labourers by the British to
Assam, have now well settled in Assam and
the new generation that grew up in Assam
has become well-integrated with the
Assamese culture (Kar, 1975, 2001). In due
course, a demand for an equitable dealing
arose. As viewed by some, with good
housing, health and education along with

better salaries and wages, the tea garden
labourers enjoy better facilities than other
labourers engaged elsewhere. Today prolific
singers, sportspersons, academicians and
even politicians are coming up from the
garden areas of Assam, which truly reflect
their condition. However, the rosy picture
presented by such views is not in tune with
the findings of a number of studies such as
Barker (1884), Gohain (1973), Phukan
(1984), Dutta (1985), OKD Institute Report
(1992, 1996), Dev and Phookan (1996),
Sarma and Borah (1998), Kerketta (1999),
ICMR (2001), Medhi et al. (2006), Singh et
al. (2006), Das and Islam (2006), etc.
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III. The Recent Uprising of Tea-Tribe
People in Assam:
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which caused heavy blow to the economy of
Santhals. Narzary also holds that besides
this, conspiracy and upper hand of third
party cannot be denied. Thus there was an
economic root of the ethnic clash and
genocide.
In India, since her independence,
‗reservation‘ is one of the major policy
instruments used to bring about (at least
supposedly) the protective justice to those
who did not receive their due in the past. A
very complicated chain of political and
administrative considerations led to the
representation of class by the castes and

tribes. The appropriateness, desirability,
efficacy and effectiveness of this
representation are though questionable, it
has given rise to caste and tribe
consciousness, and subverted classconsciousness (Lenin, 1902; Sheppard et al.,
1990; Leftwriter, 2007). Like many other
caste and tribe groups, the tea tribes of
Assam as well began demanding the
‗Scheduled Tribes‘ status. This demand is
naturally not welcome by many other
sections of the Assamese society. This led to
unrest and uprising of the tea-tribes in
Assam in the recent past.
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Abstract
Considering the significance and effects of economic blockade in the region, the paper tries to
study various facades of issues surrounding politics of economic blockade in Manipur by
highlighting recent example of the economic blockade undertaken by Naga or NSCN (I-M) and
their cognate groups and Sadar hills Districthood Demand Committee or Kuki-Chin groups on
the National High Way no. 2 and 37. The paper tries to argue that economic blockade in
Manipur is not to be treated simply as means to pressurize the union and state government as
claimed by NSCN and Kuki groups for it has its larger impact on the normal life or against the
Right to life of the people in the state particularly the community settling in the valley. It also,
however, suggests that the impact of economic blockade extend to all the people of Manipur
including the periphery people. The paper also addresses whether the economic blockade is
legitimate or not. Therefore economic blockade is not simply an outcome of the policy failures of
the state, but also a serious manifestation of ethnic conflicts which have been tormenting
Manipur for the last few decades.
Key words: Economic Blockade, Ethnic Conflict, Civil Society, National Highway, Territorial
Integrity, Manipu
re-assertive and reaction issues of the
present day politics. Most of the states of
North-East India is geographically located in
hilly region and composed of land-locked
states. Only the Brahmaputra and the Barak
rivers provide the opportunity of water
transport while these rivers are not so much
important for transportation in the region.
All the states of North- East India depend on
rail line and land road for transportation of
goods and passengers. Therefore, when
there is an economic blockade that affects
the rail line and land road transport it also
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Economic Blockade, a means used by
pressure groups/interest groups or civil
society to push through specific demand, is
often experienced in India, particularly
North East region. It is taken to be a quite
effective means especially because of the
fact that the states in the region are mostly
land-locked. Particularly, this affects
Manipur, the land of diversity in terms of
ethnic groups, in vulnerable terms. In fact,
the term economic blockade is not a recent
term in the region. The word is very familiar
as well as recognizable means of assertive,
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affects normal life of the people. We all
know that the North-East India is a home to
multi-ethnic communities. Thus, in the
region, the problem of ethnicity has become
quite a complicated issue. Though there are
contextual differences in terms of the nature
of conflicts, there is not a single state
amongst the seven sisters that does not face
the problem of ethnic conflict. The region
has often been described as a “boiling
cauldron” by many academicians and
journalists because of various inflicting
problems. Manipur, more particularly, in
the last decade of the twentieth century was
marked by violent ethnic clashes. First,
there was the Kuki-Naga clash which started
in 1992 and continued unabated till the end
of 1998. It was followed by many other
clashes including the one between the
Meeteis and the Muslims in May 1993. In
June 1995 again, there was a sudden
eruption of Kuki-Tamil clashes in Moreh. In
1997-98 the peace of the state was shaken
by Kuki-Paite clash, Kuki and Meetei had
broken the age old friendship in 2005 and
since then Manipur continues to be one of
the most conflict prone states in the entire
country (Koireng:2008). Besides, sequences
of „Indo-Manipuri‟ conflicts, since Manipur
merge to Indian Union, have also created
immeasurable violation of the Human
Rights of common people. It is also seen
that the civil society uses many means, from
the Gandhian means (see Iron Lady Sarmila
issue) to Machiavellian culture, for the
protection of their human rights. The „boom
tactics‟ of the underground is not a serious
pressure to the existing political and
economic condition of the state. However,
the Gandhian means can indeed be an
effective pressure tactics to the social,
political and economic condition of the
state. Therefore, economic blockade is a
fruitful
means used in inter-intra
relationships of ethnic groups and restoring
the normal law and order situation.
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Economic blockade is an effort to cut off
economic related items and essential
commodities of life like food clothe,
supplies, medicine and communications
from a particular area by force, either in part
or totally (http//www.wikiorg.in). Most
blockades historically took place at sea, with
the blockading power seeking to cut off all
maritime transport from other states to the
blockaded country and vice-versa; although
stopping all land transport to and from an
area may also be considered a blockade. In
Manipur, there is no opportunity of maritime
transport since it is connected with other
states only with land roads and air lifting.
Therefore, any group who wants to call for
an economic blockade can easily do so on
the National Highways. Manipur has only
three National Highways connecting with
the rest of India and the neighboring Burma.
Why blockade happens in Manipur and
how?
When an economic blockade happens in
Manipur, it is mainly done by civil societies
of either the Naga or the Kuki. In Manipur,
all the National Highways pass through the
Kuki and the Naga congested area. Thus, the
economic blockade conducted by the Kuki
group or the Naga group for their own
interest is one of the effective means to
lobby with the Government‟s decision
making process. Armed groups also describe
it as the last option of Pressure Tactics.
Economic blockades have been used as a
means of agitation since the 1990s for any
kind of contests between different ethnic
communities and also for their assertive and
re-assertive demands.1
The Naga civil organizations often launch
economic blockades just to put pressure on
the Union and the State government and
urge that it is not against the spiral
community. When the Naga peace process
(NSCN-IM and Government of India)
appeared to be floundering, an impetus to
Naga demand was provided by the ill-timed
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decision of Manipur Chief Minister O Ibobi
Singh. In a hasty decision, Ibobi Singh
declared June 18 as “State Integration Day”.
That is the day in 2001 when at least 24
people were killed and dozens wounded in
Manipur‟s capital Imphal after police open
fired to disperse agitators protesting against
New Delhi‟s decision to extend the
jurisdiction of a ceasefire with the NSCNIM beyond Nagaland to cover Manipur,
Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. The Nagas
Table No. 1
Opinion on Manipur‟s Territorial Integrity All Valley Hills Naga Hills Kuki
Manipur should remain the way it is
70
96
2
31
Naga dominated areas should be merged
11
1
51
6
with Nagaland
Naga- dominated areas should be given
12
1
42
24
Greater Autonomy within Manipur
1. All the figures are in % and rounded
blockade to force the Manipur government
off; rest of the respondents had no
to withdraw this decision.
opinion
On the issue of „Muivah home-coming’
2. Question asked in the survey: now I
and
„Autonomous
District
Council
am going to read out few
Election’ conducted 57 day long economic
statements. Please tell me which of
blockade by Naga civil society, but nonthese you agree with most. (a)
Nagas claims that it is a torture to the entire
Manipur should remain the way it is
Manipur and particularly the Meeteis. The
without any division. (b) Naga
issues were simultaneously rise up and
dominated areas should be merged
brought out a political turmoil in Manipur
with
Nagaland.
(c)
Nagabecause the underlying agenda of the issues
dominated areas should be given
are doubtful which can be against the
greater autonomy within Manipur.
interest of ethnic non-Naga. Remembering
Sources: Figures are based on post-poll
June 18, the people try to justify Muivah‟s
survey carried out by Center for the Study of
home-coming as serious threat to the state
Development Society.
politics. Peace process and Naga unification
By this decision, Ibobi Singh wanted to
as Naga right in the one side and other side
make political capital in Manipur. But it also
non-Naga‟s unique history, the protection of
stirred emotions in Nagaland and in Naga
territorial integrity and law and order
dominated areas of Manipur. This decision
situation had been tussled in the local and
provided the trigger for the blockade as it
national media. The permission of the Union
was contrary to the position of NSCN. The
Government is void and invalid (against the
All Naga Students‟ Association of Manipur
unitary federalism of India that order of the
(ANSAM) stated that the decision of
Union Government is rejected by state
Manipur government was against the Naga
government on the interest of the state) and
demand for the unification of all NagaMr. Muivah‟s home-coming, which was
dominated areas, including those in
approved by the Union Government, was
Manipur. The organization started a
blocked by State Government at the Mao
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of Manipur perceive the government's move
to commemorate the 2001 uprising as a
challenge to their goal of integrating all
Naga-inhabited
areas
of
the
region. However the citizens are of the
opinion that the government should preserve
and protect the territorial integrity of
Manipur.
Citizens’ Opinion on Issue of Manipur’s
Territorial Integrity
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gate, a border town between Nagaland and
Manipur. Here, the most remarkable thing is
that the Secretary General of NSCN-IM,
Muivah, was born at the Somdal village of
Ukhrul District, Manipur. Still he has his
relatives, brothers and sisters with memories
of past childhood in romance. His last thirty
years exile against India for campaign of the
Naga unification movement is based in
Nagaland. Therefore, the group NSCN-IM
(fraction group of NSCN) is recognized in
Manipur as C-team insurgency.2 The recent
demand of the peace talks should be
concluded to an Alternative Arrangement
for Manipur Naga itself out of imagine
Greater
Nagaland
contiguous
Naga
dominated area of Assam, Arunachal
Pradesh and Manipur. It was supported and
welcomed by some Naga community that
Muivah‟s home-coming is a canvass for the
Naga unification in general of the fifty years
the Naga blood and tear of untold story.
In 2010, the state government decided to
conduct Autonomous District Council
(ADC) election and consequently, the state
government conducted the election. The
ADC was postponed more then 20 years as a
result of the demand for the implementation
of Six Schedules. The Nagas are opposing
the election, until their demand to amend the
Manipur (Hill Areas) District Council Actthird Amendment 2008 is fulfilled. They
alleged the council‟s history, that the present
Manipur District Council Act did not give
enough monetary power to District
Councils. In a statement expressed by
Manipur Tribal Joint Action Committee
(MTJAC) it will intensify the fight against
holding elections to the District council
under the New Act. With the same demand,
ANSAM conducted an indefinite economic
blockade along the National Highways.
The longest economic blockade was
launched by Sadar Hills Districthood
Demand Committee (SHDDC) staff by the
Kuki people of Manipur in demand of
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SARDAR HILLS to be converted into a
full-fledged Revenue District. It is a
surprising event in the world. On the issue,
the committee conducted 127 days long
economic blockade on the National
Highways (NHW No. 2 and 37) of the state.
The most interesting thing is that such
economic blockade is criticized by another
counter economic blockade of 127 days
conducted by the Naga people. Manipur
Tribal Joint Action Committee (MTJAC)
opposed the District Council elections, the
Kukis are part of the members. However,
the Kukis welcome the election and this
signifies the Kukis‟ desire for peace and
development (Arun: 2011). The Kuki‟s
demand is when Manipur attained Statehood
in 1972, The Manipur (Hill Areas) District
Councils Act, 1971 was passed by the
Parliament for the creation of Six
Autonomous District Councils, in which
Sadar Hills District was one, with the
intention that all of them will ultimately
become full-fledged districts, and however,
Sadar Hills has not yet given its proper due.
All the other Five District Councils have
been converted into full-fledged districts
more than thirty years ago, whereas, Sadar
Hills is kept as part of the Senapati district
till today. Sadar Hills Autonomous District
Council had been functioning like other
district Councils of Manipur under the same
Act on equal status. The SHDDC had all
along petitioned to all successive
Governments to upgrade the Sadar Hills into
a full-fledged district, but the same has not
been fulfilled and the Act passed by the
Parliament in 1971 has not been
implemented in respect of Sadar hills alone
(Memorandum submitted to Home Minister:
August 16, 2011). On 5 August, the State
Cabinet meeting discussed on the matter of
granting Districthood to Sadar Hills and
pronounced it a genuine demand. The
cabinet, however, decided that an in-depth
deliberation and wide ranging consultation
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is essential before granting the demand. On
6 August SHDDC President, Ngamkhoaho
Haokip blamed the editorial of a local
English paper, Hueiyen Lanpao saying that
the paper has needlessly provoked the
people of Sadar Hills with its acerbic
observation on the emerging issue. “We are
thankful” for the provocation, he said with
visible sarcasm. While opposing the cabinet
decision, the ANSAM always refer to the
Government of Manipur that there were
many Memorandum of Understandings
(MoU) signed between the Nagas of
Manipur and the Government of Manipur
and the Naga Students‟ Federation (NSF)
and the Government of Manipur during the
then Chief Ministership of Rishang Keishing
and W. Nipamacha Singh respectively on
the proposed creation of the Sadar Hills
district in the State of Manipur. The
ANSAM in particular and the Nagas in
general would like to reiterate the stance of
the Government of Manipur that the Sadar
Hills district should not be created by
carving out or cutting away parts of the
Naga inhabited areas in the State of
Manipur. ANSAM also warns the
Government of Manipur that they must not
make any kinds of policies and plans to
create unnecessary confrontation among the
ethnic groups in Manipur. The formation of
the proposed District should be through
consensus and also with the consent of the
Nagas failing which the Government of
Manipur will have to face unwanted
consequences. (See commentary on the issue
of SHDDC)
Responses of the valley people
A joint consultative meeting of civil
society organizations was hosted by the
Sadar
Hills
Districthood
Demand
Committee (SHDDC) at Kangpokpi on the
raging issue of the Sadar Hills. The
consultative meeting was participated by
valley based organizations AMESCO,
United NGO‟s Mission Manipur, Senior
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Citizens Manipur, HERICOUN, AMUCO,
ICHAM, FREINDS, NIPCO, AMKIL,
IPSA, UPF, All Manipur Tammi-Chingmi
Apunba Nupi Lup, MAPI Council, UMO,
DESAM, KSA and MSF. Talking to media
persons after the meeting, SHDDC
President, Ngamkhohao Haokip said that all
the civil society organizations of Manipur
which took part in the meeting expressed
their support to the movement for the Sadar
hills district. Though the meeting could not
adopt any definite resolution, the civil
society organizations agreed on doing
whatever is possible to achieve the demand
for a full-fledged Sadar Hills district before
the 10th Manipur Legislative Assembly
elections. If the Sadar Hills are given
Districthood before the elections, the
blockade will be called off automatically.
Senior Citizens Manipur maintained from
their side that giving the district status is
something which cannot be denied to Sadar
Hills. They also appealed to stop the
blockade in the interest of the suffering
masses. AMUCO too proposed to call off
the blockade as it has resulted in untold
misery to all sections of the population.
However, FREINDS expressed their opinion
in favor of carrying on the economic
blockade. NIPCO highlighted the need for
the re-adjustment of the Sadar Hills area so
as to ensure peaceful coexistence of all
communities. Regarding the question of
whether the blockade should be lifted or not,
NIPCO left it to the wisdom of SHDDC.
They also underscored the need for
collective responsibility in demanding the
districthood status or imposing economic
blockade. UPF observed that the
Government is too strong-headed. They
proposed to carry on the movement further
until the demand is achieved under an
understanding with the Government.
Maintaining
that
the
Government‟s
mentality does not deserve any faith, MAPI
Council said that neither the blockade nor
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other forms of agitation should be
suspended.
Consequences of the blockade
Common people who are victims of the
economic blockade appeal to the agitators to
stop using blockade for getting their
demands. The state government also appeals
to the agitators not to use this means;
however if the agitators do not heed to the
government‟s warning the state has to
exercise
its
power
and
suppress
the conductors of the economic blockade by
order of Warrant. Human Right Activist L.C
Ginine Meetei submitted a plea to the
Guwahati High Court (Imphal Bench)
through the Right to information (RTI)
demanding a clarification from the side of
the state government on the issue of
economic blockades in Manipur. Blockade
conductors blame that both the State and the
Central government are totally unmindful to
their demands which they submitted through
Table No.2
Item
Original prize
Prize during Blockade
Rice
Rs. 15 per kg
Rs.50 per kg
Potato
Rs. 17 per kg
Rs.55 per kg
Onion
Rs.25 per kg
Rs.80 per kg
Sugar
Rs. 15 per kg
Rs. 50 per kg
Milk
Rs. 80 per kg
Not available in market
Petrol
Govt. rate
Rs. 250 per liter
Kerosene
Govt. rate
Rs. 60 per liter
Diesel
Govt. rate
Rs. 100 per liter
Candle
Rs. 10 per packet
Rs. 30 per packet
Fish
Rs. 100 per kg
Rs. 280 per kg
Chicken(dress)
Rs. 180 per kg
Rs. 300 per kg
Pork
Rs.180 per kg
Rs. 250 per kg
Tomato
Rs. 80 per kg
Rs.150 per kg
Eatable oil
Rs. 80 per liter
Rs. 300 per liter
Dry fish
Rs.300 per kg
LPG
Rs 440
Rs.2000 (Not available)
Egg
Rs. 4 per one piece
Rs. 10
Bus fare
Increase triple times from the original fare
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memorandums. They gave the view that any
kind of activities to get their demand
became ineffective.3 Thus, economic
blockade becomes the only means to get the
attention of the State and the Central
government. Considering the hardships
faced by the people of the state due to the
economic blockade, the State Government
had been trying to procure essential
commodities on one side and also
negotiating with the agitators to end the
economic blockade. However, the problem
of the scarcity of essential commodities due
to around four months of economic blockade
is not solved completely by the
arrangements of the State Government.
Many businessmen took the advantage of
the economic blockade and sold the essential
commodities at high prices. The following
table shows the price of commodities during
the economic blockade.
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The recent blockade conducted by the
Kuki State Demand Committee (KSDC) is
great significant in the state politics of
Manipur too. The blockade initiate to the
last stage of NSCN-IM‟s peace talk with the
Government of India. It is generally termed
„Final Conclusion‟ of the peace talk and the
main demand of the Nagas is not possible to
realize while an alternative arrangement
may possibly be worked out. This
Alternative Arrangement too is both very
sentimental and emotional to the Nagas of
Manipur that the main beneficiary for the
peace talk must be classified into Nagaland
Naga and Manipur Naga.4 The prediction of
the people to the agenda of the Alternative
Arrangement will be some kind of undesired
or curve the boundary in the future. People
demanded that the terms and conditions of
the Alternative Arrangement must be made
open to the public. Civil societies
particularly in the valley look at the situation
to be restored the state boundary very
attentively. Therefore civil organizations of
the Nagas and non-Naga groups are standing
into the mouth battle.
On the other hand, the KSDC put a
pressure on the State and the Center
Government that the Kuki home state must
be realized first before the final settlement
of Naga issue. KNO also warns the
government that SoO will be closed and
they will take up arms which are deposited
at the designated camp, having two locker
keys; one owned by the Indian Army and the
other by the Kuki underground. KSDC also
provide a map demanding the Kuki
Homeland which is overlapping with the
map of greater Nagaland. The map is not
different from the map provided by the
KNO in earlier days. The difference is that,
unlike the Naga published map, the Kuki's
doesn‟t cover the Kuki inhabited areas of
other neighboring states. In regard the
mapping too Kukis and non-Kuki civil
organizations objected with each other
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which can be seen in the media channels.
KNO spokesman, Seilen Haokip asserts for
“the demand for creation of Zalengam,
under the Constitution of India.” Further he
said that “we are not anti-national, but
merely asking for our political rights.”5 This
organization KSDC which is not known in
earlier time call indefinite blockade from 15
November 2012 for the full fledged
statehood.6 The United People‟s Front
(UPF) which is a conglomerate of 9 armed
groups of the Kuki declared that they would
not support the proposed indefinite blockade
call of the Kuki State Demand Committee.
They also said that KSDC is an unknown
organization.
After the public blockade started the state
government invited KSDC for a talk on 20
November 2012. But it failed in arriving at a
solution to end the blockade. Now the
remarkable thing is that the issue of Kuki
State demand is became national issue
because of this public blockade and no one
knows when the public blockade came to
end. In academic circle, the non-Kukis
questions arise whether the Kukis have the
right to form a Home State in Manipur.
They are migrant people from Burma and
they have around 8 lacks populous out of the
total population of the state where
indigenous Kuki people are little according
2011 census. The public blockade that began
to affect normal life in general and the
Nagas issue are keeping silent and side-lined
for a short time.
Victim of the blockade:
No one can able to describe the extreme
troubles which are faced by common people
during the economic blockade. No Oxygen
and Live-Saving Drugs are available in the
hospitals, and the doctors have to postpone
any kind of operation minor or major,
including emergency operations. The local
productions are not sufficient to meet the
demands for survival of the people in the
state, Manipur. Therefore, Manipur is
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required to import the goods to fulfill the
Right to life of the people. The increasing
price of household items during the
blockade goes three times higher than the
original price. This was the biggest problem
of the people. Even the items which were
available in the markets were not qualitycontrolled. Even though the blockade is
over, the scarcity of primary requirement
like food, petrol and its products are
continues. In such situation no one be hope
for peace which is, therefore, the main factor
of causing ethnic Diaspora of Manipuri.
The capital of the state Imphal is at the
center of the state and connects with the
other district through either National
Highway or State Highway. In Manipur, the
most importent National highway No.2
known as Imphal Dimapur Road pass
through Senapati district, Imphal West,
Imphal East, Thoubal district and touch
Tengoupal sub-division of Chandel district
before it meet her Moreh town and Tamu
town of Burma. The National highway 37
known as Imphal Silchar Road pass through
Imphal west, Tamenglong district and
Jiribam sub-division of Imphal East and
connects with Silchar town of Barak valley
of Assam and National highway 150 known
as Tiphaimukh Jasami road, starts from the
Churchandpur district pass through Chandel
district and joints Ukhrul district
before meet Nagaland. Guite road passes
through Imphal west, Bishenpur District,
Churchanpur District and joints Aizwal of
Mizoram. State Highway connects Ukhrul
District Head Quarter (DH/Q) directly to
state capital Imphal and Chandel (DH/Q)
and Tamenglong (DH/Q) link by National
Highway No. 2 and 37 respectively via State
Highway.
The blockade affected victims can discus
under the following District wise:
The administrative unite of Manipur have
nine districts. Four districts are based in
Imphal valley and remaining five districts
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are based in the hills. Economic blockade is
conducted mostly on Impha- Dimapur road
and Imphal-Silchar road because it serves as
the „Life line‟ of Manipur. The goods
imported from other states of India are first
stationed at Imphal then the goods are
distributed to other District Head Quarters
(DH/Q). During the blockade truck drivers
have to face high risk as they are target by
the agitators besides bad road condition. The
drivers do not want to drive without full
security. Even though security is provided to
them, they are personally threatened by the
agitators. So, the question is what will be
happen to them after the economic blockade
is over? Which profession will they take up
after the economic blockade? These
questions are in their mind.8
All the trucks carrying public goods reach
Imphal lately. One day journey might turn
out to be more than one month, sometimes
two months. All the stock soon gets empty
due to withdrawal on demand without
deposit. Businessmen collect the goods and
deposit them in their own store and are
supplied to 70% population-congested areas
of Imphal valley which has only four
districts. Besides, private passenger bus9
drivers carrying goods earn a profitable sum
of money during the economic blockade. So
in Imphal valley had to face the scarcity of
essential goods during economic blockade.
What about the remaining five hill
districts? During the economic blockade,
Senapati district and Ukhrul district gets the
essential goods from Nagaland to their
district H/Q without any disturbances. In
Imphal valley the price of goods increases
triple times from the original price, where as
in such district head quarter price increase to
a little amount.10 Likewise Churchanpur
district gets the necessary goods from
Aizwal of Mizoram. From Burma, the goods
are imported to Tengnoupal sub-division via
Moreh where necessary items are available
in cheap amount. Chandel district and
7
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lacked security arrangement. Private
businessmen have not interested to invest in
such areas. Even government gives less
attention. Besides, they are engaged in a
negotiation with the agitators to end the
economic blockade.

Tamenglong district have no direct road
links with other states or country. The
district H/Q of these two districts are
connected with Imphal by National
Highway and then by the State Highway.
They have less population, occupied large
space of land, bad road condition, and
Land Holding Among the Kukis and Nagas in Manipur
Table No. 3
Sl. no
District
Kuki
Naga
1
Churachandpur
100
NIL
2

Chandel

75

25

3

Senapati

50

50

4

Tamenglong

35

65

5

Ukhrul

30

70

Kakching sub-division of Thoubal district
situated at the Imphal valley is a kind of
model village. The people mostly belong to
Schedule caste category, and are the
descendant of Chakpa community.11 They
occupied large space of land area which is
one of the very fertile areas in the state.
People living in this part of the state enjoy
high productivity in agricultural products.
Dry woods for fire are also collected from
the nearest foothills of the village. Villages
at far away in the hills are not affected by
the blocked in a sense that they can survive
in primitive way of living.
Conclusion
In Manipur, three ethnic people, namely,
Kuki, Naga and Meitei are in the conflict
situation since last decade of the twentieth
century. Such unwanted situations affect
Manipur, the land of diversity in terms of
ethnic groups. Of course, conflict between
Naga and non-Naga is a serious problem.
Sadar Hills and statehood of Kuki issue is
also another headache to the non-Kuki
groups in the state of Manipur. The conflict
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Ethnic people wise:
We also know that the important National
Highways passes through the Kuki and the
Naga congested areas. Jiribam sub-division
is dominated by Meetei people but it is
connected with Imphal through NH no. 37
(Imphal- Silchar Road). The Kukis and the
Nagas settle next by next to the National
Highways. The State Highway connecting
the district H/Q of Chandel from Pallel town
also passes throung the Kuki and the Naga
dominated areas. The State Highway
connecting Tamenglong and Imphal is
dominated by the Naga habited areas
only.
When an economic blockade
happens, it may be conducted by either the
Nagas or the Kukis, and the most affected
people by the blockade is those who are
setteling at the periphery. Tamenglong and
Chandel district is dominated by the Naga
people. Saikul sub-division, Kangpokpi subdivision of Senapati district dominated
mostly by the Kuki people is also affected
by the economic blockade.
Un-affected area
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Source: T.S Gangte (2007) Problem of Ethnicity and Identity in Contemporary Manipur: A Scenario in Manipur
Hills.
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between the Naga and the Kuki in 1990s is
an unfortunate event not only in Manipur
but also in the entire Northeast. Besides,
there are many issues involving multi-ethnic
groups which disturb the peaceful
coexistence of the people in the state.
Having different interests the ethnic groups
used every means to lobby the state and
central Governments‟ decision. Among the
lobbies or means economic blockade is one
of the simple, easy and effective means. No
one knows where, when, and how, the issue
of the economic blockade emerged. But
frequent and long term economic blockade
conducted by any group directly threatens
the Right to Life of the entire people of
Manipur. In another sense when economic
blockade happens, it happens against the
interest of other ethnic groups. It distresses
all the people of Manipur, particularly
people living in the periphery, i.e., the tribes.
“We feel the pain of people who are affected
by the blockade. We express our regret on
that. It is not only the valley people who are
suffering. People in the hill districts are also
suffering” said David Choro, President
ANSAM. Biju Kamei, a street Vendor from
Tamenglong, does not know Bangla and
Hindi properly. She sales her items in the
street in the Premtala Street of Silchar town
with limited customer. She wants to go to
Imphal, where, the women get more
empowerment.12 Van drivers (school
service) have to face every challenge during
the blockade, especially to get petrol or
diesel in the state. They cannot increase the
fare though they have to buy the oil in high
price. There is no increase in labor charge
during the blockade. One could not even
imagine the problems faced by the poor
rickshaw puller during the blockade.
1
There is many economic blockades in the
state Manipur since Independence. Recent
blockade are on the demand of ethnic
interest that Naga wants to be member of
.

ISSN 2278-5264
greater Nagaland and Kuki wants to be
Sadar hills into full fledged district or Kuki
State.
2
C-Team insurgency is small type of
insurgency which main demand is autonomy
within the Indian constitution and now under
the constitution follows cease fire or
suspension of operation. Their based are
mainly from outside Manipur for ethnic
chauvinistic manner instead of united
Manipur. (Sanajaoba: 2010)
3
ATSUM, Position statement on our
unresolved issues, May 31st 2007.
4
Naga leaders express that the Naga issue
would be resolve only by venture of the
Nagaland people. Naga of Manipur would
be decided for their own Manipur. Times of
India, November 2 and 5, 1212
5
The Sangai Express, November 3 2012
6
Ibid. November13 2012
7
Four districts of valley are Imphal West,
Imphal East, Thoubal and Bishenpur and hill
district are Ukhrul, Chandel, Churchanpur,
Senapati, Tamenglong
8
Interview truck drivers running on NH.37
9
Passenger buses are allowed to run during
the blockade by staff of SHDDC.
10
All India Radio time to time broadcast the
price of the items which are available in the
market. Personally I meet the situation
around one month in Ukhrul town and
Moreh town during the economic blockade.
11
Chakpa is quite an early tribe inhabiting
this land whose way of life was basically
different from the rest of the people. At one
time they were independent but later they
were brought to the subjugation by the
Meetei and to pay tributes to the Meetei
King. Hence, they were given the name
„Loi‟ (Hodson 1908: 8-9) (Ibohal:1986)
12
Interview conducted during the economic
blockade in the Silchar town. The
respondent is suddenly come across and talk
by
Manipuri
language
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Abstract
Assam, the land of blue hills and green forestry, is one of the tribal living states of India. The
total number of tribal population is highest in Assam as compared to other North-Eastern states.
Fourteen (14) schedule tribes inhabit in Assam. SonowalKacharis inhabit over upper Assam
covering seven districts viz-Dibrugarh, Tinsukia, Dhemaji, Lakhimpur, Sivasagar, Jorhat and
Golaghat. Some of SonowalKachari people inhabit in Arunachal Pradesh also. Among these
districts of Assam Dibrugarh district is the largest inhabitat of SonowalKacharis. According to
1991 population census the total SonowalKachari population was 2,51,727. It has increased to
3,12,656 in 2001 in the state of Assam. The development of a society requires full participation
by all section of the population including women. Involvement of women in entrepreneurial
activities would ensure effective utilization of labour, generation of income and hence
improvement in quality of life. It is realized by all the nations that social and economic changes
can be ensured mobilizing women to take up entrepreneurial activities. The present study seeks
to examine the economic activities and also problems faced by them in their various
entrepreneurial activities in the society. Thus the present paper carries a great importance to
study about the position of entrepreneurial activities among women in sonowalkachari society.
The present study is based on data collected from primary and secondary sources. The primary
data are collected from field survey through direct personal interview with the help of welldesigned questionnaire. The SonowalKachari women are in recent time very much interested in
entrepreneurial work. But it has been observed that like other community women the rate of
growth of women entrepreneurship is not enough among them. This is due to some basic
problems arising in relation to entrepreneurial development in such societies. By considering all
these sides the present paper is prepared with the objectives like, level of education, Causes of
selecting this profession, age- group, training, finance etc. Based on all the objectives the
present paper is presenting the main problems faced by the women entrepreneur like lack of
education, lack of finance, lack of training etc. After identifying different problems the paper
includes some suggestions to solve those.
TRIBAL POPULATION OF ASSAM
population is highest in Assam as
Assam, the land of blue hills and green
compared to other North-Eastern states.
forestry, is one of the tribal living states
There are fourteen (14) schedule tribes
of India. The total number of tribal
inhabit in Assam. These fourteen tribes
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SonowalKacharis inhabit over
upper Assam covering seven districts
viz-Dibrugarh,
Tinsukia,
Dhemaji,
Lakhimpur, Sivasagar, Jorhat and
Golaghat. Some of SonowalKachari
people inhabit in Arunachal Pradesh
also. Among these districts of Assam
Dibrugarh district is the largest inhabitat
of SonowalKacharis. SonowalKacharis
belongs to the greater kachari tribes. For
originity or the history of the Kacharis
in Assam can be dated (traced) back to
several hundreds of years. The Kacharis
in Assam rooted to Tibeto-Mongoloid
race. They were earlier called “Kiraat”
which was originally the name of a
tribe. A class of the “Kiraat” tribe in the
“Mahabharata” which flourished in the
banks of the river “Brahmaputra” and
the “Barak”.
SONOWAL KACHARI POPULATION

According to 1991 population
census the total Sonowal Kachari
population was 2,51,727. It has
increased to 3,12,656 in 2001 in the
state of Assam.After 1991, since
community wise population data were
not collected, hence it is not easy to
present recent population strength of
Sonowal Kacharis. But those population
noted as S.T.
inhabit under the
jurisdiction
of
Sonowal
Kachari
Autonomus Countil.

SOCIO-CULTURAL IDENTITY

The Sonowal Kacharis of Assam
have a rich cultural heritage. They have
marked their identity as a tribe having
their own regional dialect and culture,
society, customs and traditions and as a
colourful tribe. They have influenced
the civilization of Assam and have
added to the rich heritage of India. The
various cultural and religious activities
of the Sonowal Kacharis are associated
with the Baithow Puja, the Haidanggeet,
Hogra-Nritya, Bahuwa-Nrityaetc. They
celebrate
Bihu
also.
The
SonowalKachariwomen
engage
themselves in Aainaam, Gusaninaam,
Biyanaam, Lakhiminaam, Hubusoni,
Kunwarigeet,
Gathiyankhunda,
Phulkonwargeet,
Manikonwargeetas
part of a social or cultural gathering.
The Sonowal Kacharis have progressed
in various other spheres. They were
skilled in handloom weaving and crafts,
mason work and sculpture.
ECONOMIC CONDITION

The economic condition of the
SonowalKacharis is still backward like
other tribal communities. The economy
of
the
SonowalKacharis
is
predominantly an agrarian one. Their
livelihood depends on agriculture and
other allied activities. They devote a

STATUS OF WOMEN
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THE SONOWAL KACHARIS

Sonowal women are independent.
They do all domestic works like
weaving, animal husbandry and also
work at the crop-field. They are expert
in fishing by Jakai (fishing instrument).
There was not the system of child
marriage, satidah etc.in the past time
also but have allowed the system of
widow remarriage. They have equal
freedom as the men and they can even
move openly to take education anywhere
and enter other social sectors too.

Page

are Barmans in Cachar, Bodo-Kachari,
SonowalKachari, Miri (Mising), Deori,
Hojai, Lalung, Mech, Rabha, Dimasa,
Hajong, Khamti, Singpho and Garo. The
tribes of the state have heterogeneous
social system, culture, myths and
legends. In our study we get the
Sonowal Kachari tribes, which have an
interesting past and differential sociocultural behavior
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The educational attainment or
literacy rate is also not satisfactory.
Most of them lower-standard educated
and very few of them have the education
more or less 10+2 standard. This is said
to be because of backward socioeconomic
condition
of
the
SonowalKachari community. According
to 1991 census report only 27.14 per
cent of SonowalKacharis are literate.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY:

The development of a society
requires full participation by all section
of the population including women.
Involvement
of
women
in
entrepreneurial activities would ensure
effective
utilization
of
labour,
generation of income and hence
improvement in quality of life. It is
realized by all the nations that social
and economic changes can be ensured
mobilizing
women
to
take
up
entrepreneurial activities. This study
seek to examine the economic activities
and also problems faced by them
in
their
various
entrepreneurial
activities in the society. Thus, the study
carries a great importance to study about

METHODOLOGY:

This study is based on data
collected from primary and secondary
sources. The primary data are collected
from field survey through direct
personal interview with the help of well designed questionnaire. Six villages of
Sibsagar district are selected randomly
and the survey has done for 50
Sonowalkachari women entrepreneurs.
The
villages
are
namely,
AhomPathar,Nemukur,JamiraRajabari
,Bhatgaj,Paraliguri,
DihingmukhTeteliguri,underDemow
revenue circle,Sibsagar.The secondary
data
are
collected from
books,
magazines, websites etc.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

The SonowalKachari women are
in recent time very much interested in
entrepreneurial
workslike,Handloom
weaving, Piggery farm, Poultryfarm,
Dairy farm, DTPComputer Education,
Handicraft etc. But it has been observed
that like other community women, the
rate
of
growth
of
women
entrepreneurship is not satisfactory
among them. This is due to some basic
problems arising in relation to
entrepreneurial development in such
societies. By considering all these sides
the present topic is prepared with the
following objectives:
i)
To examine the educational
level
of
women
entrepreneurs.
ii)
To know about the causes
behind
women
entrepreneurship.
iii)
To verify their agegroups.
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EDUCATIONAL STATUS

the position of entrepreneurial activities
among women in Sonowal kachari
society.
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larger portion of cultivable land for
growing rice. Besides growing rice, they
have also undertaken cultivation of
various types of other crops like
vegetables, potatoes, mustard seeds etc.
But still in this century the modern
technology is not properly a habitual
practice for them. The frequent floods in
the monsoon season largely affect the
growing crops in the field and lack of
marketing facility for agricultural
products produced also badly effect most
of villages. Unemployment is another
growing
burning
problem
among
SonowalKachari community.
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iv)

v)

To
know
about
the
availability of training for
women entrepreneur.
To examine their income
level.

FINDINGS
Level of Education:

The most important element to achieve
success in any short of business is the
level of education. Through our field
study we tried to enquire how much our
sample entrepreneurs have got formal
education and the following results
found:

Table I: Level of education of the entre preneurs:

Illiterate
Upto VII
UptoX
UptoXII
BA
MA
Others
Total

No of
Women
00
14
26
8
2
0
0
50

Percentage
00
28.00
52.00
16.00
04.00
00
00
100.00

Source: Field Survey

It is very much pleasure to say
very much important to develop their
that in our sample we have not met any
skills.
illiterate women entrepreneur.But it is
Age –Group of the Entrepreneurs:
also true that the level of education of
Entrepreneur age is also another
our sample entrepreneurs is not up to
considerable element for the success.
the mark. Around 80.00 percent of total
Generally a person can work hard during the
surveyed entrepreneurs are undermiddle age of life. In this regard we made an
matric.Only2 women are BA passed.
attempt to know about their age, while they
From this result it is clear that among
are
running
their
entrepreneurial
women entrepreneurs they are not
activitiesand we got the following results:
achieved required education which is
Table II: Age Group of the Entrepreneurs

Source: Field Survey
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Percentage
04.00
54.00
36.00
04.00
02.00
100.00
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Less than20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50 and above
Total

No of
Women
02
27
18
2
1
50.00
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It is very much pleasure to say that
Marital status:
90.00 per-cent of the total surveyed
In our study we tried to know about
entrepreneursare belonging from the age
whether our respondent are married or
group of 20-40 years. Thus, those women
unmarried as, it is believed that a woman
who are dealing with the entrepreneurial
generally face lots of problems in continuing
activities are belonging from the best age
their past activities after marriage, and we
show their best performance. Remaining
got the following response:
10.00 percent are from the age group of
more than 40 and less than 20 years.
Table III: Marital status of the entrepreneurs
Marital
status
Married
Unmarried
Total

No of
women
31
19
50

Percentage
62.00
38.00
100.00

Source: Field Survey

The above result gives us an
barrier for women development in this
interesting result that, among our surveyed
community.
women 62.00 percent of them have started
Reason for selecting entrepreneurship:
their entrepreneurial activities aftermarriage.
In respect of attaining success in
Again while we were tried to know whether
entrepreneurial activities another important
they receives support from their family
element is the cause behind the selecting the
members especially from husband or not,
profession. In general, progress of the
they gave a satisfactory result that they
enterprise is based on the interest and urge
always gets full support from their family
of the person concerned. In this regard we
members. Thus this result carries the
have got the following results:
meaning that, in SonowalKachari culture
majority of people supports women
entrepreneurship. Thus marriage is not a
Table IV: Reason for selecting entrepreneurship
Percentage

1
50

02.00
100.00

66.00
24.00
08.00

Source: Field Survey

It has been observed from the table
that the main objective of our women

entrepreneurs in selecting their professions
is to earn money. At the same time,from our
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To earn money
To be self-dependent
Due to the inspiration
of the family
members
To utilize the quality
Total

No of
women
33
12
4
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Reason
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eye observation during the time of field
survey, we have seen that majority of
surveyed family’s living standards and
quality of lives are not that sound, which
reflected by their house types, no of durable
goods, sources of income etc. Of course a
good amount of respondents told that they
want to be self dependent in life and so, they
have selected their professions as best means
to attain self employment.
Table V: Sources of finance
Source.
Own Saving
Institutional
Sources
Non-institutional
Total

Financial Support:
Another important instrument to run
any enterprise, which can be term as life
blood for any entrepreneurial work is
finance. In general we have seen that, our
entrepreneurs cannot move forward their
steps due to the shortage of finance.
Regarding this case our respondents had
given the following respond:

No of
women
3
15

Percentage

32
50

64.00
100.00

06.00
30.00

Source: Field Survey

The above table reveals that, there is
a lacking of adequate supply of institutional
credit from the sources like, Commercial
Banks, Cooperative Societies, Regional
Rural Banks and assistance from
SonowalKachari Autonomous Council for
the SonowalKachari women. Around 64.00
percent of women are still depending on
village moneylenders by paying high rate of
interest. In this regard the women have

expressed that they need the regular supply
of credit facilities.
Level of Training:
The basic requirement for the
success of any sort of business as well as
industry is the proper training to the
entrepreneurs. Because without some basic
knowledge on the preferred field, it is quite
impossible to all round management to
achieve the goal. From our survey we have
drawn the following results in this regard,

Table VI: Level of training received

Yes
No
Total

No of
women
13
37
50

Percentage
26.00
74.00
100.00
women who have not got any training are
running their activities based on some eyeview and some idea form experienced
people. Those entire women entrepreneurs
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The above table express that, only
26.00 per cent women entrepreneurs have
formal training. Around 74.00 percent
women have not got any training at all. In
this regard we come to know that those
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Source: Field Survey
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who are left without training have strongly
expected price for their products.Again the
realized that they need training.
common transportation problem is also
another obstacle in their marketing as well
Marketing and Transport:
In our village community, the
as smooth entrepreneurial growth.
producers always face the problem of
Income received by the entrepreneurs:
marketing as well as transportation. In this
In our study we tried to enquire how
context our respondents told that, they are
much the women entrepreneurs are succeed
unhappy with the prevailing marketing
in their respective business and we got a
system. In general they have to depend on
satisfactory result that, most of them are
weekly market to sale their products where
happy with their business as it is providing
they are compelling to sale even in very low
them their minimum level of expected
price. Simultaneously, some middle-men
profit.
The following table represents
also come to collect their products and they
income of the entrepreneurs:
always try to pay very less price. Thus our
respondents told that, they hardly receive the
Table VII: Monthly Income received by the entrepreneurs:
Amount(monthly)

Percentage

Less than Rs.3000
Rs.3000-Rs.5000
Rs.5000-Rs.10,000

No of
women
06
13
27

Rs.10,000and above
Total

4
50

08.00
100.00

12.00
26.00
54.00

Source: Field Survey

No. of women
50
17

Percentage
100.00
34.00

50

100.00
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Contribution
WomenEmpowerment
Creationof employment
opportunities
Financial help to the family
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needs. They also opined that, they are happy
From the above table it has been
with their business and are trying their level
clear
that,
around
80.00
percent
best to improve it, to earn more profit.
entrepreneurs are earning the income
Contribution towards society:
monthly ranging Rs.3000-Rs.10,000,which
While discussing about the women
can be considered as a good amount of
entrepreneurship and its importance, it is
income by considering their level of
very much important to study how much the
education. Although the respondents have
women entrepreneurs are contributing to the
told that they are still not satisfied with their
society. In this regard we tried to examine
income, yet the minimum income that they
what does our women entrepreneurs are
are deriving, is helping them to satisfy their
felling about them and their work and we
personal as well as the family’s some basic
got the following information:
Table VIII: Contribution towards society:
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Donation towards different
social works,
Influence to others,

27

54.00

34

68.00
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to improve entrepreneurship. Since, the rural
sonowalKachari people are poor for which
they always afraid to come forward for
entrepreneurial work. But, in practical field
it has been observed that the availability of
credit facilities is very less and hence most
of the interested women are not aware about
the sources of finance. Hence, rural
industrial creditfacilities must be making
available at a cheaper rate so that interested
women can move forward.
Thirdly, the prevailing education
system should also be revised as there is a
requirement of inclusion of vocational
courses in the syllabus. Again a proper
environment should create so that women
are also achieve required formal education
to improve their personality.
Fourthly, the marketing system
should be developed. There should be an
environment that the women entrepreneurs
should make free to sale their products. The
entrepreneurs should give the facility to
concentrate only on production not for sale.
There should be a mechanism of sale of their
products at reasonable price.
Fifthly, the transportation system
which is quiet poor in rural area should be
developed so that the entrepreneurs can
cheaply carry their required materials for
smooth development of their projects.
Sixthly, there is a requirement of
frequent checkup system for those
entrepreneurs who are dealing with animal
husbandry, so that the dangerous diseases
cannot affect their animals. Thus the
veterinary health facilities should be expand
properly to utilize modern technologies in
their farms.
Conclusion:
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Source: Field survey.

The above table extends the view
that all of our respondents feel that, after
entering in this field they started to think
about life in a different form, thatis they
come to know that they have some own
creativity and if it is utilized properly they
can get many success in lives. This
information reveals the creation of the
knowledge about women empowerment.
Again 34.00 per-cent women told that they
are hiring labour to help them in different
works. Thus, the surveyed women are
creating some amount of employment
opportunities also. Some of the women told
that from their income they are contributing
some amount for the developmental
activities like, construction of Namghar,
celebration of social functions like, Bihu,
Puja, Rashlila etc. At the same time, 68.00
percent women told that by influencing their
works, many poor women are showing their
interest for starting enterprise. In this regard
they opined that they personally also
encourage their friends to come forward in
this field.
Suggestions:
The following suggestions can be
offered to solve the inner problems as well
as development of women entrepreneurship
among SonowalKachari women and the
nation as a whole:
Firstly, there is a big importance of
frequent training programsfor our women to
develop their skill and abilities. Such
trainings should be free as well as conduct in
their locality. Again the trainings should be
regular but not for long duration, i.e. shortrun trainings are more preferable for our
rural women.
Secondly, the financial reforms are
also considered as an important instrument
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In conclusion we can say that women
are increasingly taking up entrepreneurial
carrier for improving their economic status
and also fulfilling their creative urge. The
government and the non-governmental
organizations are playing important roles in
mobilizing women to become entrepreneurs

through different programs. The number of
women entrepreneurshas been increasing
over the years. It is expected that more
women will be taking up entrepreneurial
carrier in future. In this regard the very
important requirement for the society is to
respect women and their creativity.
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Abstract
The state was declared a full-fledged state of the Indian Union on January 21, 1972. The state of
Meghalaya comprises Khasi, Garo and Jaintia hills. The scheduled tribe populations (mainly
belonging to khasi, Jaintia and Garo tribes) constitute 85.53% of the total population. The
Garos inhabit western Meghalaya, the Khasiscentral Meghalaya and the Jaintias eastern
Meghalaya. This topic will be confirmed to the issue of deforestation which is considering as the
major cause of degradation of environment in Meghalaya especially in East Garo Hills district.
For our study wewill consider both primary as well as secondary data. This research topic will
deal with the objectives like, causes of deforestation, its impact on eco-system, effect on socioeconomic condition, implementation of Government policies etc. According to the State of Forest
Report), the actual forest cover of the state is 15,584 sq. km in 1991 which has come down to
15,584 sq.km. in 2001. This accounts for around 69.5% of the state’s geographic area. Per
capita forest area in the state is 0.64 hectares compared to the national average of0.11 hectares.
However, the total recorded forest area is 9,496 sq. km. The Un-classed Forests, managed by
Autonomous District Councils, village durbars and other traditional institutions, and private
owners cover an area of 8,372 sq. km. It has been observed that,the area under forest has been
decreasing at a faster rate in the Garo Hills due to many special reasons. The shifting
cultivation is one behind it, for which there is a decrease in primary productivity of natural,
agro-ecosystems, loss in fertility, soil etc. Again , the number of wood-mills are also increasing
and cutting the trees for sale or plup.The previous cool weather is now transforming to hotter
and hotter day by day, mainly due to deforestation and it is carrying some disease to the people.
The state Meghalaya was covered out from
percent of total population live in rural areas
Assam as an Autonomous state on 2nd April,
and depend on agricultural sector for their
nd
1970 following the 22
constitutional
livelihood. The state is mainly a tribal state.
amendment act i.e. Assam Reorganization
The Khasis , Jaintias and Garos are the
(Meghalaya) Bill of 1969 and turned into a
major tribes of the state. The other tribes
full-fledged state on 21st January, 1972. At
found in the state like Rabhas, Boros,
present there are ten districts in Meghalaya.
Hajongs, Kochs, Dalu etc. are minor in
The state has an area of 22,429 Sq. K. m.
number. Meghalaya has recorded the highest
with eleven number of district.
decadal growth of 27.82% among all the
Meghalaya is predominantly an
seven North-Eastern states, as per the
agricultural state where more than 80
provisional report of census 2011. The
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Political and Governance Structure
The state of Meghalaya has been
divided into 7 districts. These are: East
Khasi Hills, West Khasi Hills, East Garo
Hills, WestGaro Hills, South Garo Hills, Ri
Bhoi, and Jaintia Hills. The total number of
villages in Meghalaya is 5780.
There are three Autonomous District
Councils (ADCs) in Meghalaya. They are
Khasi Hills Autonomous District Council,
Jantia Hills Autonomous District Council
and Garo Hills Autonomous District
Council.
Economic base
Agriculture is the main occupation of
the people of Meghalaya. The Garos
practice shifting (jhum) cultivation. They are
also good fishermen but indifferent hunters.
The Hajongs however, do not practice
'shifting' cultivation. The Khasi have four
main types of land uses.
(1) the forest land for jhum cultivation
(2) wet paddy land (3) high grass
land and (4) homestead land which
is situated close to their courtyard.
The clearing of forests across the earth has
been occurring on a large scale basis for
many centuries. This process, generally
known as deforestation, involves the cutting
down, burning, and damaging of forests.
Thus deforestation refers to the loss of forest
cover, land that is permanently converted
from forest to agricultural land, golf courses,
cattle pasture, homes, lakes, or desert. The
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Socio-economic and cultural patterns
According to 2001 census, the
population of the state is 2,306, 069 with a
density of 103 persons per square km. The
scheduled tribe populations (mainly
belonging to Khasi, Jaintia and Garo tribes)
constitute 85.53% of the total population.
The Garos inhabit western Meghalaya, the
Khasis, central Meghalaya and the Jaintias,
eastern Meghalaya. In the interior of the
state (excluding urban populations), the
tribal population percentage increases to

97.3% in Garo hills, 77.4% in the Khasi hills
and 95.1% in the Jaintia hills. The decennial
growth rate (1991-2001) of the tribal
elements in the population has been 29.40%.
Region wise, it was 24.50% in the Garo
hills; 29.50% in the Khasi hills and 36.50%
in the Jaintia hills. The literacy rate is
63.31%
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population of Meghalaya as of 2011 has
been estimated at 2,964,007 of which
females comprise 1,492,668 and males
1,471,339. As per the census of India 2011,
the sex ratio in the state was 986 females per
1,000 males which were far higher than the
national average of 940. The ration of
females has grown steadily from a 1981
level of 954 per 1,000 males. Traditionally
the female sex ratio in the rural areas has
been higher than that in the urban areas.
However, as per the census figures for 2001,
the urban female sex ratio of 985 was higher
than the rural sex ratio of 972. This has often
been attributed to the belief that, unlike most
other parts of India, there is no special
preference for male children in Meghalaya.
According to Garos tradition they
came originally from Tibet and after
wandering long time in North Bengal and
Brahmaputra valley they finally settled
down in Garo Hills.They entered to the Garo
Hills under the leadership of Abong- Naga
and his wife Silme-Doka and first settled at
Nokrek peak, after which, they scattered to
the different parts of Garo Hills to earn their
livelihood from agriculture and its allied
activities. Now at present there are five Garo
clans, namely, Sangma, Shira, Momin,
Marak and Arengh; where each clan having
a number of sub-clans. The Garo people
have been practicing matrilineal form of
society.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
Utilization of natural resources is
interaction between two systems—the

SIGNIFICANCE AND OBJECTIVES
OF THE STUDY
The present study has assumed a
great significance in the form of
improvement of environmental picture of
Meghalaya, because there is necessary to
have a proper study about its current
environmental issues. Based on that urge,
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ENVIRONMENT
The word environment comes from
the French word „environer‟ which means
„to surround‟ or „to encircle‟. The dictionary
meaning of the word „environment‟ is a
surrounding; external conditions influencing
development or growth of people, animals
or plants; living or working conditions etc.
Environment, is generally, equated with
nature wherein physical components of the
planet earth, viz. land, air, water etc. support
and affect life in the biosphere. Environment
can be defined as the circumstances or
conditions that surround an organism or a
group of organisms, or the complex of social
or cultural conditions that affect an
individual or community. Environment also
refers to the categories of forces and
influence acting upon an organism and in
relation to which the organism is capable of
reacting and in return influencing.

natural and human. In course of utilization,
sometimes the very resource base is eroded
leading to devaluation or diminution of
environment, or some sort of disturbance is
triggered in the ecosystem functioning and
structure causing ecological imbalance.
Thus environmental degradation refers to
the deterioration in its physical component
brought in by the deterioration in its
physical component brought in by the
biological processes mainly by human
activities to such an extent that it cannot be
set right by the self-regulatory mechanism or
homeostatic mechanism of the environment.
In other words, Environmental Degradation
simply means overall lowering of
environmental qualities because of adverse
changes brought in by human activities in
the basic structure of the components of the
environment to such an extent that these
adverse changes adversely affect all
biological communities in general and
human society in particular. Environmental
degradation leaves direct impact on the
ecology and thus causes ecological
imbalances because of marked reduction in
the ecosystem and ecological diversity. Both
natural and human causes are responsible for
environmental degradation ,.The major
natural causes are included--- floods,
earthquakes, forest fires, climate changes,
cyclones, storms, diseases in man, plants,
animals, soil erosion and deposition by
water and wind, soil salinity and landslides.
But it is true that, some of these natural
processes are induced or accelerated by
human activities.
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Food and Agriculture Organization of UN
(FAO) defines tropical deforestation as,
“change of forest with depletion of tree
crown cover more than 90%.” Depletion of
forest tree crown cover less than 90% is
considered forest degradation. Logging most
often falls under the category of forest
degradation and thus not included in
deforestation statistics. Therefore forest
degradation rates are considerably higher
than deforestation rates. According to
Brewbaker, the total forest area of the world
estimated in1900was about 7000M.ha..By
1975, it was reduced to 2890 M.ha. and this
trend lead to about 2370M.ha. in
2000.Deforestation is one of the major
causes of environmental degradation, which
is considered as a crucial problem for the
human civilization as well as one of the root
causes of losing biodiversity.
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FOREST AND ITS IMPORTANCE
Forest is a vast fallow tract of terrain
covered with trees and Underwood. Forest
includes tree lots, grasslands, fodder and
fuel plantations, shelter belts, strips and
avenue plantation etc.
Ecologically, forest is not the result
of only trees and other plants by chance but
it is a gradually developed community of
complex organism with specific biological
laws. Forest covers much of the planet‟s

FOREST COVER
According to the State of Forest
Report (FSI 2001), the actual forest cover of
the state is 15,584 sq. km. This accounts for
around 69.5% of the state‟s geographic area.
Per capita forest area in the state is 0.64
hectares compared to the national average
of0.11 hectares. However, the total recorded
forest area is 9,496 sq. km. The area of
reserved and protected forests under the
control of the state government is only 1,124
sq. km. The Un-classed Forests, managed by
Autonomous District Councils, village
durbars and other traditional institutions, and
private owners cover an area of 8,372 sq.
km. During 1985-87, 73.41% (16,466 sq.
km) of the total geographical area of the
state was under forest cover. It decreased to
69.75% (15,645 sq. km) by the year 1987-89
and then increased to 69.48% (15584 sq.
km) in 1999-2001. The forest cover in
different districts is given in the following
table:
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METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Both primary and secondary data is
used in our study. The primary data are
collected at the field level through interview.
The secondary data are collected from
census reports, annual reports, newspapers,
journals,
references
books,
various
published and unpublished official and nonofficial documents.

land area. They are extremely important to
humans and the natural world. For humans,
they have many aesthetic, recreational,
economic, historical, cultural and religious
values. Timbers and other products of forest
are important economically both locally and
as exports. Forests provide employment for
those who harvest the wood or products of
the living forest. Other non-wood forest
products come in the form of medicinal
compounds, dye sand fabrics. There are
many people who are dependent on forests
for their livelihoods. One-third of the
world‟s population depends on wood for
fuel as a significant energy source. Some
indigenous people completely depend on
forest as it is their home. The forest
environment provides a perfect opportunity
for ecotourism, which includes hiking,
camping, bird watching and other outdoor
adventures or nature study activity.
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this present paper is trying to deal with one
basic cause of environmental degradation
created by human being which is called
“DEFORESTATION”.Here
we
are
conferring our field of study with referring
to
GARO HILLS DISTRICTS OF
MEGALAYA. The paper is dealing with the
following objectives:
i)
to know about the trend of
deforestation in Meghalaya
as well as in the districts.
ii)
to find out various causes of
deforestation
iii)
to clarify about different
affect for deforestation in the
environment as well as in the
society.
iv)
to explain various policies
adopted by the central and
state government to prevent
deforestation and to examine
how far those policies are
practically applied in the
study area.
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Forest cover (%) in different districts of Meghalaya
Districts

Forest Cover(in %)
35.34
53.52
46.13
54.45
64.11
58.38

East Khasi Hills
West Khasi Hills
Jaintia Hills
West Garo Hills
South Garo Hills
East Garo Hills
Ri-Bhoi

50.24

Change in forest cover (sq. km) in the state since 1991 ( FSI report, 1999
State
Meghalaya

1991
15,875

1993
15,769

1995
15,714

1997
15,657

1999
15,633

Source: State of the Environment Report 2005: Meghalaya
The forest cover of Meghalaya decreased from 1981 to 1999; it was highest during 1980-89.
53.52

FOREST ADMINISTRATION
Besides the State Forest Department
and Autonomous District Councils, private
individuals, communities and clans own the
forests in Meghalaya. The ownership rights
over land and resources are further protected
by the sixth schedule of Indian Constitution.
The acts and rules framed by the state and
national governments are therefore not
applicable to such forests. The district
council acts are too weakly enforced, as
there are not adequate forest personnel in the
district council to enforce them. Hence, most
community forests are virtually under no
management and do not come under the
effective enforcement of any of the forest
laws. Unregulated shifting cultivation by the
local tribal populations has been a major
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FOREST OWNERSHIP
Unlike the rest of the country where
forests are mostly owned by the
state and managed by the state forest
department, in Meghalaya substantial forest
areas are under the un-classed category, and
are Mixed Pine owned by private
individuals, clans, village councils, district
councils and other traditional community

institutions. The Autonomous District
Councils control the un-classed forests of
8,503 sq. km (96%).
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FOREST RESOURCES
Besides timber, a number of non-timber
forest produce including cane, bamboos,
broom-grass,
mushrooms,
orchids,
commercially important grass species, and
oil yielding trees, honey and wax are
extracted from the forests every year in large
quantities. Important medicinal plants are
found in the forests. Gums, resins, edible
wild fruits and tubers and cinnamon, large
cardamom are other important non-timber
forest resources of the state.
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threat to forest particularly in un-classed and
community forests. In spite of the efforts of
many state and national agencies, a viable
land-use option to shifting cultivation is yet
to be found. There is a need to work out a
regulatory mechanism to control overexploitation of forests, where the
landowners themselves will be legally
bound to sustainable harvest and manage
their own forests.

on the forest. As a result, the forests are
getting fragmented into small patches. As a
whole we can forward the following main
reasons for deforestation in Garo Hills:
Agriculture: Most of the forest is clearing
for agricultural purposes (grazing cattle,
planting crops etc.) Poor farmers cut down
small areas and burn the trees and proceed
with agriculture. Especially the Jhum
Cultivation which is mostly practiced in
Garo Hills destroys forest on a large scale,
sometimes destroying several square
kilometers at a time. The following tables
are given to explain the extent of Jhum
Cultivation in the area.

CAUSES OF DEFORESTATION
Shifting agriculture, logging, mining
and other human activities have been
responsible for fragmentation, destruction
and degradation of the forests in the state.
High rainfall and hilly terrain have further
accentuated the impact of human activities
Annual area (Sq.km.) under Jhum in different districts of Meghalaya
Districts
Area (sq.km.)
East Khasi Hills
6.2
West Khasi Hills
46.19
Jaintia Hills
11.74
West Garo Hills
155.45
South Garo Hills
67.87
East Garo Hills
117.15
27.4

No of Population dependent on Jhum Cultivation in Meghalaya.
Districts
East Khasi Hills
West Khasi Hills
Jaintia Hills
West Garo Hills
South Garo Hills
East Garo Hills

21,755

Commercial logging: This is another
common form of deforestation in cutting
trees for sale as timber or pulp. In Garo
Hills, lots of legal as well as illegal woodmill has been increasing in recent times for

which we are losing very valuable trees at a
faster rate. Again, huge rate of forest are
cutting down to build roads. Logging roads
enable landless people to access the interiors
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Ri-Bhoi

No of person
3,605
26,870
6,830
90,430
39,500
68,150
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Ri-Bhoi
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Population growth: The rapid increase of
population in Garo Hills is another cause of
deforestation as they are cutting the trees
without limit to construct their house, to
earn money to live. Here we can point out
that ,the lack of social awareness and
ignorance of the people is also one major
cause of deforestation.
The cash crop economy: The cash crop
economy is an integral part of Third World
“Development and a major cause of
deforestation. The best land is taken to earn
export income, which is very often used to
pay the foreign debt. Farmers are forced
onto marginal
lands, resulting in
deforestation, land degradation and poverty.
In Garo hills this condition is occurring for
rubber plantation, orange garden, battle nut
garden etc.
Mining: Mining, is also playing an
significant cause of deforestation in Garo
Hills. Meghalaya has an estimated coal
reserve of 559 million tones, which are
spread over in an area of 213.9 sq. km
covering approximately 1% of the total
geographical area of the state. The Garo
Hills district has the highest coal reserve of
390 million tones, followed by West
Khasi Hills (98 million tons), Jaintia Hills
(39 million tons) and East Khasi Hills
districts (31 million tons)
Natural Causes: In Garo Hills nature itself
is also another cause of deforestation, as
around 90% bamboo plants has spoiled
within recent two years by giving flower
again many varieties of plants are affected
and damaged due to some unknown
diseases.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
OF
DEFORESTATION
The major effects of deforestation are:
 The continuous cutting of forest in
the area results an insecure future for
forest workers.
 Heavy rainfall and high sunlight
quickly damage the topsoil in
clearings of the tropical rainforests.
In such circumstances, the forest will
take much longer to re-generate and
the land will not be suitable for
agricultural use for quite some of
time.
 Where forests are replanted, their
replacement can mean a loss of
quality and due to this the
productivity of agricultural goods
especially vegetables are decreasing
and hence the prices of such items
are high in Garo Hills.
 The destroying of forest in Garo
Hills is a big loss of future markets
for ecotourism. The value of the
forest is often higher when it is left
standing than it could be worth when
it is harvested.
 Deforestation can cause the climate
to become extreme in nature.
 It has been observed that the weather
which was very soft during the
summer time, now becoming hotter
and hotter.
 The sudden occurrence of flood in
the plain region mainly in Assam is
also another major effect, which is
only due to lack of water capturing
capacity in the hilly areas. The heavy
rain in one part and droughts in
another part of the same region is
also mainly due to deforestation
which is affecting the economy.
 The process of deforestation in this
region is destroying this unique
environment. Consequently, many
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of the forest, which in turn results in further
deforestation and poaching.
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Since the planetary gene pool
continues to diminish in Garo Hills,
there are fewer opportunities for
advancements in many fields. Garo
hills, which is rich in local medicine,
is becoming poor due to loss of
certain plants that grow only in
forests. Furthermore, if the forests
are destroyed in this way in this area
the opportunity to explore that
possibility would be lost forever. The
effect of that it would have on future
generation is unpredictable.
Different people have different uses
of forests. Indigenous Garo people
who live in the forests, the forest is
their home, source of food, shelter,
nourishment, recreation, culture, and
lively hood. The forest provides the
materials for their homes, wood for
their fires, the fish, the edible plants,
and many more necessities as well as
amenities. There are people who see
the forest as a source of money. They
cut down trees and sale it at high
price. In the short-run, they can make
huge profits for them. If this is
continued unchecked, there will be
no more trees to cut down. People
who make their living by cutting and
selling trees will go bankrupt.
Because of the exposure to the sun,
the soil gets baked and the lack of



Moisture from the oceans fall as rain
and the moisture is soon sent up to
the
atmosphere
through
the
transpiration of foliage to fall again
on inland forest areas. This cycle
repeats several times to rain on all
forest
regions;
with
the
disappearance of forest this process
will stop.



Less carbon dioxide and nitrogen
exchange.



Frequent shifting from one land to
the other for practicing Jhum has
adversely affected the basic life
support systems like vegetation and
soil. The decline in the area under
natural forest, the fragmentation of
habitat, local disappearance of native
species and invasion by exotic weeds
plants are some of the ecological
consequences of shifting agriculture.
Due to shifting cultivation on steep
slopes, down-stream siltation of the
water bodies is apparent in many
districts.



Deforestation is known to contribute
to increased run-off of rainfall and
intensified soil erosion in the region.
Landslide is very common in the
area for which the communication
problem arises frequently during the
rainy seasons.
There are many rewards such as
clean air and clean water, perhaps
the two most important, that forest
provide. Forests also provide many
aesthetic, recreational and cultural
rewards. If the forest is destroyed,
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sunshade by trees causes the
moisture to quickly evaporate into
the atmosphere. Thus, previously
moist soil becomes dry and cracked.
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animals and plants that live in the
rainforests face the prospect of
extinction. The extinction of the
plants and animals leads to
diminished gene pool. The lack of
biodiversity and a reduced planetary
gene pool could have many
unforeseen effects, some of which
could be fatal to the future of
humanity.
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MEGHALAYA

The National Forest Policy 1988 is
the guiding policy of the forest management
in the state. The Forest (Conservation) Act,
1980, The
Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 and JFM
Guidelines, 1990, 2002 are some of the
national legislations/policies that guide the
management
of state's forest. Other acts and rules
impacting the extraction of forest produce in
Meghalaya are:
 Meghalaya Forest Regulation, 1980
(Adapted from Assam Forest
Regulation, 1890)
 The Garo Hills Regulation, 1882
(Regulation 1 of 1882)
 Meghalaya
Forest
Regulation
(Application and Amendment) Act,
1973
 Meghalaya Forest (Removal of
Timber) Regulation Act, 1981
 Meghalaya Tree Preservation Act,
1976
 Meghalaya Protection of Catchment
Areas Act, 1988
 The Meghalaya Wild Animal and
Birds Protection Act, 1971 (Act 9 of
1971)
 The Elephant Preservation Act, 1879
(VI of 1879) ,etc.
Besides, Joint Forest Management
Guidelines of 2003 and Guidelines for
Forest Development Agencies, 2003 have
also direct impact on the sharing of
usufructs and benefits out of plantation
forestry.

The
existing
Assam
Forest
Regulation adopted by the state as the
Meghalaya Forests Regulation is far from
adequate to achieve the aims and objectives
of the policy. Therefore, a few other acts
have been legislated like the Meghalaya
Removal of Timber Regulation Act, the
Meghalaya Tree Preservation Act etc. The
Meghalaya Tree Preservation Act was
legislated with the prima facie objective of
preventing the felling of trees within a
radius of 10 km from the heart of Shillong.
There is also an enabling provision to extend
the same to the other district headquarters.
However, the enforcement of the provisions
of most of the Acts has been far from
satisfactory.
Normally, as per provision of the
Sixth schedule of the constitution of India, it
is not possible for the State Government to
interfere with the administration of forests in
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GOVERNMENT OF
AND ITs POLICIES

Although there is no formal forest
policy adopted yet in the state (a draft policy
paper was prepared in 1980 but not yet
approved), the policy of the state forest
department has been to increase the forest
cover of the state by discouraging and
regulating the felling in all categories of
forests and greening barren areas which are
under the constitutional jurisdiction of the
District Councils. Attempts are also being
made to streamline the administration of the
forest and forestland under a single umbrella
christened as 'unified control and
management of the forests' of District
Councils and the state forest department.
Many rounds of discussions have taken
place between the authorities of the District
Council and the state government but there
has been tangible result yet. Besides, it is
also the intention of the department to create
village reserve forests all over the state, in
the same manner as the erstwhile village
forests established by the people themselves
during the pre-British period.
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then these rewards disappear from
this region which will be the great
social loss for the entire world.
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Supreme Court Orders
In addition to the above policies,
rules and acts, the supreme court orders
(dated 12 December, 1996, 15 January, 1998
and 12 May,
2001) have direct or indirect relevance to the
forests, shifting cultivation and biodiversity
conservation in Meghalaya.
SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS OF
DEFORESTATION
Deforestation is a serious problem,
but humans can make a difference. An
individual as well as a society can practice
green consumerism. The following actions
could serve as effective solutions to the
problem of deforestation.


Traditional Community Forest Laws
Most of the acts and laws passed by
the Govt. of India, Govt. of Meghalaya and
Autonomous District Councils remained less
effective in managing the forests of the state.
Contrary to this, the traditional institutions
such as Nokmaship have been forceful and
effective till recently in managing the forests
under their jurisdiction following customary
laws.









Reduce the consumption of forest
and related products.
Avoid harmful products by consumer
boycotts, such as tropical rainforest
wood, old-growth wood from the
tropical rainforest.
Boycott products of companies
involved in deforestation.
Compel government and industry to
make changes in the forest policies.
Individuals may communicate their
uncertainty about the future of the
world‟s forests to politicians,
corporate executives and nongovernmental organizations through
personal communication or in groups
using petitions and rallies.
Environmental conservation may be
given importance in school curricula.

None of these activities can
occur without the raising of public
awareness to inform consumers about the
environmental effects of their products. One
of the most important ways for a person to
have a positive effect is to reduce his or her
consumption of forest and related products.
An increase in the participation of the public
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District Council Forest Acts
The District Councils have legislated
separate forest acts and rules more or less in
line with and in the same pattern as that of
the State Forest Regulation. The Garo Hills
Autonomous District Council Forest Act,
1958 are applicable in their respective
jurisdictions. Unfortunately, this provision
of the Acts could not be enforced and
implemented in the true sense of the term.
The Acts are self-contained with all the
relevant desirable provisions, but the
enforcement is not satisfactory. As a result
of this, these forests have been subjected to
indiscriminate felling during the last four
decades.
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the Sixth scheduled areas. But through
separate legislation, the State Government
acts and rules can supersede the existing
District Councils Acts also. Therefore, to
discourage the felling of small trees in the
District Council areas, the Acts attempt to
regulate the marketing of the forest produce
outside the state. This has been done based
upon the logic that about 80 per cent of the
timbers extracted from these forests go
outside the state and the people of the state
utilize hardly 20 per cent. Likewise, to
conserve and preserve the forests in the
critical catchment areas of the important
rivers of the state, it is contemplated to
legislate an Act, which will ban tree felling
in these forests.
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and the availability of facilities for reducing,
reusing and recycling is necessary.
Education is one of the most
effective catalysts for change. Society
should undertake to educate the people of
today to change their ways and the younger
generations to have respect for nature. In
forest regions, the young people should
receive knowledge about the biological,
social and economic values of forests.
Workers should be taught to use technology
to enhance forest ecosystems instead of
destroying them and for reforestation and
afforestation projects. If humans are able to
see themselves as part of nature, they will

also respect forests as living communities,
not just resources to be exploited.
There are indigenous people who
have lived in the forests for a long time.
They have managed to use the forests
sustainably while practicing shifting
cultivation or hunting and gathering. Some
of them still live in relative isolation in the
forests. Human kind should protect their
rights and preserve their cultures. They
should be models for sustainability in the
future. Indigenous people can show us what
forest products to use and how to use them
properly. They deserve to continue their
ways of life.
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James Joyce as a Poet
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The pig's in the barley,
The fat's in the fire:

Old Europe can hardly
Find two pence to buy her.
Jack Spratt's in his office,
Puffed, powdered and curled:
Rumbold's in Warsaw –
All's right with the world.
(1-8)
Two longer and meatier satirical
poems than such squibs as this are printed as
a makeweight in the present Faber edition of
Pomes Penyeach. They are ―The Holy
Office‖ of 1904 and ―Gas from a Burner‖ of
1912. These are probably his best poems;
they are lively, witty and well-managed
attacks on people who had annoyed or
injured him.
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James Joyce composed poetry during his
whole life, and especially in his early years.
A good deal of it was comic and satirical; he
was expert at composing limericks and
scurrilous rhymes about his friends and
enemies; theses are dotted throughout his
correspondence. For instance, he vented his
spleen against Sir Horace Rumbold (whom
he called Sir Whorearse Rumhole) not only
by making him write the illiterate hangman's
letter in Ulysses (301) but in the following
parody of Browning's ―Pippa Passes‖:
―The Right Man in the
Wrong Place‖
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Abstract
James Joyce, who is mostly celebrated for his novels such as A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, also composed poetry. Two existing volumes of his poems
are Poems Penyeach and Chamber Music. Although we are not likely to find in Joyce‘s poetry
the artistic grace of his fiction, his poems are of much significance in the sense that they help us
to explore Joyce, the artist as well as Joyce, the man. He seems to unlock his heart through his
poems. They are saturated with his emotions and desires, frustrations and anger,
disappointments and disillusions. Joyce himself conceived of his poems as musical noises
interpreting moods. He used his poems as an escape from the literalism of his meticulously
detailed and precisely accurate exposition of the ordinary; in them he records his yearnings and
his transient states of feeling. They are mood music. The present paper intends to study various
aspects of Joyce‘s poetry.
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Secondly, and probably more
bitingly, he regarded their whole woolly
philosophy as soft-centred, lacking in
intellectual rigour. They shamble, crouch,
crawl and pray, whereas he stands erect,
boldly challenging all comers like a stage on
a mountain-ridge; they have ―. . . souls that
hate the strength that mine has / Steeled in
the school of old Aquinas‖ (―The holy
office,‖ 81-2).
This mixture of Byronic self-doomed pride,
mark of all romantic Cains, and intellectual
arrogance, is one of the dominant features of
Joyce's character. The last two lines [―And
though they spurn me form their door / My
soul shall spurn them evermore.‖ (95-6)],
which were written in the heat of the very
moment when he was leaving Ireland, make
an interesting contrast with the calmer
rationalization that he expressed when he
looked back on Stephen Dedalus ten years
later: ―I go to... forge in the smithy of my
soul, the uncreated conscience of my race‖
(A Portrait 196).
―Gas from a Burner‖ he wrote in a
rage when the publisher who has signed a
contract to publish Dubliners seemed finally
to refuse to do so (Grose 18). It is a very
funny but not greatly significant poem. It is
written in the first person, as if by Roberts
the publisher, who boasts of how
broadminded he really is, having published
many avant-garde works; but he cannot
allow Joyce —―that bloody fellow, / That
was over here dressed in Austrian yellow‖
(49-50) — to bring into disrepute the name
of Ireland:
This lovely land that always sent
Her writers and artists to banishment,
And in a spirit of Irish fun
Betrayed her own leaders, one by one.

I'll burn that book, so help me devil
..............................................................
The very next Lent I will unbare
My penitent buttocks to the air
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(15-8)

The end is masterly. Roberts says:
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The title of ―The Holy Office‖
betrays Joyce's anti-clericalism, but the
poem's target is the 'mumming company' of
Irish writers who were engaged in a
resurgence of drama, poetry and novels in
the Dublin that he was resolved to leave.
According to him, they indulged in 'dreamy
dreams'— which is a reference not only to
the twilit Celtic legends that Yeats immersed
himself in, but also to Yeats's mystical
interests (as expounded in A Vision) and
George Russell (A.E.)'s theosophy. Joyce
attacked them for ignoring the physical side
of life and, like his own Gerty MacDowell
(Ulysses 357), thinking only in romantic and
spiritual terms:
But all these men of whom I
speak
Make me the sewer of their
clique.
That they may dream their
dreamy dreams
I carry off their filthy streams
................................................
.
Thus I relieve their timid
arses,
Perform my office of
Katharsis. (―The holy office,‖
47-50, 55-6)
Of course, this is the 'holy office' that he
means in the title; and the purging
(katharsis) is performed in a domestic office
furnished with a hole.
[Whatever truth there may have been
in
Joyce's
ascription
of
spiritual
bloodlessness to the poems of the early
Yeats – such as ―The Lake Isle of Innisfree‖
or ―Had I the heaven's embroidered cloths‖it must be remembered that the later Yeats
brought the physical side of love fully into
consciousness in such lines as: ―. . . Love
has pitched his mansion in / The place of
excrement‖ (―Crazy Jane Talks With The
Bishop‖ 15-6).]
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Are you not weary of ardent ways,
Lure of the fallen seraphim?
Tell no more of enchanted days.
(A Portrait 172)

The obvious characteristics of this
poem are its abundance of highly-coloured
incense-laden words such as seraphim,
Eucharistic, and chalice, and a concentration
on liquid phrases of small significance:
‗languorous look and lavish limb', for
instance.
Of course one can dismiss this
technically accomplished poem as a prentice
effort, and say that Joyce is looking
mockingly if still affectionately at the callow
youth who produced it. But chamber Music
abounds with lights of amethyst, night wind
answering in antiphon, reverie, sweet
bosom, light attire, virginal mien, welladay,
zone, snood, cherubim, ancient plenilune,
epithalamium, grey and golden gossamer,
soft tumult of thy hair, tremulous, divers
treasures, witchery, soft choiring of delight,
the waters' monotone. Well, you might
argue that Chamber Music dates from the
same period of Joyce's development as A
Portrait, so is bound to share its poetical

All day I hear the noise of waters
Making moan
Sad as the seabird is when going
Forth alone
He hears the winds cry to the waters'
Monotone.
(Chamber Music xxxv 1-6)

is the composer of the miraculous 'Sirens'
chapter (XI) of Ulysses.
But he is also the mocking concocter
of the romantic sugariness that opens the
'Nausicaa' chapter (XIII) in the words of
Gerty MacDowell, devotee of women's
trashy magazines (Grose 105). There is thus
a paradox. Joyce wrote these swooning
lyrics, expended much time and artistry on
perfecting them, launched them into a cold
world with every appearance of satisfaction
at the same time he denigrated their style
and manner by calling one little book
Chamber Music, which could be and indeed
was a reference to the sound of water falling
into a bedroom utensil, and the other Pomes
Penyeach, a possibly mock-modest assertion
that they were not worth very much— and
he even offered a ―Tilly‖, a little extra one,
to give the customer thirteen, baker's dozen,
for the demanded shilling, or twelve pence
of the purchase price.
The plain fact is that by our tastes
today, in the post-Pound-and-Eliot era, these
poems are empty exercises in factitious
emotion-mongering. They are as softcentred as anything written by the 'decadent'
nineties poets or the Georgians, with their
ripe sentiment, their hazy imagery and hazy
rhythms, and their reliance on the
mesmerizing power of 'poetical' words:
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(―Gas from a Burner‖ 86, 91-8)

This is not the James Joyce of his
serious poems, collected in Chamber Music
(1970) and Pomes Penyeach (1927). The
only feature the scurrilous poems share with
these is the technical excellence of the verse.
The lyrics seem to come from a completely
different pen, the pen which wrote the
precious pale effusion that Stephen Dedalus
composed in A Portrait. This is a villanelle,
an example of a form which requires great
dexterity to its two rhymes and two
alternating refrains:

style. But Pomes Penyeach, put out by Joyce
in his full maturity six years after Ulysses
was finished, abounds equally in love-blown
bannerets, shy sweet lures (as in the
villanelle of Stephen), moondew, lambent
water, thurible, laburnum tendrils and
seraphim. Joyce therefore conceived of his
poems as musical noises interpreting moods;
the man who wrote the Verlainesque lines:
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And sobbing beside my printing press
My awful sin I will confess.
My Irish foreman from Bannockburn
Shall dip his right hand in the urn
And sign crisscross with reverent thumb
Memento homo upon my burn.
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Let me go forth, and share
The overflowing Sun
With one wise friend, or one
Better than wise, being fair . . . .
(William Watson, ―Ode to May‖ 1-4)

It was Ezra Pound who made the
youthful T.S. Eliot focus his images
precisely, and so changed the course of
English poetry:
Remark the cat which flattens itself in
the gutter,
Slips out its tongue
And devours a morsel of rancid butter.

(T.S. Eliot, ―Rhapsody on a
Windy Night‖ 35-7)

And oddly enough it was Ezra Pound who
'discovered' James Joyce through reading the
last poem of Chamber Music, ―I hear an
Army charging upon the land‖. This poem
does present a hard violent image, and could
well at first be taken as an Imagist poem,
like those of Wyndham Lewis or Richard
Aldington, who were heading the new
movement; then in the last two lines it tries
to tie the image to the mood of the
despairing love-lorn poet. It is, however,
very different from the others in the book,
which all seem to lack energy. If Joyce was
to be a leader of any literary revolution, it
was clearly not to be through his lyrical
poems. As Anthony Powell says (in
Encounter, February 1973), talking of
Picasso:
One cannot help wondering whether
violent experiment was not vital for
Picasso, to avoid becoming trapped in
personal emotions less profound than
his actual skill as a painter. A parallel
might possibly be drawn with Joyce,
fleeting from his earlier naturalism, in
order to save himself from the
artificiality and elaboration of the late

Joyce did indeed use his poems as an
escape from the literalism of his
meticulously detailed and precisely accurate
exposition of the ordinary, in them be
records his yearnings and his transient states
of feeling. They are mood music.
If Chamber Music is read
continuously form the beginning, a sequence
of moods can be felt. Rather like some
romantic cycles of songs (Schumann's
Frauenliebe und Leben or Tennyson's
Maud, for example), they pass from early
love, possibly through marriage or
consummations, to desertion and despair.
The story is not explicitly told, each poem
can be read as a separate expression of
emotion. Their outstanding virtue is the
extreme delicacy of the verse. The words are
chosen for their subtle sound, and there are
close associations with the scriptures,
especially the Song of Solomon, and with
Shakespeare and the English madrigalists, as
well as with contemporary poetical swoony
language.
Pomes Penyeach do not make up a
whole. They are short lyrics, very like the
earlier poems in style and content, but they
appear to be celebrating events, significant
moments or moods in Joyce's life. ―She
weeps over Rahoon‖, for example, is about
Nora Joyce‘s first love who had died young
(Grose 23). Another lyric (―A Flower Given
to My Daughter‖) talks of a flower given to
his daughter Lucia, and seems with
hindsight to foreshadow the mental and
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(Rupert Brooke, ―Brumana‖ 2-3)

Or

19th century. This may be seen in A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
where . . . occur pomposities of
phrasing that nothing short of Ulysses
would cure. In somewhat the same
manner did Picasso turn to Cubism,
Africa, and all the experiments that
followed, to control an innate
sentimentality
and
romanticism.
(Grose 47)
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Meadows of England, shining in the rain,
Spread wide your daisied lawns . . . .
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spiritual troubles that were to beset her
(Grose 17). ―On the Beach at Fontana‖
enshrines a moment of loving fear for his
son Giorgio. Others refer to nothing
identifiable, but all are short and poignant in
expression, and clearly meant much to the
poet, even if they communicate little to us
beyond a vague gush of feeling encapsulated
in an image that relies rather on sound than
sense. One short lyric printed in the present
Faber edition is supernumerary to the
original baker's dozen: it tells of the near
coincidence of the death of Joyce's father
with the birth of his grandson, and ends with
a prayer for his father's forgiveness—

probably for deserting Ireland and for not
offering the willing financial support that his
father had hoped James's brilliant career as a
doctor or professor would provide.
A child is sleeping:
An old man gone.
O, father forsaken,
Forgive your son!
(―Ecce Puer,‖ 13-6)

Coincidentally, the best poem— at
least the hardest and most vital – among the
thirteen in Pomes Penyeach is the ―Tilly‖
that begins the collection, which refers to the
death many years before of his mother.
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Selected poems of Yeats : close reading in the perspective of
their impact on Jibanananda Das’ poetic self
Manas Sinha
Asst. Professor, Dept. English, Lala Rural College, Lala, Assam

the impact of his poetry spatters on even
Bengali literature. Jibanananda Das, among
other Bengali poets, relishes the gusto of
Yeats‘ poetic vigour and fervour. In the
process, Yeats appears to be a brightening
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W.B.Yeats is one of the greatest
modern English poets. His verses are wellread worldwide cutting across all barriers of
dissimilar and strange weather, climate,
history, culture and tradition. The wave of
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Abstract
Literature embodies universal aspect of mankind. Man is the centre; Nature is the guiding force.
The co-relation between Man and Nature speaks of the essence of elemental unity. W.B.Yeats
and Jibanananda Das are the exponents of this essential unity. Their poetic visions appear to
spring from an identical imaginative power. The result is a sense of likeness between them in
terms of poetic vigour and poetic thought process. This likeness is, of course, creative. Their
certain poems echo one another cutting across the geographical distance between India and
Ireland. In the Irish context, W.B. Yeats, a great modern English poet, is significant in any study
that seeks to examine the circuits of cultural relationships within societies having an unequal
relationship as between England and Ireland. It was under the influence of John O‘Leary, Lady
Gregory, Douglas Hyde, Maud Gonne and some others that Yeats developed an interest in Irish
nationalism and went through Irish patriotic literature. This opened up for him an Ireland rich in
myths and legends. Jibanananda Das, a great modern Bengali poet, can be related in this
purview of the study. Both Yeats and Das saw their respective nations as colonies of the British
imperialism. So there was an apparent common situation between these two nations. The poems
of both Das and Yeats tended to be somewhat moulded by myths and legends. Both extract their
essential imageries for their poems from respective myths and folklores. Moreover, the
knowledge of history and the cultural heritage of the respective country widen the scope of their
poetic imagination and outlook which enables them to recreate past glory and contemporary
landscape. However, Das, unlike Yeats, appeared to be disinterested in contemporary political
movements. Nevertheless, a sense of nationalism pervaded their poems. In Yeats‘ case, it was the
fusion of both political and cultural; in Das‘ case, it was mere cultural, more akin to the aspects
of Nature. Being a lecturer of English, Das might have been well versed in Yeats‘ poetry. In the
process, Yeats‘ poetry holds an impact upon the poetry of Das.
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Das sketches a similar kind of picture in his
poem
Camp,
Dhusor
pandulipi.
Autumn was favourite with both the great
poets. Autumn was the season frequented in
the verses of both poets. Yeats finds in
autumn :
―The trees are in their autumn beauty,
The woodland paths are dry,
Under the October twilight the water
Mirrors a still sky
Upon the brimming water among the stones
Are nine-and-fifty swans.
[ The Wild Swans at Coole ]

Das incorporates imagination into
reality in the realm of autumn in his poem
Haas, Saat-ti Tarar Timir. Yeats again plays

―Autumn is over the long leaves that love us,
And over the mice in the barley sheaves;
Yellow the leaves of the rowan above us,
And yellow the wet wild-strawberry leaves.‖

Even in Yeats‘ love poem like ‗The
White Birds‘ [The Rose] and Das‘ Ami Jodi
Hotam, [Banalata Sen], both voices eco one
another. Yeats‘ lover contemplates :
― I would that we were, my
beloved, white birds on the foam of the sea
We tire of the flame of the
meteor, before it can fade and flee;
And the flame of the blue star
of twilight, hung low on the rim of
the sky,
Has awakened in our hearts,
my beloved, a sadness that may not
die.‖
Both poems appear identical in the canvas
of images; but visions are somewhat
different; where Yeats‘ poem is loveoriented, Das‘ is an attempt to come out
from the anguish of life. Yeats‘ Nature is
all-embracing of colour, fragrance, grace
and flavour; the same is the case with Das‘
Nature; but in Das‘ case, it possesses an
added variety in the sphere of elaborate
manifestation of different aspects of Nature.
The affliction of life at times drives him to
the fancy world and his inner voice laments :
―Ami jodi hotam banahangsa
Banahangsi hote jodi tumi,
Kuno ek diganter jalsiri nadir dhare
Dhanksheter kache
Chhipchipe sharer bhitor—
Ek nirala nirey ;‖
Das‘ voice thus sounds more romantic at
heart divorced from the harsh ways of the
world. Love remains an irrelevant aspect in
his life shrouded in some kind of mystery.
He rather idealizes love in his verses. But
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―O hurry where by
water among the trees
The delicate-stepping
stag and his lady sigh,
When they have but
looked upon their images—
Would none had ever
loved but you and I ‖
[ The Rugged Wood :
In The Seven Woods ]

with autumn, this time, with colour, leaves
and mice in the poem, ‗The Falling of the
Leaves‘ :
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star in the firmament of Das‘ poetic art.
Yeats‘ poems appear to exercise a
considerable impact this way or the other on
the growth of Jibanananda Das as a poet. A
close reading of some selected poems of
Yeats pinpoint the impression of this impact
on Das‘ poetic self, albeit Das holds an
individualistic credentials as a great poet
himself. Das was a student and a lecturer as
well, of English literature. He came closer to
Yeats‘ poetic world very early in his life. He
was awe-struck to find how masterly Yeats
exhibited the rural landscape coloured by
myths, legends and folklores especially in
his earlier poems. Das conspicuously
transmitted that poetic spirit into his own
verses but in tune of Bengal‘s rural
surroundings and tradition. Yeats discerning
eyes catch:
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Das in the similar tone reinforces the
positive impact of woman on mankind in
Mitabhasan, Banalata Sen :
―Tumar saundarya nari, atiter daner matan
Madhyasagarer kalo taranger theke
Dharmashuker sposto ahobbaner moto
Amader niye jai deke
Shantir sangher dike-dharme-nirbane;
Tumar mukhe snigdha pratibhar paane‖

Passion
strikes both poets when the chosen woman
is cast away beyond time and space ; as is in
the case of Yeats‘ persona :
―She was more beautiful than thy first love,
But now lies under boards.‖
[A Dream of Death : The Rose]

Das feels in the similar vein in Saptak, Saat
ti tarar timir :
―Aikhane Sarojini suye ache, jani na se
aikhane
Suye ache kina
Onek hoyeche suya;-- tarpor ekdin chole
geche
Kuno door meghe‖

It is quite interesting to find how
alike both poets feel and think under the
varied surroundings. Their poetic spirits
crossing the barrier of time and space seem

‗Your eyes that once were never weary of mine
Are bowed in Sarrow under pendulous lids,
Because our love is waning.‘

And then she:
‗Although our love is waning, let us stand
By the lone border of the lake once more,
Together in that hour of gentleness‖
[ Ephemera : Crossways]

Das too declares with his heart out in
Aghran Pantare, Banalata Sen :
―Jani tumar du-chokh aaj amake khuje na aar
Prithibir pore –
Bole chup thaklam, kebali ashwathpata pore
ache ghaser bhitore
Shukno miyano chhera;--aghran aseche aaj
prithibir bone;‖

This familiar tone is also echoed in Das‘
poem, Dujan, Banalata Sen :
―Amake khujo na tumi bahudin
– kotodin amio tumake
Khuji nako; ek nakshetrer niche tobu
– eki alo prithibir paare
Amora dujone achi; …‖

Das sings of love whose mighty passion
succumbs to time at the end of day as is
recorded in the poem named Prem, Dhusar
Pandulipi :
―Ekdin – ek raat korechi premer saathe khela
Ekraat – ekdin korechi mrittur abohela
Ekdin – ekraat; -- tarpor prem chole geche, -Sobai choliya jai, -- sokolere jete hoi bole
Taharou furalo raat –
taratari pore gelo bela
Premerou je …‖

Yeats, before Das, urges somewhat
identical feelings in his ‗The Rose of the
World‘ :
―Who dreamed that beauty passes like a dream
For these red lips, with all their mournful pride,
Mournful that no new wonder may betide,
Troy passed away in one high funeral gleam
And Usna‘s children died.‖
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―May God be praised for woman
That gives up all her mind,
A man may find in no man
A friendship of her kind
That covers all he has brought
As with her flesh and bone,
Nor quarrels with a thought
Because it is not her own.‖

to sing a somewhat similar song as far their
thought process is concerned. Love once
departs life ; only the memory of moments is
left. Yeats speaks out :
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due to his masterly presentation coupled
with artistic imagination, nowhere and never
in the poem his mute on love in his personal
life is felt. Both ‗The White Birds‘ and Ami
Jodi Hotam in the process speak of the flight
into a dreamy land, of course with a woman
who ensures some kind of serenity and
peace of mind. In ‗On Woman‘ [The Wild
Swans At Coole], Yeats reflects on woman‘s
bountiful nature and generosity :
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Both
poets
believe
in the
transitoriness of glory on earth under the
changing phase of time. Yeats proclaims in
‗Easter 1916‘ :

and liberty. Yeats is both a political and
cultural nationalist simultaneously. The
Easter Rising in 1916 left a mark in his
agitated mind :

―Wherever green is worn,
Are changed, changed utterly ;
A terrible beauty is born.‖

―Now days are dragon – ridden, the nightmare
Rides upon sleep : a drunken soldiery
Can leave the mother, murdered at her door
To crawl in her own blood, and scot-free;
The night can sweat with terror as before
We pieced our thoughts into philosophy,
And planned to bring the world under a rule,
Who are but weasels fighting in a hole.‖

This Bishrinkhal or disorder also clouds
Yeats‘ perception :
―Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,‖
[ The Second Coming ]

Yeats masterly conveys the elaborate image
of disorder in ‗Reconciliation‘ [The Green
Helmet and Other Poems] :
Some may have blamed you that you took away
The verses that could move them on the day
When, the ears being deafened, the sight of the eyes
blind
With lightning, you went from me, and I could find
Nothing to make a song about but kings,
Helmets, and swords, and half-forgotten things
That were like memories of you – but now
We‘ll out, for the world lives as long ago;‖

Das reproduces the similar idea with a
passionate mood in Janantike, Saat ti Tarar
Timir:
―Tumake dekhar moto chokh nei – tobu
Gabhir bissaye ami ter pai – tumi
Aajo aei prithibite roye gecho
Kothao santana nei prithibite aaj;
Bahudin theke shanti nei
Nir nei
Pakhiro moton kuno hridayer tore
Pakhi nei‖

Ireland
during
Yeats‘
time
underwent bloodshed at the cost of humanity

[Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen : The Tower]

Das, though not a political man, was set
back by the worldwide uncertainty,
economic crisis, loss of values, etc.
conditioned by the two world wars. His
humanitarian outlook could not ask for any
explanation but cries out :
―A bikel manush na machider gunjaranmoi
Jugey jugey manusher addhyabasai
Oporer sujuger moto mone hoi
Quisling banano ki nij naam
– Hitler saat kanakori
Diye taha kine niye hoye gelo lal :
Manusheri haate tobu manush hoteche najehal;
Prithibite nei kuno bishudda chakari
A kemon paribeshe roye gechi sobe -[ Sristir Teere : Saat ti Tarar Timir]

Poet Das possesses a sense of
history. His poetic mind visits the landscape
of history and comes across places like
Kashi, Taxashila, Ujjayini, Agra, Delhi and
so. In Yeats‘ poems too, myth, folklore and
history are merged into one. Yeats in his
‗Sailing to Byzantium‘ recounts :
― Monuments of its own magnificence;
And therefore I have sailed the seas and come
To the holy city of Byzantium.‖

Das too traverses the India of bygone ages.
In Banalata Sen, one comes across such
beautiful and immortal poetic lines :
―Hazar bachar dhore ami path hatitechi
prithibir pothe,
Singhal samudra theke nishither andhakaare
malay sagare
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―Itihas der din proman koreche
Manusher nirantar proyaner mane
Hoito- ba andhakar samayer theke
Bishrinkhal samajer pane
Chole jaoa;‖
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Poet Das looks back to history and finds
man‘s constant struggle often overlooked
and not rewarded. In Jotodin Prithibite, Bela
Obela Kaalbela, Das reflects :
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―Alexandria‘s was a beacon-tower, and
Babylon‘s
An image of the moving heavens, a log-book of
The sun‘s journey and the moon‘s …
I declare this tower is my symbol; I declare
This winding, gyring, spiring treadmill of a stair
Is my ancestral stair;‖
[Blood and the Moon :
The Winding Stair and Other Poems]

Even Das takes up the image of the winding
stairs in particular and stairs in general in his
poem, Manusher Mrittu Holey :
―Ekdin nagarir ghurano sirir path beye
…
…
…
Sei siri ghure prai nilimar gaye giye laage;
Siri udbhasito kore rodh;
Siri dhore oopore uthar pothe aarekrakam
Batas o aaloker asa-jaoa sthir kore ki
osadharan
Premer proyan ?‖

Yeats and Das in some of their
poems sound identical. Yeats‘ ‗He Reproves
the Curlew‘ and Das‘ Hi chil are true
exponents of idiosyncrasies of Nature
articulated almost in a similar fashion.
Yeats‘ speaker, a keen observer, addresses -― O Curlew, cry no more in the air,
Or any to the water in the west;
Because your crying brings to my mind
Passion-dimmed eyes and long heavy hair
That was shaken out over my breast:
There is enough evil in the crying of wind.‖

Das addresses in the similar vein :
―Hi chil, sonali danar chil, aei bhije megher dupure
Tumi aar kedo nako ure ure dhansiri naditir pashe!
Tumar kannar soore beter fuler moto tar mlaan
chokh mone aase!‖

But the tone in Yeats‘ poem is subjective,
while that in Das‘ poem is, to a more extent,

―The dews drop slowly and dreams
gather; unkmown spears
Suddenly hurtle before my dream-awakened
eyes.‖

The image of dews also revisits in Yeats‘
another poem entitled ―He tells of the
Perfect Beauty‖ –
―And therefore my heart will bow, when dew
Is dropping sleep,‖

The image of ‗dew‘ appears in such line
from ―He gives his Beloved Certain
Rhymes‖ –
―And stars climbing the dew-dropping sky‘
Live but to light your passing feet.‖

In Das‘ poems dew is a recurring
image. In his famous poem entitled
Banalata Sen , we come acoss such line :
―samasta diner sese sisirer sabder moton /
sandha ase‖. The poem ‗Kuri Bachar Pore‘
beautifully picks up the image of dew,
―Sonali sonali chil—sisir sikar kore niye
geche tare/ Kuri basarer pore sei kuasai pai
jodi hothat tumare.‖ In Howar Raat one
comes across such majestic poetic line,
―Andhokar raate…samasta nakshatrera.‖
Another poem, Shikar presents a canvas of
dawn where the image of dew pervades,
―Sokaler aaloy toltol sisirer… jilmil
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History is for both poets the guide to the
evolution of mankind. It reflects the growth
of civilization. In this regard, Yeats takes
‗towers‘ and ‗stairs‘ as symbols of the
progress of civilization :

objective. The eyes of both the chil and the
curlew are filled with tears. The chil cries
flying across the river named Dhansiri while
the curlew cries flying close to the watery
place of the west. Both birds create
melancholic
atmospheres.
Das
digs
relatively more into the mystery of nature
ending up appealing to universal strokes of
pain and pessimism, thanks to his objective
approach. But both poems can be placed
closer to one another as both reminisce the
bygone love set in a rural background. Both
Yeats and Das made an extensive use of
images and metaphors. Dews, moon, stars,
river, sky etc. make up of images in Das‘
verses. Das might have got an impetus from
Yeats in drawing such images. In Yeats‘
‗The Valley of the Black Pig‘—
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Onek ghurechi ami; Bimbisar Ashoker dhusar
jagate
Sekhane chhilam ami; aro door andhakare
Bidharva nagare;‖
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[ The Song of the Old
mother : The Wind among the Reeds ]

Yeats loves to play the image of stars in the
wilderness, ―Until the axle break/ That
keeps the stars in their round.‖ The poem
named ‗The Dawn‘ brings out both images
of ‗moon‘ and ‗stars‘ together : ― From their
pedantic Babylon/ The Careless planets in
their courses,/ The stars fade out where the
moon comes‖. Poet Jibanananda Das is
outstanding when it comes to imagepainting. The galaxy of stars comes alive in
his poem named Howar Raat. The galaxy is
conditioned by history, astronomy, love,
nature altogether, thereby, bringing about an
overwhelming creative picture, that speaks
of Das‘ range of creative imagination and
artistic skill :
― Swati tarar kul ghese nil howar
samudrer sada boker moto urche se
Kaal amon chomotkar raat chhilo
Samasta mrito nakshatrara kaal jege
uthechilo—akashe ek til faak chilo na;
Prithibir samsta dhusar priyo
mritoder mukho sei nakshatrer bhitore
dekhechi
ami;
Andhokar raate aswather churai
premik chilpuruser sisir bheja chokher moto
Jolmol korchilo samasta nakshatrera;
Je nakshatrera akasher booke nazar
hazar bachar aage morey giyeche
Tarao kaal janalar bhitor diye
asankhya mrito akash sange kore aneche;‖

― Bahirer akasher shitey
Nakshatrer hoiteche kshoi,
Nakshatrer matan hridoy
Poriteche jhore--‖

Through such images Das creates a romantic
world. In Koekti line, Dhusar Pandulipi, a
beautiful delicate world is visible, ― Jekhane
samasta raatri nakshatrer aalo pore jhore,/
samudrer howai bhese aase,/gaan gai
sindhu tar joler ullase.‖ His another poem
Suranjana exhibits : ― mone pore kobe ek
tarabhora raater batase/ dharmasukher
chhele Mahendrar saathe‖
Poet Das, being younger to Yeats
separated by some thirty four years, might
have been an ardent reader of Yeats‘ poems
and inspired by them and have taken some
poetic lessons all by himself at the end of
the day. He had unmistakingly love for
Nature. He absorbed its colour, flavour,
grace and its serenity. His frustration with
life contributed to his intensifying adherence
to nature. The uncertainty over his personal
life and poetic recognition as well, coupled
with severe criticism of his poetry, turned
his interest towards his sense of unification
with nature‘s bountiful resource. He escaped
into the lap of nature— the world of
tranquillity and seclusion-- away from the
madding crowd. His continual bonding with
nature gave him an impetus to delve deep
into the complexity of human life. He came
back, with an added vigour and persistence,
to human society once he had escaped from.
He made a bid to fight all that shook him
earlier by virtue of an acquired passion,
feelings and sympathy derived from allinclusive Nature. His deep love for nature,
in turn, gave birth to his genuine love for
mankind :
―Ami jhore jabo, tobu jiban agaadh
Tumare rakhibe dhore seidin prithibir pore
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―And then I must scrub and bake and sweep
Till stars are beginning to blink and peep;‖

Star is a favourite image with poet Das. It is
frequently revisited in his verses. In his
Nirjon Sakshar, a precise simile comes out :

Page

korche.‖ In Maather Golpo one can glimpse,
― Prothom fasal geche ghore--/Hemanter
maathe- maathe jhore/ Sudhu sisirer jol.‖
The dew-drop is marked in the poem,
‗Abosorer Gaan‘, ― Charidike nuye
pore…sisirer jol;‖
Stars play important roles in
canvassing picturesque gallery in the verses
of both poets. Yeats writes :
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―Where mouse-grey waters are flowing.
―Ne-ul dhusar nadi apnea kaaj buje
probahita hoi‖
― Your eyes …
…
…
Are bowed in sorrow under pendulous lids,‖
― Pakhir nirer moto chokh tule
natorer Banalata Sen‖
― O curlew, cry no more in the air,
Or only to the water in the west;
―Hai chil, sonali danar chil, aei bhije megher dupure
Tumi aar kedo nako ure ure dhansiri naditir paashe‖

―…
… a bat rose from the hazels
And circled round him with its squeaky cry,‖
―Ekti badur dur soparjito jyotsnai manishai deke diye
jai
Jahader kotodur chakrabaal ache labhibar‖

― …

the mice in the barley sheaves‖

―Idur sheeter rate reshamer moto roome
maakhiyache khud‖
Amidst the apparently similar kind
of imageries employed by both poets, subtle
difference can not be overlooked :
―The cat went here and there
And the moon spun round like a top,
And the nearest kin of the moon,
The creeping cat, looked up.‖

―Hemanter sandhai jafran ranger suryer
sharire
Shaada thaba buliye khela korte dekhlam take‖
[ Beral : Banalata Sen]

Yeats‘ ‗cat‘ roams close to the moon quietly
and Das‘ cat plays with its thaba or paw
under the saffron light of the evening sun.
Thus poet Das tends to get a clue from his
great Irish predecessor and then makes it his
own, keeping tune with Bengal‘s landscape
and tradition, thanks to his artistic creativity.
The genesis of Das being akin to
Yeats‘ poetic fervour may be attributed to
his vast knowledge of English literature. He
belongs to a period when Tagore‘s
romanticism does not correspond to modern
poetry to which contemporary Bengali poets
can adhere. So they are bound to look
outside. Das himself confesses in his treatise
Kobitar kotha that they are born in a period
and in a culture as well that they have no
option but to derive inspirations from
European literature for language and themes
corresponding to modern poetry. Yeats and
Eliot appear to be torch-bearers for them.
However, Yeats‘ poetry appeals to Das‘
imagination. Yeats depicts an Ireland
imbued with great landscapes and Nature‘s
variety. Yeats is a nationalist. More than a
political nationalist he is basically a cultural
nationalist. His earlier works were written
with a mission of reviving great Irish
cultural heritage which was, to a larger
extent, spoiled and damaged by the British
imperialist strategy. Thus Irish mythological
figures and landscapes came alive in his
poetic pages. Besides, his infatuation with
occultism and magic coloured his earlier
poems. All these elements play key notes in
drawing images in Yeats‘ poems that may
catch the psyche of Das whose poems
delineate images corresponding to the rural
Bengal‘s landscapes :
―Charidike uchu uchu ulaban ghaser bichana
Onek samai dhore chup theke hemanter jol
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[Nirjan Sakshar: Dhusar Pandulipi ]

A poet is an individual with all his
idiosyncrasies and mindsets different from
another poet. Despite some apparent
identical poetic elements between them,
dissimilarities are not lesser and negligible.
But when it comes to image-building in a
poetic world, both poets seem to live under
the same climate and weather . There are
some instances in the following :

[The Cat and the
Moon : The Wild Swans At Coole]
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Amar sakol gaan tobu-o tumare laksha kore
… … … … … …
…
… … kuno ek manushir mone
Kuno ek manusher tore
Je jinis beche thake hridayer gobhir ghobbore—
Nakshatrer cheye aro nishabdo asone
Kuno ek manusher tore ek manushir mone‖
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―The trees are in their autumnal beauty,
The woodland paths are dry,
Under the October twilight the water
Mirrors a still sky;
Upon the brimming water among the stones
Are nine –and –fifty swans.‖

Not only in thematic contents and
thought-processes but also in poetic
techniques they appear to be the boarders of
the same boat. In order to create a strong
emotional effect in their poems both make
the judicious use of ‗anaphora‘ -- a
rhetorical term for the repetition of a word
or phrase at the beginning of successive
clauses or poetic lines. An instance of
anaphora is seen in Das‘ Ekti Kabita [Saat ti
Tarar Timir] :
―Se aagun jole jai
Se aagun jole jai
Se aagun jole jai dohe nako kichu‖

In Yeats‘ case, it is :
―Remember all those renowned generations,
Remember all that have sunk in their blood,
Remember all that have died on the scaffold,
Remember all that have fled, that have stood,‖
[The Marching Songs : Last Poems]

Though primarily symbolist in spirit,
Yeats was much influenced by the imagist
movement. On the other hand, as influenced
by the surrealists, Das too underwent a great
deal of impact upon his poetic tools by the
imagists. The poems by both poets are rich
in multitudes of concrete images. Both
Yeats‘ poetry and Das‘ poetry show how
mesmerizing and proportionate as well a
poetic language can be. The diction at their
hands brings about the desired effect. All

―When I had laid it on the floor
I went to blow the fire aflame,
But something rustled on the floor,
And some one called me by my name:‖

Das‘ poetry is remarkable, one of many
reasons being the haunting of folk tales
roaming all around :
―Jekhane shukai padma—
bahu din bishalakshi jekhane nirab
Jeikhane ekdin
Shankhamala Chandramala Manikmalar
Kakan bajito, aha,
kunodin bajibe ki aar‖
[Jotodin Beche Achi : Rupasi Bangla]

Thus both Yeats‘ poetry and Das‘
poetry are replete with myths and legends
enriching their respective poetic credos
thereby making native cultural traditions
intact and known to common readers. So, in
many ways, these two great poets despite
hailing from different cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds seem to stand
together on the same common platform. It is
somewhat amazing to find certain common
elements in their poems. The reason may be
attributed to the probable fact that Yeats, a
world-known
English
poet,
being
predecessor to Das, must have some kind of
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[Haas : Saat ti Tarar Timir]

The image reminds of Yeats‘ ‗The Wild
Swans at Coole‘ :

sensibilities find expression to the fullest.
Das‘ poetic words are essentially his own.
He is the master in creating phrases which
give the impression of both touch and smell.
His chosen words bring forth the lively
atmosphere of the rural Bengal imbued with
its folktales and myths. On the other hand,
W. B. Yeats is a pioneer in bringing back
Irish legends and tales in the tradition of
English poetry. In this regards, his
observation in his essay entitled ‗The Celtic
Elements in Literature‘ is noteworthy : ―All
folk literature and all literature that keeps
the folk tradition, delights in unbounded and
immortal things.‖ His ‗The Song of
Wondering Aengus‘ reflects his this
approach :
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Protipanna hoye geche je samaye nilakash bole
Sudure naarir kule takhan haaser dalbal
…
…
…
Naiti amal haas nadite royeche mone pore‖
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impacts on Das as a poet who is an ardent
follower of English literature. But again it is
the greatness of Das who has at times
outthought Yeats to create an extended
imagery to the desired effect bringing all
sensibilities to the fore, of course keeping
tune with his surroundings and tradition. In
the process, Das‘ poetic self has been built

up on its own accord, of course with Yeats
being one of his models and guides. His
greatest achievement is that he earns a niche
for himself as a great modern Bengali poet
independent of Tagore‘s overwhelming
impact on the contemporary poets of
Bengal.
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of the space is used to define the moment- of
horror, violence and revulsion.
The legacy of institutional racism
and sexism shaped and continues to space
the consciousness of the African- Americans
in America. This in turn fosters a negative
and opposing feeling about their own culture
at times. Since the struggle for social justice
continued in the 20th century, most modern
African-American novelists, like their
predecessors of the 19th century did not
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Modernist
literature
highlights
the
significance
of
space
in
literary
representations. At the turn of the century
Thomas Hardy brings to focus the metaphor
of the century‘s ―corpse outlaent‖in 'The
Darkling Thrush', T.S. Eliot writes about the
wasteland to suggest the cultural space of
the interwar period. A similar use of the
space metaphor is noticed in AfricanAmerican modernism, as evident in Richard
Wright‘s Native Son. A cultural maping out
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Abstract
Literary modernism as stated by Rita Keresztesi , ―grew out of a prejudiced, racially biased
often xenophobic historical context that necessitated a politically conservative and narrow
definition of modernism in America ―. Modernism emphasizes neutrality of culture and in the
context of American modernism it is important to question this claim and focus on the
importance of the contribution of African American writers writing in what is taken to be the
period of American literary high modernism. From the early decades of the 20th century there
was a marked change in the racial,ethnic and cultural makeup of the nation and with this change
literary modernism also changed in its form and context. The active participation of African
Americans and other minority groups , as immigrants and ethnics , advanced the course of
literary modernism in the United States of America . Sacvan Bercovicth in The Cambridge
History of American Literature : Prose Writing 1910 – 1950 refers to Jean Toomer‘s Cane (
1923 ) as ― the high point of achievement of American Ethnic modernism‖ .It is pointed out that
this African American Text is modernist in its concern with ― psychological scrutinity, bohemian
self searching , increasing ethnic expression , and engagement with new ideologies ― .The
contention of this paper is to highlight further development of American ethnic modernism in a
seminal African American novel : Richard Wright‘s Native Son. Apart from psychological
scrutiny and ethnic expression, Richard Wright‘s novel is an engagement with certain important
issues such as generational tensions, urban space and alienation which are important ethnic
thematic concerns as well as issues underlying modernist emphasis.
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―affirms the myth of the Bad Nigger and
attempts to develop it into a kind of
modern Everyman‖(Bell.p-157).
The black hero, in most of the times, is
hardly seen to get his way through the novel
without passing through the phase that he is
frightening to the white world or to his own
self. He also finds himself either lost or
isolated in the vast world.
Black is the colour which is
associated with failure, gloom, rejection,
frustration, etc. The black hero not only
bears the black skin but this black becomes
the external force against which he
struggles. Bigger Thomas moves
―ensnared in a tangle of deep shadows
as black as the night that stretched
above his head‖(Wright.1966.p-72).
Darkness remains a constant presence in his
life. While in prison.
―he saw a dark vast fluid image rise
and float,he saw a black sprawling
prison full of tiny black cells in which
people lived, each cell had its stone jar
of water and a crust of bread and no
one could go from cell to cell and there
were scremes and curses and yells of
suffering and nobody heard them, for
the walls were thick and darkness was
everywhere‖.(p.334-335)
This darkness was manifested in his
inner self and he, from the very beginning
was burdened with a sense of alienation.
Like the blacks in the United States of
America, he could not see himself as one
among the white Americans nor could he
adjust himself within his family and
community. Being unable to do so he began
to hate himself. His awareness of the shame
and misery of the way they are forced to live
also engulf him with fear and self hatred.
His frustration could even be seen in his
relation to his friends. Bigger and his friends
knew that if they succeeded in their attempt
in robbing a Whiteman than it would mean a
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neglect the moral and social issues in their
narratives. They are concerned with issues
that focus on the truths of the perversity of
American racism and the paradoxes of
African – Americans' double consciousness.
They have also started rediscovering their
own folk tradition and culture.
Richard Wright‘s Native Son (1940)
can be regarded as a hybrid of mainstream
modernist technique and theme and an
experiment in what many critics have called
African – American modernism. Influences
of modernist language experiment, Freudian
psychology,
existential
philosophy,
Marxism,
―a tendency toward fragmentation,
elements of violence, the pre-eminence
of subjectivity which takes shape in a
sense of loss and dislocation on the part
of major characters" (Rosenblatt.p-7),
etc can be traced in the novel and each
becomes a reference point for Wright‘s
understanding of European and American
modernism. It also used the tradition of
African – American folklore, AfricanAmerican standpoint on urban environment,
and a keen sense of African- American
alienation to supplement modernism‘s
prevailing themes and ideas.
In Native Son, Richard Wright
focuses on the South side slums of Chicago
and also analyses the character of Bigger
Thomas. He presents him as a representative
figure of the inconspicuous values of
American society. The racial segregation has
confined him and other blacks in a particular
corner of the town thus preventing them
from developing their potential. Bigger
Thomas is controlled by forces which are
both social and psychological which lead
him to hate himself, to reject his family and
community, finally leading to a complete
alienation. Wright, thus, in his portrayal of
Bigger,
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acute. It was Mrs. Thomas who always
coaxed him for his inability and even
branded him as a selfish man who cared
only for his own pleasures. He was regarded
by her as
―the most no-countest man‖ (p.12).
She was so engrossed in the daily business
of living that she forced her son to take the
job that he hated.
Bigger,who earlier felt himself
separated from his family and friends
realized that he was a part of his family and
community in the prison. On meeting his
family and friends in the jail and seeing their
shame in front of the whites, Bigger felt that
they should rather feel glad for what he had
done.He had done the thing which they
feared most. He had always acted hard and
tough towards his family to hide the feeling
of hate and shame. He even began to feel the
pain and sufferings of his mother. Bigger,
who, all along regarded himself as alone,
now realized that was not so. What he did
had an impact on their lives.He just could
not leave his family and friends nor could
they forget him. Bigger, who was unable to
cope with his friends, once again wanted to
meet them. He felt
―like a man reborn……..like a man risen
up well from a long illness……….‖
(p.106).
Bigger at times thought that all the
Blacks should unite and take a stand against
the oppression of the whites. He felt that the
whites were not people in the real sense of
the term, rather they were
―a sort of great natural force‖(p.109)
who cause destruction to the others. He had
a feeling that he was different from the other
blacks. Though in appearance they were
alike, but their thinkings were different so as
to bind them together. Deep in his heart he
had a hope that a day would come when all
the blacks would become one and act
together to end the fear and shame. He was
so much psychologically affected by the
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―challenge of the white world‘s rule over
them‖ (p.18).
But, Bigger was afraid to commit such an
act and knew that Gus, too was afraid and to
hide his feelings laid all the blame on Gus.
Soon they were in conflict with one another.
Bigger's violent action made his friends
―hate and fear him as much as he hated and
feared himself‖(p.31). The contrasting
themes and setting of the two movies that
were seen by Bigger ‗ The Gay Woman'
and ‗ Trader Horn‘ further intensify his
alienation. He could not relate himself with
both the worlds- the white and the black.
This also
―symbolizes the dilemma of Bigger‘s
socialization as an Afro- American‖
(Bell.p.158-159).
The psychological impacts of the
external factors were such that Bigger could
not trust others even when the others had no
ill feeling towards him. Bigger was so
accustomed to the inhuman treatment of the
whites that he felt Mary‘s and Jan‘s
behavior to be odd. They both treated him as
a friend and spoke to him about the equality
of blacks and whites.They sat with him in
the same seat of the car which made him
feel uncomfortable. They also ate and drank
with him in such a manner that made him
more perplexed. When in prison, even Jan‘s
caring attitude towards him was felt like a
trap.
An important thematic concern
underlying modernist
emphasis is
generational tension. In the novel, the
generational tension between the mother and
son is highlighted. It is very much true that
like the other blacks in the United States of
America, he could not see himself as one
among the white Americans nor could he
adjust himself within his community. He at
the same time felt himself as someone
outside his family. His family, especially his
mother did not seem to understand his
feelings and that made his sufferings more
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The kitchenette and Dalton‘s home in Native
son thus marks both class and race
restriction.
―He looked round the room, seeing it
for the first time. There was no rug on
the floor and the plastering on the
walls and ceiling hung loose in many
places. There were two worn iron
beds, four chairs, on old dresser, and a
drop- leaf table on which they ate. This
was much different from Dalton‘s
home. Here all slept in one room, there
he would have a room for himself
alone. He smelt food cooking and
remembered that one could not smell
food cooking in Dalton‘s home; Pots
could not be heard rattling all over the
house, each person lived in one room
and had a little world of his
own.‖(p.100)
Finally the murder of Mary Dalton
had become "an act of creation for
Bigger"(Bell.p-160). His desire to do
something was at last fulfilled and he had
done the thing which other blacks were
afraid to do. Paradoxically the fear which he
should have felt after the murder had in
reality given way to a new freedom, a new
achievement. His achievement, to some
extent can be related to the American
Dream. He has risen in his own way; it is
very much true that he has realized his
vision of the American dream in a world that
is completely different. He has indeed
become a man of importance and has
created a space for himself.
―The thought of what he had done, the
awful horror of it, the daring
associated with such actions, formed
for him for the first time in his fearridden life a barrier of protection
between him and a world he feared. He
had murdered and had created new life
for himself. It was something that was
all his own, and it was the first time in

(Wright.1988.p.105-106).
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presence of the whites in his life that he felt
they ruled not only them but their relations
to their own black people.
In terms of Marxism Wright's
Native Son becomes important for
understanding the racializing effects of
capitalism through the creation and
segregation of space. Also one can see the
role of race in the making of contemporary
capitalism. Bigger‘s experiences also
defines and determines his social
relationships. Bigger‘s reaction to his own
environment (city of Chicago) .
"In both instances the deep sense of
exclusion was identical.The feeling of
looking at things with painful and
unwarrantable nakedness was an
experience, I learned, that transcended
national and racial boundaries. It was
this intolerable sense of feeling and
understanding so much, and yet living
on a plane of social reality where the
look of a world which one did not
make or own struck one with a
blinding objectivity and tangibility,
that made me grasp the revolutionary
impulse in my life and the lives of
those about me and far way ―(p.xvii).
produces the consciousness necessary in
order to re-imagine new social relations in
the modern world. The novel begins with a
description of kitchenette apartment
occupied by the family of Bigger Thomas.
This apartment is leased out to the Thomas
family by Mr. Dalton, who also becomes
Bigger‘s employer. The Kitchenettes were
formerly large houses owned by whites and
rented at high rates to black immigrants.
Wright himself said in Twelve Million Black
Voices
―the kitchenette is our prison, our
death sentence without a trial, the new
form of mob violence that assaults not
only the lone individual, but all of us,
in its ceaseless attacks"
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numbling sense of total meaninglessness.
The final stage of Bigger's metaphysical
wandering involves an extended meditation
on what it means to murder and create.
His perception swings wildly
between extreme subjectivity and extreme
objectivity. He experiences himself as a
cipher, surrendering all sense of control to
the mechanical world around him. An
extreme separation from the external social
realities that condition his consciousness
accompanies Bigger‘s growing awareness of
the world of images. As the external forces
reassert their power, Bigger struggles to
maintain a grasp on his internal reality,
which Wright images increasingly in terms
of total isolation. The final stage of Bigger's
existence seem to relate directly to Eliot‘s '
Love song of J. Alfred Prufrock' ―There will
be time to murder and create‖ His claim that
he had murdered and had created a new life
for himself is essentially based on a
momentary exhilaration associated with his
discovery of his own significance, with the
power of the external world reasserted in the
capture scene, Bigger‘s sense of creative
power vanishes almost entirely. He is back
in a wasteland where even the murder lacks
meaning. Richard Wright‘s portrayal of the
problem of identity confronted by Bigger
Thomas shows the difficulty of the AfricanAmerican at a particular moment just after
the Harlem Renaissance and its decline. In a
way it represents the larger modernist
problem of alienation and the failure of
making sense when confronted with
fragmentation.
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his life he had had anything that others
could not take from him.‖ (p.101)
Though his action was an accident, he
did never try to console himself rather he
felt proud of what he had done. All that he
wanted to believe was that he was a black
and ―had been alone in a room where a
white girl had been killed; therefore he had
killed her.‖(P101)He soon realized that all
his life had been leading to an action like
that and so his murdering of the girl was
very much natural. He even felt that one had
to be bold enough to ―do something nobody
thought of‖ (p102) He had done that thing
which nobody thought that a black boy
could do and so was filled with pride. He at
one moment even wanted to tell the whole
world that it was he who had done the
daring deed. He was in such a position after
the murder that he felt ―he had just learned
to walk.‖(p.123) He had become a man of
some importance to the whites for they
would now like to know from him the
whereabouts of a white girl. Even the death
sentence could not change Bigger‘s feelings;
he did not repent his killings ―what I killed
for must‘ve been good.‖(p.392)
Richard Wright‘s portrayal of Bigger
needs to be looked into against the back
drop of Alain Locke's concept of the New
Negro, which caught the imagination of the
Black
intellectual
world
since
1925.Throughout Native Son Bigger felt His
own fragmentation and was actually aware
of his own lack of wholeness. Bigger‘s
internal response to his fragmentation passes
through several distinct phases. Gradually,
his initial disorientation gives way to
exhilarating sense of himself as questing
hero, which in turn disintegrates into a
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what Nihar Ranjan Roy prefers in his
Bangalir Itihas (3rd edition, Vol.-I, 1980,
Calcutta).
In addition to geographical location
this appellation bears a historical
significance. Western portion covering the
major part of the valley which now
constitutes modern Karimganj district of the
state of Assam and ‗Sylhet Division‘ of
Bangladesh was commonly known as
‗Sylhet‘ during the medieval and British
period. It emerged as a part of Bengal in
respect of socio-cultural matters even before
the expansion of the rule of the Bengal
Sultanate in the early 14th century. The
eastern portion now constitutes the districts
of Cachar and Hailakandi, they formed a
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The geographical area that forms the BarakSurma valley, extends over a region now
divided between India and Bangladesh. The
Indian portion of the region is now
popularly known as Barak Valley, covering
the geographical area of the modern districts
of Cachar, Karimganj and Hailakandi of
Assam State. But the Bangladesh portion
constitutes an administrative division of the
country in the form of ‗Sylhet Division‘
constituted with Sylhet, Maulavi Bazar,
Habiganj and Sunamganj districts. However,
the geographical formation of the region
clearly indicates that the region forms a
valley of the rivers Barak and Surma. So, the
geographical name of the valley may be
given as ‗Barak-Surma Valley‘ following
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Abstract
After the fall of Srihattarajya in 12 th century CE, marked the beginning of the medieval history
of Barak-Surma Valley. The political phenomena changed the entire infrastructure of the region.
But the socio-cultural changes which occurred are not the result of the political phenomena,
some extra forces might be alive that brought the region to undergo changes. By the advent of
the Sufi saint Hazrat Shah Jalal, a qualitative change was brought in the region. This historical
event caused the extension of the grip of Bengal Sultanate over the region. Owing to political
phenomena, the upper valley and lower valley may differ during the period but the socioeconomic and cultural history bear testimony to the fact that both the regions were inhabited by
the same people with a common heritage. And thus when the British annexed the valley in two
phases, the region found no difficulty in adjusting with the new situation.
Keywords: Homogeneity, aryanisation, autonomy.
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bit by bit the whole of Lower Valley, except
Jayantia kingdom and southern portion of
Karimganj district which remained under an
autonomous rule and Tripura state
respectively. The Lower Valley or Sylhet
remained under the sultans of Bengal either
as independent or subordinate to the Delhi
sultanate up to the rule of Akbar, when
Bengal was annexed to the Mughal empire
(Md Abdul Aziz, Brihattara Sileter Itihas,
edited, 1997, Dhaka).
During the period in between the
annexation of Bengal and that of Sylhet
some pathan chiefs independently ruled
over some petty states in the region. After
the annexation of Sylhet to the Mughal
empire, it was organised as an
administrative unit named Sarkar under the
Subah of Bengal of the Mughal empire. This
system continued up to 1717 CE when the
Subadar of Bengal became virtually an
independent ruler (Quazi Mohammad
Ahmed, Srihatta Darpan, 1886, Sylhet).
The history of the upper valley is
directly connected with the history of the
state of Tripuris. Aryanisation in the upper
valley started in the 5th century CE.
From13th century onwards, the plains of the
upper valley were parceled into small
principalities, emerged out of the ruins of
ancient Srihattarajya and became a prey
between two strong powers – The Dimasa
on the north and Tripura on the south.
However, the Koches invaded the Dimasa
kingdom, plains of Cachar and Hailakandi
and extended their sway upto the border of
modern Tripura state. The Koches ruled the
plains of upper valley till it was supplanted
by the Dimasas. The Dimasas first ruled the
plains of upper valley from Maibong, now in
N.C. Hills,but they then shifted their capital
to Khaspur in modern Cachar in early 18th
century CE. The Dimasas named their
kingdom as Hedambarajya. This Dimasa
state was annexed by the British in 1832 CE
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part of Tripura kingdom and Dimasa
kingdom during the early and late medieval
period respectively, but both the portions
underwent socio-cultural changes during the
period under review in the same process
despite of their political differences. The
historical significance lies in the cultural
homogeneity.
Again, the political development in
the super structure of a region or a country
generally to a large extent, castes its
influence on the changes in the
infrastructure. But in case of Barak-Surma
valley, we have encountered with a problem
of different nature. The socio-cultural
changes which occurred during the period
under review are not the results of the
political influences. Some extra political
forces might be so alive that it brought even
the ruling family at least in the case of
eastern portion of the region to undergo
changes along with the process of
development that came from within (J. B.
Bhattacharjee, ‗Sequence of development in
North East India‘, 1988, New Delhi).
The decline of Srihattarajya in the
th
12 century CE marked the beginning of the
medieval history of the Barak-Surma Valley.
The political phenomena of the BarakSurma Valley has been proceeded under two
part: Lower Valley and Upper Valley.
Geographically, lower valley included
modern Karimganj district of India and
‗Sylhet Division‘ of Bangladesh comprising
of Sylhet, Maulavi Bazar, Habiganj and
Sunamganj districts. The Muslim rule in the
Lower valley began in 1303 CE and
continued till 1765 CE when the region went
under the virtual rule of the East India
Company. The name of the famous Sufi
saint Hazrat Shah Jalal is associated with the
conquest of sylhet by the Muslims during
the reign of Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz Shah
of Lakhnauti. The Muslim army conquered
Gaur kingdom and Taraf Principality during
the reign of Shamsuddin Firuz Shah. Then
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Social and Polity Formation in Pre-Colonial
North-East India, 1991, New Delhi).
The Dimasa-Kachari state of upper
valley was a monarchical form of state
based on the divine origin theory. The
functional authority of the state was vested
in the patra and Bhandari. The Rajdarbar or
royal assembly consisted of two wings-Mel
and Ul meant for the subjects in the plains
and hills respectively. In the judicial
administration both Hindu and Muslim
Laws were followed. The North Cachar
Hills were ruled by a Senapati appointed by
the king. In revenue administration Khel
system was adopted which means a sort of
social responsibility of paying revenues.
However, the upper valley remained
totally outside of the Turkish or the Mughal
rules during the whole period beginning
with the establishment of the Turko-Afghan
rule in the lower valley and ending with the
annexation of the Hedamba kingdom by the
British in the early 19th century. But the
cultural synthesis and racial assimilation
continued in the region almost in the same
manner as in lower valley which was under
the Turkish or Mughal rules. In other words,
a pan Indian cultural formation continued in
upper valley also (Sharifuddin Ahmed, ed.
‗Sylhet-History and Heritage‘, 1999,
Bangladesh Itihas Samiti, Dhaka).
The political history of upper valley
and lower valley may differ during the
period under review. But the socioeconomic and cultural history bear
testimony to the fact that both the regions
were inhabited by the same people with a
common heritage. At present also the BarakSurma valley does not belong to a single
political unit, the plain of Cachar along with
present day Karimganj district forms an
integral part of Indian union whereas the
major part of Sylhet district is in
Bangladesh. But inspite of political
isolation, social boundary of the valley still
incorporates both the parts and the people
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(U.C. Guha, Kacharer Itibritta, 1921,
Calcutta).
As regards the administrative system
of lower valley, it is found that it was an
Arsah during the pre-Mughal and a Sarkar
during the Mughal period and a Chakla
during the rule of the independent Nawabs
of Bengal. The characteristics of the
provincial administration of Delhi are
discernible in the administrative system that
was followed in the lower valley during the
medieval
period
(Achyut
Charan
Choudhury, Srihatter Itibritta, 1917,
Sylhet).
In upper valley during the medieval
period, three administrative systems viz-the
Tripuri, Koch and Dimasa were successively
continued. The kingship in the Tripura state
was based on the divine origin theory and
was hereditary. The Tripuri community was
divided into twelve Halams or groups. In
course of time, the Tripuri king followed the
Muslim administrative principles then
prevailed in Bengal. However, the various
tribes other than Tripura living in the state
enjoyed local autonomy under their chiefs.
The revenue from the plains and gifts and
tributes from the tribes were the main
sources of income of the kings (FA Qadri,
Society and Economy in North-East India,
ed. Vol-2, 2006, Shillong).
The Koch state in Cachar was
established by Chilarai in 1562 CE and
remained in existence till 1745 CE. The
administration of the Koch state in the upper
valley is an example of the medieval polity
formation by a Hinduised branch of the
Bodo family of the Tibeto Burman race with
its epicenter at Koch Behar, far away from
Cachar. At the initial stage a military rule
was imposed on the conquered country. A
feudatory character was given to the military
ruler in course of time. But in the last stage,
the feudatory ruler in course of time severed
all relations with the central authority and
styled himself as Raja (J.B. Bhattacharjee,
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accepts this dichotomy as a social reality
maintained its close relationship with
and rather feel proud of it.
Bengal and without much the major part of
However, the middle age in Barakthe region could become a part of Mughal
Surma valley while retaining its continuity
India. The remaining part also retained
with the past history opened up virtues for
social liaison with Sylhet uninterrupted by
new developments conducive for meeting
political disruption. Thus when the British
the demand of the changing time. In popular
took the possession of the valley in two
parlance, the middle age is normally
phases, the first one in 1765 CE and the
associated
with
backwardness
and
second in 1832 CE, the region found no
degradation. But in case of Barak-Surma
difficulty in adjusting with the new
valley this stereotype does not fit in. In fact,
situation.
in the days of Sultanate the region
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Abstract
Manipur and Tripura are two important states of North east India with a long glorious history of
their own. Both the states maintained cordial relationship from the very early period despite
regular intervals of conflicts. Marriage alliances between the royal families of Manipur and
Tripura were common which began from remote antiquity and continued till 20th century. The
instance of first marriage alliance between Manipur and Tripura is recorded to be occurred
during the reign of Tripuri king Taidakshin around 5th century A.D. However, the most notable
cases of matrimonial alliances between Manipur and Tripura started towards the end of 18th
century. The Rajas of Tripura married not only Manipuri princesses but also many Manipuri
girls belonging to plebeian family. Among them many girls were inhabitants of Tripura who
came during the Burmese invasion of Manipur. The marriage alliances not only brought cordial
relations between the two kingdoms but also there was cultural assimilation. The tradition of
marrying Manipuri girls were even followed by many noblemen of the Tripura royal family.
Tripura also witnessed various public welfare works that was contributed by the Manipuri
Maharanis. Thus, we find that the Tripura royal house was filled with descendents from the
Manipuri queens.
The present state of Manipur and Tripura are
the native kingdom of Tripura also merged
situated in the North Eastern part of India.
with the Indian Republic in 1949. Thus,
Manipur is geographically bounded by
geographically it is only a portion of Assam
Nagaland in the North, Mizoram in the
that stands between Manipur and Tripura.
South, Cachar district of Assam in the West
From ancient times Manipur and
and Burma in the East. Manipur enjoyed the
Tripura were the two independent princely
status of an independent princely state up to
kingdoms. In the early period Manipur was
1981. It was only after two years of Indian
called by the Tripuris as Mokhali/Mekhali
independence that Manipur was merged in
and to the Manipuris the kingdom of Tripura
Indian Union on 15 October 1951. Whereas,
was known as Takhen/ Takhel. The word
the state of Tripura is bounded by
‗Takhen‘ has come from the Bengali word
Bangladesh in the north, south, and west and
‗Dakhin‘ which means South. The people of
to
the
East
lays
the
states
Sylhet used to call Tripura ‗Dakhin‘ which
of Assam and Mizoram. It was a princely
was pronounced by the Manipuris
state during the British rule. Like Manipur,
as Takhen. They deviate the ‗d‘ sound
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during 5th century A.D. However, due to
discrepancies in the chronology of Tripura
kings no date can be accepted as
trustworthy. Again, the state chronicle of
Manipur ―Cheitharol Kumbaba‖ recorded
that in 1609 A.D. Akhoicham girl ‗Yangnu‘
wife of the king of Takhen (modern Tripura)
went to her country. But, we do not find any
further details about this marriage.
The most notable cases of
matrimonial alliances between Manipur and
Tripura started towards the end of 18th
century. At the end of the century in 1785
A.D., Rajdhar Manikya II ascended the
throne of Tripura and ruled up to 1804 A.D.
In Manipur, his contemporary raja was king
Bhagyachandra alias Joy Singha (1759-1761
& 1763-1798 A.D.). During their rule the
first historically important marriage alliance
took place. The old Raja Bhagyachandra of
Manipur was a religious person and after
installing his eldest son Labanyachandra as
new king of Manipur started for pilgrimages
to many secret religious places of India. On
his journey he also visited Tripura and
halted back at Agartala, the capital for some
days. During his stay he gave one of his
daughter princess Hariseswari in marriage to
Tripura king Rajdhar Manikya II. This
marriage was effective in bringing cordial
relations between the two states. Raja Joy
Singha then left for his pilgrimage by river
ways. Rajdhar Manikya helped him by
supplying 15 boats for the river journey and
also gave seven hundred silver coins to Raja
Bhagyachandra for his travelling expenses.
The new queen Hariseswari brought along
with her the idol of ‗Sri Radhamadhav‘
which was installed in the royal compound.
The king brought the priest of the temple,
some musicians, some noble men and maid
attendants of the queen from Manipur and
gave them settlement near the royal house at
a village called Mekhlipara. But,
unfortunately, at present no Mekhli inhabits
in the village. When the capital of the
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changing to 't' and that of 'i' sound changing
to 'e' due to their speech habit. During their
princely regime they were neighbouring
states and came into contact with each other
in many occasions such as for trade,
diplomacy, dwelling, matrimony etc. There
are many instances of elephants brought to
Manipur from Tripura. Besides, the
kingdoms came in close contact with each
other for political interdependence when
there were rapid invasions of Burmese in
Manipur and that of Pathans and Mughals in
Tripura. The relation between the two
kingdoms was filled with occasional
conflicts and war fares. There were several
cases of hostilities between Tripura and
Manipur particularly between 16th to 18th
centuries. These were in 1533, 1634, 1696
and 1724 A.D. The most remarkable armed
clash between Manipur and Tripura took
place during the reign of Tripura king
Dharma Manikya II (1717-1733 A.D.) and
the Manipuri king Garib Niwaz or Pamheiba
(1709-1748 A.D.). In this battle Tripuris
were severely defeated by the Manipuri
troops. In order to commemorate the
glorious victory over Tripura, a book was
written called ―Takhel Ngamba‖ (Tripura
Conqueror). The book gives an excellent
detail about the arm clash. However, despite
such hostilities, matrimonial relationship
between the two states continued which
helped to maintain their age old friendly
relationship. Matrimonial alliances between
the two kingdoms began from centuries
back. In this regard, the first reference of
Tripura–Manipuri matrimonial alliances is
recorded in the royal chronicle of Tripura
―Sri Rajmala‖. According to the chronicle,
Tripuri raja Taidakshin, grandson of King
Trilochana married a princess of Mekhali
(modern Manipur). But, the details of the
marriage is absent in the sources. They are
silent about name of the princess as well as
of her father. The renown historian. R.M
Nath stated that the marriage took place
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wooded and full of birds which was very
convenient for hunting and games. He also
constructed a rest house at the place. At his
old age the Raja also married a Manipuri
Brahmin girl called Purnakala who was
appointed as cook in the Tripura royal
kitchen. This marriage was not supported by
the Manipuris of Tripura. It was
superstitious believe that it was a sin for a
kshatriya to marry a Brahmin girl which will
lead to misfortune of the king. Raja Krishna
Kishore Manikya made Purnakala his chief
queen but he did not take the Maharani
Purnakala to the royal palace. Therefore, he
built a house at Haidra (Dholeswar) for the
Rani where she was kept along with some
attendants. From that time in 1838 A.D., the
construction of new capital or Nutan Haveli
at Agartala began. Thus, Rani Purnakala
became one of the factors behind the
establishment of a new capital at Agartala.
The king Krishna Kishore Manikya was
killed by thunder in 1849 A.D.
Maharaja Krishna Kishore Manikya
was succeeded by his son Ishan Chandra
Manikya who ruled from 1849 to 1862 A.D.
The new king also had three Manipuri
wives. They were Moirangthem Chanu
Muktabali Devi, Keisam Chanu Jatiswari
Devi (she was mother of Maharajkumar
Navadipbahadur, father of Indian famous
musician Sachin Deb Barman) and
Khumanthem Chanu Chandreswari Devi.
Maharani Muktabali and her family were
inhabitance of Sylhet. Ishanchandra
Manikya brought her and her brother
Moirangthem Shovananda or Sevananda to
Agartala and gave settlement at Dholeswar.
She constructed a temple of god Lakshmi
Narayan at Dholeswar. The famous
Manipuri musician of the time Babu
Moirangthem Babuni was her nephew. He
was one of the teachers who introduced
‗Rasa‘ dance in Tripura. The next Tripura
king, Birchandra Manikya (1862-1896 A.D.)
not only followed the practice and policy of
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kingdom shifted from old Agartala to the
new Agartala (Nutan Haveli) during the
reign of king Krishna Kishore Manikya
(1829-1849 A.D.) the deity of the ‗Sri
Radhamadhav‘ was brought to the new place
and installed to the north of the royal palace.
After the name of the Radhamadhav the
place came to known as ‗Radhanagar‘.
Many Hindu festivals like ‗Maharas‘ were
performed in this temple every year as it is
done in the ‗Sri Sri Govindajee‘ temple of
Manipur. Thus, Radhamadhav temple
became famous for Manipuri Rasa dance
and many pilgrims from places like Dhaka,
Sylhet and Chittagong visits the temple only
to view the ‗Maharas‘ dance.
The policy of marrying Manipuri
girls by the Tripuri raja continued thereafter.
Sri Kailashchandra Singha in his book
―Rajmala Ba Tripurar Itihas‖ has written
that during the Burmese invasion of
Manipur in 1819 to 1825 A.D. which is
called in the history of Manipur as the
‗Seven Years Devastation‘ many Manipuris
had to flee from their native land and many
of them took shelter at Tripura and later
permanently settled. The then Raja of
Tripura Kashichandra Manikya (1826-1829
A.D.) was fascinated by the beauty,
cleanliness and plethora of health of the
Manipuri girls. In 1826 A.D., he married
princess Kutilakha/Kutilakshi of Manipur.
He also married three other Manipuri girls
who were the settlers of Tripura. After the
death of Raja Kashichandra Manikya, his
son Krishna Kishore Manikya (1829-1849
A.D.) ascended the throne of Tripura. Like
his predecessors, he also married many
Manipuri girls. Of which three of them were
the daughters of Manipuri king Marjit
Singha, they were - Chandrakola, Vidhukola
and Akhileswari. Krishna Kishore Manikya
was very fond of hunting and for the
purpose he used to visit to a place called
Haidra, 5 miles west of capital Agartala. It
was a forest land which was marshy, thickly
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Monomanjuri and Maharani Ratnamanjuri
or ‗Dhaka Rani‘. Radhakishore Manikya
married Ratnamanjuri when he was a prince.
In 1874 A.D., the then raja Birchandra
Manikya went to Dhaka for a meeting with
the British Governor Northbrook. He also
visited the palace of exiled Manipuri Raja
Debendra Singha at Dhaka. There,
Birchandra Manikya saw Ratnamanjuri, the
beautiful daughter of the dethroned
Manipuri king. He was charmed by the
beauty of the princess and decided to make
her his daughter-in-law. Thereafter, he
brought the princess at Agartala and
arranged her marriage with his son
Maharajkumar Radhakishore. She was
called by the Manipuris of Tripura as
‗Dhaka Rani‘ as the new queen has come
from Dhaka. Maharani Ratnamanjuri was
the mother of the next Tripura king
Maharaja Birendrakishore Manikya. The
first queen of Maharaja Radhakishore
Manikya was Maharani Tulshibati. She was
simply daughter of a cultivator of village
Tarou (Nalgoriya) situated a little far away
from Agartala. Maharani Tulshibati was a
great social activist and kindhearted person.
Even today she is remembered by the people
of Tripura for her various contributions for
the development of the society. She is
credited for initiating the spread of women
education in Tripura. During the last part of
19th century a wave for the development of
women education in Tripura was initiated by
the Maharani. With her effort she succeeded
in establishing the first girls school in
Tripura called ―Maharani Tulshibati Balika
Vidyalaya‖ located at Agartala. In 1905, the
Maharani established a separate woman cell
at the Victoria Memorial Hospital (presently
known as I.G.M) at Agartala. She also could
feel the difficulty of the people who had to
come far away from villages to Agartala
only for the purpose of marketing.
Therefore, she requested the raja to establish
a market (bazar). As a result, a market was
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marrying Manipuri girls but also encouraged
the development of Manipuri culture in
Tripura. Maharaja Birchandra Manikya is
regarded as the founder of the modern
Tripura. He had three Manipuri Maharanis
namely, Ningthem Chanu Bhanumati,
Panganbam Chanu Rajeswari or Kaboklei
and Khuman Chanu Manmohini. Maharani
Bhanumati was most favorite queen of
Maharaja Birchandra Manikya. She was the
daughter of Rajkumar Kulendrajit and sister
of Rajkumar Ranadhwaj who was one of the
influential ministers of the Tripura king. It is
said that Maharani Bhanumati had a
premature death which greatly disheartened
the raja. The raja became very weak and he
tried to console himself by reading Rabindra
Nath Tagore‘s work titled ―Bhagnahriday‖
(broken heart). Maharaja Birchandra also
composed many poems in memory of his
beloved wife Bhanumati. Panganbam chanu
Rajeswari alias Kaboklei was the second
Maharani of the king. She gave birth to
Radhakishore Manikya, the next king of
Tripura. A village called Rajeswaripur was
established in the name of the queen. It is
noteworthy that the Manipuri traditional
festival ‗Lai Haraoba‘ was introduced for
the first time in Tripura by Maharani
Rajeswari. She also installed the ‗Sri Sri
Radhamadhab‘ temple at Dholeswar and
‗Lainingthou
Pakhangba‘
temple
at
Banamalipur. The third queen of raja
Birchandra Manikya was Khuman Chanu
Manmohini. She was the daughter of
Bhanumati‘s sister. Maharani Manmohini
was only 13 years when the Raja married
her. She also established a temple and a
mandapa near the present Iskon temple at
Tripura.
The policy of wedlock with
Manipuri girls was continued by the next
Tripura king Radhakishore Manikya (18961909 A.D.) whose mother was a Manipuri.
He also had three Manipuri Maharanis Maharani
Tulshibati,
Maharani
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were invited, and all of them attended the
Durbar held in honour of his Highness the
Maharaja of Manipur‖. The Manipuri king
also visited many Manipuri villages of
Tripura and rendered financial help to the
settlers. After the death of Maharaja
Birendrakishore Manikya in 1923 A.D., his
son Birbikramkishore Manikya succeeded to
the
throne
of
Tripura.
But,
as
Birbikramkishore was only 16years then, the
coronation ceremony was performed when
the prince completed his 19th year. The new
raja had seven (7) wives, of which three of
them were Manipuri but they were kept as
simple Ranis. Beside this many nobilities of
the Tripura royal family also married
Manipuri girls. Some of them were
Maharajkumar Navadipbahadur, Brajendra
Kishore alias Lalukarta, Ramendra Kishore
alias Nimukarta who married Nirupama
Devi, Bhadravati Devi and Jotirani Devi
respectively. The famous Indian musician
Sachin Deb Barman (S.D. Barman) was the
son of Nirupama Devi, wife of
Maharajkumar Navadipbahadur. Again,
Maharajkumar Navadipbahadur was the son
of the Manipuri queen Jatiswari, the third
wife of Ishanchandra Manikya. Thus, we
find that there were many cases of Manipuri
girls who were taken as wives by the Tripuri
Rajas and its nobilities. But, no Manipuri
king married Tripuri princess except for the
fact that Rajkumar Tilak kumar Singha of
Manipur royal family married Urmila Devi
daughter of King Krishna Kishore Manikya
of Tripura.
Thus, the historical evidences
revealed that matrimonial alliances were
common between Manipur and Tripura like
in many other monarchical form of
government. The Tripura royal house was
filled with many descendents from the
Manipuri queens. It is noteworthy that the
policy of wedlock between the two royal
families started from very early period
which continued up to 20th century. The
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established and to commemorate her
contribution the name of the bazaar was kept
as ―Ranirbazar‖. Thought Maharani
Tulshibati was an uneducated person but she
was expert in compositions of songs and
poems. Her composed songs related to
‗Holy‘ festival were very famous during the
time. Maharani Tulshibati also installed ‗Sri
Sri Radhamadhad‘ temple at Nalgaria and
‗Lainingthou
Puthiba‘
temple
at
Abhoynagar. Beside these we find that in
almost all the Manipuri villages of Tripura
such as Bishalgarh, Bamutia, Murabari,
Daccabari etc. the Manipuri queens installed
a number of temples. Rent free lands were
provided by the queens to their relatives for
the erection of the temples and mandapas. In
the royal palace of Tripura the queens
introduced the plantation of Basil leave as it
was an important plan for offering to gods.
The Manipuri queens brought along with
them the culture and religion of their
parental state which they enriches even in
the royal palace of Tripura.
The
next
Tripura
Raja
Birendrakishore Manikya (1909-1923 A.D)
married ten (10) Manipuri girls but they
were not given the status of Maharanis. The
year 1909 A.D. was a memorable and
historical moment for both Tripura and
Manipur. The then Manipuri king
Churachand Singh paid a visit to Tripura on
the occasion of coronation ceremony of the
new Tripura king Birendrakishore Manikya.
The Administrative report of Tripura 190809 A.D. recorded that ―On 2nd Magh (15th
January), His Highness the Maharaj of
Manipur paid a visit to the state. The
occasion was one of universal rejoicing. The
Manipur house had been related to the
Tipperah family by marriage, from a very
long time, but this was the first occasion
when the Heads of both the houses met one
another as relatives. On this occasion, the
Talukdars of Nurnagar, the most important
section of the tenure holders in Roshnabad
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girls of rather plebeian family. But, all the
Manipuri queens were not given the position
of the Chief Queen. The history of Tripura is
filled with various contributions made by the
Manipuri Maharanis for the development of
its subjects in all aspects of life. Thus,
Manipuri Maharanis had important position
and high status in the royal house of Tripura.
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marriage alliances brought not only cordial
relation between the two states but also there
was assimilation of cultures and religion.
The Tripura ruling house had become
synonymous with Manipuri culture and
magnificence for these reasons. The Tripuri
rajas married not only the Manipuri
princesses but also many other Manipuri
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to the indigenous people who felt that unless
it was checked their economic and cultural
life would be in danger.
Mass immigration in an organized
way and occupation of wastelands, grazing
and forest reserves posed a serious problem.
Mass squatting and occupation of whole
villages by Mymensinghia immigrants
through purchase of lands, by offering
attractive prices to local inhabitants, seemed
to threaten the survival of indigenous
inhabitants.
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Since the establishment of tea and other
industries in Assam in the nineteenth
century followed by the extension of
cultivation of wastelands of Assam required
good number of immigrant labourers and
cultivators from outside the Brahmaputra
valley. So the British Colonial authorities
followed a liberal policy of immigration in
Assam purely on economic ground. Most of
the immigrant cultivators came from
adjoining Bengal districts of Assam among
whom largest numbers were Mymensinghia
Mohammedans. But soon it became a threat
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Abstract
The British Colonial authorities encouraged immigration in Assam purely on economic ground.
The establishment of tea and other industries in Assam during nineteenth century followed by the
extension of cultivation of wastelands necessitated to follow a liberal immigration policy by the
Colonial rulers. Accordingly, good numbers of immigrant labourers and cultivators were
brought for the purposes from outside the Brahmaputra valley to fulfill the economic interest of
the Colonial rulers. The majority of the immigrant cultivators came from the adjoining Bengal
districts of Assam, among which largest numbers were Mymensinghia Mohammedans who were
good cultivators. But soon it became a threat to the indigenous people. The large scale
immigration led to a shift in the demographic balance of the Brahmaputra valley. To restrict the
indiscriminate settlement by the immigrants the Colonial officials of Nowgong distrct in 1916
devised administrative measures known as Line system, which was followed by Colonisation
scheme. These were the only steps taken by the Colonial rulers to solve the immigrant problems
in Assam, but failed and it gradually turned into communal, racial and political questions in the
Brahmaputra valley.
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settlement
subject
to
the
Chief
Commissioner‘s orders. It also empowered
Deputy Commissioner to expel any person
who had not acquired appropriate right on a
piece of land within three months of notice.
It was finally approved by the Chief
Commissioner in 1916.
In 1916 the Director of Land
Records first put forward a proposal for a
*Colonisation Officer to assist the
settlement of the incoming immigrants and
coordinate the work of all districts into
which immigration was going on. Although
this proposal was supported by several
Deputy Commissioners, it did not appeal to
the then Commissioner and was not raised
until Mr. William Reid addressed
Government with similar suggestion in
1920. From a letter of the Deputy
Commissioner of Kamrup it appeared that
the system of drawing a line across which
new immigrants should not be permitted to
settle had already began in the Barpeta subdivision, and from a similar letter from
Deputy Commissioner, Nowgong it also
appeared that some lines had been laid down
in the villages to restrict indiscriminate
settlement by immigrants. The division by
lines originated entirely with the District
officers concerned and was not adopted in
execution of any Government order.
Government however did not interfere and
the system was gradually developed
although not on parallel lines in all districts.
In 1923 it was found that
Mymensinghia immigrants began to press on
Assamese villages for land more
aggressively than before, that the question of
imposing some sort of restriction was
considered. The first standing order was
passed by Mr. Higgins, who in 1923
classified the villages in Nowgong district
into seven different classes and his order
was further amplified by Mr. Thomas in
1924. Accordingly, in Nowgong further
settlement of immigrants was restricted in
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It was in 1911, that the Census
Commissioner first pointed out the dangers
of immigration by calling it ―…… a
peaceful invasion of Assam by the
advancing hoards of Mymensinghia
army…‖.But the Assamese remained
ignorant of any adverse effect and the public
took little interest in the matter.
For the first time in 1913, the
problem of agricultural immigrants and the
need of preventing interference with the
Assamese had begun to attract the attention
of Colonial authority. The number of
various immigrants was then under twenty
thousand and the government policy was to
encourage immigration.
It is to be noted here that the
Assamese indigenous cultivators had the
habit of fluctuating cultivation by which
they did cultivate the land for three or four
years and they abandoned it. They used to
think that the land had lost its fertility. The
Mymensinghia immigrant cultivators took
notice of it. Therefore they preferred to get
settlement of such old and abandoned land.
For such type of land the immigrants offered
good prices and went on cultivating the land
year after year.
The Colonial officials observed that
the land settled with Mymensinghia
immigrants was never abandoned. The
officials realized one fact that it was
impossible for indigenous cultivators to
adopt the method of cultivation pursued by
the Mymensinghia immigrants in near
future. Therefore, it became necessary to
Colonial officials, at least for near future, to
reserve sufficiently large number of jungle
lands near the villages of indigenous
cultivators. It might enable them to carry out
their old method of fluctuating cultivation.
In the meantime the Colonial
Government proposed a consolidated set of
rules of land settlement and published it in
September 1915. It was planned to empower
the Deputy Commissioner to make
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*an officer to look after the settlement of immigrants
in Brahmaputra valley

to continue, subject only to the restriction
that no more new immigrant settlers should
be allowed to take up lands in those villages.
Under Line System the villages in
Nowgong were divided into four categories(1) exclusively occupied by immigrants; (2)
exclusively reserved for Assamese;(3)
mixed villages in which there both
immigrants and Assamese; and (4) line
villages in which a line has been drawn on
the Assamese side of which no immigrant
was allowed to settle.
The first restriction was applied only
to Mymensinghias. But immigrants from
other districts of Bengal started coming in.
In 1924, by an order of Mr. Thomas the
word Mymensinghia was dropped and the
term immigrant was substituted to include
all immigrants.
The Colonising Officer raised the
question that the Assamese were subletting
their lands to immigrants. On this, Mr.
Thomas ordered that if such lands were
covered by annual pattas that would be
cancelled. In 1925 Government issued
instructions approving the principle of these
restrictions. During the time of resettlement
all attempts were made to give effect to
these orders.
In 1926 the problem of immigration
was again extensively discussed. It was
proposed to hold a conference of nonofficials and officials at Shillong to discuss
the subject. However due to inability of
many of the non-officials to attend, the
proposed conference had to be postponed.
The District Officers were then consulted to
ask leading gentlemen in their districts on
the proposed legislation over the prohibition
of transfer of lands between the Assamese
and immigrants. It was found that the public
opinion was divided and was not in favour

of such legislation. It was considered by the
Colonial Government that the first move in
such legislation should come from the
people
themselves
or
from
their
representatives. But no bill was, however
brought forward in the Council.
In 1928 a Conference of district
officers was held at Shillong to discuss
various questions connected with the
immigrant problem. The general opinion of
the Conference was that the lines had been
reasonably successful in Nowgong, but a
failure in certain parts of Kamrup. It was
then decided that the number of lines should
be reduced, as far as possible. That line
should be simplified and straightened with
the object of allotting considerable blocks of
lands to each community. It was also
decided that the pattas should be annual in
case of Assamese and other indigenous races
so as to prevent them from transferring their
land.
At this conference for the first time
the Colonisation schemes were discussed
and the proposal was raised to charge salami
on all new settlements of lands wherever
they were made. In September 1928 the
conference of officials and Non-officials
members of the Council was held. It
formally approved the general policy of
Colonisation scheme. Premium was fixed at
Rs.25 a bigha, but later on it was reduced to
Rs.10 in 1935. A Colonisation Officer was
appointed in Nowgong to settle all available
waste lands in the immigrant area on the
block system.
A similar scheme was put into
operation in the Mangaldai subdivision as
well as in Barpeta. However in Barpeta
subdivision the immigrants were so poor
that it was found impossible to realise
premium and the scheme had to be
abandoned in 1932.
Thus Line System and the
Colonisation scheme were the only steps
taken by the Colonial Government to solve
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eight mauzas. Though in a number of
villages old immigrant settlers were allowed
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the immigration problem in Assam. But they
failed to do so rather prolonged it by the

gradual induction of communal, racial and
political question into it.
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in to European hands. Inland transportation
of this bulky commodity was, however, a
serious problem. Rivers were not navigable
throughout the year. Road transport was
costly. Coal therefore continued to be
mainly imported.
Coal mining industry is one of the most
significant legacies of the British rule in
Assam. The coal mining industry in Assam
was a logical conclusion of the investment
in plantation and oil sectors. The
introduction of coal mining industry in
Assam marked a land mark in the economic
history of Assam. With the extension of tea
cultivation and the introduction of
commercial navigation on the Brahmaputra
in the late 19th century there evinced a
growing demand for coal.
The utilization of coal as an energy source,
both for the steam engine, boiler etc. and in
the form of coke, was a major characteristic
of the first industrial revolution. It was on
coal that the leading industrialized nations
built their industrial power in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
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I. Introduction: The Industrial Revolution
was built upon coal, which was the main
source of energy for running steam engines.
India had substantial deposits of coal. But
wide usage of coal in India had to await the
growth
of
modern
industry
and
transportation. During the rule of the East
India Company, some attempts were made
to extract coal commercially, but the
industries preferred imported British coal.
At that time, the main use of charcoal was in
the smelting of metals by rural artisans. For
the same purpose, the ordinance factories
needed coal in larger quantities. This coal
was imported from Britain, for the few
attempts to use local coal did not satisfy the
engineers. With the introduction of the
steam ships in India, the demand for local
supplies strengthened. To meet this demand,
Calcutta‘s agency houses started small-scale
mining operations in western Bengal. The
Carr Tagored Company acquired the only
major colliery, Raniganj, in the 1830‘s. It
started enterprises that could use this coal.
After Carr Tagore failed, the colliery passed
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Abstract
This article is based on both primary and secondary sources which highlight the origin and
growth of coal mining industry in Assam and also highlight the socio-cultural and economic
changes due to industrialization in coal sector during colonial period.
Key words: Mining Industry, Industrial Revolution, Legacies, agency, Naga-Patkai belt.
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Pascoe (1911); T. Banerjee (1949-50) etc.
Since 1897, the Assam railway and Trading
Company has been working the Makum
Coalfields on the most scientific ways. The
mines included Namdang, Borgolai,Tikak,
Ledo, Tirap, Lekhapani and Tipong.
As Sir C.S.Fox pointed out in his
―The Economic Mineral Recources of
Assam‖ published in 1947, ―some of the
Nazira coal fields situating at about 12 miles
S.E.of Nazira Station up the Dikhu river,
was regarded as amongst the best in India.‖
Important collieries in this region are
Barjan, Kongan etc. that have long been
worked by M/S Shaw Wallace &
Company.‖
II.
Socio-Cultural Changes:
The coal belts in Upper Assam witnessed
major socio-cultural shift after introduction
of coal mining industry. The demographic
change led to cultural change of the region.
In particular, Tinsukia district saw a major
cultural and social change with the influx of
Bengali employees of the mining
Companies. Bengali culture became
dominant which had further socio-cultural
consequences. Again, schools were started
in the district to impart education among the
employees. Consequently, the indigenous
inhabitants started sending their children to
these schools. The coal mining industry also
had to a new class of people who made
contracts with the Company for shifting coal
for export. This new class belonged to the
migrant group who managed to earn huge
sum by coordinating with the white skinned
mine owners, on the one hand, and colonial
bureaucratic circle, on the other.
Coal industry, directly or indirectly
plays a prominent role to convert the rural
society to urban society. It made historic
contribution to create an industrial society.
As a result of fast industrialization, the
process of urbanization too, is growing fast
and this is having deep impact upon society.
The industrialization is not only pushing up
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Occurrences of coal were known in
Assam as early as 1825 and several futile
were made to exploit some of the deposits
during the earlier part of the 19th century. No
progress on the development of the Assam
coal fields was then possible due mainly to
the backwardness in communication and
transport systems in the states. The earliest
coal mines were opened up near Safrai in
1828 and near Cherrapunjee in 1834. The
Assam Tea Company was working the coal
measures near Jaipur in 1840. Systematic
geological and economic investigations for
coal in Assam began from the middle part of
the 19th century since when the Geological
Survey of India (G.S.I) has been examining
the coal occurrences in Assam from time to
time. First geological references on Assam
coal were made by H.B.Medlicott who
examined the Garo Hills in 1882 and that of
the Khasi and Jaintia Hills in 1889-90 by
T.D.La Touche and that of the Upper Assam
areas in 1874-76 by by F.R.Mallet,
F.H.Smith first made reference to the
occurrences of coal in the Mikir Hills in
1898.
Medlicott‘s high recommendation on
the quality of coal of the Makum (Ledo)
coal field in Upper Assam led to the
incorporation of the Assam Railways and
Trading Company (A.R.T.C.) which in 1882
opened up the coal field areas of upper
Assam along with the construction of a 136
kms of metre-gauge railway to it. Since
1882 the A.R.T.C.were working the various
Upper Assam coal fields on up-to-date lines.
Prior to the independence, the coal
fields of the united K &JHills were again
examined by P.N. Mukharjee (1938) and
A.M.N.Ghosh (1938). The coal fields of the
Garo Hills werte mapped by C.S.Fox in
1937-38 and further re-examined by the coal
survey party of the Geological Survey of
India during 1949-50. Investigations of the
coal fields along the Naga-Patkai belt were
made by Simpson (1906); Hayden (1910);
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III. Economic Impact: Due to development
of coal industry, certain changes are also
evident in economic sphere. Development of
science & technology, transport and
communication has largely influenced the
economic structure. Especially the agrarian
economy is at present in a state of crisis.
Besides the self-sufficient village economy
has been disintegrated. It has become an
integral part of national economy.
Production is not just to meet the
requirements of the community, but it is for
the requirements of the markets. Thus there
is shift from agricultural economy to
national and industrial economy.
In the early part of the modern
period, the economic activities were
generally regulated by the governing power.
It was an economic reflection of the growing
unification of European peoples under
strong monarchical Governments. The
interest of the secular rules lay in internal
unification and this necessarily meant
economic as well as political integration.
The mercantilist ideology dominated the
period. The economic activities of the
people were politically regulated to increase
the profits of the king and to fill his treasury
with wealth. The nation was looked upon by
the mercantilist as an economic organization
engaged in the making of profit. The
ownership and use of productive properties
were minutely regulated by mercantilist law.
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million in 1901 and it increased to 26.65
million in 2001 by experiencing an average
annual exponential growth rate of 2.11 per
cent during 1901-2001 as against the
country‘s 1.47% as a consequence, the share
of the State‘s population to the country‘s
total increased from 1.38% in 1901 to 2.59%
in 2001. Such a high growth rate has a
number of far reaching demographic
implications, including changes in the ethnolinguistic and religious composition of
population in the State.
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the urban population but is also affecting the
social conditions in nearby villages.
As consequences of industrialization the
population in the cities has gone up. The
process of industrialization increases the
population. It is on account of
industrialization that there is progressive rise
in the population of cities in India. Whatever
social impact is due to the urbanization is
indirectly due to industrialization. Therefore
the impact of industrialization and the
impact of urbanization are in fact the facets
of the same underlying process, namely,
industrialization.
The increase in the population of the
cities leads not only to the decline of social
and family control but also leads to decline
in the influence of religion. This in turn
promotes atheism. This means that people in
cities are not guided by tradition and are
indifferent to religious belief. Their conduct
is governed by rational or personal
considerations. Thus the life in cities is
relatively devoid of the influence of religion.
Another impact of urbanization is the
gradual extinction of the joint family system
and its replacement by nuclear family. Nowa-days, most families consist of husband,
wife and their progeny.
With the changes in the institution of
family, there is also a change in the pattern
of family.
Women are becoming
increasingly conscious of their rights and
privileges but along with it there is also a
tendency to arbitrary and willful conduct.
The incidence of illicit sexual relations,
divorce etc., are also on increase. The
ostentation and intense fashion have also
become the order of the day.
With a diverse population in respect
of ethnicity, religion and language having
varied socio-cultural practices, Assam is
characterized by a high rate of population
growth which has been even higher than the
country‘s average almost throughout the last
century. The state‘s population was 3.29
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1500(1498) and their conquest of Goa in
1506. The British rule in India, beyond the
trading settlements which were already the
initial outposts of conquest, dates from the
middle of 18th century. India has been
recognized as the pivot of the British
Empire. According to Buchanan:
―Here was a country with all crude
elements upon which manufacturing
depends, yet during more than a
century, it has imported factory made
goods in large quantities and has
developed only a few often simplest
industries for which machinery and
organization had been highly perfected
in other countries. With abundant
supplies of raw cotton, raw, jute, easily
mined coal… with a redundant
population of the starving because of
lack of profitable employment …, with
an excellent market within her own
borders…in which others were selling
great quantities of manufactures, with
all these advantages India, after a
century, was supporting only about
two % of her population by factory
industry.‖
No doubt, the coming of the British gave a
boost to Indian business enterprises. Their
main field of activity was trade, moneylending and banking. The great product of
this activity was Jagat Seth and Amin
Chands who sole away the country without
qualms. Up to 1947 the British policy was
centered round on three principles. The first
is the period of merchant capital represented
by the East India Company. The second of
the period of industrial capital and the third
is the finance capital. However, the policy of
free-trade, fixation of exchange rate,
permitting the foreign capital to establish
itself in India detrimentally balked the
emergence of Indian capitalism.
Further, the managing agencies
played a package deal for everything that
was in short supply in India---industrial
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Then came the industrial Revolution
which changed the techniques of production.
The policy of mercantilism also had failed to
bring about the welfare of the people. To
secure maximum production of usual goods
the new doctrine of ‗Laissez-faire‘ was
propounded. The doctrine preached noninterference in economic matters. According
to this doctrine, if individuals pursue their
own interest, unhampered by restriction;
they will achieve the greatest happiness of
the greatest number. Its advocates, Adam
Smith, J.S.Mill, Spencer and Sumner
contended that Government should remove
all legal restrictions on trade, on production,
on the exchange of wealth and on the
accumulation of property. Adam Smith
enunciated four principles-(i) the doctrine of
self interest, (ii) laissez faire policy, (iii) the
theory of competition and (iv) profit motive.
Upon these principles and in
response to the changing techniques of
production brought about by industrial
Revolution, a new system of property
ownership and ‗production‘, capitalism
developed. The Industrial Revolution
replaced factories in place of households. In
factories the work was divided up into little
pieces, each worker doing a little piece.
Production increased. Large plants in course
of time were set. Corporations owning large
plants came into being. All these
developments of mass production, division
of labour, Specializations and exchange
were accompanied by capitalism.
Capitalism is an important phase in the
development of economy. It is a necessary
phase in the development of any country
since it helps raise standard of living and
encourages new social values like
individualism, equity, freedom etc. of course
it becomes an evil when it tends to exploit
the workers.
European capitalists‘ penetration in
to India began with the Portuguese
establishment of their factory at Calicut in
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capital, technical knowledge, modern
labourers and educated class who were
management etc. finance capital both Indian
anxious to get employment. In the nature of
and British, mainly operated through the
things a large industry like coal, tea, and the
managing agency system. By this system, a
industry‘s contribution does not end here.
small number of managing agency firms
The coal mining industry supported other
promote, control and to a considerable
industries like plywood, fertilizers tea, and
extent finance the various industrial
transport etc. the industry has been the
companies and enterprises, govern their
potent factor in the improvement of means
operations and output, and market their
of communication to this part of the country.
products, the board of directors of the
The railways in Assam ―Jorhat Provincial
companies fulfilling only a subordinate role.
and Dibru-Sadia‖ were started to take
The cream of the profit passes, not to the
stones, coal and tea. Later on most of the tea
shareholders, but to the managing agency.
producing areas has either been linked
Initially, a managing agent was just an
through main line or through branch lines to
executive who helped an entrepreneur to
the rest of the country. The most important
establish and run a plantation, a coal mine or
road linking Lower and Upper Assam is
a factory. Such an entrepreneur was often
Assam Trunk Road (A.T.Road). Most of the
not familiar with local conditions and also
gardens situated on both the banks of the
did not want hire managers on his own, but
river Brahmaputra are either found on the
gladly turned to an already established team
main roads itself or linked with it. The tea
with a prove record of managerial skills.
gardens, coal etc not only contributed much
However the managing agents used their
to the construction of main roads and link
brains for designing industrial progress.
roads but also made responsible by the
The picture of the industrialization of India
Local Boards for the maintenance of such
under imperialist rule is a myth. According
roads.
to Buchanan….
The development of trade and
―The country is still annually
commerce in this region was mainly due to
importing for more manufactures than
the prosperity of this industry. The town of
its export. While the proportions are
Dibrugarh, Jorhat, Tinsukia and Tezpur owe
gradually changing, Indian economic
to their location in the tea producing areas in
life is still characterized by the export
Assam. We, can therefore, say that growth,
of manufactures. In spite of her
development and prosperity of tea industry
factories, India is less nearly self
in Assam have contributed much to the
sufficient in manufactured products
economic development of the state of Assam
that she was a century ago.‖
in the pre-independence period.
In the beginning, the coal industry provided
an unfailing source of employment to
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other tribal groups, and after two centuries
of sojourn at the hills had to forsake the hills
to come down to the plains of Cachar
shifting their kingdom at Khaspur. The
Dimasas, as a matter of fact, had already
made a progress towards the process of
acculturation or Sanskritisation by absorbing
Brahminical Hinduism in their Maibong
days.
Sri Sri Bhuvaneshwar Shiva Temple at
Chandragiri, Sonai
Every year in the Bengali month
of Kartik, about ten kilometres south from
the Silchar town in a place called Sonai a
huge mass of people from Barak Valley as
well as from Manipur get accumulated to
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The Dimasas are an off shoot of the Bodos
of the Indo-Mongoloid ethnicity in the
North-east of India. They are also known as
Kacharis and Hedambas (Sanskritisation of
the term Hachengsha), who had at one time
ruled the greater portion of Upper Assam,
from the Sadia-Dibrugarh to the borderland
of Nagaland; but had to move towards west
to settle at Dimapur (in the present
Nagaland) from where they were, again,
pushed further southwards by the rising
Ahom force; thereafter, they had settled at
Maibong on the bank of Mahur I in the
present N.C Hills. The Dimasas, however,
could not stay peacefully at Maibong due to
the continuous attack of the Ahoms, and
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Abstract
Barak Valley, erstwhile Cachar, was ruled by a number of state powers in the pre-colonial
period. Though ruled by different state powers, the land had been an example of social and
cultural coexistence and assimilation of different culture and faith. The Dimasas were the last to
rule the land before it was annexed to the territory of British India in 1832. On the backdrop of
the above transition, the present paper would be an attempt to study the different Temples
established through the efforts and patronage of the Kachari Kings, to trace the historical
background behind the evolution of the Temples, to highlight the various religious practices
evolved centering the Temples, the process of acculuturation of the Dimasas and their
adaptation of Brahminical Hinduism. It is noteworthy that Barak Valley has a number of
Temples built during the reign of Kachari Kings viz.., Ranachandi temple at Khaspur and
Bijoypur, Bharkhola, Sri Sri Bhuvaneshwar Temple at Sonai, Nrimata Temple at Ujaan Nagar,
Barkhola, which has enriched the socio-religious tradition of this Valley.
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In the city known as Swarnapur, this
marvelous palace is built with bricks for
Bhuvaneshwar. In the shaka year when the
sun ascends the Manmatha (the work was)
completed.
The wise Sri Jaysingha, who was
commissioned as the minister of Sri
Maharaj, the Lord of Hidimba, has built the
shiva Temple with bricks in the hill top of
Chandra.
The information provided in the inscription I
is clear, but the Inscription II contains an
astrological puzzle, the portion could not be
rendered in literal translation.
From the inscriptions, we learn, firstly, the
Temple was constructed during the rule of
Hedemba, that is Dimasa; Secondly, the
construction work was supervised by the
minister of the King, Jay Singha Burman;
thirdly, the place was known as Swarnapur,
the hillock where it was placed was called
Chandragiri, and the place was within the
jurisdiction of Hedambya Rajya; lastly, the
astrological puzzle indicated that it was
completed in 1707 shake, that is 1785 A.D.
From the local sources various
legends relating to the Temple could be
collected. It is said that Ranee Induprava,
the queen of Krishna Chandra (1780-1813)
had urged the king to construct the Temple
like that of ‗Nongmaijinching‘ (Nilkanthashiva0, in Manipur, her parental state, as
Bhuvan shine was not easy accessible to her.
As she was used to worshipping Shiva in
Manipur, she kept up the practice here too.
The diety in Sonai is
worshipped in Sunday following the practice
of
Manipur
in
the
temple
of
‗Nongmijinching‘, an uncommon practice,
as Shiva is worshipped in Monday
everywhere. It is said that the queen used to
come to the temple annually on the Sunday
of Suklapakshya in the month when the sun
ascends the Monmoth. She used to stay for
sometime at a place in sonai named
Chandpur. Following the tradition, the
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offer prayer to the Mahadev of Sri Sri
Bhuvaneshwar Temple situated in the
Chandragiri hill. Besides the Manipuris,
people of other communities also visit this
temple but the Manipuris are more in
number. This is due to the fact that the
Temple was established by the Dimasa king
Raja Krishna Chandra whose wife
Induprabha was a Manipuri princess. She
was devout Vaishnava but at the same time
she used to worship Lord Shiva at her
parents house before her marriage.
About two or three
kilometer south from Sonai Bazaar, in the
right side of Sonai-Palanghat road, there is a
small mound called Shiv Tilla. Locally, it is
also known as chengur Tilla. According to
the Government record, the mound measures
about 28 bigha of land. There is a small
pond below the mound. In the left side, there
is the beautiful Chandragiri park. One has to
climb atleast ten to fifteen small and large
sizes of steps to reach the Temple. There are
two face to face brick built structures at a
distance of about thirty feet. One is the
famous Sri Sri Bhuvaneshwar Shiv Temple
and the other is an abandoned structure
which was probably used as a rest house of
the Sevaits.
The main reason for
which the Temple is historically so
important are the two inscriptions found
inscribed on the wall of the Temple. Both
the Inscriptions are in Sanskrit and the script
is in Bengali.
Inscrition No. I
In order to propitiate Sri Sri Bhuvaneshwar
Shiva, Noble Jay Singha Burman, the
minister of His Majesty, the King, has
completed (the construction of) the
marvelous Palace (Temple) made of bricks
of mine, situated in Chandragiri, in the city
of Swarnapur, under the jurisdiction of Sri
Sri, the Lord of Hidimba.
Inscription No. II
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Manipuris from all corners assembly in
Sonai
in the

month of Kartik, Sunday of Suklapakhysa
every
year

Sri Sri Bhuvaneshwar Temple in Chandragiri at sonai
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Picture of the Abandoned Structure just facing opposite to the main Temple
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The Two Inscriptions inscribed on the wall of Sri Sri Bhuvaneshwar Temple in Sonai, Chandragiri

Ranachandi
Temple
at
Bijoypur,
Barkhola:
About two hundred years ago, in 1824 BCE
a few years before the death of the last
Dimasa king, Govinda Chandra Narayan,
the Capital was shifted from Khaspur to
Haritikar. Raja Govinda Chandra along with
his queens and subjects and the idol of Devi
Ranachandi in the symbol of sword shifted
to Haritikar .In Khaspur, the last capital of
the Dimasa kings there still survives a
temple known as the temple of Ranachandi.
This old shrine was abandoned long ago and
the altar has long been vacant. It is said that
the Devi in the symbol of the sword had
originally been installed in the temple of
Khaspur from where during the course of

Burmese invasions, she was secretly carried
to Bijoypur where her honour would be
secured. No inscription or any other
archaeological remain has been found
regarding the establishment of the Temple.
The Temple is a recent renovation as the
deity was originally enthroned in a tin shed.
Here, Ranachandi is not worshipped in the
Idol form but in the form of a sword which
is kept concealed under a piece of cloth as
no one is allowed to see or touch the sword.
Here, Devi Ranachani is worshipped every
Sunday. Besides this, every year in the
Bengali month of Magh and Baishak, the
Devi is worshipped with great pomp and
grandeur.
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Gateway to the Ranachandi Temple at Barkhola, Bijoypur
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Ranachandi Temple at Bijoypur, Barkhola

Barkhola. There is a legend behind
the establishment of the shrine. It is
said that Maniram Laskar after being
appointed by the king had a dream
where the mother Goddess instructed
Maniram to install two stone slabs
from nearby hill and venerate them
as her manifestation in the Barkhola
shrine. Regarding the religious
practices and rites held in this
Temple, it can be said that besides
being a Shakti Temple Hari
Sankirtan, Shiva Puja and the
different female rites or Vratas are
held here. Durga Puja, Jagadhatri Puja
and Kali Puja are held with grand
pomp and grandeur every year.
Although Devi Nrimata is a Goddess
of Dimasa origin and has retained her
original tribal name, however, the
Goddess herself is being subjected to
a
process
of
significant
transformation in a new direction.
The Goddess is now a recognized
Hindu
divinity
and
occupy
honourable position in the cult
practices of the Bengalees of Cachar.
Conclusion:
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The Nrimata Shrine at Ujaan
Nagar, Barkhola:
Nrimata is a mother Goddess of
Dimasa origin situated in Barkhola, a
large village situated about 30
kilometres from Silchar town. The
Shrine of the Goddess is situated in
the north of Barkhola Bazaar. The
shrine was established in Barkhola in
between 1890-1895 BCE. The
Kachari kings were great patrons of
religion and they established quite a
number of Temples through their
patronage. The Nrimata shrine was
established by the minister of Kirti
Chandra Narayan, Maniram Laskar
also known as Maniram Uzir who
was appointed as a minister of the
king to look after the administration
of Cachar in the year 1736 BCE when
he established a temporary Capital in
Khaspur. Although the Goddess has
been established in this village about
a hundred years ago but the goddess
was first established in Sonapur
village about two hundred and fifty
years ago. There is another shrine of
Nrimata in Ujaan Nagar village in
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Inside View of the Temple of the Ranachandi Temple at Bijoypur, Barkhola
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From the Temples and shrines
its entry in the Dimasa Court during
established through the efforts of the
Maibong days following their
Dimasa kings, it can be concluded
association with the Ahom and the
that the Dimasa had already adopted
Koches. The other one representing
Sakta cult in their first phase of
the traits of Bengal version of sakta
Hinduisation. The Bhabishya Puran
cult carrying the basic philosophy of
statesit had its entry through the Bengal
frontier. There are also numerous
Hedemba desha cho madheya
myths and legends current among the
Ranachandi birajate
They began to worship Ranachandi as
Dimasas regarding their initiation to
the Royal deity, and introduced
the Sakta Cult. One such a legend is
animal sacrifice as per the Sakta
of a dream oracle which instructed the
tradition that was current in Bengal of
King to find the deity by touching a
the period. Bengali Hindus sought to
fearsome snake in the river at a
regain their strength by surrendering
stipulated time in the dead of night.
to a Mother figure-a Kali, Durga,
The king, however, dared not touch
who, however, were venerated in the
the head and could only obtain a
folk tradition, nurtured primarily by
golden sword instead of a promised
the women in their Vratas performed
idol by placing his trembling finger
by them to the exclusion of males in
on its tail. This sword has been
it. The Sakta cult made its appearance
adopted as a symbol of Devi
in Dimasa court in two ways. Firstly,
Ranachandi, and is worshipped even
the cult of Kamrup-Kamakhya which
today. Of course, this kind of legend
permeated through the North-East in
with some variation is current among
the ancient and medieval period had
the various tribes of North East India.
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Abstract
The Charter Act of 1833 marked the beginning of a system of government for all India. Later, it
adopted a representative character, which distinguished it fundamentally from the earlier rule of
despotism. It marked the beginning of the Indianisation in services. It also tried to separate and
decentralize executive and legislative functions.
The Charter Act of 1833 renewed the East
proving a while elephant. Holt Hockenzie,
India Company‘s privileges for another
confessed
before
the
parliamentary
twenty years. The Charter Act of 1833 like
committee in 1832‖ the Government of
its predecessor was the outcome of much
India has quite enough to do in the political
enquiry and consideration. It was produced
management of the country without having
when whig and liberal principles were
any concern with commerce, they never
politically dominant in England. Macaulay
have paid and never can pay that attention to
was the Secretary of the Board of control
the commercial affairs of the country which
and James Mill, a disciple of Bentham, was
they ought to pay in order to trade to the
examiner of correspondence at the India a
most advantage.4 Since 1825 the company
House. It was as much in the logic of history
was not exporting goods to India on their
1
as in consonance with the zeitgeist. The
own account for sale and had a abandoned
ideal of laissez faire was the weapon with
the imports into British of all articles except
which
newborn
western
capitalism
raw, Saltpetre and indigo. Hence the
dismantled the relics of feudal economy at
statutory termination of the spent up
home and raised abroad its own edifice of
mercantile character of the company was
2
international economics. By this act the
called for.
monopoly of the East India Company had
The Industrial Revolution in Britain
been put an end to and private traders were
rendered the old Mercantilist policy of the
or free merchants were permitted under
British unprofitable. Britain became a
3
special license to trade laofully‖.
manufacturer of cotton and other factory
The Company, till then was fast
goods on a large scale and she required
outgrowing its role and becoming a Raj. It
foreign markets for their consumption.5 But
was carrying its livelihood by wars and
the decrees of Napoleon against British
conquests, government and diplomacy and
commerce and the closure of the continental
its original occupation of commerce was
ports frustrated the quest for foreign markets
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became examiner of the company‘s India
correspondence in 1831.
The age of utilitarianism was another
cause to pass the Act of 1833. Utilitarian
influence expressed themselves more
distinctly in the field of cultural and social
policy than in the constitutional reforms.
Bentinck who adopted utilitarian views gave
great attention to social policy.
The Anglo-Burmese war of 1824 had
caused to severe strain on the financial
resources of government. In addition to
increase in its civil expenses, its military
expenses had also increased by £
10,000,000. In 1828-29 the revenue of India
amounted
to
£
22,000,000.
The
consideration of the constitutional problem
was, therefore, entrusted to the civil finance
committee,10 instituted in pursuance of an
order of the court of Directors who had
asked the supreme government in 1827 to
reduce expenditure to the level of 1823-24.
This committee was directed on 11 May
1830 to extend its investigation to the
expediency of the plan on which the several
presidencies had been constituted by the
legislature.11
Grey recommended the formation of
a Legislative Council with power to make
laws for all places, persons and courts. In its
composition, he suggested, it might include
representatives of the Supreme Court and
the church of the services and the
subordinate governments, but definitely not
of any Indians.12 Copies of all minutes and
discussion on the constitution of the Indian
Government were transmitted to England for
the consideration of the home authorities,
who were considerably influenced in their
decision by the nature of these
recommendations. We have to solve one of
the hardest problems in politics. We are
trying to make bricks without straw- to give
a good government. We have to engraft on
despotism those blessing are the natural
fruits of liberty.13 Even J. S. Mill the great
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and the British industrialists were obliged to
explore new markets in British colonies. A
vast country like India naturally provided
great scope for the realisation of their
ambition for, besides constituting a large
market for the manufactured goods and
capital; India could supply the much needed
raw materials. The British power in India
after 1800 as no more than an accessory, an
instrument for ensuring the necessary
conditions of law and order by which the
potentially vast India market could be
conquered for the British industry.6 There
was a tremendous political change in India
since 1813 which imposed on the company
political responsibilities incompatible with
maintenance of its commercial character.
The annexation of the peshwa‘s
dominions, of Assam and of a part of Erma
and the extension of British supremacy over
Rajputava the company became the defacto
paramount power in India. Wallesley‘s
dream of converting the British Empire in
India into the British Empire in India into
the British Empire of India.7 was realised
within less than a decade through diplomacy
and the use of arms.
Lord Ellenborough who became the
president of the Board of control in
September 1828, was in favour of radical
change. He opined that ―the company was to
be abolished the Directors being retained as
advisory commissioners and the government
of India was to placed in the hands of a
secretary of state‖.8 But in 1830 Lord Grey
formed a new ministry and Charles became
president of the Board of control. He was a
canningite in his political affiliation. It was a
significant political change. The whigs,
coming to back power after a long political
exile. Thomas Macaulay was in the House
of Commons and he became an Assistant
Commissioner of the Board of control in
June 1832 and its Secretary six months
later.9 James Mill a disciple of Bentham
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the British consumer without insisting on
their tendency to disturb our relation.18
Henry St. George Tucker also gave
suggestion for the administrative system of
the East India Company‘s government.
There was a strong section in
parliament which advocated the immediate
transfer of the company‘s government in
India to the British crown. Buckingham
considered it preposterous that the
government of an immense country should
be entrusted to a joint-stock company. He
even suggested that the Governor-General‘s
council should include representatives of
both British and Indian population in order
to make a beginning, at least, of that system
of self-government to which they ought to
advance with all colonies as fast as
possible.19 Macaulay on the other hand,
forcefully advocated the cause retaining the
company as an organ of government for
India. His main argument was that a revenue
of twenty million a year- an army of two
hundred thousand men- a civil service
abounding with lucrative situations- should
be left to the disposal of the crown without
check whatever, is what no minister, I
conceive, would venture to propose.20 He
admitted that the constitution had provided
the House of commons a check on the abuse
of the royal prerogative. But, he argued, that
the ready and it would not have the
necessary time to look into Indian affairs as
its members looked neither had the
necessary knowledge, nor has it motives to
acquire that knowledge.21 The British public
was extremely indifferent to India affairs
Macaulay asserted ―A broken head in cold
bath fields produces a greater sensation
among as then, three pitched battles in
India….. Even when….. the president of the
Board of control made his most able and
interesting statement of the measure which
he intended to propose for the government
of a hundred millions of human beings, the
attendance in the House of common was not
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advocate of representative Government
declared it as ―utterly out of question for
India‖.14
Meanwhile, Select Committee had
been constituted thrice in 1830-31 to
investigate ―the affairs of the company and
the trade between Great Britain and China‖
but their work was interrupted by
dissolutions of parliament in connection
with the Reform Bill.15 The investigation
really began after the reconstruction of the
Select Committee of the House of Commons
for the fourth time in January 1832. The
Select Committee was divided into various
branches, financial, revenue, judicial,
military, and political. Evidence, oral and
written was collected.16 A Report
concerning the Reform Bill was submitted in
August 1832.
The Finance Committee recommend
that the armies of the three presidencies be
united into one or at least be placed under
the immediate orders of the Supreme
Government and under one commander in
chief. In that recommendation Metcalfe said,
there may be difficulty in amalgamating the
e expedient to retain with each description
the officers to whom they are most
accustomed. It may therefore, perhaps be
desirable to adhere generally to the same
local distribution that at present prevails.
But there loss not appear to be any difficulty
in considering all as belonging to one army
or in placing the whole under the Supreme
Government and commander in chief.17
With regard to the consideration of
the economy of this new system, Dalhousie
advised that ―such details can only be well
arranged by the Supreme Government when
formed, and from what I have seen in this
country. He has also objection to
commercial changes now in progress have
been rapidly urged and recorded, but
without attending their probable effect on
the national revenue and on the interests of
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―government agency‖ for it made the
provision nor the accumulation of twelve
million pounds for purchasing the
company‘s stock‖.25
Grant had already informed the
company that the China monopoly was to
cease. The company‘s establishment charges
and freight were too high to permit it to
reduce the price of tea to a level at which
private merchants would be able to keep
them. When tea became cheap the demand
would increase too.26 Again, as in the case
of the India trade, the end of monopoly
would promote a vast extension of British
exports. It was expected that, the immense
population, and the wealth of China and the
inferiority of its manufactures would offer a
much larger market for the cottons and
woolens of Manchester and flasgow, and the
hardware of Birmingham and Sheffield.27
The Government was bound to take steps to
counteract the depression which had began,
and the prospect of a new inexhaustible
market in China seemed to offer an
appropriate remedy. The company offered
little opposition, indeed as early as 1825 it
had anticipated the loss of the China
monopoly and decided to give its China
shipping short term contracts creating in
1834.
But the continuance of company‘s
administration in India was decided in
favour of the company on two political
grounds. In view of the Governments preoccupation with the Reform Bill it was not
prepared to assume direct responsibility for
the administration of India. The abolition of
the company would leave patronage in the
hands of the Government and expose the
whigs to the charge of political corruption.
But the retention of the company‘s political
authority was to be subject to two
conditions, it must give up all commercial
interests, and it must the opinion of the chair
would make the court of Directors, a
Government Board‖.28 Grant did not hesitate
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so large as I have seen it on a turnpike bill or
rail road bill.22 Macaulay then concluded
that there must be an efficient check on the
authority of the crown, and that the House of
common is not an efficient check. We must
then find some other body to perform that
important office. We have such a body- the
company shall we discard it.23
Macaulay agreed with the members
of the House who advocated immediate
winding up of the company that it was a
political anomaly, but he asserted that there
was no substitute available for the company.
The Government which always took a party
view of all public matters and problems
confronting the country, opposed at every
stage by the vexations tactics of the
opposition. Such a nature of the Government
Macaulay argued, was no solution of the
Indian affairs. What we want, he
emphasized, is a body independent not a tool
of the treasury not a tool of the opposition
no new plan which I have heard would give
us such a body. It is, as a corporation,
neither whig nor tory, neither high church
nor low church, it has constantly acted with
a view not to English politics but to Indian
politics. We have seen the country
convulsed by faction….. And amidst all
these agitating events the company has
preserved strict and unsuspected neutrality.
This is to think, an inestimable advantage.24
Macaulay
was
correct
that
parliament had neither the time nor the
knowledge nor the will to interest itself in
Indian affairs. At no stage during the
discussion of the charter Bill, 1833 the
attendance in the House of commons
exceeded 150 members, and clause after
clause of the Bill was passed without
discussion at all. Thus view for the retention
of the company was accordingly bound to
prevail and the Act of 1833, the company
secured a further lease of life for twenty
years. But the Act also envisaged an earlier
dissolution of the company as a
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commercial. He suggested that ―the
correlative of the destruction of the courts
independence and of the abolition of the
company‘s trading function was a reduction
in the number of Director to eight, each of
whom should be qualified by at least twelve
year‘s residence in India‘.35 He also
proposed that ―the patronage of India should
be thrown open to public competition, but
that a reasonable number of families that
had long maintain in connection with
India.36 Macaulay‘s speech was more
brilliant in style but in thought perhaps less
origin. He assorted the very meaning of
compromise is that each party gives up his
charge of complete success in order to be
secured the chance of utter failure. The
company is an anomaly, but it is a part of
system where everything is anomaly….. I
will not, therefore, pull down the existing
system…..
which
sanctioned
by
37
experience.
Macaulay gave parliament the
assurance which in its jealousy and fear of
an extension of the executive power, it was
anxious to receive what we want, he said, is
a body independent of the Government and
no more than independent- not a tool of the
treasury not a tool of the opposition……38 It
was most impressed by the noiselessness
with which the administrative machinery is
worked.39 and it accepted Macaulay‘s
statement without question. The company‘s
administrative functions were, therefore,
continued for twenty years, and the existing
dual organisation of the home government
confirmed.
The British members were inclined
to give representative institutions to Indians
but such a more failed because of Macaulay
who stood strongly for the continuation of
company‘s rule in India. The Act was finally
passed on 28th August 1833 and put into
force on 22 April 1834. It introduced
important changes into the constitution of
the East India Company and the system of
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to intimate the Directors that if they rejected
the Government‘s terms, he would propose
to parliament‖ a plan for the future
government
of
India
without
the
instrumentality of the company.29 A
guarantee fund was created out the
company‘s commercial assets as a collateral
security for its capital stock. The court of
Directors was afraid that as a result of the
loss of commerce, the company would be
reduced to ―a state of weakness and
dependence
incompatible
with
the
performance of its duties and became an
instrument for carrying out the wishes of the
president of the Board of Control.30 It
claimed the right of appeal to parliament in
case of a difference of opinion with the
Board of at least the right of giving publicity
to such difference by communicating them,
when relating to important subjects to
parliament.31
Grant introduced the Bill into
parliament in June 1833 and briefly outlined
the terms that had been agreed on between
the court and the Board.32 But after his
illness Macaulay took over the proceedings
and carried the Bill. The presence of the
members in the House was quite large, of
whom most of them were hostile to the
company when the Directors, Fergusson
presented the company‘s petition for the
renewal of its privileges, ―half the members
present deliberately walked out and the rest
made so much noise that he could not be
heard‖.33 Clause after clause of the Bill was
passed without adequate discussion and
consistently with the recent policy of the
India House, not even the company interest
made its presence felt.34
Wynn, the former president pointed
out during discussion that the independence
of the Directors would be completely taken
away by the bill. He added by that the
presence of city merchants in the court of
Directors was justifiable and useful only so
long as the company‘s functions were partly
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ten years the Fourth Ordinary member of
council shall from time to time be appointed
from amongst persons who shall not be
servants of the said company by the said
court of Directors provided that such last
mentioned member of council shall not be
entitled to sit or vote in the said council
except of meetings thereof for making laws
and regulation.
That all vacancies happening in the
office of Government-General of India shall
from time to time be filled up by the said
court of Directors, subject to the approbation
of His Majesty, to be signified in writing by
his Royal sign Manual, countersigned by the
president of the said Board.
That the said Governor-General in
council shall have power to make laws and
regulations for repealing, amending or
altering any Laws or Regulations whatever
now in force or hereafter to be enforce in the
said territories or any part thereof, and to
make laws and regulations for all persons,
whether British or Native, foreigners or
others, and for all courts of justice whether
established by His Majesties Charters or
otherwise and the jurisdiction thereof…..
except that the said Governor-General in
council shall not have the power of making
any Laws or Regulations which shall in any
way affect and prerogative of the crown, or
the authority of parliament or the
constitution or Rights of the said company
or any part of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland.
That all Laws and Regulations made
as aforesaid shall be of the same force
territories as any Act of parliament would or
ought to be within the same territories and it
shall not be necessary to register or abolish
in any court of justice or any Laws or
Regulations made by the said GovernorGeneral in council.
Provided that it shall not be lawful
for the said Governor-General council,
without the previous sanction of the said
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Indian administration. This Act was based
on the ―papers respecting to the negotiation
with His Majesty‘s Ministers and the subject
of the East India Company‘s Charter,
parliamentary papers Hansard and Historical
introduction the Government of India‖ by
Courtenay Ilbert.40
These are the summary of the
provisions of Charter Act of 1833 which
was adopted by British parliament:This Act is for affecting an
arrangement with the East India Company,
and for the better government of His
Majesty‘s Indian territories, till the 30th day
April 1854.
That from and after the 22nd day of
April 1834, the exclusive right of trading
with the dominions of the Emperor of China,
and of trading in tea shall cease.
That the said company shall with all
convenient speed after the said 22nd day of
April 1834, close their commercial business.
That the said Board shall have and
be invested with all full power and authority
to superintend, direct and control all acts,
operations and control all acts, operations
and concerns of the said company which in
anywise relate to or concern the government
or revenues of the said territories is
mentioned.
That the territories now subject to the
Government of the presidency of Fort
William in Bengal shall be divided into two
distinct presidencies….. to be styled the
presidency of Fort William in Bengal, and
the other of such presidencies to be styled
the presidency of Agra.
That there shall be Four Ordinary
Members of the said council, three of whom
shall from time to time be appointed by the
said court of Directors from amongst such
persons as shall be or shall have been
servants of the said company and each of the
said three ordinary members of council shall
at the time of this appointment have been in
the service of the said company for at least
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of India in council that it shall and may be
lawful for the Governor-General in council
of Fort William in Bengal, Fort St. George
Bombay and Agra respectively to propose to
the said Governor-General in council drafts
or projects of any Laws or Regulations
which they said Governors or Governors in
council respectively may think expedient
together with their reasons for proposing the
same.
And be it enacted that no native of
the said territories- nor any natural born
subjects of His Majesty resident therein,
shall, by reason only of his religion, place of
birth, descent, colour, or any of them, be
disabled from holding any place, or
employment under the said company.
And be it enacted, that every power
Authority and Function of this or any other
Act or Acts given to and vested in the said
court of Directors shall be deemed and taken
to be subject to such control of the said
Board of commissioners as this is
mentioned, unless there shall be something
in the enactments conferring such
construction, and except as to any patronage
or right of appointing to office vested in or
reserved to the said court.
And be it further enacted, that the
court of Directors of the said company shall,
within the first fourteen sitting days next
after the first day of May in every year, lay
before both Houses of parliament an account
made up according to the latest advices
which shall have been received, of the
annual produce of the Revenues of the said
Territories in India.
The Charter Act of 1833 was a great
land mark in the constitution history of
India. It sought to bring about centralization
in the administration, especially in
legislation. Till now, parliament had been
making laws even on local issues for India
because the presidency Governments issued
regulations without having them registered
and published in the Supreme Court.
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court of Directors, to make any Law or
Regulation whereby power should be given
to any courts of justice, other than the court
of justice established by His Majesty‘s
charters, to sentence to the punishment of
death any of His Majesty‘s natural born
subjects born in Europe or the children of
such subjects or which shall abolish any of
the courts of justice established by His
Majesty‘s Charters.
Provided always, and be it enacted,
that all Laws and Regulations shall made at
some meeting of the council at which the
said Governor-General and at least three of
the ordinary members of council shall be
assembled, and that all other functions of the
said Governor-General in council may be
exercised by the said Governor-General and
one or more ordinary member or members
of council, and that in every case of
difference of opinion at meetings of the said
council where there shall be an equality of
voices the said Governor-General shall have
two votes or the casting vote.
That….. nothing herein contain shall
extend to affect in any way the right of
parliament to more laws for the said
territories and for all the inhabitants thereof,
and it is expressly declared that a full,
complete and constantly existing right and
power is intended to be reserved to
parliament to control, supersede or prevent
all proceedings and Acts.
That the executive Government of
each of the several presidencies of Fort
William in Bengal, Fort St. George, Bombay
and Agra shall be administered by the
Governor and three councilors, to be styled.
The Governor in council of the said
presidencies of Fort William in Bengal, Fort
St. George Bombay and Agra respectively.
Provided also, that no Governor or
Governor in council shall have the power of
creating any new office or granting any
salary, Gratuity or Allowance without the
previous sanction of the Governor-General
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But with the limited powers of
legislation in respect of the inhabitants of
Calcutta, the supreme Government could not
be expected to control the situation arising
out of the ―free ingress of Europeans‖.
Some of the most important of the
Indian Government have made without the
direct or express authority of parliament and
are most easily justified, as being in the
exercise of the old legislative powers of the
former governments not superseded, and
therefore continuous to subsist. Some of the
Regulations, about 1793, were of this
description. The imposition of the taxes in
the provinces is perhaps an instance, and it
is a power which might come to be a subject
of serious discussion and, if British persons
are to be permitted to hold lands throughout
India, of vital importance.47
Charles Grant, president of the Board
of control summed up the defects ―The first
was in the nature of laws and regulations by
which India was governed, the second was
in the ill-defined authority and power from
which these various laws and regulations
enacted and the third was the anomalous and
sometimes conflicting, judicatures by which
the laws were administered, or in other
words the defects were in the laws
themselves in the authority for making them,
and in the manner of executing them.48
The act made five important
provisions in regard to law making the
executive power of making laws for the
whole of the company‘s territories in India
was vested- subject to the overriding
authority of parliament and the vests of the
court of Directors in the Governor-General
in council. Second, as a subsequent
provision, Madras and Bombay were
deprived of their power of making
regulations. Third the system of registration
of laws in the supreme courts was abolished.
Fourth, the Governor-General‘s council was
strengthened by the addition of a new
member, called the fourth ordinary member,
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Regulations which could not be made
effective on Europeans.41 This was a very
inconvenient system, moreover, the engross
of Europeans was multiplying the legal
problem concerning them. Laws regulating
their conduct and protecting their interests in
India were obviously to be made in India.
The talk could not be left to three separate
agencies, ―to do so would be the surest
means of leaving them to three separate and
not infrequently conflicting system of
law‖.42 That was needed as Macaulay said,
―one single paramount council armed with
legislative council.43 only the central
authority, the Governor General and council,
could function as ―one single parliament‖
law making body. The enlargement of the
supreme
Governments
legislative
jurisdiction was a natural corollary to the
change
in
the
Governor-Generals
designation. The Governor-General of
Bengal would henceforth be the GovernorGeneral of India.44 The laws for India were
to be made in India, and parliament was to
divest itself of its responsibility in this
respect as far as possible. It was to be central
authority that transfer of legislative power
could, with the least disadvantage be made.
The supreme Government, Macaulay said,
would legislate for Europeans as far as
natives and its law would ―blend the king‘s
court as they blind all other courts.45
It was pointed out in Buckingham‘s
case against the press Regulation that
supreme Government‘s legislative power
―was to be confined to more police
regulations for preserving the peace,
preventing and punishing nuisances and the
like and was not to be extended to a general
power of making original laws affecting the
liberty or little to property of the inhabitants
of Calcutta…. through a new law should be
given by the local Government to affect the
inhabitants of the provinces in the same
respects.46
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British territories in India. It continued to
exist with some changes and modifications
till 1861.
So, it is quite clear that this act
centralized the administration of the
country; Governor-General of Bengal
became the Governor General of India. The
Governor-General in council was given the
power to control, superintend and direct the
civil and military affairs of the company.
Bombay, Madras, Bengal and others placed
under the complete control of the GovernorGeneral in council. All revenues were to be
raised under the authority of the central
Government and it was to have complete
control over the expenditure provincial
Governments were to spend only that money
which was approved for them. GovernorGeneral in council could suspend any
member of the Governments of Bombay and
Madras who disobeyed them. If a provincial
government failed to carry out the orders of
central government, it could be suspended.
When the Governor-General went to a
presidency, he superseded the Governor and
exercised the right of overriding the local
council. The result of all these provisions
was that all power was centralised in the
hands of the central government. Provincial
governments had kept the central
government informed of their progress in all
departments. The central government could
criticise the provincial governments on any
matter and also give directors. Before, 1833,
the powers of central government were
inadequate and ill-defined. It had no power
to make laws for the whole country on
matters of common concern.58 Before this,
although the regulation passed by the
governments of Madras and Bombay had to
be confirmed by the government of Bengal
before they became valid this power was
never exercised and the result was that there
were many discrepancies. All these
regulations were passed by the governments
without proper legal advice or assistance;
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who would be a legal expert engaged solely
in the making of laws. Fifth provision was
made for the appointment of law
commission
for
consolidation
and
codification of Indian laws.49
The provision of the Fourth ordinary
member was a ―substitute for the sanction of
the Supreme Court‖50 The legal position of
the Fourth ordinary member under the Act
of 1833 was thus defined by peacock 1859the duty the Fourth ordinary member was
confined entirely to the subject of
legislation, he had no power to sit and vote
except at meetings for the purpose of
making laws and regulations and it was only
by Courtenay and not by right, that he was
allowed to see the papers of correspondence
or to be made acquitted with the
deliberation.51
The subordinate Governments lost
their legislative power but the act 52 gave the
Governors or Governors in Council of
Bengal, Madras, Bombay and Agra53 to
submit ―drafts or projects of any laws or
regulations which they might think
expedient together with their reasons for
proposing the same.54 The GovernorGeneral in Council were required to take the
same and to communicate their resolutions
thereon to Governor or Governor in council
concerned. Ishwar Prasad said that the act of
1833 created a real Indian Legislative
council.55 The distinction, according to him
lay ―not in relation to the personal of the
bodies but to the function.56 The
significance of the act lay in definitely
assigning the function of legislation to the
executive and making it powerful and able
to perform that function.57
Bentinck in 1835 created a separate
department called ―Legislative Department‖.
Thus there was established in India one
central legislative authority in place of three
councils which was existed before. The new
council was armed with authority to pass
laws and regulations for the whole of the
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codes of civil and criminal procedure were
enacted. These codes simplified and codified
the substantive law procedural law.63 The
code remained a draft for about a quarter of
a century. It was enacted by legislative
council in 1860, a year after Macaulay‘s
death.
By an Act passed in 1833,
parliament provided for the constitution of a
committee of the Privy Council, to be
known as a judicial committee consisting of
persons holding who had previously held,
certain high judicial offices, for the more
effectual hearing and reporting on appeal to
His Majesty in council.63
The appellate jurisdiction of a privy
council in respect of the Sadar Dewani
Adalat was an extension of the crown‘s
jurisdiction to the judicial sector occupied
by the company. During the years following
the charter Act of 1833 there was more
extensive employment of Indians in the
judicial service. The office of Principal
Sadar Ameen was created in 1831; its
functions were extended in 1843. In 1843,
the Law Commission recommended
abolition of the office of Sadar Ameen, but
the proposal was not implemented due to
opposition from the Government of Bengal.
The process of Indianisation of
Indian services was begun. The Indian civil
service was considered the spine of the
Indian body politic and to it the people
generally looked for the protection of person
and property and life and liberty. It form and
character developed under rule of the East
India Company.64
The
Charter
Act
of
1833
incorporated for the first time a principle of
competition. But it did so only in a limited
form. Under this act, the Governor-General
in council was to send for the approval of
the Board of Control a complete annual list
of vacancies which and when finalised, was
to be submitted to the court of Directors.
The Directors were then to make
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they were in many cases ill- drawn and illexpressed. It was also not certain as to what
was the exact nature and extent of the
legislative
powers of the
various
governments.
But according to this act, GovernorGeneral in council could make articles of
war and code of military discipline and
provided for the administration of justice.
This power of making laws included the
power of making, repealing, amending and
altering any laws and regulations in force in
India. However, there were certain
limitations on the law-making power.
Governor-General in council could not alter
the constitution of the company or amend
the charter Act itself.59 It could not alter the
Minting Act it could not alter the
prerogative of the crown. It could not pass
laws against the laws of England. It is true
that the process of law-making was
simplified, but it is too much to say that the
Act of 1833 decentralized the Legislative
and Executive functions in India. What was
done was that the law-member was to be
consulted whenever a new law was passed.60
It provided for the codification of
law in India. Before 1833, laws were ―so
imperfect that in many cases it was quite
impossible to ascertain what the law was.61
Before this act, there were several types of
laws enforceable in India. It was a difficult
question to decide as to which law was
applicable in a particular case. There was
always a conflict of laws. There were the
English Acts, Hindu Law and custom,
Muslim law and custom and Bombay,
Madras and Bengal regulations. So, this act
authorised the Governor-General to appoint
the Indian law commission to study, collect
and codify various rules and regulations
prevalent in India.62 The first Indian Law
Commission was appointed in the year 1834
and Macaulay was the first Law
Commissioner. As a result of the labour of
this commission, the Indian Penal Code and
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near future would be subject to the law of
diminishing returns.67
Thus, the British parliamentary
interferences in company‘s affairs in India
by the Charter Act of 1833 was laudable
Lord Macaulay described this act as most
extensive measure of Indian Government
between Pitt‘s India Act of 1784 and Queen
Victoria‘s assumption of the Government of
India. Lord Morley‘s appreciation was
correct as it finally decided the future of the
company and determined the shape of the
government in India to come. It renewed for
another twenty years only its political and
administrative authority‖ in trust for His
Majesty, his heirs and sucessors.68 Lord
Morley considered it the most important act
passed by the parliament till 1909. The first
thing that the Act accomplished was a strong
centralised government for the whole of
British India with legislative centralisation,
it ensured uniformity of laws in the country.
Section 87, of the act by its implication
meant that there would be no governing
caste in British India and that race and
religion will not qualify or disqualify a
person in matters of higher services and
employments.
Macaulay called
this
provision as the most wise, benevolent and
noble clause of the Act. It marked the
beginning of Indian Legislation.69
The Act of 1833 intensified the
process of administrative centralization
initiated earlier. It provided that no Indian
subject of the company would be debarred
from holding any office under the company
by reason of his religion, place of birth,
descent or colour. But the provision was
simply grandiose gesture which signified
nothing reality.70 The object of the Act, the
Directors emphasized, was ―not to ascertain
qualification, but to remove disqualification.
It does not break down or derange the pally
through the instrumentality of our regular
servants, civil and military.71 In the
application of this principle, the Directors
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nominations of admission to the East India
College to the extent of four times the
member of vacancies as announced by the
Board.
Charter Act of 1833, marks the
starting point of the Indianization in
services. From Indian point of view, the
most remarkable provision of the charter Act
of 1833 was the clause 87 which laid down
that no native of the said Territories, nor any
natural born subject of His Majesty….. the
said company. Nonetheless, the acceptance
of a noble principle, even though on paper,
is a sign or psychological preparation. Ram
Mohan was the first Indian to plead for the
appointment of meritorious Indians to
covenanted post of the Government of India.
Attachment of the Indian intelligentsia to
British rule could be secured by ―making
them eligible to gradual promotion,
according to their respective abilities and
merits, to situations of trust and
responsibility in the state.65 Ram Mohan
cited the opinions of many distinguished
servants of the East India Company, such as
Munro and Rickard, in support in his view.
But on the other hand in happened to
be the death blow for native industries. Ever
since, the beginning of the century Indian
industries had been fighting for existence
against the imported machine-made goods.
It sealed the fate of the great textile industry
which was declining but not yet dead.66
It was in more than one sense the
period of dress rehearsal for British
capitalism in India. The period not only
distressed the conversion of India into a
―quarry‖ of raw materials as the rapid
growth of plantations in indigo, cotton, tea
and coffee. The tremendous success of this
capitalist enterprise held out the possibilities
of development of large-scale modern
industries on the soil of India itself. Towards
the middle of the 18th century British
capitalism had attained its apogee and in
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The central government was headed by GovernorGeneral. The expression Governor-General and
council was headed by used in the Regulating Act but
it was replaced by Governor-General in council in the
Charter Act of 1833. The Governor-General was
appointed by the court of Directors. The appointment
was made on the advice of the prime minister of
England. The Governor-General usually held office
for a term of five years. This limitation was not
imposed by statue or warrant of appointments, its
origin has been traced to the five year term prescribed
by the Regulating Act for the first Governor-General
Warren Hastings under the Queen‘s proclamation
1858, the Governor-General had in additional
resignation a viceroy.
Under the Charter Act of 1833, the
Governor-General‘s council was composed of four
ordinary members and one extra-ordinary member.
The extra-ordinary member i.e. commander in chief
of the company‘s forces in India and if there be no
such commander in chief and of Governor-General
shall be vested in the same person then the
commander in chief of the forces on the Bengal
establishment was accorded rank and precedence at
the council Board next after the Governor-General
under the Government of India Act of 1858, the name
council of India was assigned to the newly
constituted council of the secretary of State for India
and it was provided that the name of the GovernorGeneral‘s council was to be the council of the
Governor-General of India.
The monopoly of the China trade was
abolished in 1833. The company was completely
shown of its commercial function in India. It became
a trustee of the crown even in the field of
administration.
Besides the Supreme Government, the
administration of East India Company was divided
into provinces. British India was an agglomeration of
territories acquired at different times of different
methods. These were initially grouped into three
presidencies. Fort William in Bengal (under a
Governor-General and a council), Fort St. George or
Madras under a Government and a council and
Bombay under a Governor and a council. The two
latter presidencies retained this form of government.
The Governor-General of India under the Charter Act
of 1833, but the territories included in the presidency
passed different stages of administrative distribution
i.e. creation of the North-Western provinces in 1836,
creation of the Lieutenant Governorship.
The Decentralisation commission pointed
out that parliament originally contemplated the
extension of the Madras, Bombay type of the council
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enjoined upon the Governor-General in
council that fitness along was, ―henceforth
to be the criterion of elisibility.72 But as A.
B. Keith said ―the excellent sentiment was
not of much political importance, a since
nothing was done, despite the views of
Munro, Elphinston, Sleeman and Bishop
Herber, to repeal the provision of the Act of
1793, which excluded and but covenanted
servants from occupying places worth over £
500 a year.73 The clause 87 of the Charter
would remain a dead letter because Indian
guardians would not allow their wards to
take admission in Haileybury as to cross the
seas was regarded a sin in the orthodox
Hindus.74
Compulsory
education
at
Haileybury for entering into civil service
rendered clause 87 totally nugatory. The
Supreme Court was a check on the despotic
rule of the executive, but that check was
done away with.75
This provision of act was remained a
dead letter. This act had made no provision
to secure the nomination of Indians to the
covenanted services of the company. The
result was that not a single Indian was
appointed to the covenanted service during
the company‘s regime. Indians remained
excluded in both the civil and military
department from any but the minor posts.
The importance of this provision
cannot be discounted, for it became ―the
sheet-anchor of political agitation in India
towards the end of the century. Almost all
the political activities in the earlier year of
national awakening turned on this clause
which came very handy when demands were
being made for giving Indians equal
opportunities in administration.76 It gave the
birth of political associations. Land Holders
society 1837, society for the Acquisition of
knowledge 1838 and the Bengal British
Indian society 1843. Several journals were
also published by members of the educated
community through which they carried on
their political agitation.
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system of government to the Major provinces. The
Charter Act of 1833 provided for the creation of a
fourth presidency the presidency of Agra under a
Governor in council.
The Charter Act of 1833 provided for
effective centralisation of legislation and finance.
The Charter Act of 1833 incorporated for
the first time a principle of competition for Indian
civil services. But it did so only in a limited form.
Under this act, the Governor-General in council was
to send for the approval of the Board of control
complete annual list of vacancies which were
finalized, was to be submitted to the court of
Directors. The Directors were then to make
notifications for admission to the East India College
to the extent of four times the number of vacancies so
announced by the Board.
The Charter Act of 1833 marks the starting
point of the Indianisation in services, from the point

of view of the Indians, the most remarkable provision
of the Charter Act of 1833 was the clause 87 which
laid down that no native of the said territories nor any
natural born subject of His Majesty will be debarred
from the service of the company. Nonetheless, the
acceptance of a noble principle, even though on
paper, is a sign of psychological preparation. Ram
Mohan Roy was the first Indian to plead for the
appointment of meritorious Indians to covenanted
posts of the government of India.
Charter Act of 1833 permitted the Indians to
be appointed on higher posts on the basis of ability.
Hence the policy of liberalisation and Indianisation
was adopted.
The Government of India 1833 in fact,
marked the beginning of a system of government for
all India. Later it developed a representative character
which distinguished it fundamentally from the earlier
rule of despotism.
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thus contribute to poverty reduction on a
sustainable basis.
E-commerce is emerging as a new way of
helping MSEs to compete in the market and
thus contributing to economic development
of BTAD of Assam. E-commerce can help
deliver economic growth, increase new
business
opportunities,
enhanced
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INTRODUCTION: In an increasingly
competitive and globalised world, Micro and
Small enterprises (MSEs) need to complete
more effectively in order to further push up
economic activity and contribute towards
increasing export earnings. MSEs will also
continue to play an important role in
increasing employment and incomes and
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Abstract
The article explores the economic and social impact of E-commerce. Indian‘s E-Commerce
market is at early stage, but it is growing faster and expected to see huge growth over the next
four to five years. Even though there are only under-10 million internet users who actually buy
online in India, there are about 150 million internet users or around 75 million households that
are 'ready' for E-commerce. Almost 57 per cent of E-commerce sales come from small towns,
while the eight metros account for the remainder. According to IAMAI, current E-Commerce
market in India is around $ 10 billion in 2012, out of which the travel industry alone contributes
$8.4 billion. The first Indian E-Commerce site Fabmart.com (now known as IndiaPlaza) was
founded by Mr. K. Vaitheeswaran in 1999. With E-Commerce flourishing on one side, Social
Media in India has also rooted itself very well. Sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest,
etc are now the part of a mango man‘s daily routine. Some of the most popular items imported
by Indians include pharmaceutical products, branded and unbranded apparel, accessories, and
electronic goods like mobile, smart phone, laptops, iPod etc. Payments through online banking,
PayPal and mobile banking are affectively contributing to the growth of E-Commerce.
Availability of e-books, songs, games and films are also accelerating the growth of E-Commerce.
For a developing country such as India, one of the most important benefits of E-Commerce is its
potential to help a developing rural community to leap-frog into the knowledge paradigm. ECommerce is providing useful resource for growth of microfinance and traditional Micro and
Small Enterprises (MSE) in rural areas like Bodoland Territorial Area Districts (BTAD) of
Assam. The positive effects of E-Commerce can be accelerating the commercial growth to have a
profound impact on the socio economy of rural community like BTAD of Assam.
Keywords: E-Commerce, MSE, BTAD.
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E-COMMERCE: IMPACT ON LOCAL
MARKET AND BUSINESS
One of the main advantages of Ecommerce is that it minimizes the cost of
transportation, advertising, and marketing.
Electronic commerce also reduce the
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY: The
propose study has been under taken keeping
in mind the following objectives:
1)
To study the impact of Ecommerce on local market and
business.
2) To study E-commerce and its socioeconomic
impact
on
entrepreneurship
development
including BTAD area of Assam.
3) The analyses the impact of Ecommerce on the entrepreneurs in
BTAD area.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: This
research paper aims to give a better
understanding of the socio-economy
development through an empirical study of
utilities of E-Commerce in various
industries in the BTAD area. In order were
conducted to examine the perceptions of
entrepreneurs in E-Commerce regarding
entrepreneurship and the factors affecting
the development and integration of
entrepreneurship in the BTAD area. The
main purpose of the literature review was to
collate the existing theories and basic
knowledge about the entrepreneurship and
E-Commerce to explore the conceptual
relationships between them. A review of the
current literature on E-Commerce as well as
entrepreneurship was conducted. In addition
web research was conducted to support the
literature review. The sources provided by
the web research were the most convenient
and the fastest due to its accessibility. The
analysis of some case studies has been done
to support the literature review. Case studies
were undertaken to explore organizational
behaviour and practice, entrepreneurship
and E-Commerce in various enterprises in
BTAD area. In addition to the case studies,
interviews were conducted in several
enterprises of BTAD area to explore the
conceptual
relationship
between
entrepreneurship and E-Commerce, and the
factors affecting the development and
integration of entrepreneurship. These
interviews focused on how these industries
in BTAD area utilizes E-Commerce, how
they benefited and what lessons can be
learned from the experiences.
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competitiveness and better access to market
as well as able to generate new
employments. In this way it can helps in the
development of economic structure of a
society.
At present, though most MSEs of
BTAD does not have the knowledge of how
investment in E-commerce could benefit
their business and help them for spreading
their business. This is the proper time when
the opportunities for MSEs to adopt Ecommerce are growing due to improved
access to the technical and communication
infrastructure.
E-commerce involves the purchase
or sales of goods and services using
Communication
and
Information
Technology (CIT), like over computer
networks (e.g. Internet) by business,
individuals,
governments
or
other
organizations. E-commerce builds on
traditional commerce by adding the
flexibility and speed offered by CIT.
E-commerce
offers
new
opportunities, and so entrepreneurs of
BTAD area should try to gather maximum
advantage of electronic market. Thus, it is a
high time that the traditional entrepreneurs
in BTAD area should act fast and decisively
in order to use the growing electronic
trading to achieved advantage.
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Socio-economic condition in rural
areas of BTAD is still in a very poor
condition.
As
such
socio-economic
development in the rural areas is a crying
need. In order to achieve its goal in the field
of business and employment generation a
medium is required to reach to the teeming
millions of rural people, and to act as an
interface between the planners and the
people. That medium can be provided by the
Communication
and
Information
Technology and Electronic commerce.

PRESENT PROBLEMS FOR SMEs IN
BTAD AREA:
i)
Absence of direct platform for
marketing.
ii) No training facility for design,
development and use of modern
technologies.
iii) No Training facility available for
marketing and use of E-Commerce.
IMPACT OF E-COMMERCE ON
ECONOMY [1]
Business and the economy are
inextricably linked with the development
and implementation of new technology
(Tassabehji,
2003).
Growth
and
development of any modern economy has
been recognized by many economic
theorists, such as Kondratieff, Schumpeter,
Mensch and Porter, to be based on
innovation of new technology. Porter (1990)
emphasizes that the prosperity and
competitive advantage of a nation is no
longer as a result of a nation's natural
resources and its labour force, but rather the
ability of its industry to innovate and
upgrade. This can be seen as a disruptive
technology on a macro environmental level.
And today, the impact of new technology on
the economy of a nation is indisputable.
Continuous growth of E-commerce is
expected to have deep impact on structure
and functioning of economies at various
levels and overall impact on macroeconomy. Some key areas are discussed
below:
a.
IMPACT
ON
INTERMEDIATION
Traditional production, transportation and
distribution process in BTAD area is
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E-COMMERCE: SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IN BTAD

Electronic commerce can play a big
role in encouraging rural entrepreneurs of
BTAD area and thereby promoting village
(both Micro and Small–scale) industries.
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distance between buyer and seller, and thus
permitting rapid exchange of information or
service between buyer and sellers in any part
of the world. E-commerce not only provides
options of goods and services at a lower
cost, but it can potentially enables much
more options to the needs of individual
buyers. Nowadays it is relatively cost low
for starting any business through Internet.
For business purpose entrepreneurs can
utilize the social networking sites, like
facebook. The social networking facebook is
quite popular among the young generation in
BTAD area. So facebook will act as a
potential tool for business online, mainly for
accessing the targeted wide market as well
as for sales and services.
Mainly the entrepreneurs of BTAD
area use mobile phone for business dealings.
The use of mobile phone has greatly
improved business by enabling both
customer and suppliers a change of direct
communication. That has tremendously cut
down the transportation cost. A present time
Internet is easy accessible from mobile
phones in affordable price. In this contest
mobile internet is a very effective tool of Ecommerce for marketing as well as for sales
and services.
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characterized by the liner-point-to-point

path. In this process intermediaries play an
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important role. In physical world, because of
large distance between production units and
consumer units, it is not possible for
consumers to approach producers directly
and vice versa. The existence of
intermediaries
namely,
distributors,
wholesalers and retailers, this increase the
transaction costs for both the producers and
consumers.
But in the emerging economic
scenario, liner-point-to-point information
and knowledge flow no longer represent the
reality. In the process of E-Commerce
transactions, it is possible for the consumer
to conduct and place an order with the
manufacturer instantly and directly (Singla,
2000). And same is possible within the
various agents of this process (i.e., between
producer and Retailers, Retailers and
Distributors, Distributors and Retailers etc.).
E-Commerce technology brings about the
benefits of more accurate and timely
information flow, administrative
saving,
lowering total distribution cost (6), closer
trading relationship, improved cash flows,
and moving closer to the end consumers
(Gattorna & Walters, 1996).
No doubt that online ordering
and delivery of product is reducing the role
of intermediaries. Therefore, it is also feared
that intermediaries would be completely
eliminated in the E-Commerce economy.
b.
IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE
PRODUCTS
Various studies show that there is
much about the potential success of
Ecommerce's in agriculture. Many theoretical
benefits of E-commerce in agriculture have
been identified such as:
(1) Promotion of information flow,
market transparency and price
discovery

(Poole, 2001).
(2)
Facilitation
of
industry
coordination (Nicolaisen, 2001).
(3) Reduction or elimination of
transaction costs (Porter, 2001; Thompson,
1996).
Internet based E-commerce also
offer tremendous opportunities to create
collaborative marketplaces in low-cost and
effective way (Nicolaisen, 2001). Ecommerce in agriculture could also
potentially tighten the supply chain and cut
marketing margins and transactions costs in
way that benefit smaller, local producers as
well as local agribusinesses. It also enables a
vast array of products to be transacted,
usually at a price that is competitive with
local retailers. E-commerce can also change
the situation of hard bargain caused by
scattered farmers and lack of information.
At the same time, the fast and convenient
electronic bargain manner can accelerate the
circulation of commodities, and lessen the
risk, and increase the competitions of
agricultural products in the international
market (Cao and Chen, 2001). These
theoretical benefits appear to be undisputed.
However, these have yet to materialize into
profitability. Study of Golman Sachs (2000)
discussed the general barriers citied by
business to Internet based E-commerce
adoption and explained that these barriers
also apply to agribusiness as well. These
barriers include:
(1) Unclear return on investment
(2) Lack of budget
(3) Lack of stakeholders support and
(4) Complicated technology.
Added to these, there may be some
other factors slowing down E-commerce
adoption in agriculture. In fact, many of the
issues faced by e-agribusinesses are the
same as those faced by the firms in other
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software, and systems used by E-commerce
and other occupations associated with
websites and networks.
But, perhaps the larger impact of Ecommerce on labour market can be seen in
the form of online job search. However,
very little is known about the importance of
online job applications or direct employer
initiated contracts with potential candidates.
Even then, online job posting has grown
spectacularly (Autor, 2001). Estimates place
the number of online job boards at over
3000, the number of active resumes online at
over 7 million, and the number of job
posting at 29 million (Boyle et al., 1999;
Computer Economics, 2000). Kuhn and
Skuterud (2000) reported that 7 per cent of
employed workers regularly use the web to
search for a new job in 1998. The leading
job board, Monster.Com, offered 3.9 million
resumes and 4, 30,000 jobs in August 2000
(Nakamura and Pugh, 2000). Further, the
Internet is likely to change how some
workers deliver labour services. For
example, falling telecommunications traffic
regardless of where it originates (Call
Centres,
1997;
Uchitelle,
2000).
Improvements in communication and
control technology likely mean that people
who monitor equipment or other workers
can perform their task at the greater physical
remove. Remote access to E-mail and
company documents will enable many
workers to perform some or all of their work
from home to elsewhere.
d.
IMPACT ON COST, PRICE AND
COMPETITION
Logically, E-commerce reduces
search
and
transaction
cost
(Mukhopadhya, 2002). Reduction in
transaction costs are motivating businesses
to incorporate E-commerce into their
business strategy (Garcia, 1995 and Kambil,
1995)The net impact of E-commerce on UK
Economy has been estimated to be between
2% to 3% of GDP (Landon Economics,
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sectors similar to changes brought by other
new agricultural technologies (Hooker et al.,
2001).However, characteristics of the
agricultural sector and its participants
present some inherent impediments to the
implementation of E-commerce practices.
Nonetheless, despite these challenges, there
is room for creative solutions potentially
leading to successful adoption. Those
potential strategies touch on: structure of
industry; market and product expertise; and
organizational development. At this point of
time it is not very clear-the impact of Ecommerce on farms, agribusiness firms,
markets, and rural communities. Factors
specific to agriculture will create additional
challenges, which must be overcome
before success may be attained. The ability
of each player to work though these
challenges will determine the speed of
implication of e-commerce in agriculture.
c.
IMPACT
ON
LABOUR
MARKET
E-Commerce,
consisting
of
marketing and other business processes
conducted over the computer-mediated
networks
is
changing
the
way
organizations in many industries operate. It
leads to the automation of some job
functions and replaces others with self
service operations, raising
output per
worker and dampening employment
requirements in some occupations, as well
as in the industries in which these
occupations are concerned (Hecker, 2001).
The introduction and implementation of new
technologies has posed important challenges
for the commercial workers and their trade
unions worldwide. Among the issues that
unions have to deal with are, both B2B and
B2C, self-scanning, logistics system,
multimedia and other in store sales support
applications. In many ways, they are already
deeply affecting labour market (Gottardi et
al., 2004). In contrast, E-commerce has
spurred employment in industries producing
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CONCLUSION: In the year 2013, the
graph of online shopping is rising quickly
and steadily. Lots of people prefer to
purchase products online from the comfort
of their home. Today, more than 60% of
people shop online as it is a comfortable
mode of shopping by just click a mouse. Ecommerce brings changes our way of living,
marketing. E-commerce has a very strong
impact on socio-economy of BTAD area
by providing new opportunities of
marketing.
Impact of E-Commerce on Small and
Micro Enterprises (SMEs) have factor that
has influenced the processes of adoption and
use of E-commerce in both SMEs and
industries. Small scales enterprises that have
adopted and have used E-commerce have
taken into account not only the technological
part and organizational aspects of
implementation but also the strong user‘s on
the web sites with their own skills, attitude
towards work, enthusiasm and fear of
technology. Whereas on the other side of the
story, the majority number of consumers
have to pace with and effectively use the
services offered through internet by
enterprises. Thus to carry out a successful
relationship and transactions between
consumers and firms, they not only have to
exchange money and products but also
information and mutual trust. E-commerce
has been simply defined as a use of
electronic range of networks to simplify,
resolve, improve and pace up the various
stages and processes of business like buying
and selling and delivery of goods and
services. E-commerce`s prime driver is
Internet which presents an hierarchical
framework. The use of websites for small
scales enterprises can create a major impact
and global presence when compared to other
Medias. The web are defined with no
geographical boundaries or national
boundaries but rather by the coverage of
computer networks which offers widened
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2000). It has also been estimated that
improved demand forecasting and stock
management as a result of E-commerce will
enable reduction in overall inventories by as
much as 25% in the US. At the micro level,
there is evidence that this will provides a
one-off sustainable improvement in the
profitability by an average of 5% or more
for the enterprises currently working with
low margin (Goldman Sachs, 1999). The Ecommerce lowers costs because, the Internet
lowers selling search costs as well as, by
allowing seller to communicate product
information cost effectively to potential
buyers, and by offering sellers new ways to
reach buyers through the targeted
advertisement and one-on-one advertising.
Thus it is helpful in reducing the search
costs on both the sides. By reducing search
costs on both sides of the market, it appears
likely that buyers will be able to consider
more product offering and will identify and
purchase products that better match their
needs, with a resulting increase in economic
efficiency. But the reduction in the cost
combined with new capabilities of
technology can set off more complex market
dynamics (Bakos, 2001). Lower search costs
in the digitized markets will make it easier
for the buyers to find (23) low cost sellers
and thus will promote price competition
among the sellers. Thus E-commerce
economy comes quite close to the features
of the prefect competition, as larger numbers
of buyers and sellers can instantly interact
with each other. Many characteristics of ecommerce should increase
competition
because buyers will have access to a global
marketplace and the ability to easily
compare price and product features (Fletcher
et al., 2000). E-Commerce technologies
have the potential to significantly increase
competition by increasing consumers' choice
of products and traders (ACCC, 2001).
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access to different markets for small scales
and micro enterprises. Small scale industries
find more competitive markets and intense
pressures with their limited resources and
manpower and mainly of weaker market
power. Due to this SME`s had to undergo
pressure to co- operate more into networks
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Abstract
In today‘s over changing market, it is very difficult for the business to survive without proper
marketing facility and the influence have clearly shown in the silk industry of Assam which is
flourished but the over changing modern technology affect in silk industry of Assam. Now a days
most of the business sectors adopting modern technology and flourish on the contrary the silk
industry of Assam which is now centered in Sualkuchi known as the Asia‘s largest silk village
have fallen on bad days and unable to face competition from modern technology with the fast
growing modern weaving techniques and more of that unable to compete the powerloom
products. The produce of Sualkuchi depending on age-old and traditional method of weaving
started to see its downfall. This article comprising about the benefits of E-Commerce in an
organisation and an overview of silk industry of Assam.
KEYNOTE: Prospects of E-Commerce and silk industry of Assam.
2) The paper-based information has
INTRODUCTION:
E-Commerce
or
decreased because the cost of
Electronic Commerce is a modern
creating,
technology for business and in today more
processing, distributing, storing
of the business adopting E-Commerce and
data reduced and retrieving data
expanding their business worldwide. Every easily without spending time.
Commerce is a way to conduct business
3) E-commerce has revolutionized the
online instead of going to store. It also
way consumers buy goods and
includes the entire online process of
services. The pull-type processing
developing, marketing, selling, delivering,
allows for products and services to
servicing and paying for products and
be customized to the customer‘s
services online. Connect business with the
requirements.
E-Commerce is not so difficult just we need
4) Enables reduced inventories and
internet connection in a computer.
overheads by facilitating ‗pull‘type supply chain management –
Benefits of E-Commerce:
1) The business has now become a
this is based on collecting the
borderless market place including
customer order and then delivering
national and international markets.
through
JIT
(just-in-time)
By becoming E-Commerce enabled,
manufacturing. This is particularly
businesses now have access to
beneficial for companies in the
people all around the world.
high technology sector, where
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be copied and emulated over the
Internet increase that pressure and
curtail
longer-term
competitive
advantage.
4) Facing increased competition from
both national and international
competitor so often leads to price
wars and subsequent unsustainable
losses for the organization.
5) Problems with compatibility of
older and ‗newer‘ technology.
There are problems where older
business
systems
cannot
communicate with web based and
Internet infrastructures, leading to
some organizations running almost
two independent systems where
data cannot be shared. This often
leads to having to invest in new
systems or an infrastructure, which
bridges the different systems. In
both cases this is both financially
costly as well as disruptive to the
efficient running of organizations.
IMPACT
OF
ELECTRONIC
COMMERCE:
E-Commerce
or Electronic
Commerce is a new business concept that
incorporates
all
previous
business
management and economic concepts. As
such, E-Business and E-Commerce impact
on many areas of business and disciplines of
business management studies.
1) Issues of on-line advertising,
marketing strategies and consumer
behavior and cultures. One of the
areas in which it impacts particularly
is direct marketing. In the past the
business was mainly door-to door,
home parties, local markets. This
moved to telemarketing and TV
selling with the advances in
telephone and television technology
and finally developed into emarketing
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stocks of components held could
quickly become obsolete within
months.
5) The Internet is much cheaper than
value added networks (VANs) which
were based on leasing telephone lines
for the sole use of the organization
and its authorized partners. It is also
cheaper to send a fax or e-mail via the
Internet than direct dialing.
6) Digitization of products and
processes. Particularly in the case of
software and music/video products,
which can be downloaded or e-mailed
directly to customers via the Internet
in digital or electronic format.
7) Businesses can be contacted by or
contact customers or suppliers at any
time.
Limitation of E-Commerce:
1) Lack of sufficient system security,
reliability,
standards
and
communication protocols. There are
numerous reports of websites and
databases being hacked into and
security holes in software. There are
some lacks and need to improve
when one use E-Commerce
regularly, So, the customer need to
be sincere when use E-Commerce
and think hundred times before
give any sort of personal
information. The companies that
use E-Commerce for their business
purpose improve reliability and
given more priority on security.
2) Rapidly evolving and changing
technology, so there is always a
feeling of trying to ‗catch up‘ and
not be left behind.
3) Under pressure to innovate and
develop, business models to exploit
the new opportunities which
sometimes leads to strategies
detrimental to the organization. The
ease with which business models can
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the people who determine the future of the
organization. Thus, Electronic Commerce
includes activities of establishing a Web
page to support investor relations or
communicating electronically. Electronic
Commerce or E-Commerce involves the use
of information technology to enhance
communications and transactions with all of
an organization's stakeholders. Such
stakeholders include suppliers, customers,
financial
institutions,
employees,
government regulators, mangers and the
public at large. The Internet raises quality of
life, and it has the potential to perform this
miracle on a global scale. Today the Internet
has begun to make some big changes in the
business.
Another way to understand the
Internet is to consider the attributes that
make it unique. These factors include the
following:
1.
The speed of transferring information
and the increasing speed of economic
transactions.
2.
The time compression of business
cycles.
3.
The influence of interactivity.
4.
The power and effectiveness of
networks.
5.
Opportunities for globalization.
E-Commerce is about setting our
business on the Internet, allowing visitors to
access our websites and go through a virtual
catalog of the products and services online.
When a visitors or customers want to buy
something his/her selected item has been
added to the virtual shopping basket. The
items in the shopping basket can be added or
deleted. when a customer all set to check out
the complete total checked by the checkout
counter and may ask some information i.e.
name ,address etc. the payments should be
via credit card and when entered all
information which is transferred securely.
Then customer just waits for delivery of the
product.
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2) Development of different network
and computing technologies and
languages to support E-Commerce
and E-Business, for example linking
front and back office legacy systems
with the ‗web based‘ technology.
3) On-line banking, issues of transaction
costs, accounting and auditing
implications where ‗intangible‘ assets
and human capital must be tangibly
valued in an increasingly knowledge
based economy.
4) The impact of E-Commerce on local
and global economies, understanding
the concepts of a digital and
knowledge-based economy and how
this fits into economic theory.
5) The impact of on-line processing has
led to reduced cycle times. It takes
seconds to deliver digitized products
and services electronically; similarly
the time for processing orders can be
reduced.
E-COMMERCE
AND
ITS
IMPORTANT:
E-Commerce
or
Electronic
Commerce is a modern technology adopting
most of the business sector to expand their
business. E-Commerce is a revolution of
modern business practices. Electronic
Commerce uses computer networks to
improve
organizational
performance.
Electronic
Commerce
can
possible
increasing profitability, gaining market
share, improving customer service, and
delivering products faster are some of the
organization performance. If a organizations
want to take advantages of new Internet
technologies, then the organization must
take a strategic perspective. That is, they
must take care to make a close link between
corporate strategy and electronic commerce
strategy. Electronic commerce is not just of
ordering goods from an on-line catalog. It
involves all aspects of an organization's
electronic interactions with its stakeholders,
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ANALYSIS OF STUDY: Traditionally,
sericulture is a major cottage industry in the
State. Non mulberry silk in general and
Muga silk in particular has been closely
associated with the rituals and traditions of
Assam and, thus, silk production and its
usage has been an important household
activity in the State over the years. Rearing
of Eri ,Muga and Mulberry silk worm are
playing an important role in the economic
development of a large section of rural
population of the State. The sericulture
activities in Assam are increasing day by
day. Moreover the life of weavers of this
sector is not developed. They concentrate
only producing the indigenous items. The
State Sericulture Department although did
not implemented any specific Scheme for
the empowerment of the weavers inclined in
this sectors. More than 65 percent of the
people obtaining livelihood from this
activities and women of Sualkuchi play a
significant role in handloom activities.
Catalytic Development Programme, a
central scheme has given priorities to
women beneficiaries for taking up different
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working under sub-contract or putting out
system.
The importance of the handloom
industry lies in its employment potential. A
silk loom of the cluster provides
employment to 1.76 persons as weaver,
helper, yarn winder and muga reeler and a
person on management. Out of 19,618
weavers of the active looms, family weavers
were 5,341 (27.86 per cent) as against
13,827 (72.13 per cent) hired weavers.
Female weavers (10,496 or 54.75 per cent)
as against 8,672 or 45.24 per cent male
weavers generally dominate the weaving
profession. Any way the market of the silk
products remains confined within the
Brahmaputra Valley although some sarees
and plain sheets are purchased by nonAssamese customers.
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SILK INDUSTRY OF ASSAM: Assam
handloom industry is mainly concentrate in
Sualkuchi which encompasses cotton textile,
silk textile as well as traditional Khadi cloth
endowing high social and moral value in and
outside the state. However, Sualkuchi is well
known for silk textiles both mulberry and
muga silk. In fact muga, ―the golden fiber‖
is produced only in Assam and it has also
tremendous export potentiality.
Sualkuchi had 16,717 silk looms in
2,968 households out of 4023 families as per
survey in 2002. And seeing the benefits of
this industry, many families have also
undertaken silk-weaving, leading to the
growth of a silk industry cluster since the
seventies of the last century. The cluster had
23,872 silk looms, besides 3,915 cotton
looms in the year under reference. However
the number of active looms was 19,168 in
the cluster (Sualkuchi had 13,767 looms)
Out of these looms 14,910 were producing
pat fabrics, 2,817muga and 1,441 tasar
cloths besides 85 semi-commercial eri
looms. The maximum numbers of looms,
15,017 were engaged in weaving mekhela
chadar, 2,902 producing sarees, 1,216
weaving thaans or plain sheets and only 33
looms had woven Khasi dresses. Total
quantity of fabric production in the year was
30 lakh square metres worth Rs. 7,060 lakh
in round figure. Production of mekhela
chadar was 3.37 lakh pieces, saree 78,000
pieces, 76,000 pieces thaans while the
weaving of Khasi dress was negligible
compared with other products. Marketing of
these products is done mainly by the private
silk stores spread over the towns and cities
of the Brahmaputra Valley. They sell 59
percent of cloth of the fabrics; other private
agents like ferriwalas sell 31 per cent. While
the co-operative societies provide the market
with only 3 per cent of the remaining 7 per
cent are returned to the yarn suppliers who
engage the looms of the poor households
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Mulberry Raw Silk was 99 MT, 665 MT and
9 MT respectively.
The total area under Silk worm Food
Plants has been recorded significant increase
to 21229 hectare during 2009-10 from
18556 hectare in 2008-09. During the year
2006-07 the area under silk worm food plant
was 18392.045 hectare. The total production
of Silk Yarn, however, recorded marginal
fall from 921 MT in 2008-09 to 916.17 MT
in 2009-10. The decrease of production of
silk yarn during the year 2009-10 was
effected due to fall in production of Muga
raw silk and Mulberry raw silk by 12.15
percent and 16.5 respectively over 2008-09.

Table 1: Sericulture activities in Assam
20052006-2007 20072006
2008
9683
9373
9373

20082009
9537

20092010
10532

196152

191434

239281

238578

260707

3

Area under silk worm
food plant (In Hect.)

18556

18392

18548

18556

21229

3.1

Eri

7293

7382

7531

7538

7623

3.2

Muga

7255

7299

7305

7305

8902

3.3

Mulberry

4007

3711

3712

3713

4704

4

Yield of cocon

-

-

-

-

-

4.1

Ericut in cocon(In MT)

700

887

1046

1080

1089

4.2

Muga cocon(In Lakh
Nos)

4905

4933

4302

5040

4436

4.3

Mulberry Reeling cocon
(In MT)

119

92

110

100

84

5

Production of silk yarn
(In MT)

634

773

884.81

921

916.17

Page

Sl.
Item
No.
1
Sericulture Village
(Nos)
2
No. of families engaged
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projects. In such cases, 30 percent of all
beneficiaries‘ oriented schemes are reserved
for women beneficiaries. In addition, the
department also adopting technology
programmes especially for women, NGOs/
entrepreneurs engaged in production of yarn
and fabric by providing financial assistance.
It is reported that the State has
produced 88.73 MT Muga Raw Silk, 819.09
MT Eri Raw Silk and 8.35 MT Mulberry
Silk during the year 2009-10 as against 101
MT Muga Raw Silk, 810.00 MT Eri Raw
Silk and 10.00MT Mulberry Silk in 200809. During the year 2006-07, the production
of Muga Raw Silk, Eri Raw Silk and
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5.1

Eri Raw Silk

525

665

784.26

810

819.09

5.2

Muga Raw Silk

98

99

91.07

101

88.73

5.3

Mulberry Raw Silk

12

9

9.48

10

8.35

Traditional Commerce v/s E-Commerce:
The traditional commerce activities are very
effective in some business processes, and
these processes cannot be improved upon
through technology or E-Commerce. Some
products that buyers prefer to touch, smell,
or examine closely are difficult to sell using
electronic commerce. For example, a
customer might be reluctant to buy highfashion clothing and food products, if they
cannot examine the products closely before
to purchase them. In the case of traditional
commerce, the merchants have years of
experience in creating store environments
that convince a customer to buy. This
combination of designing store , layout and
product display i.e. keeping the products in a
right place where customer can easily get
that and knowledge of designing store is
called merchandising. Sales person in course
of time develop their skills to identify
customer needs and find products and
services that meet those needs. The arts of
merchandising and personal selling can be
difficult to practice over an electronic link or
E-Commerce.
In E-Commerce business this is not
possible, a customer can only see the
products, E-Business is done over an
electronic link. In E-Commerce business
security issues is involved so, the customer
have to be careful before payment for the
product via credit card. The customer wait
for the products when the company
delivered but in Traditional business a
customer can choose and get the product
instantly. In E-Commerce , a customer have
more option for choosing products by
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During the period of study, there are few
problems identified that are being faced by
the Handloom and Textile industry of
Assam. The major problems are mentioned
below:
1) Shortage of ski lied and expert
weavers.
2) Lack of capital and credit facilities.
3) Lack of processing and finishing
facilities.
4) Weavers concentrate too much on Govt.
assistance rather than their own effort.
5) Lack of efficient marketing facilities,
modern designs, pricing and packaging.
6) Government schemes are not properly
implemented.
The study of Handloom & Textile
is very important because it plays a vital role
in
providing
gainful
employment
opportunities to the people of Assam.
Weaving is the only activity, next to
agriculture, which provides livelihood to the
people particularly in the rural areas of
Assam. Weaving is an influential medium
which plays an imperative role in
developing the socio- economic status of the
economically weaker section in rural areas
of Assam.
At present, it has been observed
that a drive of women empowerment has
gained impetus all over the world. Since
hand loom sector is women friendly it
provides employment opportunities to
women to a great extent. So the hand loom
sector helps women to be self sufficient and
empower with earnings and social status,
which is very important for a civilized
society.
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the State. National Institute of Fashion
technology was set up in collaboration with
North Eastern Council (NEC) and National
Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT),
Kolkata to train professionals to meet the
varied manpower requirement of the apparel
section, but also a solid foundation to which
the country could profitably transform to
meet the international challenges. Proper ECommerce technology in this sector is not
applied yet. There are very few private
company in Sualkuchi which taking their
order through E-Mail. There may be many
reason that the E-commerce is not so
popular among the private silk industries.
The main reason behind that they are not
adequate of this technology, they don‘t have
trained people, security is involved with this
technology, and use of E-Commerce is
costly rather than simply taking customers
orders through E-Mail and delivered via
courier. The State Govt. recently announced
to open a silk college in Guwahati where
trained the weavers, teaches them about the
technology that weavers can apply in future.
Weavers here have hardly been successful in
finding a market for the products. According
to officials, resistance to using modern
technology was the main reason behind the
decline. Despite demands for silk attires in
the European market, the weavers failed to
meet the growing demand due to
technological stagnation and lack of interest
to introduce innovations.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: In this
over changing market it is very much
necessary for the business to adopt ECommerce. Now days, where all the
business sectors have given priority on ECommerce because E-Commerce help them
for expanding their business worldwide. ECommerce or Electric Commerce, where
buyers met sellers and all the operation
perform online just we need a computer and
internet connection. On the other hand the
weavers of Assam are only concentrate to
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visiting different sites and allow them to
compare the product.
E-Commerce activities in silk industry of
Assam: The silk industry of Assam is
concentrating only the local market. As
mentioned previously that now Sualkuchi is
became the centre of silk industry of Assam.
The Sualkuchi is became the Asia‘s second
largest silk village and the weavers of this
silk village has tremendous potentiality. The
indigenous weavers of this silk village felt
on bad days because they are unable to
compete with the modern technology. The
silk industry of Assam has been growing but
the socio economic status of the weaver
inclined this sector is not flourished. The
demand of silk inside and outside the state is
huge and silk industry is one of the major
contributor of state revenue. To strengthen
the handloom sector various development
schemes have been undertaken by the
Assam Government. Providing weavers with
quality fabrics, modernization of looms,
creation of commercial motivation amongst
the weavers, extension of training facilities,
development of textiles designs etc. include.
The Handloom & Textiles Department
trained 1650 artisans in its Handloom
Training Centres in the year 2009-10, Apart
from this, the Handloom & Textile
Department have been implementing Chief
Minister‘s Assam Bikash Yojana since
2007-08 and completed implementation for
the years 2007-08. For self employment
potentialities among the women weavers
and the empowerment of the weavers, the
Handloom & Textile Department has taken
initiative to give benefit to 1.20 lakh women
weavers of the State under the programme
incentive to Handloom weavers. The
Department has organized 49 District level
Fairs, 22 Special Handloom Expos and 5
National Handloom Expo in the State during
the year 2009-10 for publicity of the
development programme as well as to create
awareness about the handloom products of
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established in Sualkuchi use power loom for
production, moreover they did not get the
proper marketing facility, their market
confined within the district and state. ECommerce is a modern technique that can
easily expand business. Applying ECommerce in business is not costly , But
still the silk industry of Assam is not
adopting this modern technique ,some
business person taking orders through Email but that‘s not enough, now a days there
are several web sites where people upload
their products and sell online within a very
few seconds and also
paying online.
Handloom textile cottage industry plays an
important role in the socio-economic life of
Assamese people, particularly in rural areas
of Assam. The Govt. of Assam is paying
more importance for the upliftment of socio
economic status of the female.
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produce their indigenous garments using
traditional methods and design. The product
produced by the weavers are confined in the
domestic market. As we know ,that there is a
huge demand of handloom items in the
foreign markets , but the weavers of this
area are not aware about this , due to lack of
information technology. The government of
Assam only conducts handloom Expo and
events in various place time to time but this
is not enough in today‘s competitive market.
As mentioned that the private organization
involved ferriwalas in business to sell their
product but this is time consuming and less
benefits. E-Commerce is web based business
application that helps business to spread
worldwide over internet. The weavers of
Sualkuchi can‘t think of that and not aware
the prospects of this sectors. Another serious
problem faced by the weavers is that their
products affected from the product of
powerloom.Several private Silk industry
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Abstract
Neoliberal measures involve worldwide flows of capital, communication and manufactured
goods. The commonly held perception that such laissez faire policies remain confined only to the
realm of the economy is a misconception. Neoliberalism builds up networks that make the
boundaries of the social world fluid and even more pervasive. The effect of the era of dirigisme
on economic inequality has seriously destabilized the hope on the welfare state. Development
practice is facing a challenge to prove itself to revive the belief of the people on the state. The
‗open‘ world has a significant effect on local development. The state is also conspicuously facing
the challenges of adapting a best practice of welfare service delivery.
Key words: development practice, role of state, neoliberalism, liberalism
capital also controls science and technology,
Capitalism, today, is the most pervading
markets and management, social institutions,
globalised phenomenon. Hand-in-glove with
communication and the future of nationneoliberalism it has overpowered all
state, civil society and voluntary action.
indigenous, self-reliant, nationalistic and
humanistic cultures, philosophies and
In a country that is open to the
economies of the world. Capitalism is now
movement of free capital, if the state pursues
not ‗primitive‘, from state capitalism it has
policies that is disliked by finance, then
reformed to large corporate capitalism and
large amounts of finance pulls out of the
later on into an invisible as well as
country and goes elsewhere. Then the
invincible, trans-national capitalism. In
economy faces an acute crisis. In a
colonial economic operations, the village
neoliberal economy, the state is forever
market was linked with the town so that the
caught in an attempt to regain the
rural may be purposefully exploited but the
confidence of the investors. For this state,
transnational
capitalism
necessarily
has to bow to global finance capital with
regulates the rural markets so as to enable to
which domestic capital is intrinsically
control
people‘s
choices,
tastes,
linked. This poses a threat to the functioning
consumption habits and of course
of democracy. The state follows policies that
production.
Cross border free flowing
satisfy capital not the people. What more, no
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A popular and well-established line
of thinking suggests that the process of
industrialization and economic development
is an inherently unstable one. From
Durkheim through Parsons and Semler to
Huntington, numerous scholars have
concluded that the transitional stages
between tradition and modernity are often
characterized by social disorganization. The
explanation for this state of affairs is thought
to rest on the corrosive impact of economic
development on a society‘s established
beliefs and patterned behaviour. If new
patterns of ‗integration‘ do not keep up with
the process of ‗differentiation‘ then it results
in social disorganization.
Liberalism and the role of the state
Liberalism is a collection of related
philosophies about the roles and functions of
individuals, groups and institutions in
managing, directing and controlling the
character and progress of human social life
(Gray, 1989). It has emerged on the base of
eighteenth century Enlightenment and a
number of socio-political changes that had
taken place during that period like the
demise of the monarchy and the rise of the
parliament, the decline of the church and the
rise of religious individualism, the growth of
capitalism and the shrinking of the
agricultural economy and the rise of science
as the litmus test of progress and
development. In 1690, Locke said that
Liberalism believes in the ‗natural rights‘ of
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Capitalism and Democracy
The conditions for democracy rests on the
following theoretical understanding, first,
democracy is a form of government that is
likely only in the market economies or
capitalistic economies, second, democracy is
more likely to be sustained in wealthy or
economically developed societies, third,
democracy evolves in societies where there
is
a
well-established
tradition
of
compromise politics and of acceptance of
checks and balances on central power
(Kohli, 1986). Thus both the liberals and the
neoliberals readily admit that there is a
historical and logical connection between
capitalism and democracy (Lindblom, 1977;
Huntington, 1984). According to the
historical view, the rising business classes
successfully tamed the monarchical state by
replacing the aristocracy by a government of
‗wealthy commoners‘. Later, under the
pressure of organized working classes the
government had to be formed by a legally
equal citizenry. The logical reasoning is also
apparent in the historical linkage. Capitalism
is an economic system that is based on
private property and provides a fundamental
check on state power by separating the
private and the public sphere. This division
separates political equality from economic
inequalities and lays the basis for legitimate
elected governments in inegalitarian
societies in the hope of modifying inherent
inequalities through the use of democratic
state power (Marshall, 1964; Moore, 1977).
The political theorists have identified a
number of characteristics of industrial
economies that may help in evolving and
sustaining democracy. Relative wealth laid
the basis for the welfare state which in turn,
tamed class conflict. In wealthy economic
systems, the struggle for power is not also

seen as a zero sum game. As a result the
losers are less likely to pursue political
mobilization. Another strand of theorists
believe that democratic institutions took
shape prior to industrial capitalism as these
institutions provided a framework to
accommodate the demands of a new social
class. For example England‘s feudal past
have contributed to its later democratic
evolution (Gilbert, 1975).
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matter who comes to power the trend in
policies remain same. People‘s choices and
hence elections become irrelevant.
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Neoliberalism and the role of the state
The economic and political crisis of the
Keynesian Welfare State in the 1970s
brought in a number of responses from the
new liberal philosophy. Public expenditure
had
increased
steadily
without
corresponding increase in taxation revenue.
There was also concerning inflation. The Oil
crisis followed by international recession
worsened the situation. Hayek was another
was another important social thinker of the
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of each individual rather on each individual
himself. Its form of social administration
supported
the
tenet
of
economic
individualism. The second wave liberalism
experienced a change in its philosophical
belief and nurtured certain paternalistic
values in part by the experience of charitable
work and a mistrust of democracy (Morgan,
1975).
Influenced by The Origin of Species
by Charles Darwin, some liberalists
proposed that organized bodies of the state
functioned like the organs of a living
creature.
Individual
interests
get
subordinated to group interests in order to
promote the welfare of the whole (Kidd,
1894; Durkheim, 1893, Pearson, 1905).
Nation-state emerged strongly as the basis
for social progress and social reform. The
nation-state, in order to compete in the
imperialist world, had to keep its citizens
healthy and fit. Conversely individuals
thrived when the society functioned well
(Samuel, 1902). Liberal Managerialism
viewed the state as a ‗directive intelligence‘
in a risky and uncertain world, encouraged
technocracy, opportunity and efficiency
(Keynes, 1927; Beveridge, 1936; Watson
1957) whereas the liberal radicalism focused
on social pluralism, community and tradition
( Berlin, 1990; Rawls, 1971; Taylor, 1989).
In liberalism ‗equality‘ implied the right to
be unequal-an equality of opportunity that
promoted inequality of outcomes.
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men – to live as you wish, to act as you will
and to amass what you can and these rights
precede the organization of society, then it
follows that no social body can legitimately
interfere with them. Individualism is to be
the tying force between the state and the
society. All are equal before the state, the
law should be rational not personal or
spiritual (Paine, 1791; Wollstonecraft,
1795). A parallel interpretation that was
necessary was about the moral basis of the
government as natural rights could well
bring in chaos. The response was that the
government should act only in the interests
of the individual and that the government
had no wider role in the regulation of civil
life. The government should maintain a
legal framework in which the greater
majority of the people could pursue their
life‘s goals without undue interference from
others. The
‗invisible hand‘ and a
minimalist state has been analysed clearly in
Adam Smith‘s An Inquiry into the Nature
and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, 1776.
It is a treatise on how self-interest leads to
social harmony through the mechanism of
market demand. This leads to a moral
justification of pursuits of individual
interests
of
wealth
accumulation
(Heilbroner, 1986). The inequities of wealth,
status and education in Liberalism can be
reformed by civil laws and by teaching the
citizens how to manage his household and
labour and to know his rights and duties
(Condorcet, 1955). But his proposal gave
rise to a politics of exclusion later on.
Liberals promoted formal equality before
the law but did not promote substantive
equality. Liberal thinkers like J.S.Mill
(1948) and Alexis de Tocqueville (1946)
were fearful of the tyranny of the majority.
That the local governments can act as check
against the tyranny of the centre was
emphasized by Mill very clearly. Liberalism
developed the casework method of tendering
assistance and focused on the circumstances
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benefits producer groups more than
consumers who become all the more
dependent on the state as they lose all their
individual initiative for self-maintenance.
This breaks down the moral fabric that is the
basis of bonding of the society. Moreover,
social insurance is seen as a tax on the
employment thus raises employment costs.
By paying taxes for benefits people are
deprived of the opportunity to look for
alternative arrangements through the market
and have no choice other than to take what
the state provides.
Buchanan (1978) applied the public
choice theory to argue that voters did not
have the expertise and the information to
select the state representatives. In fact the
people were presented with a ragbag of
policies to suit particular groups (Harris and
Seldon, 1979). The solution was in the desocialisation of the public sector and a return
to the provision of services by the private
after
means-testing
the
solution.
Reemphasizing the themes of ‗freedom‘ and
‗responsibility‘, Green proposes that the
mainspring of a free and democratic society
is the individual‘s sense of personal
responsibility which is characterized by selfcontrol, independence from government and
duty towards fellow citizens. This made
possible a ‗community without politics‘ and
it also encouraged a society the concept of
‗duty without rights‘ (Green, 1996). The
‗therapeutic‘ state often stigmatized the
receivers of benefits seen as ‗victims‘. This
has destroyed the moral framework in which
civic associations functioned. Green
emphasized that social solidarity generated
by a moral community and civic
associations are formed through legal,
organizational and cultural measures. The
legal system was to be outside the political
system and there was to be complete
independence of the charitable and
voluntary
institutions.
Personal
responsibility in family life would bring in a
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time. The central philosophy in Hayek‘s
work was ‗freedom‘, but in a negative sense,
as an absence of coercion upon the activities
of the private individuals. Hayek‘s theory
directly attacks the concept of ‗reason‘. We
can never understand the whole world. Tacit
knowledge develops in to the evolutionary
process through cultural practices and gets
embodied into certain institutions. The
spontaneous order that prevailed in the
eighteenth century was the process of
socialization in the family, community and
economic life. Thus planned and organized
institutional arrangements destroyed the
spontaneity. It was proved that the state was
always less efficient than the market. Only
the price mechanism could satisfy people‘s
preferences because of the social dispersion
of ‗tacit knowledge‘.
The state was not be allowed to
redress inequalities blown out by the market
because according to Hayek, market
outcomes were not to be considered unjust
and moreover this went against freedom.
Rather than supporting the ‗rules of
conduct‘, the state wields an ever increasing
power over its citizens. He also believed in
the trickle down distribution of wealth. The
role of the state in development was that it
should not lead to monopoly of a service
provider but must also engage the private
and charitable service deliverers (Hayek,
1960, 1979, 1988).
The noted economist Friedman
supported Hayek‘s thoughts and spelt the
doom of Keynesian economics which
formed a guarantee for the moral basis of
state intervention in the 1929-33 economic
depression. However combination of high
inflation, increasing unemployment and a
very low economic growth exposed the
weaknesses of Keynesian economics
(Gamble, 1985). Extensive state intervention
in welfare creates a class of bureaucrats who
have a vested interest in further expanding
the activities of the state. Thus state services
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Development Practice and the role of the
state
Development practice has a direct
attachment to the state. In what way the state
will deliver and ensure that all of its citizens
are enjoying a minimum way of life depends
on the politico-economic changes in the
country. Thus it is expected that the practice
of development will also adapt itself to the
changing institutional structures. In the era
before Enlightenment social and political
hierarchy was ordained as determined by
God and it was completely natural. With the
coming of Enlightenment, hence modernity,
ideas about the natural world shifted from
the divine to the secular. Reasoning and
intellect substituted God‘s will (Howe,
1994).
With the popularity of liberalism
against conservatism and radicalism,
different forms of the welfare state emerged
in USA, Western Europe, Australia, New
Zealand and Kerala. Actually the
encouragement towards the establishment of
a welfare state was a strategy to assist the
European societies to smoothly transform
from a localized, traditional and feudal
economy to an industrialized and modern
economy (Pierson, 1998). It was believed
that the state, along with the development of
social sciences, would gradually transform
the society in to a just and well-ordered
entity. The state thus not only tried to
smoothen out the bumps of capitalism but it
also facilitated the continuance of
capitalism. The state tried to support the
interests of some small groups in the welfare
of the society because it was assumed that
the state worked for the welfare of the
society through
public
expenditure,

government intervention and an efficient
legal structure. It would also redistribute
wealth. The state formed social laws and
also shaped personal lives. Development
practice also found newer channels of work
with the newer roles of the state.
Development practitioners occupied a
significant space between the family and the
individual and between the state and the
society.
States in many developed countries
have experienced changes in key social
institutions and hence in its role (Harris,
1999). The assumptions about the protective
guardianship of the state did not hold any
further. Occupationally based income
redistribution has become unstable now and
incapable to meet the needs of the people
(Gilbert, 2002; Goodin, 2000).
Other
factors like falling fertility rates, rising life
expectance rates and low morbidity has
precipitated the financial crisis in the
welfare state (OECD 1995; World Bank,
1994). Increasing responsibility of the state
towards welfare expenditure has raised the
expectation of the population. Economists
had repeatedly warned the looming
macroeconomic crisis of the state and
proposed a shift towards individual
responsibility of welfare (Hoopark and
Gilbert;1999). Globalisaion with its usual
characteristics of high capital mobility,
growth of transnational corporations and
sophisticated information technology has
brought about with it retrenched welfare
expenditure and restricted labour rights.
That the state is the best to solve social
problems have been undermined (Taylor and
Goody, 2001). As a parallel thought the
moral validity of welfare has been
questioned. And taxation as a source of
revenue to disburse welfare has also been
argued (Goodin, 2000). A variant of this
thought is the proposition that welfare is a
‗moral hazard‘ where the welfare state
encourages free riding and in some cases
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shared responsibility of males in family
affairs. Public policy must strengthen the
ethical principles and moral behaviour to
restore the civic life as a central actor in
social life.
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Conclusion
‘Social Welfare‘ is a label for a complex and
unstable
mixture
of
relationships,
experiences, processes and structures. The
means by and conditions through which
individual and collective welfare are
achieved or undermined are the focus of
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researchers etc.). Institutional change thus
necessitates changes in the functioning and
logic of its constituents (Galvin, 2002).
Friedland and Alford (1991) mention ‗value
spheres‘ as developed by Weber referring to
the cluster of values nested within the
overall logic of a system. The value spheres
provide the basis for patterns of
development practice shaped according
particular
value
spheres.
Particular
interpretative frameworks, logics and
rationalities develop. The role of the welfare
state should be to give certain development
practices the professional legitimacy to exist
and act. The extent of normative
isomorphism (people holding similar value
frameworks and passing them onto others)
determines the extent of success of
institutionalization and re-institutionalisation
(Jepperson, 1991).
Development practice has an
adorable attachment to the welfare state. The
institutional
instability and
changes
associated with neoliberalism calls for a
reemphasis of development practice. The
importance of the bottom-up participatory
attitude towards development is strongly
related with the core method of ‗community
development‘ practice (Parfitt, 2002,
Ahmadi, 2003). However, economic goals
should actively be conditioned by social
perspectives
to
avoid
‗distorted
development‘ which is seen in the existence
of high levels of poverty with high levels of
welfare expenditures. Instead of remedial
and
ameliorative
social
programs
development practice should encourage
policies that continue social investment.
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even cheating (Lindbeck, 1995). Another
factor that has undermined the role of the
welfare state is that it creates disincentives
in production where the productive units
become too much dependent on the state
(Mead, 1986; Murray, 1994). The public
intelligentsia has come to terms with the
softer role of the state in removing poorness
(Adams, 2000; Fincher and Saunders, 2001).
The new welfare regime will be much
inferior to the one already experienced.
There will be a growing acceptance of
menaces like poverty, inequality and
unemployment as obvious fallouts of
modernization and understanding of the idea
that collective responsibility is not to work
anymore. State delivery will be replaced by
markets, social justice and equality will be
replaced by commitments t individual
freedom and choice, autonomy and
responsibility (Ferge, 1997). The new
regime will replace public delivered benefits
to selective approach to private delivery of
support and services. The aim will be to
increase labour force participation within the
framework of individual management of risk
(Gilbert, 2002). The welfare state will not
destabilize, it will only adapt itself to the
changing contexts as the ‗past does not offer
a helpful guide to the future) (Khulna, 2000,
2001, p.188).
With reference to development practice
it can be understood that in the preceding era
the state communicated a particular
relationship with its citizens, one in which it
cared for and took some accountability for
the effects on citizen‘s life. The present
position taken by states is that the citizens
are responsible to it as a society as a whole.
This necessitates a significant institutional
change (Bouma, 1998). Institutions in
development practice constitute human
service organisations, their employees (the
government, market and the non-profit
sectors) and other interested groups (social
policy makers, social workers, social
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focus on the interrelation between the state
and its citizens in terms of duties and rights.
Theories embedded in the Rights Base
Approaches draw attention to the basic
obligation of the state to take care of its
most vulnerable citizens, including those not
able to claim their rights for themselves.
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intense political action and social struggle.
The new world order creates problems for
the development of social policies and
development practice. Welfare policies can
no longer limit itself only to the national
arena but must address the connections
between the local and the global. There
cannot be a single, total or complete theory
of the role of the state. However, the state
has re-emerged and has put governance as a
central element in development, through a
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Patachitra of Orissa: A Case Study of Raghurajpur Village
Nibedita Das
Research Scholar, Department of Visual Arts, Assam University Silchar

the Buddha to preach his gospel. Many
evidences show that painting on cloth
flourished in Orissa in 15th and 16th
century and later‖. Patachitra artist of
Raghurajpur, Sisir Kanta mentions that
―Pata chitra is a form of painting that is
done on clothes. The art form can be traced
to as early as the 12th century A.D and has
evolved around the Jagannath cult in
Orissa. Even to this date certain ritual in the
temple of Lord Jagannath is incomplete
without the Patachitra. The Debasnana
Purnima is generally associated with the
ritualistic bathing ceremony of the Lord
Jagannath. After this the deities become sick
for fifteen days and the devotees don‘t have
darshan of the Lord in his seat, the
Ratnavediriod is known as Anasar. During
this period, three Pata paintings of the Lord
Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra are
worshipped‖. Therefore, it can be assumed
that the ritual of Orissan Patachitra
generated due to the RathaYatra festival.
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I
Eastern India has a long tradition in folk
arts, including Madhubani miniature
painting, patachitra painting, manuscript
painting, palm leaf painting, pottery and
other crafts in various medium. Orissa is
also renowned for its own indigenous art
tradition. Traditional Paintings of Orissa
have been classified into four main groups;
they are (I) Mural Painting (II) Patachitra
Painting (III) Palm Leaf Painting and (IV)
Paper Painting. The village Raghurajpur of
Orissa is very famous for patachitra
painting. The Pata Painting has deep- rooted
connection with the cult of Sri Jagannath
and the temple practices (Baral and William:
2007). About the origin of pata painting
Sangeeta Mishra mentioned, ―Pata Painting
or Patachitra usually means painting on
cloth. The origin of Pata Painting seems to
be very old. Buddhist monks in the ancient
times were known to carry long scrolls of
cloth paintings on the life and teachings of
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Abstract
Patachitra paintings are the pictogram of the most popular living traditions in the art world of
Orissa. The paintings are traditionally practiced by local artisans in the village of Raghurajpur.
Patachitra paintings of Orissa exhibit the strong line and brilliant colour that are the two
principal aspects of Orissa folk painting. The paper looks at the history of evolution of the
patachitra styles, technique and use of raw materials. Article focuses on the present scenario of
patachitra paintings of Raghurajpur and how the village painters express their skill through
colours and lines. The paper draws upon the analysis of the treatment of lines applied in the
paintings.
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Bhubaneshwar etc. Some artisans of
Raghurajpur who are still working, are Sisir
Kanta Satapati, Rabindra nath Sahoo,
Narayan Das, Sushanta Sharangi, Sudhir
Maharana, Dr. Jagannath Mahapatra and so
on. Among them some artists are national
awardees and state awardees.

(Figure.1)Orissa patachitra depicting
Radha and Krishna,
II
Raghurajpur is a small village in Puri district
renowned for patachitra, a traditional form
of painting, a place where arts and crafts
have reached its stage of brightness. There
are one hundred three households having
three hundred eleven artisans in the village.
The village is around 1.5 km from
Chandanpur and 14 km away from Hindu
pilgrimage town of Puri, on the southern
banks of river Bhargabi (Bhargavi). This is
also the only village in India, where each
family is engaged in one craft or the other
such as patta paintings, palm leaf
engravings, stone carvings, papier mache
toys and masks, wood carvings, wooden
toys, cow dung toys and tusser paintings.

(Figure.2) Orissa patachitra depicting Jagannath,
Balabhadra and Subhadra.
Jagannatha, but also inspired from other
subjects; such as nature and the Dasavtara,
series of Sri Krishna leela, stories from the
Bhagabata, Ramayana and Mahabharata are
depicted. The individual paintings of Gods
and Goddesses are also painted. The
Patachitra style is juxtapose of folk and
classical elements but is more inclined
towards the folk forms. Artist Narayan Das
states that, the costume in the paintings
reflects the Mughal and Rajasthani
influences, and the design and decorative
motifs are influenced by the paintings of
Rajasthani miniature. Its uniqueness lies in
its
overall
finesse
and
rhythmic
juxtaposition of elements.

A close survey of the village makes one
realize that thematically patachitra paintings
are not only confined to the subject of Lord

The chitrakaras of patachitra almost follow
the same process of preparing the canvas for
painting. It is clear that this process is
traditionally going on from one generation
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Artist Sisir Kanta Satapati, Sangita Devi,
Narayan Das all has expressed same opinion
about the history of Orissa patachitra.
Patachitra and palm leaf paintings are
practiced till date in the villages of
Raghurajpur, Sonpur, Banki, Khandapada,
Dhenkanal, Jaypur, Khalli, Kote and
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out somewhat from the face, and the eyes
are elongated and the faces are always
shown in a profile manner.
So far as colour sceme is concerned the pata
painter mostly used earth, tone and mineral
colours by tradition although now a days
poster colour are also used. In patachitra
mainly five colours are used. They are
Vermilion (Hingula) yellow (Harital) White
(Shankha) Black (Kala) and Indian red
(Geru). Historically artisans used red as a
background colour but at present, besides
red, they use pink, white, blue, and black
colour. The very common colours used by
the chitrakaras are red, blue, yellow, green,
black, white, and pink. They also make
paintings only on black and white
combination. It is very noticeable that, there
are some common characteristics of
patachitras are based on the mythological
texts and iconography, those are; they used
blue for Krishna's body (figure.1), white for
Balarama's body, yellow for Radha's body
(figure.1) as well as for the bodies of other
gopis (cowherd girls), and the use of green
for Rama's body (Cesarone and Gallery:
2001).
Patachitras are usually painted in a regular
series of steps. First a border is drawn
around the pata. Then the outline of the
figure is drawn in white pigment. Next the
background between the border and the part
of the figures is painted in solid colours
using different colours for different areas all
done in bold rather than fine brush work.
Then increasingly fine decorations are added
to the picture. Applications of lines in the
paintings are very smooth and finest in
character creating many beautiful decorative
designs. Eyebrows, nose, lips, eyes, jewelry,
dresses all are prominent painted by very
strong lines. Outline of the figure indicates
its rhythmic gesture (figure 3). Trees are
very stylizing in character; at first artisans
draw it by charcoal or chalk, then they
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to the other, only some kinds of raw
materials are replaced to readymade product
for lack of storage in nature. Gokul Behari
Patanaik who is 76 years old, is one of the
oldest renowned artisans of patachitra from
Bhubaneswar. He went to Lucknow to learn
commercial art and started palm leaf
engraving around 1961 and he is practicing
scroll painting since in 1963. He received
national award in 1968. He had trained a lot
of students for the last many years. About
process of making canvas he expresses his
view, ―the cotton cloth is first dipped in a
solution of tamarind (imli) seeds and water
for 4-5 days. After that a paste of chock
powder and gum is applied on it and
khaddar stone is rubbed on the cloth. This is
done to smooth the cloth. The cloth is then
taken out and sun dried. The layer cotton is
then sun dried. When cloth is smooth the
chikana stone is rubbed on it to give it a
shining. The solution and kaitha (wood
apple) gum is on the cloth. Another layer of
processed cotton is placed and gum is
applied on it. This is done to stick the two
layers. The painting is done on the prepared
canvas with the help of earthen and vibrant
colours.‖ The artisans are used very fine
brushes for their painting. Brushes of fine
quality are prepared out of mouse‘s hair
fixed on wooden handle.
The chitrakaras designed various decorative
motifs like trees, animals, birds, flora and
fauna in their paintings. The human figure is
considered the best among all other forms a
painter draws and paints. It has engaged the
best attention of both the painters and
sculptors in all times. The Orissan painters
have also shown remarkable proficiency in
drawing and painting the human figures.
(Pathy: 2001). The style is characterized by
formal and linear economy, expressive
gestures of figures, stylized forms and
quality brushwork of decorative motifs. A
particular style of portrait paintings; in
which noses are extended, chins projecting
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applied colours and finally they ornate it by

Figure.3 linear treatment of figure of patachitra

The border of paintings is very much
important like that of the central theme. Use
of double lines is found on the borders of
paintings. It is clear that lines and designs
are not only equal in sizes, smooth and
minutely detailed and intricate lines are
shown in detailed (figure.6). The inner
border of the painting often uses a sort of
leaf-and-scroll motif and is narrower in
width than the outer border, which often
uses a floral motif (figure.7). The postures

decorative design (figure.4).

(Figure.4) Detail study of tree of Orissa patachitra painting

are largely well defined and repetition as a
style creates an interesting aesthetic appeal.
One of the important aspects of patachitra is
that it doesn‘t incorporate any ―Depth‖ or
―Perspective Visualization‖. Patachitra is a
two dimensional art form but application of
strong and rhythmic lines and use of bright
colour in the painting give an extraordinary
dimensional appeal.

(Figure.5) Border design with black lines
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(Figure.7) Treatment of natural motifs with colorful lines
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(Figure.6) Border design with colourful lines
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After visiting the Raghurajpur village and
observing their paintings we can sum up that
the Patachitras are symbolic, simplicity, and
technical in character. The paintings are a
set of representation which enlighten us
about the social structure as well as cultural
identity of Orissa.
The folk culture of
Orissa as especially patachitra painting has
rich heritage. It has achieved eminence in
the international art market. To conclude
one must consider that in the absence of
patachitra painting there is no identity of
culture in Orissa and the Rathayatra festival
of lord Jagannatha temple. If any art lover
likes Indian art and crafts then he have to
visit Raghurajpur. The big attraction of
Raghurajpur is that the whole village

community is involved in making different
kind of art and crafts. Traditionally they use
different raw material for making their art
works but according to time and people
medium has changed. Now most of the
artists use poster colours and fabric because
these products are easily available on the
market and as well as in order to time
saving. But they maintain the traditional
characteristics and style and themes of
paintings although the medium has changed.
The media of pictorial expression of
painting are basically based on colour and
linear design. Patachitra paintings give
aesthetical feelings and remind us about the
native life through their colourful line
drawings.
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We had interviews with some artisans of Raghurajpur village (Puri) and Bhubaneswar between
05/07/2012 to 10/07/2012).They are:
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analysis of mind could not attract the
philosophers of twentieth century till the
appearance of U. T. Place, H. Feigl and J. J.
C. Smart. Armstrong acknowledges Smart‘s
influence on his thought with regard to the
analysis of mind- body relation. He says,
―Professor J. J. C. Smart converted me to the
view, defended in this book, that mental
states are nothing but physical states of the
brain. He in his turn has acknowledged the
influence of U. T. Place……………… My
intellectual debt to them remains profound.‖
Armstrong
categorically
and
enthusiastically announced that he was and
is happy to say that mental states and the
states of the brain are identical, and this
identity is a contingent identity. The Identity
theory of mind is regarded by many
philosophers as really paradoxical. They say
that this theory of mind is very
extraordinary. In this connection we may
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The Identity Theory of mind came into
existence as a serious philosophical thesis in
the late 1950‘s. Although this theory was
introduced by the psychologist E. G. Boring
in 1933, it took a long duration of time to be
accepted as an alternative theory in
philosophy. The pioneering works, which
deserve credit for the acceptance of the
philosophical version of this theory in
philosophical domain, were - U. T. Place‘s
―Is Consciousness A Brain Process?‖
(1956), Herbert Feigl‘s ‗The ―Mental‖ and
the ―Physical‖ (1958) and in 1959 J. J. C.
Smart‘s paper ―Sensations and Brain
Processes‖ (1959).
D. Armstrong has great contribution
to the Identity theory of mind. In his preface
to the book A Materialist Theory of Mind he
admitted that almost from the beginning
there were philosophers who were
materialists about mind. But this materialist
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Abstract
The Identity theory of mind occupies an important place in the history of philosophy. This theory
is one of the important representations of the materialistic philosophy. This theory is known as
"Materialist Monist Theory of Mind". Sometimes it is called "Type Physicalism", "Type Identity"
or "Type-Type Theory" or "Mind-Brain Identity Theory". This theory appears in the
philosophical domain as a reaction to the failure of Behaviourism. A number of philosophers
developed this theory and among them U. T. Place, J. J. C. Smart, Herbert Feigl, D. Armstrong,
and David Lewis are prominent. The main thrust of this theory is states and processes of the
mind are identical to states and processes of the brain. In this paper, I am trying to delineate the
view of Armstrong on the nature of mind.
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physiological or mechanistic; it assumes that
mind is bodily process, an activity of the
brain. Modern psychology works with this
latter theory only. Both are intellectually
respectable (that is, each has support from
highly
intelligent
people,
including
scientists), and there is certainly no decisive
means available of proving one to be right,
the other wrong.‖
Armstrong believes that to maintain
the unity of mind and body, the identity
theory explains it in a very simple way.
According to him, Brain is the pilot in the
vessel as because physically it resides inside
the body. To say that mind is ‗in‘ the body
and to say that mental processes are ‗inner
processes‘ are completely natural. He used
the word ‗in‘ primarily in spatial sense. But
this sense of use of the ‗in‘ must be denied
by the dualist according to whom mind is a
mystery and thus in any gross material sense
mind is not in the body.
Armstrong says that as the attribute
and the behaviourist theories can provide a
simple principle of numerical difference for
minds, such as, difference of place, so he
expects that this can be provided by the
Central-state materialism. He also believes
that the interaction of mind and body can be
explained by this theory in a very simple
way. This theory derives the conclusion that
mind and body interact on the ground that
brain and body interact. According to
Armstrong, from the implication of the
Central–state theory we are allowed to say
that it is not that we have a mind or that we
do not have it, there is no sharp break
because in a gradual way mind comes into
being. This conclusion is drawn by
Armstrong on the ground that there is
evolution of the species and development of
the individual and, in this process, in a
gradual way brain comes into being. Thus
Armstrong believes that the especial
advantage of this theory and also of
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refer the view of A. G. N. Flew who, in
1962 writes: ―In the face of the powerful and
resolute advocacy now offered this
admittedly paradoxical view can no longer
be dismissed in such short order.‖
Armstrong too admits that when he
first heard this theory he also found it
paradoxical. He also thinks that not only he
himself but many other philosophers shared
the attitude of Flew. But he is sure that this
attitude is confined exclusively to
philosophers only. Like the first year
university students they usually thought that
it is not possible to regard mind as the brain
and that is why they regard it as self evident
to hold that the Central – state theory is
false. But Armstrong holds that such a view
of philosophers is not shared by others and it
is evident that because of the potentiality,
this theory enjoys wide support outside
philosophy.
Armstrong holds that whenever we
speak of ‗brains‘, ‗brain-storm‘, ‗brainwashing‘, ‗brain-child‘, racking one‘s
brains‘ we actually speak about the mind.
And if we ask the people who have general
education and without having any
philosophical training that whether mind is
brain or is it separate from brain, many of
them will answer that mind is brain. Some
will in return, ask that if mind is not brain
then what it is. Armstrong believes that there
are persons who deny this fact and their
denial is based on theological reasons. On
the contrary, there are scientists and
particularly the psychologists, who do not
regard the Central-state theory paradoxical.
Among them Hebb (1958) is a
representative of this group. In his famous
book ‗Text Book of Psychology‘ he writes;
―There are two theories of mind,
speaking very generally. One is animistic, a
theory that the body is inhabited by an entity
– the mind or soul – that is quite different
from it, having nothing in common with
bodily processes. The second theory is
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enter into the concept of mind. But what the
views of central-state theory are with regard
to this mental feature or how this theory
does justice in regard to mental feature of
behaviour is not clear.
The above mentioned problems were
raised by Armstrong in his book A
Materialist Theory of the Mind. But he also
mentions some other drawbacks of the
theory and their remedies. He claims that
the difficulties of the central-state theory
mentioned above will become pale in front
of the present problem that he will raise as
because this is a more powerful line of
argument. He considers an argument that
could be regarded as conclusive against the
claim that mind is the brain. Consider the
question whether the statement ‗the mind is
the brain‘ is a logically necessary truth or
this statement is simply contingently true.
Whether the defender of this theory desires
to assimilate the statement with other
statements like ‗An oculist is an eye-doctor‘
or ‗7+5 is 12‘ on the one side and on the
other side they try to assimilate the
statement with ‗The morning star is the
evening star‘ or ‗The gene is the DNA
molecule‘. Armstrong holds that it is not so
easy to answer the above question as
because it is a dilemma. To him, the
statement ‗The mind is the brain‘ is certainly
not a logically necessary truth. In this
connection he refers Aristotle who
delineated brain as an organ which keeps the
body cool and nothing more. And in this
description of brain, Aristotle certainly
cannot be blamed of denying a necessary
truth, mistake although he committed, it was
an empirical mistake. Armstrong suggestion
is that among the contingent statements of
identity we must have to find out a model if
‗mind is the brain‘ is a true statement. The
statement that ‗the mind is the brain‘ must
be compared with some other contingent
assertion of identity like ―The morning star
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behaviourism is that they represented the
world-picture in a simple way.
But Armstrong also points out that
there is a basic difference between the
Central–state theory and behaviourism. The
Central–state theory admits the existence of
inner state where behaviourism denies. The
Central–state theory holds that these inner
mental states are physical states of the brain.
It is already mentioned that
Armstrong developed the Identity theory
originally advocated by Place, Feigl and
Smart. But before his positive contribution
to the theory, he delineated some of the
serious objections of this theory that might
be raised by the critics and subsequently he
tried to meet these objections.
In the first place he considered the
argument that any theory of mind to be
satisfactory must have to admit the logical
possibility of disembodied existence of
mind. If the Central–state theory argued that
mind is the brain then this theory does not
admit the disembodied existence of mind as
because there is no brain without body.
Secondly, an independent existence
of brain states and processes could be
conceived as these seem to be things. Even
their existence could be conceived as, (e.g.,
patterns of electrical discharge in space)
without requiring the existence of any brain.
But it is not clear how the Central-state
theory can account the mental states because
these have no independent existence.
Thirdly, regarding intentionality,
i.e., the power of the mental states to refer to
things other than themselves is not
explainable in the account given by a
Central–state theory. Armstrong believes
that this is not a problem only with Centralstate theory, but no theory prior to it is able
to give us a satisfactory solution on this
problem.
Fourthly, it is found in the theory of
behaviourism that in the some way or other
behaviour or disposition to behave does
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the meaning of the term ‗brain‘. But in the
case of ‗mind‘ to attempt to give a verbal
explanation or ostensive definition of the
meaning of the word is impossible. In that
case he must depart from a physicalist view
point. This problem is a great one that the
central–state theory is facing.
Armstrong says that in virtue of
certain physical characteristics of an object
we call it brain and it is found inside the
skull of the people as a sort of certain
physical object. But if we treat this physical
object also as mind we must have to add
some further characteristics to it by virtue of
which it is so-called. Because, the meaning
of the word ‗brain‘ and the word ‗mind‘ are
not same. But the question remains as to
what this further characteristics are that are
not found in the brain.
The above mentioned problem is
stated by Armstrong in another way.
According to him, it is the view of the
central-state materialism that to be aware of
our mental state is to be aware of mere
physical states of the brain. But it is certain
that we are not aware of the mental states as
the states of the brain. These mental states,
according to Armstrong, are of a quite
peculiar sort – these are mental.
One of the physicalists, Paul
Feyerabend, was daunted by this problem.
His suggestion on this issue is that the
world-view that is recognized by the
materialist does not allow him to state any
statement that may assert or imply the
existence of mind. Thus talking about mind
by a true Physicalism is an intellectual loss
but it should talk simply about the operation
of the central nervous system.
In order to have an explanation of
the concept of mind Armstrong refers to the
psychological way of thinking about man. In
picturing man psychologist holds that man is
an object upon which certain physical
stimuli continually act and certain behaviour
are elicited from him because of these
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is the evening star‘ or ‗The gene is the DNA
molecule‘.
Armstrong claims that if it is
admitted that the statement ‗The mind is the
brain‘,
then
logically
independent
explanations of the meaning of the two
constituting words ‗mind‘ and ‗brain‘ must
be possible. In this connection he refers to
the example of a contingent statement that
‗the morning star is the evening star‘. Here
the meaning of the two phrases -‗the
morning star‘ and ‗the evening star‘ –can be
explained like this way – a very bright star
that appears and can be seen on certain
mornings of a year in the sky is called ‗the
morning star‘. Similarly, a very bright star
that appears and seen on certain evenings of
a year in the sky is called ‗the evening star‘.
Here the meanings of the above mentioned
two phrases can be given by logically
independent explanations. On the same line
of argument Armstrong mentions another
statement that ―The gene is the DNA
molecule‖ and he claims this statement to be
a contingent one. Here the meaning of the
word ‗gene‘ and the word‘ DNA molecule‘
can be explained in the way that – gene is a
principle that resides within us and because
of which hereditary characteristics, like
colour of the eye, are transmitted from one
generation to another. The phrase ‗the DNA
molecule‘ can be meaningfully explained by
saying that a certain type of molecule
constituted by very complex chemicals and
the nucleus of the cell is formed by this.
Thus here also the meanings of the two
phrases ‗gene‘ and ‗DNA molecule‘ can be
given by logically independent explanations.
Thus Armstrong‘s conclusion is that
to be meaningful to say that ‗The mind is the
brain‘ is to say that the meanings of both the
words ‗mind‘ and ‗brain‘ can be explained
in these ways. He is sure that in that case the
word ‗brain‘ will not create any trouble. But
the problem is with the word ‗mind‘. In a
quasi-ostensive way it is possible to explain
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Armstrong believes that having an
orange after-image is explicated by Smart in
terms of stimuli alone. Here in a suitable
condition an orange acts upon a person. He
opines that similar line is taken by Place
also. Contrary to the view of both Place and
Smart, Armstrong desires to defend a
central-state account of all the mental
concepts. According to him, it is our natural
tendency to distinguish between thought or
belief and the expression of thought or belief
in words or action, between emotion and the
expression of emotion in action, and also
between the intention or aim and its
expression in action. When something is
squeezed out, we literally say that
‗something is expressed‘ as we find that
from olives, oil is expressed. If the same is
applied to the mind, the picture of the inner
state is that it yieldes or that it brings about
out behaviour. It is sure that if this picture is
to be rejected, there must be some strong
reason behind it. There is hardly any reason
that srong to reject that picture.
Explaining introspection Armstrong
says that it helps us being aware of senseimpressions, sensations and mental images.
These are regarded by him as most obtrusive
sort of inner items. But it is true that
sometimes we do not have thoughts and
intentions. In that case they may be imagery
without accompanying sensations. In
analysing the position of Place and Smart in
this regard Armstrong says, ―I think, indeed,
that Place‘s and Smart‘s position is a mere
hang-over from the Sensationalism of the
British Empiricists which attempts to reduce
all actual mental items to impressions,
images and sensations.‖
Armstrong holds that although both
Place and Smart did not give an account of
all mental concepts but subsequently Smart
has changed his views and accepts all
mental concepts in Central-State account.
Armstrong believes that if someone admits
inner mental states he will have to give all
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stimuli. Thus there is a causal chain
between the stimulus and response and mind
falls in between this causal chain to mediate
our response to stimuli. But central-state
theory says that it is nothing but physical
processes in the central nervous system that
falls between the stimulus and response.
This theory even does not believe that mind
is an epiphenomenon of stimulus and
response.
Thus, according to Armstrong,
solving of the problem of ‗mind‘ is within
our hand if we think of the psychologist‘s
picture outlined above. From the
psychological point of view a particular
mental process is the effect of certain stimuli
and also cause of certain responses and both
of these processes are within man. The
concept of mental state is that which is
brought about by certain stimuli and which
in turn brings about certain responses in a
man. Armstrong points out that it is science
to discover the exact nature of mind or
mental states. He also agrees to the modern
science the supposition that the central
nervous system or more crudely and
inaccurately, but more simply, the brain
performs the task of mediator between
stimulus and responses.
So
far
we
have
explored
Armstrong‘s analysis of the issue of mind
and brain. After explaining his own view he
considers the view of Place and Smart which
are called the classical exposition of centralstate materialism. Armstrong points out that
both of these thinkers consider only the side
of stimulus, but not response. In this
connection he quotes Smart (1959),
―When a person says, ‗I see a yellowishorange after-image‘, he is saying something
like that: ‗There is something going on
which is like what is going on when I have
my eyes open, am awake, and there is an
orange illuminated in good light in front of
me, that is, when I really see an orange‘.‖
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different accounts of the mind that have
been advanced through the ages.
According to Armstrong, primitive
view about the mind or spirit is that it is
breath which makes a difference between a
living man and a corpse. While making
difference between the two, this theory
makes difference between man and other
sorts of things. Man differs from other living
things in essential respects. A living man‘s
behaviour is extremely different from other
things, but the difference between corpse
and other material object is little one.
Moreover, the most essential features which
make a living man different from a corpse is
his breath. This breath or air is the spirit or
mind which is responsible for inner principle
of man‘s unique behaviour.
Other suggestions about the nature of
the mind are that it is a flame in the body or
it may be said that a collection of atoms
which are specially smooth, mobile and
scattered throughout the members of the
body. Again, mind is thought of as a
spiritual substance, or regarded as a set of
special properties of the body. These
properties cannot be reduced to the physicochemical properties of matter. The
irreducible properties are supposed by the
Central-state Materialism as a physicochemical working of the central nervous
system.
Armstrong says that many features
of the statement ‗The mind is the brain‘ can
be understood by a very good model
provided by the statement ‗The gene is the
DNA molecule‘. The concept of the ‗gene‘
was introduced by Brian Medlin to Biology.
Mandel holds that this gene is responsible
for producing certain characteristics in
animals or persons. In explaining the nature
of gene, Armstrong holds that, different sort
of answers are possible. One of them is that
the gene might have been an immaterial
principle. Moreover, genes are responsible
for the colour of our eyes. Biologist‘s
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the mental concepts in a central account and
it is actually a theoretical economy.
Armstrong says that the original ground
chosen by Place and Smart on perception is
inadequate as they explain it in terms of the
characteristic effects of certain stimuli. This
point is regarded by Armstrong as partial
truth. A full truth about perception,
according to him, is that a person can do
certain things. In that case a person can
systematically discriminate between certain
classes of objects in his behaviour. A
person‘s lacking in perceptual powers is
picked up by certain inefficiency in his
conduct. So, according to Armstrong, both
stimuli and responses are equally important
in perception.
After considering the views of Place
and Smart Armstrong has given his own
view on the concept of mental state. He
says,
―The concept of mental state is
primarily the concept of a state of the person
apt for bringing about a certain sort of
behaviour.‖
Armstrong does not regard that
mind is behaviour but he points out that
mind is the cause of behaviour. This does
not make him a patron of behaviourism. He
denies himself to be a proponent of
behaviourism as he forbids us to identify
mind with behaviour. He identifies mind
with the inner principle of behaviour.
Armstrong holds that for the sake
of argument if we accept the view that to
talk about mental state is to talk about inner
states of the person apt for bringing about
certain sort of behaviour then obvious
questions come up about the nature of these
inner states and what these inner causes are.
Armstrong says that to answer this question
is not an easy task and no logical analysis
can help us in this regard. In his view only a
high-level scientific speculation can solve
this problem. But yet he puts forward
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‗mental process‘ Place means the process in
the brain and nothing more. But the
dispositional mental states are not
recognized by him as states of the brain.
Dispositional state is causally dependent on
the structure of the entity which bears this
disposition, but in no way it is identical with
the structure of the entity. Again, disposition
has no existence apart from its structural
underpinnings otherwise it will become a
peculiar entity.
With regard to the notion of mental
propensities, such as, believing a certain
proposition to be true, or wanting something
to come about, or intending to do something,
there are arguments that these belong to a
different category apart from mental
capacities. Because in those cases none but
the individual himself has privileged access
to his own dispositional mental states. in this
connection Place says, ―But this is only
because in these cases stating what you
believe, asking for what you want, and
stating your intentions are in themselves
manifestations of the dispositions in which
believing, wanting and intending consist‖
Armstrong also rejects the argument
that we have privileged access to our beliefs
and desires. According to Armstrong, there
are persons who may admit that it cannot be
logically guaranteed that introspective
awareness is free from mistakes but at the
same time maintain that to our own current
inner states we have a logically privileged
access. But this view is denied by
Armstrong. According to him, it may be
that, someone‘s inner states can be
understood by the person himself as because
he himself is logically ultimate authority of
his own inner states, but in that case, there is
every possibility of his being mistaken. Thus
Armstrong concludes,
―So it seems that, once incorrigibility
is given up, logically privileged access
cannot be sustained. No doubt we have a
privileged access (at times) to our own
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conclusion regarding gene is that, for the
production of heredity characteristics it
plays a vital role and this conclusion they
have drawn from experiment on the
substance that is found at the centre of cells:
deoxyribo-nucleic acid. This identification
of the gene and the DNA is sufficiently
certain although it is impossible on the part
of anybody to observe directly nor one could
ever hope to observe in practice the causal
chain from the gene to the colouring of the
eyes. From this observation Armstrong‘s
assertion regarding central-state theory is
that, ―….once it is granted that the concept
of a mental state is the concept of a state of
the person apt for the production of certain
sorts of behaviour, the identification of these
states with physico-chemical states of the
brain is, in the present state of knowledge,
nearly as good a bet as the identification of
gene with the DNA molecule.‖
With this conclusion Armstrong
declares that his preliminary sketch of the
central-state is complete with this version.
Thus the Central-state materialism of
Armstrong identifies beliefs and desires with
states of the brain and in this regard Smart
agreed with him. But Place does not agree
with this view. Place is rather against the
attempts to extend identity theory to
dispositional states like beliefs and desires.
His argument was that we have no
privileged access to our beliefs and desires.
Place firmly believes that it is
fundamentally sound to analyse the
cognitive
concepts
like
‗knowing‘,
‗believing‘, ‗understanding‘, ‗remembering‘
in terms of disposition to behave. The same
also true in case of volitional concepts, like
‗wanting‘ and ‗intending‘. He further says
that in the case of these dispositional mental
states it is necessary to give a different
account of the mind-brain relation. This
account, according to him, is different from
that of mental processes which he refers by
the term ‗consciousnesses‘. By the term
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mental states, but it is an empirically
privileged access"
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चाह कर भी
चाह कर भी
कह नह ॊ पाते है ददऱ की बात
हो जाते है गुमसुम

ददद भरे , अजनबी हाऱात
अनजाने वो हो जाते हैं
जो हैं बरसों जान-पहचाने
क्यों करते है ऐसा

बोऱो हम क्या जाने
ररश्तें टूट चुके है पर

अभी भी हैं ननभाते हुए
अपने थे कभी यें

पर अब पराए हुए
दोनों की मॊजजऱ नह ॊ है एक
तो चऱना क्यों साथ-साथ
हमराह की गॊुजाइश कहाॉ है
अब तो तन्हा है हाऱात।

अब साथी मेरे अऱग रास्ते की गुॉजाईश ह नह ॊ
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तेरे साथ चऱती रह है मेर यादें हर कह
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प्यार करके छोड़ दे तुम्हें तन्हा
ऐसा हो सकता नह ॊ

ममऱो तुम चाहे न ममऱो

मेर ऐसी कोई ख़्वादहश भी नह ॊ
प्यार करने में अगर दे र की हमने
तो क्या हुआ?
ऱो अब कह दे ते है तुम्हें
सुन ऱो जरा

चऱेगी ज़िन्दगी हमार यू ह
तुम्हें याद करते-करते ह

प्यार ममऱे, ममऱे ना सह
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तुमसे ररश्ता तोड़ेंगे नह ॊ।
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